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Search and Target Acquisition
(RTO MP-45)

Executive Summary
Background. Standardized methods are needed to evaluate the effectiveness of camouflage, concealment
and deception (CCD). CCD refers to all detection avoidance techniques, including netting, painted patterns,
terrain cover, smoke and obscurants, shape-modifying applique, low-emissive paints, advanced contrast
reduction materiel, and other technologies.
The SCI-12 Working Group was established to address this need. The scope was limited to defeating
imaging, man-in-the-loop systems, specifically the unaided eye, direct view optics and electro-optical
imagers. Non-imaging sensors and automatic target detection were not addressed. To facilitate the objective
evaluation of alternative methodologies, researchers from the NATO countries were invited to apply their
preferred methods on a standard set of 44 images of military vehicles in operational poses for which human
observer search and target acquisition performance data were available. The results were reviewed at a June
1999 workshop in Utrecht, Netherlands.
The goal was to define measurement methods and signature metrics that are highly correlated with
operational effectiveness, NOT to predict search time and probability of detection. Search time and
probability of detection will be different in different military situations due to threat observer factors
independent of the CCD signature (e.g., the relative penalty for missed detection versus false report, time
pressure, fatigue, workload, familiarity with the terrain, prior expectations, etc.). Other criteria included low
burden, repeatability, applicability during both design iteration and prototype evaluation, and robustness
over CCD techniques, targets, and terrain.
Findings and Recommendations. At the present time, man-in-the-loop assessment is the only robust and
effective method to evaluate CCD. Computational signature analysis methods are not sufficiently mature;
they do not represent the range of significant visual and cognitive processes driving target acquisition
performance.
The recommended approach is to evaluate target conspicuity using a standardized procedure to measure the
visual lobe in off-axis detection, and response time in foveal examination. The visual lobe is the largest
angle between the target and eye fixation at which the target can be discriminated. The visual lobe may be
zero for hard-to-detect targets, and additional time is spent on foveal examination. Response time is
measured for the entire test, then data analysis extracts the time spent on foveal examination.
Tests have shown that ( 1) target conspicuity is highly correlated with search time and probability of
detection, and (2) target conspicuity measured in the laboratory is highly correlated with the corresponding
measurements made in the field. Actual targets and sensors are used in the field. Photographic, synthetic or
hybrid images with simulated sensor effects are used in the laboratory.
The procedure is simple and fast. It is stable with small number of observers. Minimal special equipment is
needed. The procedure is well-suited to use during the design process to evaluate CCD alternatives, to
support development and selection of robust and effective equipment, and to optimize CCD in the field.
Search and target acquisition field tests are orders of magnitude more costly and time consuming, yet
provide assessment only for limited terrain and seasonal conditions. They require fielded equipment and
can not support the early design process. Field test conditions are sufficiently unlike military operations that
the results are not reliable predictors of effectiveness in real military operations.
Unresolved Issues. The committee did not produce standards or guidelines for (1) synthetic (simulated)
images, (2) image capture in the field, (3) synthetic target insertion into captured images, or (4) image
presentation in laboratory tests. These issues warrant further consideration.
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Recherche et acquisition d'objectifs
(RTO MP-45)

Synthese
Preambule. Des methodes homologuees sont necessaires pour evaluer 1' efficacite des techniques de camouflage,
dissimulation et deception (CCD). Le terme CCD englobe !'ensemble des techniques de prevention de la detection,
comme les filets, les motifs peints, le masquage par le terrain, la fumee et les obscurcissants, les plaques de blindage
dissimulant les formes reelles, les peintures a emissivite reduite, le materiel avance de reduction de contraste et autres
technologies.
Le groupe de travail SCI-12 a ete cree pour repondre a ce besoin. Le mandat a ete limite a la neutralisation des
systemes d'imagerie ou l'homme est dans la boucle, et en particulier l'oeil nu, les optiques a vision directe et les
systemes a imagerie electro-optiques. Les capteurs sans imagerie et la detection automatique d'objectif n'ont pas ete
examines. Afin de faciliter !'evaluation objective des methodologies de remplacement, un certain nombre de
chercheurs des pays membres de l'OTAN ont ete invites a appliquer leurs methodes preferees a un jeu standard de 44
images de vehicules militaires dans des configurations operationnelles pour lesquels des donnees relatives aux
performances d'observateurs humains en recherche et acquisition d'objectif etaient disponibles. Les resultats ont ete
etudies lors d'un atelier organise au mois de juin 1999 a Utrecht, aux Pays-Bas.
Cet atelier avait pour objectif de definir des methodes de mesure et des parametres de signature en correlation etroite
avec 1' efficacite operationnelle, et non de prevoir les temps de recherche et la probabilite de detection. La probabilite
de detection et les temps de recherche sont differents selon la situation militaire, du fait de certains facteurs affectant
les observateurs et independants de la signature CCD (par exemple la penalisation relative liee a une detection
manquee par rapport a une fausse indication, les contraintes temporelles, la charge de travail, la farniliarite avec le
terrain, les attentes etc.) Parmi les autres criteres pris en compte il faut citer la facilite d'emploi, la capacite de repeter
les operations tres rapidement, la capacite de les appliquer durant les iterations des etapes de conception et durant
I' evaluation des prototypes, ainsi que la robustesse face au CCD ennemi, aux types d'objectif et aux types de terrain.

Conclusions et recommandations. Pour l'instant I' evaluation de type« homme dans la boucle» est la seule methode
sure et efficace pour !'evaluation du CCD. Les methodes informatisees d'analyse de la signature ne sont pas encore
suffisamment au point; elles ne couvrent pas encore suffisamment 1' even tail des processus visuels et cognitifs qui
determinent les performances en acquisition d'objectif.
L'approche preconisee est done d'evaluer la perceptibilite de l'objectif suivant une procedure homologuee de mesure
du lobe visuellors d'une detection excentree, et du temps de reponse pour l'examen foveal. Le lobe visuel est le plus
grand angle entre I' axe oeil-objectif et la direction du regard a laquelle il est possible de faire la discrimination de cet
objectif. Le lobe visuel peut etre de zero pour les objectifs difficiles a detecter, et une periode supplementaire est alors
necessaire pour l'examen foveal. Le temps de reponse est mesure pour toute la dun~e de l'essai, puis le temps passe a
1' examen foveal est ex trait par analyse des donnees.
Les essais ont permis de demontrer que (1) il existe une forte correlation entre la perceptibilite de 1' objectif et le temps
de recherche, ainsi qu'avec la probabilite de detection, et (2) qu'il existe egalement une forte correlation entre la
perceptibilite de 1' objectif mesuree en laboratoire et les mesures correspondantes effectuees sur le terrain. Des
objectifs et des capteurs reels ont ete utilises sur le terrain. Des images photographiques, synthetiques ou hybrides,
avec des effets simules de capteurs ont ete utilises en laboratoire.
La procedure est simple et rapide. Elle est stable avec un nombre reduit d'observateurs. Elle necessite un minimum de
materiel specialise. La procedure est bien adaptee aussi bien pour 1' evaluation de variantes de CCD lors du processus
de conception, que pour le developpement et le choix d'equipements robustes et efficaces et pour !'optimisation du
CCD sur le terrain.
Les essais sur le terrain de la recherche et I' acquisition d'objectif sont beaucoup plus longs et coiiteux, et ne donnent
des evaluations que pour un nombre limite de terrains et de conditions saisonnieres. lis necessitent un materiel qui doit
etre deploye sur le terrain et ne sont pas applicables lors des phases initiales de la conception. Enfin, les conditions
dans lesquelles les essais sur le terrain sont effectues sont suffisamment differentes de celles des operations militaires
pour disqualifier les resultats en tant qu'indicateurs fiables d'efficacite en situation reelle.

Questions en suspend. Le comite n'a pas foumi de normes ni de directives en matiere (1) d'images synthetiques
(simulees), (2) d'images captees sur le terrain, (3) d'incrustation d'objectifs synthetiques dans des images saisies, ou
(4) de presentation d'images pour essais en laboratoire. Ces questions meriteraient done un examen ulterieur.
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Theme
The focus of the Workshop is on methods to evaluate the effectiveness of signature reduction countermeasures
such as Camouflage, Concealment, and Deception (CCD). There are two different main approaches to evaluating
CCD: (1) observer experiments and (2) computational methods using image analysis. While such analyses may
extend to both imaging and non-imaging systems with and without a man in the loop, this workshop focusses on
image-forming systems in which a human provides the primary information processing. The efforts concentrate
on the visual and electro-optical signatures of the targets and their associated CCD treatments.
TOPICS
The
-

following topics are addressed:
methods to evaluate the effectiveness of CCD to increase survivability;
search and target acquisition models incorporating CCD;
computational target signature metrics;
the design and evaluation of CCD equipment and techniques.
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TECHNICAL EVALUATION REPORT
Alexander Toet
TNO Human Factors Research Institute
Kampweg 5, 3769 DE Soesterberg, The Netherlands

Email: toet@tm.tno.nl

INTRODUCTION

The Workshop on Search & Target Acquisition was initiated
by the Systems Concepts and Integration Panel SCI-12 (the
former RSG-2), on "Camouflage, Concealment and Deception
Evaluation Techniques". The goal of this workshop was to
provide a state ofthe art review of CCD evaluation
methodologies. In particular:
to provide a forum for exchange of ideas,
to compare current methodologies on standard data sets,
to establish metrics for comparison of methods,
to allow interaction between users and developers,
to identity new directions for future assessment ,

tests. Therefore, the use of perception studies has become
popular for developing training, testing system designs, and
assessing effectiveness of camouflage techniques. For the
outcome to be valid, a perception study should emulate as
accurately as possible what a military observer will actually
see and do when using a thermal sight. Dr. O'Kane identified
and discussed five general issues: training, field-of-regard
versus field-of-view search, gain and level controls, time
limitations, and subject motivation. She argued that, in order
to make the link between the laboratory perception study and
the battlefield experience most robust, the methodology that is
chosen should be directly related to a military operational
scenario. She concluded that as technology allows greater
capability to provide optimal emulation of military operational
procedures, perception studies can become more and more
realistic, which is important for developers and users of
camouflage in evaluation of systems.

methods and research programmes.
The main topics identified for the workshop can be
summarised as:
methods to evaluate the effectiveness ofCCD;
search and target acquisition models incorporating CCD;
computational target signature metrics;
the design and evaluation of CCD equipment and
techniques.
To facilitate the objective evaluation of alternative CCD
evaluation methodologies, researchers from the NATO
countries were invited to apply their preferred methods on a
standard set of 44 high resolution digitised images 1 of military
vehicles in operational poses for which human observer search
and target acquisition performance data were available.
OPENING ADDRESS

Cdre lr. D. van Dord of the Dutch Ministry of Defense gave
an Opening Address (not reprinted here), in which he outlined
the importance of survivability enhancement through
acquisition avoidance, including methods to evaluate the
effectiveness of signature countermeasures such as CCD. He
emphasized the need for standardised CCD evaluation
techniques.
KEYNOTE ADDRESS

In her Keynote Address, entitled "Perception Studies",
Barbara L. O'Kane of the Night Vision & Electronic Sensors
Directorate, USA, discussed some challenges involved in
perception studies that are conducted to gain insight into
surveillance and target acquisition by military users of thermal
imagery. On today's battlefield ground-to-ground and air-toground military target acquisition is performed with thermal
sights. It is extremely important, therefore, to correctly train,
model, and understand the use of these systems to prevent
fratricide and increase survivability. It is not possible to
perform all the needed research by means of expensive field

SESSION 1: SEARCH PERFORMANCE
PREDICTIONS

The thirteen papers in this session, that was chaired by Gary
Witus of Turing Associates, Inc., USA, are concerned with
issues in computational techniques to predict the human visual
search and detection performance.
The first paper of this session, ··Lessons Learned in
Developing and Validating Models of Visual Search and
Target Acquisition", by T..l. Doll of the Georgia Tech
Research Institute, USA, and R. Home of the Defence and
Evaluation Research Agency, UK. was presented by Ted Doll.
He argued that complex pattern perception, visual attention,
learning, and cognition are important factors in human visual
search and target acquisition performance. He explained the
contribution of these processes and suggested approaches for
modeling them. He distinguished three different approaches
for testing and validating models of visual search and target
acquisition, that take into account the abovementioned factors.
The first and most obvious approach is to compare model
predictions to observer performance in the field. However,
field experiments are expensiv'e, time-consuming, and difficult
to perform (environmental conditions are not under control,
and unintended detection cues may be abundant). The second
approach is to compare model predictions to observer data that
is collected in the laboratory using imagery registered in the
field (this approach was also addressed in the previous
Keynote paper). The advantage of this method is that the
observers and models are both subjected to the same image
degradation effects. However, the deployment of real targets
in the field is still expensive and time-consuming and may
produce extraneous cues such as vehicle tracks. The third
approach is to gather high resolution imagery of natural
backgrounds, together with ground truth and data on
meteorological and illumination conditions. Synthetic targets
can then be generated and inserted in the calibrated
background imagery, and the result validated by comparing it
to field imagery (see Session III for papers on this topic). The
synthetic images can then be used in laboratory observer
experiments and the results can be compared to model
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predictions. This method eliminates the disadvantages of the
first two methods.
The second paper, "'Visual Distinctness Determined By
Partially Invariant Feautures", by .I.A. Garcia. J. FdezValdivia. X.R. Fdez-Vida! and R. Rodriguez-Sanchez of the
University of Granada. Spain. was presented by Jose Garcia.
He presented an algorithm for the automatically learned
partitioning of "visual patterns" in digital images. The method
is based on band-pass filtering operation. with fixed scale and
orientation sensitivity. The "visual patterns" are defined as the
features which have the highest degree of alignment in the
statistical structure across different frequency bands. From this
image representation he derived a computational visual
distinctness measure. The measure was applied to quantify the
visual distinctness of targets in the SEARCH_2 image
database. The computed visual target distinctness measure
correlates with the visual search and detection performance of
human observers.
The third paper, "Target Detection Using Saliency-Based
Attention", by L. ltti and C. Koch of the California Institute of
Technology, USA, was presented by Laurent !tti. He
presented a computer model of human visual search, based on
the concept of a "saliency map". that is, an explicit twodimensional map that encodes the saliency or conspicuity of
objects in the visual environment. Competition among neurons
in this map gives rise to a single winning location that
corresponds to the next attended target. Inhibiting this location
automatically allows the system to attend to the next most
salient location. He gave a detailed description of a computer
implementation of this scheme. focusing on the problem of
combining information across modalities. here orientation,
intensity and color information. in a purely stimulus-driven
manner. He showed examples of the successful application of
this model to a wide range of target detection tasks, using
synthetic and natural stimuli. He also presented predicted
search times of his model on the SEARCH_2 image database
of rural scenes containing a military vehicle. Overall, he
found a poor correlation between human and model search
times. Further analysis however revealed that in 3/4 of the
images. the model appeared to detect the target faster than
humans. It hence seems that this modeL which was originally
designed not to find smalL hidden military vehicles, but rather
to find the few most obviously conspicuous objects in an
image. performed as an efficient target detector on the
SEARCH_2 image dataset.
The fourth paper. "·Applying the Law of Comparative
Judgement to Target Signature Evaluation". by J.R.
McManamey of theN ight Vision and Electronic Sensors
Directorate, USA. was presented by Eddie Jacobs, also of
NVESD. USA. The Law of Comparative Judgement (LC.T) is a
psychophysical tool that can be used to scale complex
phenomena that lack easily identified physical parameters.
such as target signatures. In a demonstration exercise, the
author applied the LC.J to obtain a "search difficulty" value
for a subset of the SEARCH_2 images. These LC.J scale
values were compared to search times and probabilities of
detection from a laboratory search experiment with human
observers, performed by TNO-HFRI in the Netherlands. The
scale values were not linearly related to search time and
probability of detection, but correlated very well with the
logarithm of mean search time (r = 0.936) and the cube of the
number of correct responses (r = 0.954). A chi-squared
goodness-of· fit test gave 94.6% confidence in the tit of the
LC.I scale to the experimental data. While the LC.J results in a
scale with no natural zero point and arbitrary units, this tool
can be used to construct a standard scale. The author
illustrated how a standard clutter scale might be constructed

using the LCJ. He argued that the LC.I may be a useful tool in
target signature evaluation, either when used in conjunction
with scaling equations that permit conversion to familiar
quantities such as mean search time and probability of
detection, by providing relative "search difficulty" values, or
by making possible a psychophysically meaningful clutter
scale.
The fifth paper, "CAM EVA, A Methodology for Estimation
of Target Detectability'', was presented by the author,
Christian Birkemark of the Danish Defence Research
Establishment, Denmark. CAM EVA is a methodology for
computerised CAMouflage EVAluation and for estimation of
target delectability. Input is a single digitised image
comprising a highly resolved target as well as a proper amount
of background. Separate target and background images can
also be handled. Target and background regions are manually
selected. From the input data, CAMEV A predicts the target
delectability as a function of the target distance_ The
detectability estimate is based on the dissimilarity of the
statistical distributions of the target and background features.
The extracted features should resemble those applied during
the human perception process. Typically, contrast and various
measures of edge strength are applied. The Bhattacharyaa
distance establishes a relative separability, while the absolute
detection range is obtained by deriving a relation between the
Bhattacharyaa distance and the estimated target resolution. at
range. By introducing parameters of the sensor, typically the
human unaided eye, delectability as a function of the range is
obtained. The methodology does not reflect individual
observer performance, but provides an estimate of the optimal
detection performance, given the selected set of features.
CAMEVA depends strongly on the skills of the operator
during the selection of target and background regions. The
author considers to produce a kind of catalogue that will set
up typical scenarios together with proposed operator
methodologies to cope with these. He also plans to implement
a proper procedure for modeling of atmospheric transmission
loss and of light conditions. Fundamentals for these submodels have been investigated. but still need validation. He
also argued that the current choice of features is not
necessarily optimal. Certain aspects of detection are currently
not modeled. A typical example is the cueing provided by long
straight lines. Further features need to be investigated and in
some cases algorithms for their implementation must be
developed. For the SEARCH_ I and 2 image datasets, the
detection probablility estimated by CAMEV A correlates only
weakly with observer performance.
The sixth paper, "Evaluation of Target Acquisition Difficulty
Using Recognition Distance to Measure Required Retinal
Area", was presented by the author. Thomv Nilsson. of the
University of Prince Edward Island. Canada. He applied the
method of limits to measure recognition distance thresholds
for the vehicles in the SEARCH_2 images. both for calibrated
slides produced from the digital imagery, and for the images
presesented four times enlarged on a CRT. His rationale is that
less visible targets should require more visual pathways for
recognition, and that difficulty of acquisition can therefore be
defined in terms of the relative retinal area required for
recognition. He derived the relative retinal area from the
inverse square of the recognition distance of a particular
vehicle relative to the distance of the vehicle that could be
seen furthest away. He compared the results with the mean
search times for the vehicles in these pictures, determined by
TNO-HFRI in The Netherlands. Both recognition distance
thresholds and retinal difficulty correlated only weakly with
mean search times. Analysis of the results showed that there is
a significant effect of target size on retinal ditliculty and
recognition distance. He found no significant effect of target
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contrast and shape on mean search time. He concluded that
mean search time and recognition distance may be
complementary measures of visual target distinctness.
The seventh paper, "'Evaluating TNO Human Target Detection
Experimental Results Agreement with Various Image
Metrics". by G. Aviram and S. R. Rotman of the Ben-Gurion
University of the Negev. Israel. was presented by Stan
Rotman. The authors tested the agreement between the TNOIIFRIIaboratory observer results on the SEARCII_2 imagery
and four different target distinctness mctrics. originally
designed to evaluate detection performance of infrared
imagery. The metrics they tested include two local target from
background distinctness metrics (DOYLE and TARGE7), a
global image complexity metric (POE) and a textural global I
local co-occurrence matrix metric (!COM). Applying these
metrics to the image database they obtained the highest
correlation values between the experimental results and the
two local metrics (DOYLE and TARGET) values, and
somewhat lower correlation levels between the !COM global I
local texture metric values and the experimental results. and a
very low correlation level between the POE global clutter
metric values and the experimental results. llowever, none of
the correlation levels exceeded 0.6. The authors conclude that

local target to background distinctness determines
detection performance,
for targets with low visual distinctness, the global clutter
level determines the detection performance.
They suggest to use these findings to define fuzzy-type
classification rules. In their analysis they excluded images
containing very large size targets (for evaluation of all the
metrics). or very narrow extent targets (for evaluation of the
ICOAI metric).
The eighth paper. "Image Based Contrast-to-Clutter Modeling
of Detection". was presented by the author. David L. Wilson
of the Night Vision & Electronic Sensors Directorate, USA.
He applied a range of image-based contrast mctrics to
calculate the visual distinctness of the targets in the
SEARCI1_2 images. The metrics included different
combinations of the variance of the pixel values over the
target and its local or estimated background. the difTerence
between the mean pixel values of the target and its local
background. the target size, defined as the number of pixels on
target. and a modified version of the Schmieder-Weathersby
clutter metric. computed either over the entire image or over a
user deli ned region. He then correlated the predicted target
distinctness values with the mean search time provided with
the SEARCH_2 image dataset. His results show that a simple
root mean square difference of the pixel values over the target
and its local background area correlates most strongly with
observer performance. The usc of a local clutter metric does
not improve this result, whereas the use of a global clutter
metric lowers the correlation values. This finding clearly
agrees with the results of the previous presentation. i.e. that
local target distinctness appears to determine delectability. He
concludes that the inclusion of a clutter metric-in a target
distinctness measure should in theory have advantages when
there is a large variation in clutter. but that it was not possible
to demonstrate this advantage with the SEARCl-1_2 dataset.
The nineth paper in this session. '"Efticient Methods for
Validating Target Acquisition Models". was presented by the
author. Richard Hecker of IABG. Germany. He addressed the
validation of the CAMAELEON computer model. This model
is developed for the assessment of camouflage using digital
image processing techniques based in part on the human visual
system. It estimates the physiological detectahility of an object
by calculating the similarity between the object and its

background relating to first order statistic features like
contrast and textural features like local contrast (energy),
local spatial frequency and local orientation. These local
textural features are calculated from the output of several
bandpass-filters, that are similar to the filters constituted by
the receptive fields ofthe neurons in the early stages of the
human visual system. The histograms of these local features
are then calculated both for the object and its background. The
overlap of the histograms of the target and its background is
taken as a measure of their similarity. These similarity
measures are combined in a heuristical detection model to
calculate (a) the delectability probability as a function of range
and (b) the detectability range. The model was validated with
direct measurements of target delectability ranges in the field,
both for infrared and visual imagery. For the SEARCI-1_2
dataset the detectability range predicted by CAMAELEON
correlates with both the detection and identification lobes. The
author argues that this correlation is a direct result of the
variation in target sizes (viewing range) in the SEARCH_2
dataset. and that the interfering effects with different cues
(size, atmosphere. resolution. contrast. texture) that arise from
this variation in target size cannot be resolved. CAMAELEON
is designed to analyse high resolution images taken from
nearby, that are not degraded by atmospheric effects.
The tenth paper, "'Assessing Camouflage Methods Using
Textural Features"". by S. Nyberg and K. Schutte, of
respectively the Defence Research Establishment,
Sweden and TNO-fEL. The Netherlands, was presented by
Sten Nyberg. The authors applied a large range of local digital
visual target distinctness measures to the SEARCII_2
imagery, and calculated the correlation of the computed values
with the mean search time provided with the dataset. They
found that local mean and variance based measures, together
with directional autocorrelation and isotropy (both features
that are based on the local power spectrum), yield correlations
up to 0.85. They argue that isotropy works well because it
reacts to small straight edge segments that are typical for
targets but not characteristic for the background.
The eleventh paper. "Image Discrimination Models for Object
Detection in Natural Backgrounds"". was presented by the
author, AI .1. Ahumada Jr. of NASA Ames Research Center,
USA. He applied a simple linear DifTercnce-of-Gaussians
filter model to small target sections of the SEARCH_2 image
pairs, representing the same scene both with and without the
target present. He calculated the visual target distinctness as
the Euclidian distance between the filtered image pairs,
normalised by the root-mean-square contrast of the filtered
background-only image. including a global contrast threshold
to emulate masking in the human visual system. This measure
effectively combines (I) target size. (2) target contrast, and (3)
local background contrast variability. The author obtained a
correlation of0.81 between the distinctness values thus
calculated and mean search time provided for the SEARCH_2
imagery. This relatively high correlation is found despite the
fact that the model docs not account for(!) color differences.
(2) target position. (3) object contours. or (4) texture
differences.
The twelfth paper. "A Contrast Metric for 3-D Vehicles in
Natural Lighting··. by G. Witus of Turing Associates, Inc,
USA, and G. Gerhart of U.S. Army Tank-automotive and
Armaments Command. USA. was presented by the author and
chairman of this session. Gary Witus. He argued that basic
vision research suggests that shape from shading and 3-D
appearance are pop-out cues. focus visual attention. and
facilitate figure-ground segregation. Although it works for
stylized 2-dimensional targets. the standard area-weighted
average contrast ratio has proven not to be a good predictor of
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search and target acquisition performance for complex targets
in complex scenes. The authors introduced a simple 3-D target
contrast metric, that effectively combines the area weighted
contrast over(/) the front/rear. (2) the top. and (3) the side
regions of the projected view of a target vehicle. They applied
this metric to the targets in the SEARCH_2 images. Their
results show that this 3-D structure contrast metric performs
better than RSS contrast (the Root-Sum Square of the targetbackground luminance difference and the target luminance
standard deviation. which has been found to be an effective
metric in previous studies), and both perform dramatically
better than the area-weighted average contrast. Target height
performs better than either target area or square root of area.
The 3-D signature metric accounts for over 80% of the
variance in probability of detection, and 75% of the variance
in search time as measured in the TNO perception tests.
When false alarm effects are discounted, the metric accounts
for 89% of the variance in probability of detection and 95% of
the variance in search time. The predictive power of the
signature metric. when it is calibrated to half the data and
evaluated against the other half, is 90% of the explanatory
power. False alarms are a significant factor contributing to
variance in search performance. The authors conclude that
ti.1rther research should address effective models to predict the
rate of false alarm from image properties and top-down
knowledge.
The thirteenth paper in this session, "Computing Search Time
in Visual Images Using the Fuzzy Logic Approach by T..T.
Meitzler. E. Sohn. II. Singh, and A. Elgarhi, of the US Army
Tank-automotive and Armaments Command Research, and of
the Wayne State University, USA, was not presented. This
paper describes a fuzzy logic model that predicts mean search
time from local luminance, range. aspect, width, and wavelet
edge points. The authors claim to obtain a correlation of0.97
between the model predictions and the mean search times
provided for the SEARCl-1_2 image data set.

SESSION II: TARGET ACQUISITION MECHANISMS

natural environment. the features of the object must be segregated
from its local background. In most quantitative vision models the
image is initially processed by channels selective along certain
fundamental stimulus dimensions such as spatial frequency and
orientation. These channels generally contain a nonlinearity, such
as full-wave rectification, so that they signal the local contrast
energy within the passband of the channel. Another stage of linear
filtering, followed by a simple edge finding or thresholding
mechanism, is then applied to the channel outputs to find the
texture boundaries or regions. Although these channel-energy
models have been successful in predicting texture segregation and
discrimination performance for some classes of stimuli, there are
large classes of stimuli that are readily segregated by human
observers but which cannot be segregated by channel energy. Dr.
Geisler demonstrated that a very simple image structure model,
that combines local measures of proximity and continuation, can
account for human ability to detect random contours that are
representative, in complexity and uncertainty. of those occurring in
the natural environment.
The third paper, "Comparing Human Target Detection with
Multidimensional Matched Filtering Methods", by W.K.
Krebs, D.A. Scribner, J.S. McCarley. J.S. Ogawa, M.J. Sinai,
of the Naval Postgraduate School. Monterey, California, and
of the Naval Research Laboratory. Washington D.C .. USA,
was presented by Kip Krebs. I Ic compared the performance of
a two-dimensional matched filter (spatial) optimized for a
specific target and background power spectra, to the
performance of human observers performing a standard search
·
and detection task on cluttered multi modal images. False
alarm and target detection probabilities were computed and
results were plotted on a Receiver Operating Characteristic
(ROC) curve. The results of the matched filter were similar to
the results of the observers, indicating that the matched filter
may be a good predictor of human performance. The matched
filter approach has three obvious advantages. First, it provides
a metric that can be used to evaluate different sensors.
Second, it quantities the effectiveness of image enhancement
techniques, thus allowing for direct comparison of various
enhancement algorithms. Third. it may have the ability to
predict human visual performance across a variety of
background and target conditions.

The fourth paper, "Detection of Low-contrast Moving
Targets", by J.P. Mazz, R.W. Kistner and W.T. Pibil, of the
U.S. Army Materiel Systems Analysis Activity, USA, was
presented by John Mazz. He reported the results of an
experiment that was designed to investigate the effects of
target motion on the probability of target detection, for search
The tlrst paper in this session, "The Sources of Variability in
with the unaided eye. The parameters of interest were
the Search Process". was presented by the author, Kevin
background, target size (simulated range), target contrast, and
Cooke of the British Aerospace Sowerby Research Centre,
velocity. Targets with near-equal contrast at identical range
UK. lie discussed the considerations and parameter sensitivity
and angular velocity yielded widely different probabilities of
analysis involved in the design of the statistical ORACLE
detection. However. within a specific background region,
model. ORACLE models the probability of detection and
contrast had a significant impact. Dr. Mazz argued that this
recognition as a function of the fraction of the target perimeter
localized impact of target contrast indicates that further
that can visually be resolved. It evaluates the target against its
improvements in search and target acquisition modeling
immediate background and does not analyze the information
require the evaluation of scene-content's impact on target
in the rest of the visual field. His analysis of the SEARCH_2
detection (i.e., what about the scene leads an observer to the
data yielded a distribution of fractional perimeter values
vicinity of the target.) For low-contrast targets, he observed
similar to that resulting from a previous UK tield trial. He
that scene content has even greater impact on detection. This
argued that this finding supports the assumption that global
result agrees with the results of G. Aviram and S. R. Rotman
scene analysis is not required to model observer performance
(paper 7, Session 1), who found that, for targets with low
for generic scenarios.
visual distinctness, the global clutter level determines the
The second paper, "Image Structure Models of Texture and
detection performance.
Contour Visibility", by W.S. Geisler. T. Thornton, D.P. Gallogly
The fifth paper, "Validation and Verification of a Visual
and J.S. Perry. of the University of Texas at Austin, USA, was
Model for Central and Peripheral Vision", by E. Peli and G.A.
presented by Bill Geisler. He argued that "bottom-up" mechanisms Geri, of the Harvard Medical School and Raytheon Training
for grouping and segregation are absolutely essential to object
Inc., USA, was presented by Eli Peli. He reported the results
detection and recognition. To recognize an object in a typical
of an evaluation study in which he compared the appearance
The seven papers in this session, that was chaired by Ian
Moorhead of the Defence Evaluation and Research Agency,
UK, address psychophysical studies and computer models of
different aspects of the human visual target acquisition
capability.
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of an image viewed at various distances with simulations of
that image corresponding to the same distances, generated
with model a multi-scale vision model that applies a threshold
(i.e. nonlinear) contrast sensitivity function (CSF) and a
locally normalized, band-limited contrast definition. The
model closely predicts observer performance, both for central
and for peripheral viewing. This indicates that the use of a
nonlinear CSF in combination with a locally normalized
contrast metric may be valid. It also appears that the
differences in image detail across wide-field images can be
modeled using a single eccentricity-dependent parameter in
addition to the foveal CSF.
The sixth paper_ '·Modelling of Target Acquisition within
Combat Simulation and Wargames'', was presented by the
author, Jan Vink, of the TNO-FEL The Netherlands. He
addressed some of the limitations and problems of the current
implementation of the target acquisition module in combat
simulation and wargames.
The seventh paper, "The Deployment of Visual Attention:
Two Surprises", was presented by the author Jeremy M.
Wolfe of the Brigham and Women's Hospital and Harvard
Medical SchooL~USA. He presented the results of some visual
experiments that demonstrate that covert attention is deployed
at random among candidate targets, without regard to the prior
history of the search. Only one object can be recognized at one
time. Rejected distractors are not marked during a search, and
may therefore be reinspected at a later moment. The author
suggested that this surprising limit on our abilities may be
based on a trade off speed for apparent efficiency.

SESSION Ill: SIMULATION ISSUES
The six papers in this session, that was chaired by Mark L.B.
Rodgers of the Defence Clothing & Textiles Agency, UK,
report studies that employ photosimulation and synthesized
imagery in the design or assessment of CCD measures.
The tirst paper in this session, "Computational Models for
Search and Discrimination: An integrated approach", by A.
Copeland and M. Trivedi of the University of California at
San Diego, USA was presented by Mohan Trivedi. He
conducted two different types of psychophysical experiments
to generate quantitative measurements of perceived target
distinctness for comparison to various computational target
distinctness metrics. The first experiment involved paired
comparisons of image stimuli that contain a target pattern
embedded in a natural background pattern. For each pair of
stimuli, the observer was required to select which of the pair
possesses a target that is more distinct. By combining the
decisions from a number of observers, he obtained numerical
scale values for the relative levels of perceived target
distinctness in the stimuli. These psychological scale values
were compared to the computed values of different target
distinctness metrics. The second experiment utilized image
stimuli that contain several target patterns embedded in a
background scene at random locations. The observer needed to
perform both search and discrimination. The fixation point
data from the observers were used to compute various
statistics for each target indicating how easily the observers
located it, including the likelihood the target was fixated or
identified and the time required to do so. These computed
statistics served as another quantitative basis for evaluating the
relative effectiveness of target distinctness metrics at
representing perceived target distinctness. For both
experiments. he used the level of correlation with the
psychophysical data as the basis for evaluating target

distinctness metrics. OveralL of the set of target distinctness
metrics considered. a metric based on a model of image
texture was the most strongly correlated with the
psychophysical data.
The second paper. ··oepth Perception Applied to Search and
Target Acquisition", by W.R. Watkins and L. Alaways of
U.S. Army Research Laboratory and U.S. Military Academy,
USA, was presented by Wendell Watkins. He performed a
visual search experiment using both single and wide baseline
stereo imagery. His image set contained the same scene both
with and without camouflaged human targets present. He
observed significantly longer search times for scenes where no
target or a false target is detected. Second. he found little
difference in total search time for one or many detected
targets. Third, as the normalized time that a scene is viewed
increased, the probability of false target detection also
increased. l-Ie concluded that the use of stereo vision for
reducing the clutter level in search and target acquisition tasks
has promise, but requires care in assessing. He argued that it
cannot be done for short range targets without using multiple
fields of view.
The third paper, "Methods for Deriving Optimum Colours for
Camouflage Patterns". by K.D. Mitchell and C.R. Staples of
the Defence Clothing and Textiles Agency. UK, was presented
by Kevin MitchelL He argued that the design of scenario
specific camouflage patterns involves two major factors: (I)
the multi-level structure of a background and (2) the many
colours present. The camouflage pattern should match the
background at multiple levels of resolution, in order to be
effective at various ranges. The design method needs to reduce
the many hundreds of colours that usually occur in a scene to a
workable number. usually between three and six. He presented
a routine to derive optimum colours for a camouflage pattern
using calibrated digital imagery. Optimised colours used in a
pattern can reduce the ranges at which targets become visible
in specific scenarios.
The fourth paper, 'The Development of an Image
Manipulation Facility for the Assessment of CCD", was
presented by the author, Anthony W. Houlbrook of the
Defence Clothing and Textiles Agency, UK. He discussed the
benefits ofphotosimulation techniques as an alternative to
performing live observer trials. The greater control over
photosimulations allows an increased level of confidence in
the results of any comparisons. It also requires less time in the
field for a smaller number of personnel. The next step along
this route is a method that requires no time in the field. Virtual
reality systems, however, do not yet produce the level of
realism required. An alternative, he started to develop a
system to place targets generated by VR software into a scene
recorded photographically. This system should digitize a slide
of a background scene in a controlled manner and allow the
realistic implantation of an artificially created target.
Reproduction can then be achieved using a calibrated film
printer. The majority of the reprinted scene should remain
identical to the original slide. He discussed the methods used
to enable the calibration of the equipment used, and the
process of comparing information from digital rgb and Lab
colour spaces.
The fifth paper, "A Physics Based Broadband Scene
Simulation Tool for CCD Assessment", by l. R. Moorhead,
M. A. Gilmore, D. Oxford, D. Filbee, C. Stroud, G Hutchings,
and A. Kirk, of the Defence Evaluation and Research Agency,
and Hunting Engineering Ltd, was presented by Ian
Moorhead. He introduced the synthetic scene simulation
system (CAMEO-SIM), that has been developed, as an
extensible system, to provide imagery within the 0.4- 14
micron spectral band with as high a physical fidelity as
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possible. It consists of a scene design tool, an image
generator, which incorporates both radiosity and ray-tracing
processes, and an experimental trials tool. The scene design
tool allows the user to develop a three-dimensional
representation of the scenario of interest from a fixed viewpoint. Target(s) of interest can be placed anywhere within this
3-D representation and may be either static or moving.
Different illumination conditions and effects of the
atmosphere can be modelled together with directional
reflectance effects. The user has complete control over the
level of fidelity of the final image. The output from the
rendering tool is a sequence of radiance maps which may be
used by sensor models, or for experimental trials in which
observers carry out target acquisition tasks. The system is
intended as a tool for assessing the effectiveness of air vehicle
camouflage schemes. However, the software is sufficiently
flexible to allow it to be used in a broader range of
applications, including full CCD assessment. He reviewed the
verification tests that have been carried out, and described a
validation programme based on (1) simple scenes, (2) neural
nets to evaluate the higher order image statistics, and (3)
comparison of observer performance in a real versus a
simulated scenerio.
The sixth paper, "An Investigation into the Applicability of
Computer-Synthesised Imagery for the Evaluation of Target
Delectability'', was presented by the author, Mark Ashforth of
the Defence Clothing & Textiles Agency, UK. He found a
marked difference in observer performance for the detection
of targets in a real scene and the detection of targets in
computer-generated (synthetic) images. Since synthetic
imagery is increasingly used to assess ceo effectiveness, this
is an important result. He explained this finding by the fact
that there is less detailed clutter in synthetic images, which
alleviates much of the decision-making an observer has to
undergo in detecting a target in a real-scene image. In the
synthetic case, the target is either seen or not seen, and there is
much less uncertainty. This uncertainty, which attends real
target detection, swamps any measurable influences on an
observer's relative performance in the real-scene case. He
concluded that computer-generated images used for the
evaluation of low-contrast target detection should contain
much more clutter detail than at present.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Apart from visual conspicuity, which has been defined
elsewhere 3, there appears to be no simple and efficient
psychophysical method to quickly and reliably assess the
effectiveness of CCD measures, both in the field and on
(simulated) imagery.
A quantitative model of the human visual search and detection
capability as-a-whole, that, given an arbitrary visual input to
the eye, reliably predicts detection performance, is still a
distant ambition. Factors that are known to be important in
visual search, like complex pattern perception, visual
attention, learning, and cognition, are still not addressed in
most modeling efforts. Using a very simple image structure
model, Dr Geisler (second paper of Session II) clearly showed
the effectiveness of this approach. Furthemore, future research
should address effective models to predict the rate offalse
alarm from image properties by deploying top-down
knowledge.
The relative succes of local target distinctness measures as
predictors of the human visual search and target acquisition
performance may seem somewhat surprising, given the results
of prior laboratory studies that indicate that the overall
structure of a scene should determine this capability to a large

degree 5. The global structure (clutter) of the scene seems to
influence delectability only for targets with low visual
distinctness. Previous research has shown that observers tend
to use a fixed amount of time for the initial inspection (one
global scan) of a newly presented scene 2 . For a given field-ofview size, they will make large saccades and take long
glimpses when the scene is relatively empty, and they will
make small saccades at a fast rate when the scene contains a
lot of detail, thus keeping the total time required for global
inspection constant. If the target is sufficiently distinct there is
an appreciable chance that it will be noticed when the fixation
is in its vicinity (for less detailed scenes, fixations will be
widely spaced, and the visual lobe of the target will be
relatively large; for detailed/cluttered scenes the visual lobe of
the target will be smaller but the fixations will also be closely
spaced, thereby keeping the probability to detect the target in a
single fixation near the target constant). If the single-glance
detection probability is a function of the local target
distinctness, and the time required for an overall scan ofthe
scene is nearly constant, we may expect the aformentioned
result, that local distinctness determines search time. If the
target is of low visibility, intense scruntiny is required to find
it, and this relation need no longer hold. Jeremy Wolfe
(seventh paper in Session II) showed that obervers tend to
reinspect parts of a scene they studied before. This behaviour
may have ecological validity, since it obviously makes sense
to monitor regions where predators (or nowadays cars) may
appear, even if they were not there at initially. Hence,
observers may decide to stop searching when one or more
targets are found during an initial scan of the scene, and
probably continue searching when no targets are found.
Eventually, they may decide to pick the most likely of a
number of candidate targets (image details that canot be
identified with certainty, but that have some characteristic
features of a target). Therefore. as Witus and Gerhart
suggested (12'h paper of Session 1). the study of false alarms
and eye movements may provide further insight into the
processes underlying visual search and detection.
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1.

SUMMARY

Most United States ground-to-ground and air-to-ground
military target acquisition is performed with thermal sights on
today's battlefield 1• It is extremely important, therefore, to
correctly train, model, and understand the use of these systems
to prevent fratricide and increase survivability. It is not
possible to perform all the needed research by means of
expensive field tests. Therefore, the use of perception studies
has become popular for developing training, testing system
designs, and assessing effectiveness of camouflage techniques.
This paper discusses some challenges involved in perception
studies that are conducted to gain insight into surveillance and
target acquisition by military users of thermal imagery. The
goal is to emulate as accurately as possible what a military
observer will actually see and do when using a thermal sight.
The issues discussed include prior training, panning effects on
eye movements, and contrast and brightness controls. The
latest advances in these areas and some remaining challenges
are discussed.
Keywords: perception studies, target acquisition, thermal
imagery, eye tracking, user interfaces
2.

INTRODUCTION

Perception studies have been used for many years at the Night
Vision & Electronic Sensors Directorate to provide data for
target acquisition modeling. In combination with field tests,
which can verify the overall results, perception studies can
provide a controlled environment and flexibility to hybridize
imagery, increase the number or types of subjects, and insert
variables, such as simulated smoke, weather, or other image
degradation 2 . The perception study methodology is not,
however, without its detractors. There have been concerns
that unless the operator is really in the field with his hands on
the sensor that his experience is very different and that the
results may not be comparable. Especially for camouflage
evaluation, which is a specific example of perception studies,
"photo-simulation," as it is often termed, has been called into
question as a viable technique because of the need for highly
similar circumstances in the laboratory and the field. We have
addressed some of these problems with thermal imagery in the
last decade and have had spin-off benefits that have been
deployed throughout the world.

One of the first questions which comes to mind when
preparing for a perception study is how and how much to
familiarize the test subjects, also referred to as observers, with
the camouflage system being tested. If they know, for
example, that a certain camouflage net will cause the
silhouette to be more rounded, should we allow learning
during the perception study trials or show them straight off
what the camouflage net looks like?
A second problem is that field studies are often performed by
having the observers search a field of regard of say 30-120
degrees, composed naturally of many fields of view. But most
perception studies are conducted on simply one field of view,
known as "in-field-of-view search". Are these two scenarios
related? Can the results of a field of view test be considered
relevant for a field of regard search task such as would be
encountered in the field?
When an observer is in the field and has his hands right on the
controls of the sensor, he can adjust at any moment to bring
out certain details, change the magnification, or switch
polarity from black hot to white hot. Unless a perception test
user interface can allow that kind of observer interaction, it is
not actually simulating what would happen in the field.
Would the camouflage net be as visible if the observer were
given just a single, albeit allegedly "optimal", image?
A r!!lated issue is how much time to allow or to force an
observer to search each image in the data set. Perception
studies are performed with a wide variety of methodologies in
terms of the time allotted. Each will have a dramatic effect on
the results, and various methodologies may access a different
stage in the attentional and perceptual processing of the
scenes 3 .
Each of these topics can be approached from the purely
scientific standpoint or the military application view. The
choices to employ a particular methodology can result in a
study that provides tremendous scientific relevance but may or
may not be useful to the designer of the camouflage or the
builder of the sensor. On the other hand, as scientists we do
not wish to perform scientifically mundane, inadequate, or
uninteresting experiments; our desire is to contribute to the
body of scientific understanding with each experiment that is
performed. Thus, there is a balance between general scientific
inquiry and the applications of perception studies to military
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scenarios and the assurance that the customer is getting the
biggest " bang for his buck."

3.

OBSERVER TRAINING

There has been an operating perception laboratory at the Night
Vision & Electronic Sensors Directorate for many decades. In
the 1980's Dr. James Howe performed interesting studies on
the effects of sensor parameters and target signature statistics
on the probability of identification by military observers 4 A
typical study involved observers being shown images on th e
computer screen of various tactical vehicles, such as a T62 (a
Soviet tank) or an M60 (a US tank) and being asked to
identify them as quickly as possible. The images were
generally taken from real thermal imagery that had been
modified (degraded) to appear like sampled images or with
diminished target signatures as shown in Figure 1. The
experimenters noted almost immediately that the observers
were not able to identify even the most close-up and
undegraded images, because they had never been trained to
identify thermal imagery. Their training had consisted of flash
cards of line drawings reflecting the physical characteristics of
the vehicle, photos showing the vehicles in daylight or slides
taken with a camera attached to an image intensifier, a totally
different technology than thermal imaging. The training of the
military users of thermal systems had not included learning the
special characteristics of each target as seen through a thermal
imager.

due to the low training level. All these experiments would
have failed had the experimenters not developed a special
training program designed for the purpose. It was very
simple, and fit on one of the old 5.25" floppy disks, which
turned out to be very useful at the time. The training package
simply showed each of the targets with the nomenclature
displayed (" M60" or "BMP") and arrows pointing to the
tracks, turrets and unique hot spots. Before participating as
observers in the perception studies, the military observers
were required to study the imagery and th en take a test to
ensure a 90% or greater training level criterion had been
achieved. This training improved the potential of the
perception studies greatly.
But what happened after that was quite surprising. The
experimenters were asked by the military participants if they
could please take a copy of the training package back with
them to their units because it was the "best" thermal training
they had ever had in target signatures. The soldiers would then
return to their posts and tell others about the training. These
soldiers would then write or call us requesting the training
software and before long we had sent out hundreds of these
packages.
However, the issue of how to identify targets in thermal
imagery remained a subject for scientific research. Through
perception studies over about four years it was determined that
the best approach to understanding thermal signature
identification and training was in terms of Recognition-byComponents theory 5, developed by Prof. Irving Biederman of
the University of Southern California. Berkeley. In 1996 the
development of the training program commenced and it is now
in distribution to the US military.

Figure 2. New training package vehicle basics module .

Figure 1. Picture of two images. Above, highly resolved
and below, significantly degraded with simulated sensor
effects.
Therefore, the experimenters were not able to determine the
effects of sensor parameters or target signature qualities at all ,

During the development of the program, a First Article Test of
the training was performed at Ft. Hood with 109 soldiers to
determine how significant an impact on combat vehicle
recognition this program would have in the real military
community. The observers took a pre-test before training on
the 16 combat vehicles they were going to be trained on,
which were the various vehicles expected in any present-day
conflict involving former Soviet Union members or the U.S.
The average probability of identification for the 109 soldiers
was less than 20% correct. After four hours of training, the
average target identification was almost 60%. Since that time
we have trained many observers to 95% with one or two days
of self-training. Since the distribution of the program to many
bases of the US military in the last year, a pretest in the
present environment would likely yield a higher score. Thus,
in this way, a complete circle has been made, the perception
tests are now affecting the performance ofthe troops through
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the spin-off benefit of training and the training will
undoubtedly change the results of perception tests.
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Figure 3. Results from large test before and after four
hours of training.
What is significant about this perception study methodology
and modeling is that observer training, or its inadequacy, can
overwhelm the effects of the factors under study, such as
sensor parameters (sampling, optics, blur, noise, etc.). We are
presently working on similar training packages addressing the
issue of search and detection. When this is done, it will not
only change the results of perception studies and how they are
performed, but may significantly change the way that
observers acquire targets on the battlefield.
Less variability between subjects is found for the detection of
targets than for the identification of targets. There is a much
more inherently natural process involved in the discrimination
of target from background than in the understanding and
remembering of the cues and features involved in target
identification. Nevertheless, with camouflage techniques,
there will be greater difficulty with detection. This difficulty
would be expected to cause greater variance among observers,
since those with greater skill and experience with the
particular camouflage systems and sensors may significantly
surpass less experienced observers.

returning to the standard work week, introducing rest pauses
or decreasing them, all caused an increase in productivity.
When we perform our experiments and training, therefore, we
are likely to improve performance over the usual for a soldier
in the field. Are the studies then not valid for predicting real
life operational performance? This is a reasonable question
and one that we must seriously consider when reporting the
results of our studies. It would seem to be true that our studies
represent a "best-case scenario (or "worst-case scenario" when
studying camouflage). The subject knows he is being
carefully watched, he is glorified somewhat by this attention,
and he is directly aware of the purpose ofthe experiment. Can
this so-called "Hawthorne effect" be mitigated in any way? It
is hard to imagine an experimental situation in which the
subject does not feel that he is being given attention, that he is
unaware of the purpose of the experiment, and that he does not
feel glorified and in a different type of situation than usual, all
causes for the Hawthorne effect 's improvements in
performance. The best way to approach this problem is to rely
little on the absolute performance values, and more on the
relative values between treatments of the camouflage or
baseline item. Making statements about exact ranges and
probabilities of detection is somewhat risky because
perception studies do not represent the treatment of a soldier
in the field.

4.

FIELD OF REGARD SEARCH

Typically, perception studies have been conducted with single
fields of view of various sizes. However, it is unusual for a
battlefield or other ordinary field situation to involve a single
field of view. Rather, a user of thermal sights will have a
sector designated for search, which might be between 30 to
120 degrees. It is often found that field results for search and
target acquisition are lower than the model predictions. If we
continue to study only field-of-view search, we may not be
emulating the most important of situations, and may be
drawing conclusions that are not relevant to the battlefield
case.

A related issue is how much familiarization an observer in
perception studies should be given prior to his participation.
To answer this question, it is useful to know what the
customer perceives as the most significant question. Does the
customer want to know how the camouflage will work the
very first time it is deployed or how it will work after it has
been deployed long enough for the threat to have familiarity
with the item? In general, it is probably more realistic to
assess camouflage assuming a basic familiarity with the item.
If there is no familiarization with the system, then under the
conditions of multiple trials normally conducted, the observer
will learn during the testing what the item looks like and this
will cause a systematic error in the data with trial number.
Ordinary procedure, therefore, would cause us to familiarize
observers with the camouflage techniques prior to testing.
A very famous report by the Harvard Business School
published in 1939 reviewed the results of a 12-year study on
the effect of attention and neglect on workers at the
Hawthorne plant of the Western Electric Co., manufacturing
equipment for AT
The research seemed to show that
performance improved with any kind of noticeable attention to
or change in the subjects' conditions. Raising the illumination
or lowering the illumination, reducing the work week or

&r.

Figure 4. A large field-of-regard image being moved
horizontally left while viewed through a smaller fieldof-view.
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Figure 5. Setup for eye tracking experiments.
One experiment in particular raised questions concerning the
cause of relatively low detections with thermal sights. A
concern that naturally arose was whether the panning itself or
its speed was causing reduced detections. One way to address
this, which we pursued, was eye movement tracking during
field of regard search. One of the authors, Dr. James
Hoffman, professor at the University of Delaware, conducted
an experiment with NVESD and demonstrated that panning
field of regard search (Figure 4 and 5) imposed specific eye
movement patterns which involved an up and down movement
near the leading edge, as shown in Figure 6. In contrast, a
step-stare mode, in which one scene after the next was
displayed sequentially, with the same duration per field of
view as in the panning mode, demonstrated a totally different
eye movement pattern as shown in Figure 7. In the step-stare
approach the eye movements tended to be concentrated around
the center of each field of view with decreasing cumulative
fixations at greater x andy eccentricities7.
A moving scene in front of the eye prevents the normal modes
of eye movements, which involve peripheral detections and
saccades to various parts of the same scene. In fact, the scene
is different by the time the next eye movement occurs in a
panning field of regard search. What passed quickly across
the fovea may be in the periphery and as the fovea moves to
fixate on a target in the moving scene new information is
coming into the periphery still. Clearly, this is not the case for
a field-of-view search. In this case, the eye movements range
out from the center and the fovea is not being required to parse
a scene moving in front of it. Peripheral vision can be used in
its normal mode, although the whole field of regard scene is
not available at one time.

Figure Sa. New scene information is entering from the
right.

,,
Figure 6b. New scene information is entering from the
left.
Figure 6. Cumulative fixations in slow panning mode for
scenarios with new information entering from the right
and left. The eye is most often positioned near the
center of a line about 1 inch from the leading edge at
which the new information is entering the screen.
Step Len Slow

On a more general level, the brain is able to comprehend a
scene at a glance 8 when in a normal mode and saccade the
eyes to the most promising target area. With a moving
window on the world, there is difficulty with establishing a
"world" with placeholders (as Dr. Biederman has called it),
which can be foveated and more highly resolved later.
Instead, the field of view is moved in a sometimes more,
sometimes less, random fashion throughout the scene and the
benefits of peripheral vision only extend to a strip on the other
side of that in which new information is entering. When
evaluating camouflaged items, this type of searching will
result in a poor detection rate relative to field-of-view search
and introduce a great deal of noise into the equation9 .
The question persists, does the experimenter opt for more
realism in the testing environment (field-of-regard search) or a
more conservative test of the camouflage system being
evaluated (field-of-view search)? Some experimenters have
suggested the latter, but there may be two different questions
being asked and answered by the different methodologies.

10

Figure 7. Cumulative fixations for step-stare mode of
searching a field of regard. The eye is most often
positioned near the center of the field of view with
excursions outward.
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The field-of-view search methodology can answer the
question: "lfthere is enough situational awareness or some
other cue which allows the sensor to be directed at the
camouflage, will it be recognized as an item of military
significance?" This question is very conservative for
camouflage technology evaluation, but will give the clearest
answer. The detection of camouflage is clearly a function of
the eccentricity of the target from direct fixation. Biederman
et al. 7 showed that large targets (i.e., those subtending at least
3 degrees in the visual field) lying within 5 degrees ofthe
fixation point were readily detected 80% of the time with only
a 150ms exposure. However, small, camouflaged, or
unexpected targets required a much closer distance to the point
of fixation to readily detect the target. This phenomenology is
also the basis of the methodology for judging the effectiveness
of camouflage developed by Toet et al. 10
The field-of-regard methodology will answer the question: "In
a fairly realistic environment, how likely is this target to be
found and discriminated from the background relative to a
non-camouflaged target, given that the observer may not
actually have the target in the field of view for very long?"
This will add considerable statistical noise to the data because
there will be many more non-detections than would occur with
the field-of-view methodology. These non-detections will be
due to the extra time spent looking at the parts of the scene
that had no target and to the small amount of search time
actually spent with the target in the field of view. While
perhaps more realistic relative to a battlefield in one sense, in
another sense there would be many more sensors out there
looking, adequate situational awareness and other means of
determining the possible location of the target than panning
one sensor through a large field of regard.
King, Stanley and Burrows 11 have an excellent discussion of
the issues involved in field of regard search experiments for
use in evaluating camouflage. We have found, as have
others 8•9· 11 , that the search time required for fields of view in
which observers do not detect the target is much higher than
are search times for those scenes in which a target is detected.
Therefore, all of the empty scenes in fields of regard will take
a significant amount of the attentional capacity of the observer
and greater reaction times will occur. These are not
necessarily a reflection of the camouflage method, but is the
"confounding effect of a large, complex field" on the
evaluation of camouflage 9 . We have found that observers
need a minimum amount of time with their eyes on the target
for a detection to occur, not just the eyes passing over the
target, as Nodine 12 also found. Therefore, care must be
exercised in conducting perception studies with fields of
regard to evaluate camouflage.
Studies are currently being designed in our laboratory to
investigate the difference between field of regard and field of
view search and to apply the appropriate factors to the results.
One method that is being planned is to present the field of
regard in two ways, one with the scene completely on the
screen, and the other with the panning mode. This comparison
and that of changing the size of the field of view that
encompasses the target can attain a modeling of the field of
regard search times and probabilities relative to field of view
search with different size fields of view. It is hoped that this
understanding will significantly improve the modeling of
search and target acquisition for fields of regard. Current
search models predict search time for field of regard as a
multiple of the search time for individual fields of view.
We know however, that search is a very different process in
the field of view and field of regard modes (See Figures 6 and
7.) Therefore, it is likely to be inappropriate to use a
multiplication model to leap from field of view to field of

regard modeling of search times. In the comparison of
perception studies and field trials, which normally do include
more than one field of view, there continues to be an issue. If
we do the most efficient perception study, it will be a field-ofview test. However, developers of camouflage will typically,
inevitably, and rightly assert that their camouflage would be
more effective in a field of regard search. Certainly it will be
detected less often 11 but so will the baseline. The question is
whether the field of regard clutter more effectively obscures
the camouflaged item than the baseline item. And if so, is that
as practically important as whether the item is difficult to see
when the observer is looking directly at it? A serious
developer or user of camouflage would want the item to be
difficult to see in the event that it is looked at directly since the
user cannot be assured a cooperative background during use.
This need would mandate a field-of-view perception test to
estimate the stealthiness of a particular camouflage item.
However, a field of regard perception study comparing the
detectability of the baseline and camouflaged items may be of
interest to developers in deciding which technology to pursue.

5.

GAIN AND LEVEL CONTROLS

When experiments are performed using imagery collected in
the field and brought back into the lab for further testing, the
format and display of the imagery is a great concern. With 1'1
Generation FLIR in the tactical version there is no output
imagery from the FLIR before the display. Some laboratory
versions have an RS-170 output port, but this is very rare. In
some other cases, an E-0 Mux has been created and used for
testing but this is generally only a fair representation of what
the observer actually would see through the sight in the field.
The advanced "2"d Generation FLIR" is designed with
Automatic Target Recognition systems in mind and therefore
has a 12-bit digital output port. When collecting field imagery
it is possible to obtain this 12-bit output and then to show it on
a CRT in eight (8) bits. As is well known, there are many
ways to show the 12 bits on a CRT. In the field, the observer
has two choices, automatic or manual gain and level controls.
The system designers have developed an algorithm that is used
in the automatic gain control that processes the 12 bit data to
optimize the appearance of the image. What one sees in the
FLIR display tends to be the best image of the background, the
leaves on the trees and all the cues needed for navigation
through the terrain. The other mode of operation is the
manual gain and level control, which can be used to reduce the
overall brightness of the scene and enhance the contrast
between various points in the scene, with certain limits and
restrictions put into the proprietary schemes.
It had long been suspected that the automatic gain control was
not optimal for detection but personal computer speed for
processing imagery did not permit a smooth emulation of
manual gain and level controls for widespread use in
perception studies. While certain very expensive workstations
were capable of producing a somewhat realistic rendition of
sensor controls, perception studies were cumbersome to
conduct due to the fact that only one such machine was
available and there was a very high maintenance requirement.
With the latest upgrades in PC speed and processing power,
we are now able to do a manual gain control on an image in
real-time field of view search. This has enabled us to
determine that the manual gain control does indeed improve
performance, sometimes markedly over the automatic gain
control algorithm presently installed in some advanced
sensors. Figure 9 shows the results from a recent study
demonstrating the better performance when allowing the
observer to adjust the gain and level controls himself over
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using the automatic gain control in a field of view search of
high clutter scenes.
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Figure 9. Differences in probability of detection as a
function of range between automatic and manual gain
control during a perception test on detection of a tank.
The automatic gain control is well-suited to maintaining
stability of the scene dynamics on the display when the
platform is moving through terrain. While on the move, the
operator cannot make manual adjustments to the display to
optimize each picture as the thermal scene varies from
location to location, through sky, horizon, forest, tree line,
road, and grasslands. The automatic gain control adjusts the
scene to provide a consistently clear picture of the terrain and
potential targets. The manual gain control can provide the
detail and the ability to discriminate less obvious targets from
the background in a cluttered scene (Figure 9.) From the
standpoint of a conservative evaluation of camouflage, the
manual gain control would add a more stringent criterion than
would a pure automatic gain control evaluation.

6.

Whereas the glimpse methodology has basic scientific appeal
in the automatic detection and rapid visual processing of
information, the drawback of having relatively low face
validity relative to military tasks makes it a less optimal
choice for perception studies in most cases.

TIME RESTRICTIONS

Another issue to be resolved by the experimenter before
running a perception study to evaluate camouflage is whether
to allow the observer unlimited time or to limit the time
allotted. Discussions of each of the potential general
methodologies follow:

6.1. Glimpse
This methodology is intended to prevent eye movements and
to reveal automatic detection processes in the visual system.
The observer would normally fixate a central point, be
presented with the stimulus for less than 500 milliseconds, and
then be presented with a mask. The observer would respond
by indicating whether there was or was not a target in the field
of view, or at a specific location in the field of view.

The disadvantages of this methodology stem from the fact that
it does not represent a real-world type scenario. Except for the
case of fast-moving jets, few scenarios exist in the military
involving a single glimpse. The jet scenario differs from the
glimpse methodology because the platform is also moving
relative to the scene. Glimpse methodology taps vision
mechanisms involved at the first stages of processing and in
active visual memory (the visual memory sketchpad) 3 , and has
been very useful for studies of scene understanding, semantic
and syntactic processing of scenes, and camouflaged versus
baseline targets 8• 11 •

A methodology which restricts time is intended to emulate a
typical battlefield scenario in which the observer has a limited
amount oftime to detect a target, somewhere between one and
30 seconds. In field manuals, there is a time requirement for
the weapon system operator to make a detection and fire the
weapon and this time limit can be applied to the perception
tests and provide the user, the developer, and the scientist with
a basis for assessing the camouflage relative to the baseline
untreated system. In most of the perception studies conducted
at Night Vision in the recent past, we have found that ten
seconds per field of view is generally adequate for most
scenarios. It has been anecdotally observed frequently that ten
seconds is usually the limit for correct identification as well.
After ten seconds, the observers generally will be incorrect in
their identification of the target, and few correct detections are
made after ten seconds in field of view search with unlimited
time.
Adding a time limit such as ten or twenty seconds may reduce
the false alarm rate and cut off search of fields of view which
have no target, but will rarely influence the detection of
baseline targets. In the case of effective camouflage, the time
period may have to be extended to 30 seconds or beyond.

6.3. Forced Time
Another possible scenario to use in assessing camouflage is to
force the observer to view an image for a certain length of
time, for example, 60 seconds. What is likely to occur in this
case is that the observers will not feel a sense of urgency and
detection times may be much greater than would normally be
the case, especially if notice is given of five or ten seconds
left, as the end nears. Detection times would appear to be
more accurate when observers are encouraged to work as
quickly as possible and the reward of leaving the perception
study sooner is coupled with detection performance.

7.

OBSERVER MOTIVATION

It is important to motivate observers for their task. Normally,
military observers are highly competitive with each other for
scores. They want to know how they did relative to others as
soon as they finish the test. It is normal practice in our lab to
inform observers at the beginning of their participation that
there will be a gift award given to the best performer. The
score used to determine who will receive the award is
calculated by dividing the number of correct responses by the
average response time. Subjects are thus motivated to be
quick as well as accurate.

8.

SUMMARY

The approach taken in perception studies has been to perform
research that can be directly related to a military operational
scenario. When questions arise as to which of the potential
approaches to use, the inquiry centers on how a particular
perception study methodology would relate to a military
operator's experience or to field manuals. By using this
approach, the choice of methodology is based upon a principle
that is not strictly academic, thereby reducing conclusions of
purely scientific interest, but rather makes the link between the
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laboratory perception study and the battlefield experience
most robust.
Five general issues and recommendations for perception study
methodologies were discussed: training, field-of-regard
versus field-of-view search, gain and level controls, time
limitations, and subject motivation. As technology allows
greater capability to provide optimal emulation of military
operational procedures, the perception studies can become
more and more realistic. Recent computer speed upgrades
have allowed advanced training, manual gain and level
controls, and field of regard search with eye tracker. All of
these enhancements contribute to perception experiments with
greater face validity, which can be important for developers
and users of camouflage in evaluation of systems.
9.
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SUMMARY

Some shortcomings of past and current approaches for
modeling human visual search and target acquisition (STA)
are discussed. The effects of complex pattern perception,
visual attention, learning, and cognition on ST A
performance are particularly emphasized. The importance
of these processes is explained and approaches are
suggested for modeling them. Guidelines are also provided
for testing and validating models of visual search and target
acquisition. These guidelines take into account the roles of
pattern perception, visual attention, learning, and cognition
in ST A performance. The present paper also presents and
compares alternative approaches to field testing for the
purpose of model validation.

Keywords: search, target acquisition, perception,
attention, learning, cognition, validation
2.

INTRODUCTION

The military spends millions of dollars annually to build
large-scale, system-level simulations of weapons and
related systems. These simulations enable their users to
understand how the systems will perform under conditions
that would be impossible or extremely costly to produce in
the real world. However, very little money is spent on
system-level simulation of the one system that is key to all
military operations- the human visual system.
System-level simulations of human vision could be useful
in setting performance standards for both the naked eye and
all types of sensors and systems in which the final
judgement or interpretation is made by a human observer.
System-level simulations of human vision would also lead
to more accurate design requirements for sensors and
camouflage, concealment, and deception (CCD) systems. A
better understanding of the human visual system would also
provide insights into how best to test and validate models
of search and target acquisition (ST A) performance.

Until recently, attempts to build general models of human
observer target acquisition performance have met with only
limited success. By the term "general", we mean models
that accurately predict the detectability of (at least) military
targets as viewed through a wide variety of sensors in a
wide variety of backgrounds, without the need for
calibration in each new situation. The difficulty no doubt
stems in part from the inherent complexity of human
perception and performance - but also in part from the
manner in which the problem has been approached by the
military R&D community.
Military-sponsored STA modeling has traditionally
followed either of two approaches: ( 1) physics-based, or (2)
simple models of human visual performance that
emphasize only a part of the neural "machinery" involved
in human ST A. The physics-based approach is based on the
idea that simply matching the target signature to the
background clutter will suffice to deny detection. In spite of
decades of research, this approach has failed. The reason is
that no one has been able to determine to which aspects of
the background clutter it is necessary to match to the target.
It has proven impossible to match targets to all aspects of
background clutter because clutter characteristics change
over and within scenes (i.e., clutter is non-stationary).
Modeling efforts following the second approach modeling only a limited part of the visual system - have
typically emphasized the basic sensitivity of the eye to
light, or at best, the basic spatia-temporal contrast
sensitivity of the visual system. They typically pay scant
attention to the important roles of complex pattern
perception, visual attention, learning, and cognition in STA
performance. Thus. they model only a limited part of the
visual system. This state of affairs has occurred, in large
part, because there has not been wide-spread understanding
ofthe attentive, perceptual, and cognitive aspects of visual
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performance and the role of learning in the military R&D
community.
There is, however, a widening awakening to the role of
attention, perception, cognition, and learning. Some of the
papers in this conference attest to that fact. In his abstract,
AI Ahumada remarks that "learning and memory
components are required for a model that can accurately
predict human detection in unpredictable backgrounds." In
discussing shifts of attention during search, John Findlay
suggests that "eye movements are programmed on the basis
of a spatial salience map with both excitatory and
inhibitory influences reaching it from feature maps", and
"flexibility in search is provided through learning
mechanisms." Commenting on the role of perceptual
organization in contour and texture segregation, Wilson
Geisler notes that "evidence suggests that more
sophisticated models incorporating perceptual organization
mechanisms will be required to predict human texture and
contour segregation performance."

Unfortunately, including all the relevant visual processes
leads to very complex models that are difficult to validate,
as Richard Hecker notes in his abstract. However, we
disagree with Dr. Hecker's implication that higher
perceptual processes like recognition, identification, and
search can be eliminated from a model and still have it
generate accurate predictions. We will therefore also
discuss requirements for model testing and validation that
take into account these higher level processes.

3. ROLES OF ATTENTION, PERCEPTION,
COGNITION, AND LEARNING IN ST A
PERFORMANCE
3.1. Perceptual Organization
Walker and McManamel point out that first-order
statistics do not provide information about the spatial
structure of an image. First-order metrics include the mean
and standard deviation, as well as some less well-known
metrics like the Doyle metric and measures of histogram
similarity. The tank and the background shown in Figure I
have identical means and standard deviations, and they ' re
also identical in terms of the Doyle metric and histogram
similarity. But they differ in terms of the arrangement, or
spatial structure, of the pixels of various gray-scale values.
The fact that the tank is clearly detectable from the
background demonstrates that first-order statistics are not
sufficient.
To account for the detectability of this target we must
consider second-order metrics. The gray level cooccurrence matrix (GLCM) is one second-order metric;
others include the correlation length and the co-occurrence
matrix 3 Both of these quantify the correlation between
gray-scale values various numbers of pixel locations apart.
Although the GLCM, correlation length, and co-occurrence
matrix capture some of the properties that contribute to
detection, they don ' t capture all of them. There are texture
differences that humans can distinguish , but to which
GLCM and correlation length metrics are insensitive.

Figure 1. Tank and background with identical first-order
statistics.

The cost of ignoring attention, perception, cognition, and
learning is that the models developed have limited scope,
and must be empirically calibrated for each new sensor
technology, background environment, ceo technique, and
level of observer experience. In the remainder of this paper
we will explain which aspects of attention, perception,
cognition, and learning we believe are most important and
why they must be modeled in order to predict STA
performance accurately and generally. We will also
describe the manner in which these processes have been
implemented in one model of human search and detection
performance- the Georgia Tech Vision (GTV) model. 1

The image in Figure 2a contains a texture irregularity that
human observers can detect (note center bar-shaped region
in the center of the image). However, most metrics and
models of vision cannot detect this irregularitl. This is true
of both single-stage, oriented linear-filter models and
metrics like the correlation length, co-occurrence matrix,
and GLCM. The reason for this is that the entire pattern is
made up of the same texture elements -lines of the same
length at different orientations. In addition, the probabilities
of gray-level transitions from point to point are virtually the
same in the center "irregularity" and the surround regions
of the image. What distinguishes the center region is not
the texture elements themselves, but their relationship to
one-another. Note around the center region, that there are
abrupt transitions in the relative orientations of the line
elements. In the background, by contrast, the orientations
of adjacent line elements change only slowly.
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Figure 2b. Output of a singlestage, simple cortical cell, filter
model.

Figure 2a. Input image with
texture transition near center.

Another way of thinking about this pattern is that the center
region is defined by a texture transition. In order to detect
these subtle texture transitions, a vision model must have a
second filtering stage, which models the outputs of
complex cortical cells. Figure 2b shows the output
produced by a model with only simple cortical cell (singlestage) filters, for the input in Figure 2a. Note that there is
no differential signal that distinguishes the center
irregularity.

Figure 2c. Output of two-stage,
complex cortical cell, vision
model.

various sizes and orientations. This smoothing serves to
identify the extent, or boundaries, of each type of texture
identified by the first-stage filters. By comparing these
boundaries, GTV can identify texture boundaries, as shown
in Figure 2c.
But is the detection of such subtle texture transitions
relevant to real-world CCD problems? Figure 4a shows a
texture transition that might occur with a perfectly
camouflaged vehicle positioned against a background of
vegetation. When the vehicle is repositioned, there will be a
phase mismatch between the texture of the vegetation and
the camouflage pattern on the vehicle. Figure 4b shows a
GTV output for this pattern, after the model is trained to
detect similar phase-mismatched targets.

The GTV model has a second filtering stage, as shown in
Figure 3. Each first-stage output is routed to multiple
second-stage, spatial-frequency band-pass filters.
Depending on the version of GTV run, the second-stage
filters may also be orientation-selective. The second stage
filters smooth the outputs of each first-stage over regions of
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Figure 3. Schematic of GTV two-stage filter process, simulating complex cortical cell outputs.
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Figure 4a. Object perfectly matched in pattern and
chromaticity to background.
3.2. Attention and Search
There is substantial evidence that eye movements
(saccades) during visual search are guided by preattentive
(unconscious) processing of pattern information in
peripheral vision. For example, recordings of eye
movements over structured scenes reveal that the eye
fixates on features such as edges and corners that are more
likely to convey information than are plain surfaces. 5 In
reading, the eyes of proficient readers search out larger
words, which convey a higher degree of meaning than do
small words, such as articles 6 .Visual search proficiency
has even been used as a measure of peripheral visual
acuity. 7- 9

Figure 4b. Output of GTV identifying pattern in
Figure 4a.
generated by using multiple-channel, quasi-linear filtering
mechanisms. This map also serves as a basis for
segregating the input scene into areas of interest for further
(attentive) processing.

•

That clutter (i.e., the input scene) drives visual
search.

•

That successful search is a prerequisite for
detection.

•

The eyes fall on those objects that are most
conspicuous.

Another aspect of search that affects target acquisition is
the temporal sequence of eye fixations in a scene. A wealth
of data shows that human observers tend not to
immediately re-fixate on objects when inspecting a
scene. 10- 12 The GTV model includes a systematic search
routine which simulates the fact that observers tend to
disregard objects that they have recently fixated and
determined not to be targets. Thus, if an object has a high
probability of fixation on one glimpse, and it is determined
not to be a target, it will be less likely to be fixated on the
next glimpse. The systematic search routine also simulates
the tendency of observers to eventually re-fixate objects
that were previously fixated and found not to be targets.
Fixation probabilities that were initially high and decreased
tend to recover (increase again) after a number of glimpses.
The recovery time depends on the number of blobs in the
field of view. This is consistent with empirical studies of
visual search.

•

The assumption, often made in vision models,
that search is random is false.

3.3. Selective Attention and Perceptual Learning

The implications of this are:

The first line of self-protection is not to be noticed in the
first place, that is, to deny visual search. It's generally
easier to prevent an observer from locating a target than it
is to deny detection once he's looking directly at the target.
This is especially true in medium- to high-clutter
environments.
Explicit modeling of the effect of clutter on visual search is
therefore necessary to accurately predict target acquisition.
High clutter in an image reduces probability oflocating the
target, given limited search time. The GTV model predicts
the fixation locations based on the spatial and temporal
contrast of objects in the input image. A salience map is

There are at least two aspects of attention that are important
to STA performance. One- the mechanism that determines
eye fixations and preattentive shifts in visual attentionwas discussed in the last section. A second concerns the
nature of the visual features that contribute to preattentive
"pop-out" of objects and whether those features are subject
to modification through learning. In the 1970's, Ann
Treisman and her colleagues argued that preattentive
processing and selection occur only for objects that are
uniquely distinguished by a single perceptual dimension,
such as size, color, shape, and luminance. However,
Jeremy Wolfe and his colleagues later showed that given
sufficient practice, observers could preattentively identify
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weighting routine is highly effective in rejecting clutter, as
shown in Figure 5, and it allows the model to simulate the
performance of experienced human observers.

objects based on conjunctions of perceptual dimensions
(e.g. , find the red circle in a background of blue circles,
blue squares, and red squares). Neisser and others have
shown that, given enough experience with the stimulus,
observers can reach a point where complex combinations of
features support pop-out. For example, Neisser found that
after extensive training, observers can learn to rapidly pick
out a target letter that is very similar to the background
clutter, e.g., a "K" in a field of Es, Hs, Ts, Ls, and Fs.
Schneider and his colleagues have studied the development
of "automaticity" or preattentive processing in letter search
tasks. They showed that letters that are consistently
" mapped" as one of a set of targets (as opposed to
sometimes being targets and sometimes distractors)
eventually become automatically processed after extensive
practice.

3.4. Other Cognitive Processes that Affect ST A
Another aspect of cognition th at affects search and target
acquisition is perceptual decision making. Target
acquisition is not simple signal-to-noise ratio threshold
process, but involves decision-making. Signal detection
theory describes observers' ability to trade-off detections
versus false alarms. These trade-offs can distort the relative
probabilities of detection in task of differing difficulty 13 .
For example, we have previously reported that human
observers tend to shift their decision criterion as the
difficulty of the detection task changes. For example, in

With no selective attention algorithm :
Input image:

Model output:

W ith selective attention algorithm:
Input image:

Model output:
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Figure 5. Clutter rejection performance of the GTV model.
After extensive practice, military observers are often able
to immediately pick out targets in cluttered scenes that
novice observers must search for painstakingly. They have
evidently learned to preattentively process the target. It is
therefore important to model the effect of learning on popout and visual search performance. One way of doing this
is to differentially weight the filter-channel outputs before
pooling them into a single salience map. The weights
would be designed to amplify channel outputs typical of the
target, and attenuate channel outputs typical of background
clutter. The GTV model uses this method, employing a
discriminant analysis routine to compute the weights. The

low clutter conditions the observer may adopt a relatively
high decision likelihood ratio criterion, p. But when faced
with high clutter, the same observers tend to relax p. This
has the effect of allowing them to increase their probability
of detection at the cost of a higher false alarm probability,
as illustrated in Figure 6. This perceptual decision tradeoff
process can have considerable impact on measured
probabilities of detection .
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probability. The larger the observer's field of
view, the less likely it is that any given target
will be foveated (assuming constant
magnification). It is therefore important that the
apparent field of view (AFOV) of the imagery
used to test models be the same as the AFOV
that observers used in the experiment whose
results are to be matched.
•

Simply instructing observers to make their
responses indicative of a given level of
processing (e.g., locate "areas of interest"
without full detection or recognition) does not
guarantee that they limit their processing to that
level. If the observers are given enough time,
they generally perform higher levels of
processing (e.g., recognition or identification)
before reporting the location of an area of
interest. Even if exposure time is limited,
observers may perform additional processing on
the persisting iconic memory of the target.
Observer validation experiments should
therefore use brief image exposures followed by
a noise mask pattern in order to limit processing.

•

If the model under test requires training, the
target and background images given the model
during training must adequately sample the
same target and background features that will be
present in the test imagery.

•

Two possible scenarios must be considered in
determining the spatial resolution of imagery
used to test a model: (a) the resolution in the
observer test was limited by a display and/or
sensor, or (b) the resolution in the observer test
was limited only by the human eye, e.g.,
observers viewing targets with the naked eye or
DVO in clear conditions. In the first case, the
images submitted to the model must be filtered
to simulate the MTF of sensor/display system.
In the second case, the images provided as
inputs to the model must have resolution at least
as great as that of the human visual system.
They must therefore be captured by a sensor
whose resolution exceeds that of the human
visual system.

•

The temporal up-date rate of the imagery should
be at least the Nyquist frequency of the highest
rate of temporal modulation in the scene.
Alternatively, frame rate can be set to the
highest temporal cut-off frequency of the human
eye. This last quantity will depend on the
intensities, spatial frequencies, and
chromaticities in the scene and the viewing
conditions.

o,l---~-~-------------',o
Pfa

Figure 6. ROC curve showing shift in observer
criterion with task difficulty.
The GTV model uses signal detection theory in two ways.
When there are multiple "blobs'' or areas of interest in the
field of view, a decision must be made as to which blob the
eyes will saccade to next. The extreme detector model is
used to make this decision. The choice of blobs for the next
saccade is highly non-linear- even though one blob may
have just slightly greater spatio-temporal contrast energy
than the others, it's probability of fixation will be much
larger. The metric used to describe each blob is actually a
power function of its spatio-temporal contrast energy.
The GTV model also uses signal detection theory to decide
whether or not the blob currently being fixated is a target.
The spatia-temporal contrast metric for the current blob is
compared to the distributions of the same metric for targets
and clutter objects encountered during training. It is
predicted that the observer says "yes, the blob is a target"
when the ratio of the probability densities of the target to
clutter distributions exceeds the criterion value of the
decision likelihood ratio, p.

4. REQUIREMENTS FOR TESTING AND
VALIDATING ST A MODELS
There are a number of requirements for the design and
conduct of successful validation tests that derive from an
understanding of human vision and visual cognition.
Although many investigators will be familiar with these
requirements, one or more of the requirements have not
been met in almost all ST A model validation efforts.
Exposition and discussion of requirements can therefore
benefit the ST A community.
•

•

Since the sensitivity of the human visual system
depends on the luminance level and
chromaticity of the input scene, input images
must be photometrically and calorimetrically
calibrated. Some issues of color calibration are
discussed by Rogers and Thomas 14 .
Since the human visual system has high acuity
only in small portion of the visual field (i.e., the
fovea), the likelihood that a target is foveated is
an important determinant of overall detection

It should be noted that these requirements are a product of

the complexity of human observers' visual performancenot a consequence of the complexity of any model. They
therefore apply regardless of whether one is testing a
simple or a complex model.
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5. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES FOR FIELD
TESTING AND MODEL VALIDATION
The process of validating search and detection models or
metrics is expensive and time-consuming. It is therefore
worth considering some of the alternative approaches
available and the advantages and potential pitfalls of each.
We contrast three different approaches here, all of which

in backgrounds collected from the field. This is Approach
Bin Table 1, and the approach used by TNO for the
DISTAFF data set. This approach does not eliminate the
camera dynamic range problem, but ensures that both the
observers and the STA model are subject to the same
effects in this regard. However, this approach still suffers
from other disadvantages (which are also present in

Table 1. Alternative approaches for field testing and STA model validation.
Approach A

•

Collection of imagery of targets in backgrounds, ground truth, ambient illumination,
meteorological data, and calibration data in field with high resolution camera

•
•

Observer test in field viewing targets through DVO device

•

Model predictions compared to observer performance in field

Observer test in the field

Field imagery and calibration data submitted to ST A model to generate predictions

Approach B

•

Observer test in the laboratory
with field imagery

Collection of imagery oftargets in backgrounds, ground truth, ambient illumination,
meteorological data, and calibration data in field with high resolution camera

•

Observer test in the laboratory by displaying imagery from field test
Field imagery and calibration data submitted to STA model to generate predictions

Approach C

•
•
•

Use and validation of synthetic
imagery

•

Measurement of Bi-directional Reflectivity Distribution Function (BRDF) of target
paints

•
•
•
•
•

Synthetic target generated and inserted in calibrated background imagery from field

Observer test in the laboratory
with synthetic imagery

Model predictions compared to observer performance in laboratory
Collection of imagery of background only, ground truth, ambient illumination,
meteorological data, and calibration data in field with high resolution camera

Synthetic imagery validated by comparing it to field imagery
Observer test in the laboratory with validated synthetic imagery
Synthetic imagery submitted to ST A model to generate predictions
Model predictions compared to observer performance in laboratory

involve collection of imagery from the field and
psychophysical tests with human observers in either the
field or a laboratory. The three approaches are summarized
in Table I.

Approach A). For one, it is expensive and time-consuming
to deploy real targets in the field in a controlled manner.
The very act of deploying them also produces extraneous
detection cues, such as vehicle tracks.

The conventional and most obvious approach is to collect
both observer data and imagery to submit to the STA model
in the field. This is Approach A in Table I. One of the
major disadvantages of Approach A is that it is difficult to
control observer tests in the field. The field of view,
exposure time, time of day, and cloud shadows experienced
by observers all must be the same as those in the imagery
collected for submission to the STA model. Moreover, the
observers must be shielded from acoustic and social cues
that would affect their ST A performance. Another serious
problem with Approach A is that no camera can reproduce
the full range of colors and intensities that the observers
experience in the field. Very high signals (e.g., from
specular reflections) will exceed the dynamic range of the
camera (i.e., saturate). If the camera gain is set lower, then
low signals (e.g., in shadowed areas of the scene) will fall
below the sensitivity threshold of the camera and these
areas will appear black in the image.

Capturing temporal effects is also a problem in both
approaches A and B. If one wants to capture important
effects of target motion (relative to the background, or
motion of parts of the target relative to the whole), then the
problems of field deployment and control are compounded.
For example, the rate and pattern of motion of a vehicle
over rough terrain may be an important
detection/recognition cue. Shadows produced by clouds
and the motion of helicopter rotor blades are other temporal
effects that can greatly influence detection. Capturing these
motion effects in imagery requires a very high frame rate,
and results in a huge amount of imagery that must be stored
and calibrated.

One possible solution to these problems is to do the
observer testing in the laboratory using imagery of targets

Extraneous cues from target deployment can be eliminated
and temporal effects controlled by using synthetic imagery
for both the observer test and as input to the STA model.
This approach is used in the VISEO system 15 , and is shown
as Approach C in the above table. This is a two-step
approach - first synthetic imagery is generated and
validated, and then the ST A model is validated using the
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synthetic imagery. The VISEO system generates
backgrounds using one or more spectral bands of measured
background imagery, depending on the type of sensor being
simulated. The spectral bands range from the visible to
L WIR. The database is calibrated, and the algorithm for
combining bands has been validated. 16 The VISEO system
also has a library of approximately 75 high-fidelity ground
and air targets, most of which have been validated in the
visible and/or IR bands. With the VISEO system, one can
generate imagery at any desired frame rate in order to
capture high temporal-frequency effects. With VISEO, one
need not generate the imagery for the whole set of test
conditions at one time. Imagery can be generated for
selected conditions, submitted to the ST A model to
generate predictions, and then archived. Another advantage
of the VIS EO system is that radiation from the target model
is not limited by any camera or sensor system. One can
therefore model specular reflections from the target, for
example, and evaluate their effect on detectability by
submitting the resulting scene data directly to the ST A
model.
It is clear that Approach A has serious shortcomings- due
both the difficulty of controlling observer test in the field
and sensor dynamic range limitations. However,
approaches B and C both have advantages for certain types
of applications. With VIS EO, there is no need to deploy
and control targets during field imagery collection, and one
can more easily evaluate temporal effects and specular
reflections. However, one must build high-fidelity models
of the targets, if they are not already in the VISEO
database.
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1.

SUMMARY

This paper describes a system for the automatically learned
partitioning of "visual patterns" in digital images, based on a
sophisticated, band-pass, filtering operation, with fixed scale
and orientation sensitivity. The "visual patterns" are defined
as the features which have the highest degree of alignment in
the statistical structure across different frequency bands. Here
we show a computational visual distinctness measure
computed from the image representational model based on
visual patterns. It is applied to quantify the visual distinctness
of targets in complex natural scenes. We also investigate the
relation between the computational distinctness measure and
the visual target distinctness measured by human observers.

2.

INTRODUCTION

Images issued from the environment should not be presumed
to be random patterns. Instead, real-world images contain
characteristic statistical regularities that set them apart from
purely random images. There are a number of statistical
properties that we might consider when looking at real-world
images, and many of the important forms of structure that are
contained in 2D images require higher-order statistics
characterization. Moreover, Field [1] noted that there is
likely to be a variety of features which extend across different
frequency bands. For instance, the presence of edges and lines
in an image corresponds to a type of congruence between the
different scales of the image which is destroyed when the
phases are randomized [2]. These features exist because some
degree of alignment exists between the phases at different
frequencies. There are also other forms of congruence across
scales in 2D digital images. Field [3] suggested that the
power spectra of natural images falls off as a function of
frequency by a factor of approximately llk 2 . This implies that
the image will have constant variance across scales: the
contrast as measured by the variance in pixel intensities should
remain roughly constant, independently of the viewing
distance. The perceptual organization capabilities of human
vision seem to exhibit the properties of detecting viewpointinvariant structures and calculating varying degrees of
significance for individual instances [4]. Lowe [5] proposed
that the structures to be detected in the image should be
formed bottom-up using perceptual grouping operations that
exhibit exactly these properties in the absence of domain
knowledge, yet must be of sufficient specificity to serve as
indexing terms into a database of objects. Given that we often
have no priori knowledge of viewpoint for the objects in a
database. these indexing features that are detected in the image
must reflect properties of the objects that are at least partially

invariant over a wide range of viewpoints of some
corresponding three-dimensional structure. This means that it
is useless to look for features with particular sizes or
orientations or other properties that are highly dependent upon
viewpoint. The second constraint on these indexing features is
that there must be some way to distinguish the relevant
features from the dense background of other image features
which could potentially give rise to false instances of the
structures.
Often implicit in the interpretation of visual search tasks is the
assumption that the detection of targets is determined by the
feature-coding properties of low-level visual processing [6].
Instead of assuming that perceived shapes are simple or
statistical structure at a particular scale, we think it more
appropriate to regard them as "visual patterns", distinguished
at an object level.
Here we show a particular scheme for filtering observed
images, designed to the automatically learned partitioning of
features (visual patterns) which have the highest degree of
alignment in statistical structure across different frequency
bands. These features are likely to be invariant over a range of
scales and orientations and can be judged unlikely to be
accidental in origin even in the absence of specific information
regarding which objects may be present. Then, we present a
computational visual distinctness measure computed from the
image representational model based on visual patterns. This
measure applies a simple decision rule to the distances
between segregated visual patterns, and it will be used to
quantify the visual distinctness of targets in complex natural
scenes. The analysis to the automatically learned partitioning
of "visual patterns" (it has been termed RGFF model) follows
three stages: Preattentive stage. Integration stage, and
Learning stage. Fig. 1 shows a general diagram describing
how the data flows through the RGFF model. This diagram
illustrates the analysis on a given image of a military vehicle
in a complex rural background.
In the preattentive stage of the RGFF system (Section 3), the
clumps of energy in the Fourier spectrum of the image are
captured into a collection of oriented spatial-frequency
channels, as illustrated in Fig. I . The segregation of these
clumps of energy induces the selection of a subset of
activated filters (which are selectively sensitive to them) from
a filter bank of log-Gabor functions centered at 12 orientations
and 5 ranges. Due to conjugate symmetry, the filter design is
only carried out on half the 2D frequency plane. The activated
log-Gabor filters produced by the preattentive stage are
illustrated in the diagram by ellipses drawn, in the 2D spatial-
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contrary, both large structures and fine detail of the natural
background were removed, even though significant
background clutter that can affect the target distinctness is still
present. In fact, the fine detai Is of the natural background,
which are not significant for quantifying the target
distinctness, are isolated in the output from detector #I. And
the lower frequency texture of the background is segregated
into the output from detector #3 . Fig. 2 demonstrates the
ability of the same model to achieve signal separation from
superposition of objects on three synthetic images. The image
in Fig. 2.AI was partitioned into two "visual patterns", as
shown in Figs. 2.C I and 2.E I. In the learning stage, the set of
activated filters was partitioned into two groupings of filters,
as shown in Figs. 2.81 and 2.D I. The "visual pattern" shown
in Fig. 2.C I (respectively, Fig. 2.E 1) was obtained by the sum
ofthe responses over filters in Fig. 2.8I (resp., Fig. 2.DI).
The "visual patterns" obtained by the model on Fig. 2.A2, are
illustrated in Figs. 2.C2 and 2.E2. The learning stage produced
·two collections of filters as shown in Figs. 2.82 and 2.D2.
The right column in Fig. 2 shows the signal separation
achieved by the analysis on the input image given in Fig.
2.A3.
Finally, Section 6 presents the computational visual
distinctness measure computed from the image
representational model based on visual patterns. As illustrated
in Fig. I 0, this measure applies a simple decision rule to the
distances between segregated visual patterns.

Na tural Clu.t rers

Figure 1: A general diagram describing how the data flows
through the representational model..

frequency plane, at the point where their amplitude has
decreased to the (e- 112 ) half width its maximum.
In the integration stage (Section 4), for any two activated
filters, their responses are compared based on the distance (a
P-norm between their statistical structure, computed over
those pixels which form "fixation points" of the filters (local
energy peaks on the filtered response).
In the learning stage (Section 5), clustering on the basis of the
distance between the activated filters is performed to highlight
scale and orientation in variance of responses.
As shown in Fig. I, three collections of filters were obtained
in the Learning stage for the input image in accordance with a
constraint of in variance in statistical structure across
frequency bands. The filtered responses of activated logGabors in each one of the three groupings were summed for
the automatic learned partitioning of the visual patterns.
The performance of this notion of visual pattern to segregate
potential targets can be visually evaluated in Fig. I, at the
bottom. The dominant signal in the output from detector #2 is
the military vehicle (target) which is well preserved. On the

3. PREATTENTIVE STAGE
In the RGFF model, the encoding strategy will rely on the
combined activity of subsets of filters. Only a small number of
units will contribute to the detection of each visual pattern.
These collections of filters will be derived from a learning
stage, based on the degree of congruence between the
responses of strongly responding filters that a preattentive
stage produces. There are two basic assumptions for this first
stage:
1. Spatial information on the image is analyzed by multiple
filters, each of which is sensitive to patterns whose spatial
frequencies are in a particular range.
2. The RGFF model bases its responses only on those
filters sensitive to relevant forms in the complex scene.
These assumptions are in agreement with models of spatialfrequency channels which are quite successful for the
detection of visual patterns [7). The output of the preattentive
stage will be the units from a fixed filter bank of log-Gabors
which are tuned to the clumps of energy in the Fourier
spectrum of the given image. The selected units are the filters
in the bank which strongly respond to some pattern that the
image contains. These filters are referred as the "activated"
filters of the bank. Also for each activated filter, pixels
whereupon the focus of attention should be shifted to measure
congruence and which form "fixation points", are computed as
local energy peaks on the filtered response. This processing is
based on current models of human visual search and detection
which assume that a preattentive stage indicates potentially
interesting image regions, and where a serial stage is
deployed to analyze them in detail [6,7).
3.1. Bank of filters
The set of filters used in the decomposition of the picture
consists of log-Gabor filters of different spatial frequencies
and orientations [3]. Log-Gabor functions, by definition, have
no DC component. The transfer function of the log-Gabor has
extended tails at the high frequency end. Thus it should be
·able to encode natural images more efficiently than ordinary
Gabor functions, which would over-represent the low-
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Figure 2: Automatically learned partitioning of "visual
patterns" in synthetic image data.

frequency components and under-represent the high frequency
components in any encoding process. Another argument in
support of the log-Gabor functions is the consistency with
measurements on the mammalian visual system [8].
A Log-Gabor filter determines a Gaussian in the spatial
frequency domain around some central frequency {r,. f},J. It
can be represented in the frequency domain as the sum of the
even-symmetric Jog-Gabor filter and i times the oddsymmetric log-Gabor filter as follows:

l

¢(r,., 8,. )=exp -

e,

(2)

where O""""(x,y) is the image convolved with the evensymmetric log-Gabor filter and O.,dJ.x,y) is the image
convolved with the odd-symmetric log-Gabor filter.
The real-valued function given in equation (1) can be
multiplied by the frequency representation of the image and
after transforming the result back to the spatial domain, the
results of applying the oriented energy filter pair are extracted
as simply the real component for the even-symmetric filter and
the imaginary component for the odd-symmetric filter [9]. The
bank of the filters should be designed so that it tiles the
frequency plane uniformly (the transfer function should be a
perfect bandpass function). The length to width ratio of the
filters controls their directional selectivity. The ratio can be
varied in conjunction with the number of orientations used in
order to achieve a coverage of a 20 spectrum. Furthermore, as
the degree of blurring introduced by the filters increases with
their orientational selectivity, they must be carefully chosen
to minimize the blurring. Hence we consider a filter bank
with the following features:
I. The spatial frequency plane is divided into 12 different
orientations.
2. The radial axis is divided into 5 equal octave bands. ln a
band of width 1 octave, spatial frequency increases with a
factor 2. The highest filter (for each direction) is positioned
near the Nyquist frequency to avoid ringing and noise.
The wavelength of the five filters in each direction is set at
3, 6, 12, 24, and 48 pixels, respectively.
3. The radial bandwidth is chosen as 1.2 octaves.
4. The angular bandwidth is chosen as 15 degrees.
Twelve different angles for each resolution are chosen and
five different resolutions are used. The resultant filter bank is
illustrated in Fig. I. Due to conjugate symmetry, the filter
design is only carried out on half the 20 frequency plane. The
log-Gabor filters are illustrated in the diagram by ellipses
drawn, in the 20 spatial-frequency plane, at the point where
their amplitude has decreased to the (e- 1 2) half width its
maximum.

3.2. Activated filters in the bank
In order to decompose the image into its most significant
components, strongly responding filters should be selected for
the input image.
Let Active be the set of filters in the bank that strongly
respond to the spatial information content. They will be
selectively sensitive to patterns in the scene. These patterns
produce clumps of energy upon the Fourier spectrum ofthe
image. The activated units from the bank are then simply
those filters whose amplitude spectrum and some clump of
energy in the image amplitude spectrum overlap to some
extent, as illustrated in Fig.1.

2

(log(r,!.
· ·r·0 ))
2(1og( ar / r )) 2
0

)

exp { - (8-B ~ )'}
2 a"

(1)

where
is the orientation angle of the filter, r., is the central
radial frequency, a0 and a, are the angular and radial sigma of
the Gaussian, respectively.
The convolution of a log-Gabor function (whose real and
imaginary parts are in quadrature) with a real image results in
a complex image. Its norm is called energy and its argument is
called phase. The local energy of the image analyzed by a
log-Gabor filter (hereafter, filtered response) can be expressed
as [3] :

3.3. Selection of fixation points
ln the integration stage, for any given two activated filters, a
distance between them is derived via distances between their
statistics. The distance chosen is the 13-norm, computed over
those pixels which form "fixation points" of the filters. The
"fixation points" are simply local energy peaks on the filtered
response. The standard argument for selecting regions of high
Gabor energy is that they would provide a good starting point
for exploring common grounds between several activated
filters in the Gabor space. The implementation of the localenergy model used here is the one presented in [10]. Given
the original image, the local energy map E; for the activated
filter ¢;, given in equation (2), yields a representation in the
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space spanned by two functions, Deven(x,y) and Oomf..x,y),
where O""""(x,y) is the image convolved with the evensymmetric log-Gabor filter and Doc~Jx,y) is the image
convolved with the odd-symmetric log-Gabor filter at (x,y).
Hence, the detection of peaks on theE; map acts as a detector
of significant features on the filtered response.

4.

INTEGRATION STAGE

Given a decomposition of the original image into its most
significant components, only a further element is needed to
define the concept of visual pattern: a distance measure,
denoted as Distance(¢>,,¢;) , between the statistical structures
of the filtered responses for each pair of filters ¢>, and ¢1
(Section 4.2.). Then, Distance(¢>,,¢) returns a value of the
degree of congruence between statistical structure at different
scales and orientations.
There are two basic assumptions for measuring congruence
between two filtered responses in this second stage:
I. The similarity between two filtered responses can be
measured by the Quick pooling of the differences between
their statistical structure.
2. The measure of similarity is not simply computed globally
over the entire filtered response, but semi-locally at locations
that are local energy peaks (fixation points).
Previously, it was demonstrated [II] that a measure based on
these two assumptions produces a good predictor of target
saliency for humans performing visual search and detection
tasks.

4.1. Definition of integral feature for the partitioning of
visual patterns
For each activated filter¢>,, the respective filtered response
may be represented by any subset of the following separable
features:
I. The phase value defined as:

T1i( x,y ) --arct an oeven(x,y)
oodd(x,y)

(3)

L{

j!¢

E;(x,y)
1

eActive )E ,(x,y)

where

r;

[I

Card W (x,y)

f.J =Card

[wI (X, Y )]

)

L;T,'(p,q)

(p.q)•~~'l•·. 1 )

and
(p,q) as given in equation ( 4). The neighborhood
W(x,y) is defined as the set of pixels contained in a disk of
radius r centered at (x,y). Let r be defined as the Euclidean

"

L..

T,'. (p,q)

(p.q)EII' (x.y)

5. The local entropy of the normalized local energy within

W(x,y), noted as

T; (p,q).

Although we propose these five features, any other intent to
capture relevant characteristics of the scene, while stable for
the representation of the image is also conceivable. Hereafter,
an "integral feature" is defined as a particular subset of
separable features at a fixation point [12].
For representing the filtered responses of the input image,
different definitions of integral feature can be given based on
different subsets of separable features. Consequently, the
system should learn the best integral feature definition for the
input image in which to look for invariance across orientations
and scales. This point is analyzed in Section 6.4.

4.2. Congruence in integral features between two filtered
responses
In order to define a distance between the integral features of
two filtered responses, we need to specify how the differences
in each separable feature are to be pooled into an overall
difference at fixation points.
Let ¢>, and ¢i be a pair of activated filters in Active. Let
T;(x,y)=( T/ (p,q)) 1951 , with lkE{l,2, ... ,5}, be the integral
feature at (x,y) computed on the filtered response of ¢>,, based
on a number ofL separable features (Section 4.1.). In a
similar way, let ri(x,y) = ( T/ (p,q)) 19:;r, be the integral

'

feature at (x,y) on the filtered response of ¢1.
We take D [T; (x,y), ri (x,y)] defining a distance measure
between integral features T ;(x,y) and ri(x,y) as given by the
equation:

D[T(x,y),T 1(x,y)]=

I-d(T,; (x,y),T,; (x,y))
Max
1

to 1

5
[I
]
L(T,'(p,q)-t.J)')"' ( )
Card W (x,y) (p.q)•ll'l.<.v)

f.J=

where

(4)

where E; (x,y) denotes the local energy at (x,y) for filter ¢>,(see
equation 2 for further details), and Active is the set of
activated filters for the image. This definition of a normalized
local energy incorporates lateral interactions among activated
filters to account for between-filter masking.
3. The local standard deviation of the normalized local
energy defined as:

T,'(x,y)=(

(6)

'

where Deven(x,y) is the image convolved with the evensymmetric log-Gabor filter of¢>,, and O,.uf...x,y) is the image
convolved with the odd-symmetric log-Gabor filter of¢>, at
(x,y) (Section 3.1.).
2. A normalized measure of local energy as given by:

r;(x,y)=

distance between (x,y) and the nearest local minimum to (x,y)
on the energy map £ 1• Since the nearest local minimum to
(x, y) on the local energy map marks the beginning of another
potential structure, our selection for the neighborhood W(x, y)
avoids interference with such a structure while the local
variation is computed [10].
4. The local contrast of the normalized local energy defined
as:

(7)

1,

where normalization Max 1 is defined as:

'

Max,=
.1-

max

n.m:</Jn.</J,.E..IUil'e

{d(I;"(p,q),T/"(p,q))i(p,q)EFP(n)}
•

•

with FP(n) being the fixation points for the activated filter¢,,
and Active being the set of activated filters; and where for
lk= 1, we have:

d(T,' (x,y),T,i (x,y))=larctan sin(T,'.(x,y)- T,~ (x,y))
cos(T, (x,y)- T, (x,y))

I

(8)

and for h= 2,3,4,5:

d(T,; (x,y),

r,: (x,y)) =IT,: (x,y)- r,; (x,y~

(9)

The congruence in integral features between two filtered
responses is computed by using Quick pooling [13]. It is the
most common model of integration over spatial extent, and is
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essentially the square root of the squares sum except that the
exponent is not restricted to the value of2. The Quick pooling
can be viewed as a metric in a multidimensional space, and it
is sometimes known as Minkowski metric.
The distance between the filtered responses of rP; and ¢;, which
provides a measure of the extent to which features extend
through frequency, is given by:
Distance(¢, ,¢1 )=Dist [i,j ]+ Dist
2

2

[J,i]

(10)
(A1)

where:
Dist[p,q]=

1
[
Card FP(p) <•.•l•F7'<rl

( .. L:ID[T"(x,y),P(x,y)WJ*
1

(11)

with FP(p) being the set of fixation points for the activated
filter rf'l,; and where D[TP(x,y), Tq(x,y)] is defined as given in
equation (7).
The default value of the exponent pin equation ( 11) is 3.
Graham [7] discussed at some length several interpretations
of the Quick pooling formula and the selection of the pooling
exponent.

5. LEARNING STAGE
Based on a measure of the extent to which features extend
through frequency, noted as Distance(~i•~i), a "visual pattern"
is simply defined as congruence in statistical structure, as
measured by Distance, across a range of2D spatial frequency
bands.
The individual filters spanning this particular range of bands
will determine a natural cluster of units, noted as e, in the set
of activated logGabors Active. By taking into account the
statistical congruence across this range of frequency bands, a
pair of filters r/J; and¢; will belong to the same natural cluster
e11 if there exists certainly continuity (i.e., there exists
similarity in some statistics at the same spatial locations)
across the filtered responses for an intermediate sequence of
filters, between r/J; and ¢; ' in ell.
Therefore the definition of "visual pattern" induces a partition
in Active into a number of natural clusters eb e 2, ... ,eN such
that:

(81 )

(82)

(C1)

(C2)

N

Active

=Uen, and ep ne" =r/J,

(12)

* q, p,q = 1,2, .. , N

"""l

with p

(01)

where, for each e11 , a pair of filters r/J; , ¢; E e11 if there exists a
sequenceoffilters rP11 rrP 112' ... ,rjJ 111 in e11 suchthat
Distance
Distance
Distance

(¢,, rPn,) S:: c:"
( ¢ n' , ¢I ) s; t: n

(r/Jn,, rPn,,.) s:: c:", k

(13)

= 1,2, ... ,

l- I

where c:,, denotes the degree of statistical congruence
between a pair of filters in e11 and verifies that:
Distance (r/Jr,¢'1) > t:",
(14)
'r/ r/JP,¢'1: rPr E en,¢q E Active -en
The clustering of activated filters is performed as described in
Section 5 .I. Figs. 3 and 4 illustrate the performance of the
clustering on several images of a target in a complex rural
background.
The image in Fig. 3.A1 was partitioned into the two visual
patterns shown in Figs. 3.C1 and 3.EI.
In the clustering process, the set of activated filters was
partitioned into two collections of filters, as shown in Figs.
3.81 and 3.01. The "visual pattern" shown in Fig. 3.CI
(respectively, Fig. 3.EI) was obtained by the sum of the
responses over filters in Fig. 3.81 (resp., Fig. 3.01).
The right column in Fig. 3 shows the separation achieved by
the analysis on the image in Fig. 3.A2.

(E1)

CE2)

Figure 3: Natural clusters of activated filters and the
respective visual patterns.

The visual patterns produced by the model on Fig. 4.AI
(respectively, 4.A2) are illustrated in Figs. 4.CI, 4.EI, and
4.Gl (resp., Figs. 4.C2, 4.E2, and 4.G2). In both cases, the
clustering of activated filters produced three collections of
filters as shown in Fig. 4.

5.1. Clustering of activated filters
We formulate the problem as the clustering of a dataset
X={i I r/J; E Active} into a number N of natural clusters
So' ( 1 , ••. , SN-I .We call clusters natural if the membership is
determined fairly well in a natural way by the data.
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This clustering is reduced to a sequence of stages of simpler
partitioning [ 14]. At each stage j , a subset X 1 of X is divided
into only two classes (for j=O, XO =X):
1. a natural clusters, which contains all the data points (filters)
in X 1 which are assigned the same class of a seed point (filter)
seedj, with seedj being picked randomly from X 1, and
2. the data,~- SJ, still not placed in any existing cluster, noted
as

•
Su, s1 , ... , s,_
1

The clarity of separation between clusters, as measured by a
dissimilarity function, will be the criterion by which we derive
a natural clusters, at stagej. The dissimilarity function is
defined in Section 5.1.1 . The criterion by which we define a
natural cluster at stage j is presented in Section 5.1.2.
The dynamic process of clustering is stopped at stagej if the
class)!- s, is the empty set. Otherwise, the process
(82)

progresses, and the subset x 1< 1 to be partitioned at the stage
j+ I ' it will be the one defined as x j+ I =X '- s , . Finally, the
natural clusters in Active verifying equations (12)-(14) are
induced as:
C,={¢ ;e Active lie(. _1 }

with

n=J ,2, .. ,N

(15)

and where N denotes the number of clusters into which X = {i
I ¢1 E Active} was partitioned, that is So •s 1 , .. . , SN-J. See Fig. I

(C1)

(C2)

for further illustration of this analysis.
5.1.1.

Dissimilarity function

Let X 1 be a subset of data not absorbed in any of the existing
clusters So• s 1 , ... , s ,_ 1 , at the stagej of the dynamic
processing; with X 0 being the given data set,
0
X = X={i I ~ E Active}. Next we define a graph GRAPH1 =
(X 1 , U 1) corresponding to the data subset X 1, and with U 1
being the set of arcs u=(k,l) between pairs of points in X 1. We
associate with each arc u EU 1 a real number l(u);:fJ, and if
u=(k,l), we shall also use the notation 1*1 for l(u). Let h1 be
the distance from k to l defined as:
(16)
I,., = Distance ( ¢ k , ¢ 1 )
where Distance( r/JJ, . ¢>,)measures the distance between the
filtered response of filters ¢k and ¢1 as given in equation (I 0).
The cost of a path is defined as the greatest distance
between two successive vertices on the path. Let f.i..seed;,k) be
a set of arcs constituting a path between two points seedj and k
in X'. And let l(p) represent the cost of J.i._seedj. k) from seedj
to k defined as follows :
l(jt)=ma:x:{l(u) I UEf1(seecl,.k)}

(17)

(02)

(E1)

(E2)

c~~-·
't/r«J.

.

/\

u

Taking into account that two filters belong to the same cluster
if there exists continuity (i.e., there exists similarity in their
statistics at the same spatial locations) across the responses of
filters in a path between them, the dissimilarity function is
next defined as the cost of the optimum path from a seed
point to each other on the graph. The optimum path between
two data points seedj and k is the path p*(seed;.k) from seedj
to k whose maximum cost l(p*) is minimum:
(G1 )

11 *(seed 1 ,k )= Argmin lma:x: {l(u)lu e JJ(seed1,k)} j
I'

(18)

(G2)

Figure 4: Natural clusters of activated fi lters and
the respective visual patterns.
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Pd(%)

Visual target distinctness
Rp
RMSE

Image
Pair

Rank

# 16
#9
# 37

Value
96.39
96.27
96.19

1
2
3

Value
2.55
16.90
16.12

#6
# 30
# 26

90.95
90.66
90.06

4
5
6

1.94
2.37
1.71

# 29

89.47

7

1.60

#3
# 21
#11

80.02
73.84
73.40

8
9

2.83
1.35
1.96

10

II

Rank
L4J
1
2
7
5

I
I
I

8
9

L6 J
0.5

Value
4.799
4.531
3.815

Rank

0.8

1
2
3

0.6

3.637
2.713
2.969
2.234

4
6
5

2.254
2.046
2.690

3
10

·-.. .~.-------.------~~:.:.-·-··- -

--~~-

VF:r

II

L9

Cl:(J6,9..37}

Cl: 16.30.26,291

C3= 13,21,11)

J

8
10

L1 J
0.8

Table 1: Comparative results of the RMSE metric and
the computational visual distinctness measure.

Hence, the dissimilarity from the viewpoint of seedj to each k,
is defined as the cost of the optimum path JJ*( seed1,k) from
seedi to each k:
dr;Jw'11 ' (seed 1 ,k )=l(JJ*) = max{l(u )lu E JJ*(seed 1 ,k)}

( 19)

20

so

60

Search Timeis)

Figure 5: Cumulative distribution functions to the
search times for the target scenes

The approach is as follows. First, a psychophysical
experiment is performed in which observers estimate the
visual distinctness of the target in each of 44 different test
scenes (Section 6.2.). Second, a computational measure is
defined and then applied to quantify the visual distinctness of
the targets (Section 6.3.). Finally, an experiment is
performed to investigate the relation between the
computational distinctness measure and the visual target
distinctness measured by human observers (Section 6.4.).

6.1. Images
with fi* being the optimum path between seedj and k. The
optimal path algorithm is given in [14].

5.1.2. Clarity of separation at stage j
Here we introduce the criterion by which we define the natural
cluster t; at stage j.
1

The set {dGRAPH\seedj, k ), with keXi} is firstly ordered to
obtain a new function:
d 1 (i)=d"R.1i'fl' (seed 1 ,k,), suchthatd 1 (i)Sd 1 (i+l)

(20)

where d1 (i) denotes the cost of the optimum path from seedj
to k1.
Let £1 represent the degree of closeness that is required
between a pair of points that belong to the natural cluster of
seedi , noted as t;, . Taking into account that dJ(i) measures
the closeness between seedj and k1 with k1 EX, we have that
&i can be defined as:
(21)
with i* being the location of the first significant rise in the
value of dJ(i) when i increases. The value of i* is computed
as the first zero crossing of the second derivative of d1, as
described in Appendix.
A point k1 from X' is then assigned the same cluster of seedj
if the closeness between seedj and k1 is less than or equal to
£,:

6.

PREDICTING VISUAL TARGET DISTINCTNESS

This section presents a computational visual distinctness
measure computed from the image representational model
based on visual patterns.

The images used in this study are slides made during the
DISSTAF (Distributed Interactive Simulation, Search and
Target Acquisition Fidelity) field test, that was designed and
organized by NVESD (Night Vision & Electro-optic Sensors
Directorate, Ft. Belvoir, VA, USA) and that was held in May
and June 1995 in Fort Hunter Liggett, California, USA
[15].These slides depict 44 different scenes.
Each scene represents a military vehicle in a complex rural
background. The 9 different vehicles that are deployed as
search targets are respectively a BMP-1, a BTR-70, an
HMMVV-Scout, a HMMVV-Tow, an M1A1, an M3-Bradley,
an M60, an Mll3, and a T72. The visibility ofthe targets
varies throughout the entire stimulus set. This is mainly due to
variations in the structure of the local background,
the viewing distance, the luminance distribution over the
target support (shadows), the orientation of the targets, and
the degree of occlusion of the targets by vegetation.
The images used in the computational experiments are
subsampled to 256x256 pixels. For each scene t, containing a
target (vehicle), a corresponding empty scene e was created
[6].The empty scene is everywhere equal to the target scene,
except at the location of the target, where the target support is
filled with the local background. This replacement is done by
hand, using the rubber stamp tool in Photoshop 3.05.The result
is judged by eye and is accepted if the variation in the
background over the target support area does not appear to
have an appreciable contrast with the natural variation in the
local background.
In the experiment here reported (Section 6.4), the digital
images were (see Figs. 6-9): (i) ten complex natural images
containing a single target that correspond to the scenes 16, 9,
37, 6, 30, 26, 29, 3, 21, and I L from the 44 slides made
during the DISSTAF field test; and (ii) the corresponding
empty images of the same rural backgrounds without target,
that were created using the rubber stamp tool in Photoshop
3.05.
For each target image, Figs. 6-9 illustrate the simple
thresholding of the visual pattern produced by the natural
cluster of filters in Active that segregates the military vehicle
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(target detector). Simple thresholding was applied to remove
small response values which were present in the output of the
target detector. In the same figures, it is also shown the visual
pattern's thresholding produced by the target detector when
it is applied on the respective image without target.
To produce the results shown in Figs. 6-9, the definition of
integral feature used for the partitioning of the visual patterns
in accord with a constraint of invariance
was as follows (Section 4.1 ):
•
for the target scenes 30, 3 7, and 16, T = ( Tb T3 , T5);
•
for 26 and 6, T = (T5);
•
for 9, T = (T1• T 2• T-1) ;
•
for 29, T = (T 1• T-1. T;);
•
for 3, T = (T };
•
for21,T=(T.f,T;);and
•
for I I, T = (T1, T-J.
Section 6.4 analyzes how the best definition of integral
feature for predicting visual target distinctness can be
estimated on a dataset of example.
6.2. Psychophysical target distinctness
A psychophysical experiment was performed in which
observers estimate the visual distinctness of the target.
Search times and cumulative detection probabilities were
measured for nine military targets in complex natural
backgrounds.A total of 64 civilian observers, aged between 18
and 45 years, participate in the visual search experiment.
The procedure of the search experiment is described in [6] .
Search performance is usually expressed as the cumulative
detection probability as function of time, and it can be
approximated by [6] :

l<t"}

,
1-exp{ -(1 -111 ) / p} , 1?.111

P"(t) = { 0

(22)

where
•
Pj,J) is the fraction of correct detections at time t,
•
t 0 is the minimum time required to response, and
•
pis a time constant.
Fig. 5 shows the cumulative distribution functions
corresponding to the search times measured for the target
scenes used in the experiment here described. The overall
difference between two of these functions can be measured by
subtracting the area beneath their graphs. This operation
corresponds to a Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test. To compare
the relative distinctness of the targets in the different target
scenes the curves are rank-ordered according to the area
beneath their graphs. The resulting rank order for the target
scenes is listed in the column with the header Rrd in Table I.
These rank orders are adopted as the reference standard for the
evaluation of the computational metric.
Targets th at give rise to closely spaced cumulative detection
curves which are similar in accordance with a K-S test, have
similar visual distinctness. Fig. 5 shows that the target images
in the experiment are clustered into a number of sets of
targets with comparable visual distinctness: {16, 9, 37}, {6,
30, 26, 29} , and {3 , 21 , II}. Consequently, rank order
permutations of elements of the same cluster are not very
significant, whereas rank order permutations of elements of
different clusters are therefore significant.

6.3. Computational Target Distinctness
Let C, = { ¢.,), with n= I, 2, .. .. N, be the N natural clusters in
Active produced by the RGFF model for the target image
t(x,y).

Figure 6: Target and empty images. Simple thresholding of the
visual patterns produced by the target detetector on them.
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6

26

30

29

Figure 7: Target and empty scenes in the dataset, and the
simple thresholding of the visual patterns produced by the
target detector when it is applied on them. Simple
thresholding was used to remove values which were present
in the output of the target detector.

Let t, represent the visual pattern segregated on the reference
target image t(x,y) by pooling the responses of filters in the
natural cluster ell={¢.,,} as follows:
(23)

Figure 8: Target and empty scenes in the dataset, and the
simple thresholding of the respective visual patterns by the
target detector.

Therefore t~o t2o ... , tN represent a decomposition of the
reference target image t into the set of its most significant
visual patterns.
In order to compensate for the effect of image-to-image
variations on the overall image light level, contrast
normalization of each visual pattern is realized by dividing t11
by the sum of all filtered responses in Active, plus a saturation
constant a:
(25)

where A"i, denotes the original image t(x,y) filtered through
the logGabor ¢.y in e" and passed through a non-linearity
of the form:
1- exp{ -zr}
(24)
tan h( z, r ) = ---'--'---"1+ exp{ -zr}
where r is a gain term [16]. This nonlinearity enables the
system to respond to local contrast over several log units of
illumination changes.

where A; denotes the original image t(x,y) filtered through the
logGabor ¢, in Active and passed through a non-linearity as
given in equation (24).
Similarly passing the corresponding empty image e(x,y)
through the filters associated with each cluster
produced by
the model on the reference image t(x,y), results in a
decomposition of e in e~o e 2 , ... , eN.

en
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3
Let dvp(t,. e,) be the difference between the visual patterns t,
and e,, computed via the ,8-norm between their statistical
structure over those pixels which form "fixation points" on t,
[11]:

dvp(t.,e.)

Card(~P(t.)]C.v>~J~~T'· (x,y),T'• (x,y)w

r

(26)

with FP(t,) being the set of fixation points fort,; and
D[T"(x.y). T'"(x,y)J defining a normalized distance measure
between the integral features T 1"(x,y) and T ""(x,y) computed
on t, and e, respectively. The default value of the exponent p
in Equation (26) is 3.
Based on a definition of "visual pattern" as congruence in T
across frequency bands, the differences between segregated
visual patterns, D,=dvp(t,,e,) , n=l,2, ... , N, determine the
overall distinctness between the reference target image t and
the corresponding empty image e by using a simple decision
rule:

J

N

:2:

VPr (t,e)=D.
N n~l

(27)

21

A schematic overview of the VPr distinctness measure is
given in Fig. 10.

'·

6.4. Relation between the computational and
psychophysical target distinctness estimates

All the possible definitions of T were considered by
recombining any subset of the next separable features:
•
•
•
•
•

the
the
the
the
the

phase TJ.
local energy Tb
standard deviation ofthe local energy T3 ,
local contrast of the local energy T-1, and
entropy of the local energy T5 .

For each specific definition of integral feature, noted as T,
the notion of congruence in T across frequ ency bands was
used to decompose the images into its visual patterns.
The VPr measure was then applied to quantify the
visual distinctness of the targets. The subjective ranking
induced by the psychophysical target distinctness was the
reference rank order.
In order to study the efficacy of each definition T of integral
feature for predicting target distinctness in a complex natural
background, the fraction of correctly classified targets (with
respect to the reference rank order) by the VP 7 measure was
computed on the dataset. Targets that give rise to closely
spaced cumulative detection curves which are similar in
accordance with a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, have similar
visual distinctness (Section 6.2.). Hence, the fraction of
correct classification Pee was defined as:

11

Number of Correctly Classified Targets
Number of Targets

where rank order permutations of targets of the same cluster
are insignificant (i.e., they are correctly classified by the
metric), whereas rank order permutations of elements of
different clusters are significant (the targets are then
incorrectly classified).
The highest value of the fraction of correctly classified targets
(Pn=0 .8) is obtained by the VPr measure at
T=(f~o T2 , T3, T-1. T5). Hence, the best definition of integral

Figure 9: Target and empty images. Thresholding of the
visual patterns produced by the target detector.
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Figure 10: Schematic overview of the computational
distinctness measure
feature for perceiving target distinctness on the dataset in this
experiment, is T = (Tb Tl> T3, T4, T;).
The comparative results of the RMSE metric and the VPr
measure based on the best definition of integral feature for
predicting visual target distinctness are presented in Table I.
At the bottom of each of the columns is shown the respective
fraction of correct classification. The reference rank order is
listed in column 2.
The target distinctness values and the resulting rank order
computed by the root mean square error (RMSE) metric are
listed in column 3. The RMSE performs poorly, which is to be
expected. Significant rank order permutations are displayed in
boxes. The RMSE metric produces a rank order with five
significant order reversals: targets 16, 26, 29, 3, and 11, are
significantly out of order relative to the reference order
induced by the psychophysical distinctness measure in column
2. The other targets have been attributed rank orders which do
not differ significantly from the reference rank order. The
RMSE yields a relatively low probability (Pn =0.5). These
results show that the Rlv/SE metric appears not capable to rank
order targets in the dataset with respect to their visual
distinctness.
The target distinctness values and the resulting rank order
computed by the VP(r1. r2. r3. r4. 75) measure are listed in
column 4. As noted above, this measure yields the highest
probability (Pcc=0.8). This measure induces a rank order with
two significant order reversals: targets 29 and 11 are ordered
incorrectly. The other targets have been attributed rank orders
which do not differ significantly from the reference rank order
based on the psychophysical measure.
Summarizing, for the dataset in this experiment, the VPr
measure with T=(T1, T1, T3, T4 , T5) appears to compute a
visual target distinctness rank ordering that correlates with
human observer performance.

7. CONCLUSION
Here a filtering technique was presented for the automatically
learned partitioning of "visual patterns" in a digital image.
Log-Gabor functions were adopted as an appropriate method
to construct filters of arbitrary bandwidth. The novelty of our
proposal lies in the definition of "visual patterns" as features

which have the highest degree of alignment in statistical
structure across different frequency bands. The interesting
point is what kind of objects when imaged by cameras give
rise to the visual patterns that the RGFF model segregates.
They will be objects whose statistical structure across scales
and orientations can be distinguished fairly well from the rest
in a natural way. This limitation of the approach comes from
the following assumption made in the clustering scheme of the
Learning stage (Section[5]): the data set of activated filters has
several separable clusters (e.g., elongated and non-piecewise
linear separable groupings of arbitrary shape, dense and sparse
natural clusters) and the membership is determined fairly well
in a natural way by the data. The clarity of separation between
clusters, as measured by a dissimilarity function, was the
criterion by which they were derived. This assumption was
needed to deal with several problems: (a) to overcome the
lack of knowledge about the number and size of the clusters
in the data, (b) to avoid the dependence of clustering on the
initial cluster distribution, and (c) to find elongated and nonpiecewise linear separable clusters, as well as to identify dense
and sparse ones. In any case, the existence of natural clusters
in the data is a very realistic assumption to many interesting
applications. For example, because of the differences between
the statistical structure across scales and orientations of
targets and rural background in the application described in
Section [6], the visual distinctness of a man-made object (a
military vehicle) in a rural background can be determined in a
natural way by the data.
Finally, a computational visual distinctness measure was
presented that is computed from the image representational
model based on visual patterns.It was applied to quantify the
visual distinctness oftargets in complex natural scenes.
This measure that applies a simple decision rule to the
distances between segregated visual patterns, was shown
to correlate strongly with visual distinctness of targets in a
dataset, as estimated. by human observers.
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APPENDIX
Let d/' be the second derivative of di computed as:

d; (i)= d /i)*

~

2
2

Gs (i)

with

G_,. (i)=

1
r;:;

1

2

exp { - -·- 2
....;2s
2s

}

and where di is convolved wit~ the second derivative of the
Gaussian at scales, noted as :!.,G.(i), to both smooth and
J,
differentiate the function.
The zero crossings of d/' correspond to positions at which the
dissimilarity di undergoes a significant increment in its value.
To locate the zero crossings marking a rise in di due to
inter-cluster differences, the unwanted detail from intra-cluster
differences must be removed by smoothing. The question is:
how much smoothing should be performed? The derivative

should be processed at the scale that best describes the
increments in di due to inter-cluster differences, while
removing spurious increments due to intra-cluster
differences.Each interesting structure in di comes from a
significant rise in di due to inter-cluster differences, and the
best scale for describing the structrure should be based on its
intrinsic redundancy across scales as follows [I 7).
Because structures of interest exist as significant entities over
a certain range of scales [I 8, 19], one expects to find some
redundancy across the different scales if there exist significant
structures in di. That is, a significant structure should have a
greater similarity represented at its natural scales (the levels of
resolution at which the structure can be perceived in di).
Two smoothed versions of di at successive scales will be
correlated to the extent their structures are similar at the
respective scales. And we can determine the degree of
similarity by correlating the smoothed versions of di at
successive scales.
Let d;(l) with !=1, ... , L be the dissimilarity di smoothed by
Gaussian kernels at several levels of smoothing s(l) ranging in
value from I to s(L) and increasing by a constant of0.5 from
one level to the next. Then the normalized redundancy
measure, denoted as A(s(l)), between two smoothed versions d···UJ
1
and d;(l+ll , at successive scales s(l) and s(l+ I) can be
computed by cross-correlating d;(l) and d;U+Il as follows:

A(s(l))

( d···(l) d •(/+I))
I

'

I

lld;cl) II lld;(l•l) II

where<·,·> denotes the inner product in the Hilbert space of
measurable; square-integrable one-dimensional functions, and
the norm (energy) of d;ul is given by lld'Ul
This function A(s(l)) returns a value meas~ring the relative
redundancy between the respective smoothed versions at two
consecutive scales. Given two smoothed versions, d·'U> and
d;(I+J), at successive degrees of smoothing s(l), s(l+ of a
signal di, the value of the normalized function A(s(l)) at s(l) is
fairly small if any essential structure in d;'U>has been removed
from d;U+I>. Hence, each location s(l) of local minima in
A(s(l)) determines a significant scale for representing a
structure of interest in di (i.e., a significant rise in di due to
inter-cluster differences).
Consecuently, in order to locate the zero crossings of d/'
marking a significant rise in di, the second derivative of di is
then computed at the smallest scale from the set of locations
s(l) of local minima in A(s(l)). The derivative processed at
the smallest significant scale, still describes the increments in
di due to inter-cluster differences, while removing spurious
increments due to intra-cluster differences.

f
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I.

SUMMARY

Most models of visual search, whether involving overt eye
movements or covert shifts of attention, are based on the concept of a "saliency map", that is, an explicit two-dimensional
map that encodes the saliency or conspicuity of objects in the
visual environment. Competition among neurons in this map
gives rise to a single winning location that corresponds to the
next attended target. Inhibiting this location automatically
allows the system to attend to the next most salient location.
We describe a detailed computer implementation of such a
scheme, focusing on the problem of combining information
across modalities, here orientation, intensity and color information, in a purely stimulus-driven manner. We have successfully applied this model to a wide range of target detection
tasks, using synthetic and natural stimuli. Performance has
however remained difficult to objectively evaluate on natural
scenes, because no objective reference was available for comparison. We here present predicted search times for our model
on the Search2 database of rural scenes containing a military
vehicle. Overall, we found a poor correlation between human
and model search times. Further analysis however revealed
that in 3/4 of the images, the model appeared to detect the
target faster than humans (for comparison, we calibrated the
model's arbitrary internal time frame such that no more than 24 image locations were visited per second). It hence seems
that this model, which had originally been designed not to find
small, hidden military vehicles, but rather to find the few most
obviously conspicuous objects in an image, performed as an
efficient target detector on the Search2 dataset.

Keywords: Visual attention, saliency, preattentive, inhibition of return, model, winner-take-all, bottom-up, natural
scene.

2.

Much evidence has accumulated in favor of a two-component
framework for the control of where in a visual scene attention
is focused to [1,2,3,4]: A bottom-up, fast, primitive mechanism that biases the observer towards selecting stimuli based
on their "saliency" (most likely encoded in terms of centersurround mechanisms) and a second slower, top-down mechanism with variable selection criteria, which directs the "spotlight of attention" under cognitive, volitional control.
Koch and Ullman [5] introduced the idea of a saliency map to
accomplish preattentive selection (see also the concept of a
"master map" in [6]). This is an explicit two-dimensional map
that encodes the saliency of objects in the visual environment.
Competition among neurons in this map gives rise to a single
winning location that corresponds to the most salient object,
which constitutes the next target. If this location is subsequently inhibited, the system automatically shifts to the next
most salient location, endowing the search process with internal dynamics.
We here describe a computer implementation of a preattentive
selection mechanism based on the architecture of the primate
visual system. We address the thorny problem of how information from different modalities - in the case treated here
from 42 maps encoding intensity, orientation and color in a
center-surround fashion at a number of spatial scales - can be
combined into a single saliency map. Our algorithm qualitatively reproduces human performance on a number of classical
search experiments.
Vision algorithms frequently fail when confronted with realistic, cluttered images. We therefore studied the performance of
our search algorithm using high-resolution (6144x4096 pixels)
photographs containing images of military vehicles in a complex rural background (Search2 dataset). Our algorithm
shows, on average, superior performance compared to human
observers searching for the same targets, although our system
does not yet include any top-down task-dependent tuning.

INTRODUCTION

Biological visual systems are faced with, on the one hand, the
need to process massive amounts of incoming information
(estimated at around 10"8 bits per second in the optic nerve of
humans), and on the other hand, the requirement for nearly
real-time capacity of reaction.
Surprisingly, instead of employing a purely parallel image
analysis approach, primate vision systems appear to employ a
serial computational strategy when inspecting complex visual
scenes. Particular locations are selected based on their behavioral relevance or on local image cues. The identification
of objects and the analysis of their spatial relationship usually
involve either rapid, saccadic eye movements to bring the
fovea onto the object, or covert shifts of attention. It consequently appears that the incredibly difficult problem of fullfield image analysis and scene understanding is taken on by
biological visual systems through a temporal serialization into
smaller, localized analysis tasks.

3.

THEMODEL

The model has been presented in more details in [8] and is
only briefly described here (Fig. I).
Input is provided in the form of digitized color images. Different spatial scales are created using Gaussian pyramids [7],
which consist of progressively low-pass filtering and subsampling the input image. Pyramids have a depth of9 scales,
providing horizontal and vertical image reduction factors
ranging from 1: I (scale 0; the original input image) to 1:256
(scale 8) in consecutive powers of two. Each feature is computed by center-surround operations akin to visual receptive
fields, implemented as differences between a fine and a coarse
scale: the center of the receptive field corresponds to a pixel at
scale c={2, 3, 4} in the pyramid, and the surround to the corresponding pixel at scale s=c+d, with d={ 3, 4 }, yielding six
feature maps for each type of feature. The differences between
two images at different scales are obtained by oversampling

Paper presented at the RTO SCI Workshop on "Search and Target Acquisition", held in Utrecht,
The Netherlands, 21-23 June 1999, and published in RTO MP-45.
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the image at the coarser scale to the resolution of the image at
the finer scale.
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Figure I: General architecture of the model. Low-level visual features are extracted in parallel from nine spatial scales,
using a biological center-surround architecture. The resulting 42 feature maps are combined to yield three conspicuity
maps for color, intensity and orientation. These, in turn, feed
into a single saliency map, consisting of a 2D layer of integrate-and-fire neurons. A neural winner-take-all network
shifts the focus of attention to the currently most salient image location. Feedback inhibition then transiently suppresses
the currently attended location, causing the focus of attention to shift to the next most salient image location.

3.1. Extraction of early visual features
With r, g and b being the red, green and blue channels of the
input image, an intensity image I is obtained as l=(r+g+b)/3.
From I is created a Gaussian pyramid I(s), where s={0 .. 8} is
the scale. The r, g and b channels are normalized by I, at the
locations where the intensity is at least I 0% of its maximum,
in order to decorrelate hue from intensity. Four broadly tuned
color channels are created: R=r-(g+b)/2 for red, G=g-(r+b)/2
for green, B=b-(r+g)/2 for blue, and Y=(r+g)/2-lr-gl/2-b for
yellow (negative values are set to zero). Four Gaussian pyramids R(s), G(s), B(s) and Y(s) are created from these color
channels. From I, four orientation-selective pyramids are also
created using Gabor filtering at 0, 45, 90 and 13 5 degrees.
Differences between a "center" fine scale c and a "surround"
coarser scale s yield six feature maps for each of intensity
contrast, red-green double opponency, blue-yellow double
opponency, and the four orientations. A total of 42 feature
maps is thus created, using six pairs of center-surround scales
in seven types of features.

3.2. The saliency map
The task of the saliency map is to compute a scalar quantity
representing the salience at every location in the visual field,
and to guide the subsequent selection of attended locations.
The feature maps provide the input to the saliency map, which
is modeled as a neural network receiving its input at scale 4.

3.2.1.

Fusion of information

One difficulty in combining different feature maps is that they
represent a priori not comparable modalities, with different
dynamic ranges and extraction mechanisms. Also, because a
total of 42 maps are combined, salient objects appearing
strongly in only a few maps risk to be masked by noise or less
salient objects present in a larger number of maps.
Previously, we have shown that the simplest feature combination scheme - to normalize each feature map to a fixed dynamic range, and then sum all maps -yields very poor detection performance for salient targets in complex natural scenes
[9]. One possible way to .improve performance is to learn linear map combination weights, by providing the system with
examples of targets to be detected. While performance improves greatly, this method presents the disadvantage of
yielding different specialized models (that is, sets of map
weights) for each target detection task studied [9].
When no top-down supervision is available, we propose a
simple normalization scheme, consisting of globally promoting those feature maps in which a small number of strong
peaks of activity (conspicuous locations) is present, while
globally suppressing feature maps which contain comparable
peak responses at numerous locations over the visual scene.
This "within-feature competitive" scheme coarsely ressembles
non-classical inhibitory interactions which have been observed
electrophysiologically [10].
The specific implementation of these interactions in our model
has been described elsewhere [9] and can be summarized as
follows (Fig. 2): Each feature map is first normalized to a
fixed dynamic range (between 0 and I), in order to eliminate
feature-dependent amplitude differences due to different feature extraction mechanisms. Each feature map is then iteratively convolved by a large 2-D Derivative-of-Gaussians
(DoG) filter. The DoG filter, a section of which is shown in
Fig. 2, yields strong local excitation at each visual location,
which is counteracted by broad inhibition from neighboring
locations. At each iteration, a given feature map receives input
from the preattentive feature extraction stages described
above, to which results of the convolution by the DoG are
added. All negative values are then rectified to zero, thus
making the iterative process highly non-linear. This procedure
is repeated for I 0 iterations.
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Figure 2: Illustration of the spatial competition for salience
implemented within each of the 42 feature maps. Each map
receives input from the linear filtering and center-surround
stages. At each step of the process, the convolution of the
map by a large Difference-of-Gaussians (DoG) kernel is
added to the current contents of the map. This additional input coarsely models short-range excitatory processes and
long-range inhibitory interactions between neighboring visual locations. The map is half-wave rectified, such that
negative values are eliminated, hence making the iterative
process non-linear. Ten iterations of the process are carried
out before the output of each feature map is used in building
the saliency map.
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The choice of the number of iterations is somewhat arbitrary:
In the limit of an infinite number of iterations, any non-empty
map will converge towards a single peak, hence constituting
only a poor representation of the scene. With very few iterations however, spatial competition is very weak and inefficient. Two examples showing the time evolution of this process are shown in Fig. 3, and illustrate that using of the order of
I 0 iterations yields adequate distinction between the two example images shown. As expected, feature maps with initially
numerous peaks of similar amplitude are suppressed by the
interactions, while maps with one or a few initially stronger
peaks become enhanced. It is interesting to note that this
within-feature spatial competition scheme resembles a "winner-take-all" network with localized inhibitory spread, which
allows for a sparse distribution of winners across the visual
scene.

After normalization, the feature maps for intensity, color, and
orientation are summed across scales into three separate "conspicuity maps", one for intensity, one for color and one for
orientation (Fig. I).
Each conspicuity map is then subjected to another I 0 iterations of the iterative normalization process. The motivation for
the creation of three separate channels and their individual
normalization is the hypothesis that similar features compete
strongly for salience, while different modalities contribute
independently to the saliency map. Although we are not aware
of any supporting experimental evidence for this hypothesis,
this additional step has the computational advantage of further
enforcing that only a spatially sparse distribution of strong
activity peaks is present within each visual feature, before
combination of all three features into the scalar saliency map.

3.2.2.

II
.

.

Iteration 4
Iteration 0

Iteration 6

Iteration 8

Iteration 10

Internal Dynamics And Trajectory Generation

By definition, at any given time, the maximum of the saliency
map's neural activity is at the most salient image location, to
which the focus of attention (FOA) should be directed. This
maximum is detected by a winner-take-all (WTA) network
inspired from biological architectures [5]. The WT A is a 20
layer of integrate-and-fire neurons with a much faster time
constant than those in the saliency map, and with strong global
inhibition reliably activated by any neuron in the layer. In
order to create dynamical shifts of the FOA, rather than permanently attending to the initially most salient location, it is
necessary to transiently inhibit, in the saliency map, a spatial
neighborhood of the currently attended location. This also
prevents the FOA from immediately coming back to a strong,
previously attended location. Such an "inhibition of return"
mechanism has been demonstrated in humans [II]. Therefore,
when a winner is detected by the WT A network, it triggers
three mechanisms (Fig. 4):
I) The FOA is shifted so that its center is at the location of the
winner neuron;
2) The global inhibition of the WTA is triggered and completely inhibits (resets) all WTA neurons;

II
'

.

Iteration 6

Iteration 2

Iteration 4

Iteration 0

Iteration 8

Iteration 10

Iteration 12

Figure 3: Example of operation of the long-range iterative
competition for salience. When one (or a few) locations
elicit stronger responses, they inhibit more the other locations than they are inhibited by these locations; the net result
after a few iterations is an enhancement of the initially
stronger location(s), and a suppression of the weaker locations. When no location is clearly stronger. all locations
send and receive approximately the same amount of inhibition; the net result in this case is that all locations progressively become inhibited, and the map is globally suppressed.

3) Inhibitory conductances are transiently activated in the
saliency map, in an area corresponding to the size and new
location of the FOA. In order to slightly bias the model to next
jump to salient locations spatially close to the currently attended location, small excitatory conductances are also transiently activated in a near surround of the FOA in the saliency
map ("proximity preference" rule proposed by Koch and Ullman [5]).
Since we do not model any top-down mechanism, the FOA is
simply represented by a disk whose radius is fixed to one
twelvth of the smaller of the input image width or height. The
time constants, conductances, and firing thresholds of the
simulated neurons are chosen so that the FOA jumps from one
salient location to the next in approximately 30-70ms (simulated time}, and so that an attended area is inhibited for approximately 500-900ms, as it has been observed psychophysically [11]. The difference in the relative magnitude of these
delays proved sufficient to ensure thorough scanning of the
image by the FOA and prevent cycling through a limited
number of locations.
Fig. 4 demonstrates the interacting time courses of two neurons in the saliency map and the WT A network, for a very
simple stimulus consisting of one weaker and one stronger
pixels in an otherwise empty map.
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It should be noted however that it is not straightforward to
establish objective criteria for the performance of the system
with such images. Unfortunately, nearly all quantitative psychophysical data on attentional control are based on synthetic
stimuli. In addition, although the scan paths of overt attention
(eye movements) have been extensively studied [12], it is
unclear to what extent the precise trajectories followed by the
attentional spotlight are similar to the motion of covert attention. Most probably, the requirements and limitations (e.g.,
spatial and temporal resolutions) of the two systems are related but not identical [ 13].

Although our model is mostly concerned with shifts of covert
attention, and ignores all of the mechanistic details of eye
movements, we attempt below a quantitative comparison between human and model target search times in complex natural scenes, using the Search2 database of images containing
military vehicles hidden in a rural environment.

time(ms)

Figure 4: Dynamical evolution ofthe potential of some
simulated neurons in the saliency map (SM) and in the winner-take-all (WT A) networks. The input contains one salient
location (a), and another input of half the saliency (b); the
potentials of the corresponding neurons in the SM and WTA
are shown as a function of time. During period (I), the potential of both SM neurons (a) and (b) increases as a result
of the input. The potential in the WTA neurons, which receive inputs from the corresponding SM neurons but have
much faster time constants, increases faster. The WT A neurons evolve independently of each other as long as they are
not firing. At about 80ms, WTA neuron (a) reaches threshold and fires. A cascade of events follows: First, the focus of
attention is shifted to (a); second, both WT A neurons are reset; third, inhibition-of-return (lOR) is triggered, and inhibits SM neuron (a) with a strength proportional to that neuron's potential (i.e., more salient locations receive more
!OR, so that all attended locations will recover from !OR in
approximately the same time). In period (2), the potential of
WTA neuron (a) rises at a much slower rate, because SM
neuron (a) is strongly inhibited by lOR. WTA neuron (b)
hence reaches threshold first. (3 )-(7): In this example with
only two active locations, the system alternatively attends to
(a) and (b). Note how the !OR decays over time, allowing
for each location to be attended several times. Also note
how the amount of !OR is proportional to the SM potential
when lOR is triggered (e.g., SM neuron (a) receives more
lOR at the end of period (I) than at the end of period (3)).
Finally, note how the SM neurons do not have an opportunity to reach threshold (at 20 mY) and to fire (their threshold is ignored in the model). Since our input images are
noisy, we did not explicitly incorporate noise into the neurons' dynamics.

4.

RESULTS

4.1. General performance
We tested our model on a wide variety of real images, ranging
from natural outdoor scenes to artistic paintings. All images
were in color, contained significant amounts of noise, strong

4.2. Search2 results
We propose a difficult test of the model using the Search2
dataset, in which target detection is evaluated using a database
of complex natural images, each containing a military vehicle
(the "target"). Contrary to our previous study with a simplified version of the model [8], which used low-resolution image databases with relatively large targets (typically about
I/ lOth the width of the visual scene), this study uses very-high
resolution images (6144x4096 pixels), in which targets appear
very small (typically 1/IOOth the width ofthe image). In addition, in the present study, search time is compared between the
model's predictions and the average measured search times
from 62 normal human observers [ 14].

4. 2.1.

Experimental setup

The 44 original photographs were taken during a DISSTAF
(Distributed Interactive Simulation, Search and Target Acquisition Fidelity) field test in Fort Hunter Liggett, California,
and were provided to us, along with all human data, by the
TNO Human Factors Research Institute in the Netherlands
[14]. The field of view for each image is 6.9x4.6 deg. Each
scene contained one of nine possible military vehicles, at a
distance ranging from 860 to 5822 meters from the observer.
Each slide was digitized at 6144x4096 pixels resolution. Sixty
two human observers aged between 18 and 45 years and with
visual acuity better than 1.25 arcmin"-1 participated to the
experiment (about half were women and half men).
Subjects were first presented with 3 close-up views of each of
the 9 possible target vehicles, followed by a test run of 10
trials. A Latin square design [14] was then used for the randomized presentation of the images. The slides were projected
such that they subtended 65x46 deg visual angle to the observers (corresponding to a linear magnification by about a
factor 10 compared to the original scenery). During each trial,
observers pressed a button as soon as they had detected the
target, and subsequently indicated at which location on a
I Ox1 0 projected grid they had found the target. Further details
on these experiments can be found in [14].
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The model was presented with each image at full resolution.
Contrary to the human experiment, no close-ups or test trials
were presented to the model. The generic form of the model
described above was used, without any specific parameter
adjustment for this experiment. Simulations for up to 10,000
ms. of simulated time (about 200-400 attention a] shifts) were
done on a Digital Equipment Alpha 500 workstation. With
these high-resolution images, the model comprised about 300
million simulated neurons. Each image was processed in about
15 minutes with a peak memory usage of 484 megabytes (for
comparison, a 640x480 scene was typically processed in 10
seconds, and processing time approximately scaled linearly
with the number of pixels). The focus of attention (FOA) was
represented by a disk of radius 340 pixels (Figs. 5, 6, 7). Full
coverage of the image by the FOA would hence require 123
shifts (with overlap); a random search would thus be expected
to find the target after 61.5 shifts on average. The target was
considered detected when the focus of attention intersected a
binary mask representing the outline of the target, which was
provided with the images. Three examples of scenes and
model trajectories are presented in Figs. 5, 6. and 7. In the one
image, the target was immediately found by the model, in
another, a serial search was necessary before the target could
be found, and in the last, the model failed to find the target.

4.2.2.

Simulation results

The model immediately found the target (first attended location) in seven of the 44 images. It quickly found the target
(fewer than 20 shifts) in another 23 images. It found the target
after more than 20 shifts in II images, and failed to find the
target in 3 images. Overall, the model consequently performed
surprisingly well, with a number of attentional shifts far below
the expected 61.5 shifts of a random search in all but 6 images. In these 6 images, the target was extremely small (and
hence not conspicuous at all), and the model cycled through a
number of more salient locations.

4.2.3.

Tentative comparison to human data

The following analysis was performed to generate the plot
presented in Fig. 8: First, a few outlier images were discarded,
when either the model did not find the target within 2000ms of
simulated time (about 40-80 shifts; 6 images). or when half or
more of the humans failed to find the target (3 images), for a
total of 8 discarded images. An average of 40ms per model
shift was then derived from the simulations, and an average of
3 overt shifts per second was assumed for humans, hence allowing us to scale the model's simulated time to real time. An
additional 1.5 second was then added to the model time to
account for human motor response time. With such calibration, the fastest reaction times for both model and humans
were approximately 2 seconds, and the slowest approximately
15 seconds, for the 36 images analyzed.
The results plotted in Fig. 8 overall show a poor correlation
between human and model search times. Surprisingly however. the model appeared to find the target faster than humans
in 3/4 of the images (points below the diagonal), despite the
rather conservative scaling factors used to compare model to
human time. In order to make the model faster than humans in
no more than half of the images, one would have to assume
that humans shifted their gaze not faster than twice per second,
which seems unrealistically slow under the circumstances of a
speeded search task on a stationary, non-masked scene. Even
if eye movements were that slow, most probably would humans still shift covert attention at a much faster rate between
two overt fixations.

4.2.4.

Comparison to spatial frequency content models

In our previous studies with this model, we have shown that
the within-feature long-range interactions are one of the key
aspects of the model. In order to illustrate this point, we can
compute a simple measure of local spatial fequency content
(SFC) at each location in the input image, and compare this
measure to our saliency map.
It could indeed be argued that the preattentive, massively par-

allel feature extraction stages in our model constitute a simple
set of spatially and chromatically bandpass filters. A possibly
much simpler measure of "saliency" could hence be based on a
more direct measure of power or of amplitude in different
spatial and chromatic frequency bands. Such simpler measure
has been supported by human studies, in which local spatial
frequency content (measured by Haar wavelet transform) was
higher at the points of fixations during free viewing than on
average, over the entire visual scene (see [8] for details).
We illustrate in Fig. 9, with one representative example image,
that our measure of saliency actually differs greatly from a
simple measure of SFC. The SFC was computed as shown
previously [8], by taking the average amplitude of nonnegligible FFT coefficients computed for the luminance channel as well as the red, green, blue and yellow channels.
While the SFC measure shows strong responses at numerous
locations, e.g., at all locations with sharp edges, the saliency
map contains a much sparser representation of the scene,
where only locally unique such regions are preserved.

5.

DISCUSSION

We have demonstrated that a relatively simple processing
scheme, based on some of the key organizational principles
of pre-attentive early visual cortical architectures (centersurround receptive fields, non-classical within-feature inhibition, multiple maps) in conjunction with a single saliency map
performs remarkably well at detecting salient targets in cluttered natural and artificial scenes.
Key properties of our model, in particular its usage of inhibition-of-return and the explicit coding of saliency independent
of feature dimensions, as well as its behavior on some classical search tasks, are in good qualitative agreement with the
human psychophysical literature.
Using reasonable scaling of model to human time, we found
that the model appeared to find the target faster than humans
in 75% of the 36 images studied. One paradoxical explanation
for this superior performance might be that top-down influences play a significant role in the deployment of attention in
natural scenes. Top-down cues in humans might indeed bias
the attentional shifts, according to the progressively constructed mental representation of the entire scene, in inappropriate ways. Our model lacks any high-level knowledge of the
world and operates in a purely bottom-up manner.
This does suggest that for certain (possibly limited) scenarios,
such high-level knowledge might interfere with optimal performance. For instance, human observers are frequently
tempted to follow roads or other structures, or may consciously decide to thoroughly examine the surroundings of
salient buildings that have popped-out, while the vehicle might
be in the middle of a field or in a forest.
Although our model was not originally designed to detect
military vehicles, our results also suggest that these vehicles
where fairly "salient". according to the measure of saliency
implemented in the model. This is also surprising, since one
would expect such vehicles to be designed not to be salient.
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Figure 5: Example of image from the Search2 dataset (image 0018). The algorithm operated on the 24-bit color image. Top:
original image; humans found the target in 2.8 sec on average. Bottom: model prediction ; the target was the first attended location.
After scaling of model time such that two to four attentional shifts occurred each second on average. and addition of 1.5 sec to account for latency in human motor response, the model found the target in 2.2 sec.
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Figure 6: A more difficult example of image from the Search2 dataset (image 0019). Top : original image; humans found the target
in 12.3 sec on average. Bottom: model prediction; because of its low contrast to the background, the target had lower saliency than
several other objects in the image, such as buildings. The model hence initiated a serial search and found the target as the IO'h attended location, after 4.9 sec (using the same time scaling as in the previous figure).
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Figure 7: Example of image from the Search2 dataset (image 0024) in which the model did not find the target. Top: original image; humans found the target in 8.0 sec on average. Bottom: model prediction; the model failed to find the target, whose location is
indicated by the white arrow. Inspection of the feature maps revealed that the target yielded responses in the different feature dimensions which are very similar to other parts of the image (foliage and trees). The target was hence not considered salient at all.
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Figure 8. Mean reaction time to detect the target for 62 human observers and for our deterministic algorithm. Eight of
the 44 original images are not included, in which either the
model or the humans failed to reliably find the target. For
the 36 images studied, and using the same scaling of model
time as in the previous two figures, the model was faster
than humans in 75% of the images. In order to bring this
performance down to 50% (equal performance for humans
and model), one would have to assume that no more than
two visual locations can be visited each second. Arrow (a)
indicates the "pop-out" example of Fig. 5, and arrow (b) the
more difficult example presented in Fig. 6.

Looking at the details of individual feature maps, we realized
that in most cases of quick detection of the target by the
model, the vehicle was salient due to a strong, spatially isolated peak in the intensity or orientation channels. Such peak
usually corresponded to the location of a specular reflection of
sunlight onto the vehicle. Specular reflections were very rare
at other locations in the images, and hence were determined to
pop-out by the model. Because these reflections were often
associated with locally rich SFC, and because many other
locations also showed rich SFC, the SFC map could not detect
them as reliably. Because these regions were spatially unique
in one type of feature, they however popped-out for our
model. Our model would hence have shown much poorer
performance if the vehicles had not been so well polished.

6.

Figure 9: Comparison of SFC and saliency maps for image
0018 (shown in Fig. 5). Top: the SFC map shows strong response at all locations which have "rich" local textures; that
is almost everywhere in this image. Middle: The withinfeature, spatial competition for salience however demonstrates efficient reduction of information by eliminating
large areas of similar textures. Bottom: The maximum of
the saliency map (circle) is at the target, which appeared as a
very strong isolated object in a few intensity maps because
of the specular reflection on the vehicle. The maximum of
the SFC map is at another location on the road.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, our model yielded respectable results on the
Search2 dataset, especially considering the fact that no particular adjustment was made to the model's parameters in order to optimize its target detection performance.
One important issue which needs to be addressed however is
that of the poor correlation between model and human search
times. We hypothesized in this study that top-down, volitional
attentional bias might actually have hurt humans with this
particular dataset, because trying to understand the scene and
to willfully follow its structure was of no help in finding the
target. A verification of this hypothesis should be possible
once the scanpaths of human fixations during the search become available for the Search2 dataset.

7.
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1.

SUMMARY

The Law of Comparative Judgement (LC.I) is a
psychophysical tool that can be used to scale complex
phenomena that lack easily identified physical parameters.
Target signatures represent such phenomena. In a
demonstration exercise, a "search difficulty" value was found
using the LCJ. These LC.I scale values were compared to
search times and probabilities of detection from a search
experiment run in the Netherlands. The scale values were not
linearly related to search time and probability of detection, but
correlated very well with the logarithm of mean search time (r
= 0.936) and the cube of the number of correct responses (r =
0.954). A chi-squared goodness-of-fit test gave 94.6%
confidence in the fit of the LCJ scale to the experimental data.
While the LCJ results in a scale with no natural zero point and
arbitrary units, this tool can be used to construct a standard
scale. This paper illustrates how a standard clutter scale might
be constructed using the LCJ. The LCJ could be a valuable
tool in target signature evaluation either when used in
conjunction with scaling equations that permit conversion to
familiar quantities such as mean search time and probability of
detection, by providing relative "search difficulty" values, or
by making possible a psychophysically meaningful clutter
scale.

Keywords: Law of Comparative Judgement, search
difficulty, clutter, psychophysical methods. scaling methods,
paired comparison. signature evaluation.
2.

tank in the lower image has the same "texture" as the background
and that the edges are perfectly "blended" with the background
while, at the same time, determining that these things are not true
of the tank in the upper image, can accurately predict that a
person will detect the target in the top picture and fail to detect
the target in the lower one.
Investigators around the world are trying to develop models that
can make such distinctions. Many of these models, a type called
"computational vision models," attempt to mimic various
processes that are believed to take place in the human eye-brain
system. This has been a daunting task, and none of the
computational vision models can really be considered complete,
calibrated, and fully validated, although some of these models are
validated for specific applications.
While we don't yet have models that can accurately and
reliably predict detection probabilities throughout the range
represented by the two images in figure I, there are reliable
scaling methods that can help to provide the correct signature
level figures-of-merit in a wide variety of situations, including
those depicted in this illustration. These scaling methods can
provide the psychophysical values with which modeled
quantities must correlate. One such method is the Law of
Comparative Judgement (LC.I). The LCJ permits us to assign
a one-dimensional scale to complex phenomena such as target
signature levels even though they may lack an easily identified
set of physical attributes and may frequently be a matter of
opinion.

INTRODUCTION

Today, there are many quantities that engineers and scientists
want to measure in perceptually meaningful ways. For example,
designers of military man-in-the-loop search and target
acquisition systems, as well as engineers working on military
signature suppression systems, want measures of effectiveness
that are psychophysically meaningful, repeatable, and correlate
well with field performance. Such measures of effectiveness
have frequently been surprisingly elusive. Target delectability
and signature levels may seem like concrete, physically
measurable quantities, but in truth they have much in common
with such abstract concepts as beauty. Figure I shows a nearinfrared scene. The upper image shows a tank profile that has
been inserted into the scene. In the lower image, the tank is not
visible at all. It is "perfectly camouflaged." However, most
signature evaluation models and virtually all of the most widely
used sensor models would say that the two tanks have exactly the
same signature. This is because the only difference between
these two target signatures is that the image pixels have been
moved around. Averaged over the target, the histogram,
contrast, variance, third-, fourth-. and fifth-moments are all the
same. Only measures of effectiveness that can distinguish
between the relatively large "blobs" in the lower image and the
"salt-and-pepper" noise in the upper image can distinguish
between the two tanks. Only a model that can determine that the

3.

THE LAW OF COMPARATIVE JUDGEMENT

Between 1925 and 1932, Louis Thurstone published 24
articles and a book on how to construct good measurement
scales. Today the name Thurstone is synonymous with
scaling methods that result in equal-appearing intervals. One
of his contributions to the field of psychology is the law of
comparative judgement (LC.I).
In the beginning, the LCJ was a psychophysical tool for
determining discrimination thresholds and psychological
equivalents of physically measurable stimuli. For example, a
subject could be presented with a tone of a particular pitch,
loudness, and duration, followed by a second tone of the same
pitch and duration but not the same loudness. The subject could
then be asked whether the second tone was louder or softer than
the first one. In this way, investigators could find out how sound
pressure translates into perceived sensations. However, the LCJ
provides only indirect scaling. As direct means were devised for
measuring the same phenomena. psychophysicists turned to these
direct methods and the role of the LCJ was gradually eroded.
However, abstract sensations (attitudes. opinions, and aesthetic
values) provided no physically measurable qualities. Finally, the
LCJ came to be primarily a means of characterizing abstract
stimuli[ I].

Paper presented at the RTO SCI Workslwp on "Search and Target Acquisition", held in Utrecht,
The Netherlands, 21-23 June 1999, and published in RTO MP-45.
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Figure 1 - Equal Signatures? Each of the pictures on the left shows a tank silhouette in a near-infrared
scene (outlined to the right). The tanks have the same pixel intensity histograms and will give the same
value for most signature metrics. Yet, psychophysically, these pictures are not equivalent.

The fundamental assumption of the LCJ is that when a person is
presented with a physical stimulus, it elicits a psychophysical
response, and that for any given stimulus, the response may vary
from time to time and from individual to individual. Figure 2
shows a conceptual scale on which four stimuli (S 1 to S4) have
been rated. For each stimulus, there is a distribution of
responses, which has been assumed to be Gaussian. When the
psychophysical values of two stimuli are sufficiently close
together, their distributions will overlap as shown in the figure.
Under such conditions, it will happen that, for example, S 1 will
sometimes be judged greater than S2 on the psychophysical scale,
even though it is actually less. This is called an inversion. It is
important to remember that inversions are not "errors" in the
normal sense, but the result of random fluctuations in the
relationship between physical stimuli and psychophysical
responses. In the extreme, two stimuli may be so similar that
people cannot distinguish one from the other. In such a case, we
would expect that in a forced choice situation, people would be
approximately equally likely to pick each of the stimuli and the
probability of an inversion would be approximately 0.5.
The LCJ is applied to data from paired comparisons in which
people are asked to choose the stimulus that has the greatest (or
least) amount of some attribute. For example, tones can be
presented in pairs and the subjects could be asked which is
loudest (or softest), higher (or lower) in pitch, shorter (or longer)
in duration. Pictures can be presented in pairs and the subject
can be asked to choose the one that is most beautiful, most
relaxing, most representative of a place they would like to be,
and so on. Samples of handwriting can be presented in pairs and
the su~jects can choose the one that is the most readable.

There are many means of ranking stimuli. However, for any
given pair of stimuli, the LCJ permits one to do much more than
determine which stimulus has most of the attribute being judged.
From the amount of overlap in the distributions (represented by
the probability of an inversion) one can calculate the distance
between the true psychophysical values, provided the stimuli are
close enough together that inversions are not too rare. Thus,
inversions are a necessary feature of LCJ data, without which
numeric scales cannot be ascertained.
As indicated above, people could be given many different tasks
for the same set of images. If people were asked to choose the
picture that represented the place they would most like to be, we
would expect to get substantially different results than if we
asked them to pick the one that was the most depressing. Thus,
instructions given to the subjects define a task to be performed
and greatly affect the choices that are made. Similarly, if we ask
our subjects to listen to two tones and choose the one that is
higher in pitch, even rudimentary musical training could
substantially change the results. Clearly, then, the training and
instructions given the subjects can greatly affect the outcome of
an LCJ assessment and must be carefully controlled.

4.

USING THE LCJ: A DEMONSTRATION

4.1. Procedure
We shall now demonstrate the use of the LCJ by applying it to
a practical problem. This demonstration uses a set of9 images
from the Search_2 database[2]. The file names of the images
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Figure 2- A Conceptual Psychophysical Scale. This drawing shows 4 stimuli on a hypothetical psychophysical continuum. The horizontal axis
indicates the amount of an attribute (e.g. beauty) that each stimulus possesses. The vertical axis indicates the probability that the stimulus will be
judged to lie at that point on the continuum at any given time. The regions where the areas under the curves overlap indicate possible inversions.

every stimulus be compared to every other stimulus. Thus, for
n stimuli, the total number of comparisons is

and some of their statistics are shown in table I. These
particular images were chosen because they represented a
wide range of signature levels as indicated by mean search
time, because they represented a small subset of the targets (all
being T-72, M-3, or M-60), and because they represented a
broad spectrum of probability of detection. As will be
discussed later, it was necessary to keep the set of selected
images small.

,c2=

n (n -1)
.
2

(1)

Since this number grows much more quickly than n, it is
necessary to keep the number of stimuli in any measurement
block relatively small to avoid fatigue among the subjects and
to keep the quality of their responses high. At the same time,
since inversions are necessary, it is important that stimuli not
be too far apart on the psychophysical continuum. While it is
possible to obtain meaningful results with as few as 5 wellchosen stimuli, most practical applications limit the number of
stimuli to somewhere between I 0 and 25.

The images, which had been stored on a CD-ROM in photoCD format, were read into Adobe PhotoShop® at resolution 5
(3072 x 2048 pixels) and printed 10.24 x 6.827 inches (26.01
x 17.34 centimeters) on 8.5 x 11.0 inch white bond paper
using a Hewlett-Packard color LaserJet® 4500N printer.
The subjects (observers) were 13 engineers, scientists, and
technicians who work with such images regularly in the
context of search and target acquisition modeling and
psychophysical evaluation. Prior to giving the images to a
subject, the images were sorted into order by image number as
indicated in table I. Each subject was told to re-sort the
images into order from the one in which the target was easiest
to find to the one in which the target was hardest to find. The
subjects were not immediately told where the targets were in
the images, but they were told that information was available
when they wanted it. The results of their sorting are shown in
table II.

It was assumed that the subjects' judgements in a paired
comparison evaluation would have been entirely consistent
with their image collation order. Thus, it was assumed that
any image in the sorted set would have been judged more
difficult than any preceding image and less difficult than any
later image in the set. This assumption was made because it is
statistically most likely, even though inversions
(inconsistencies) are common in practice. On this basis, each
subject's ordering of the images was converted to a matrix in
which a 1 in the i-th row and the j-th column meant that the ith image was judged easier than the j-th image. Similarly, a 0

As previously mentioned, LCJ analysis is performed on data
from paired comparisons. Furthermore, it is necessary that
Table I.- Statistics for Selected Search_ 2 images

Nat. Log of Search Time

Search Time
Image

Visual Lobe

Correct
Responses

Search
Difficulty
(LCJ)

Arith. Mean

Geom. Mean

Arith. Mean

Geom. Mean

Detect

Identify

lmg0001

14.6

10.1

2.6810

2.3125

0.84

0.06

52

1.6480

lmg0013

3.7

3.1

1.3083

1.1314

1.72

1.16

62

0.0000

lmg0015

12.4

9.6

2.5177

2.2618

0.29

0.14

36

2.1964

lmg0021

15.1

10.9

2.7147

2.3888

1.71

0.29

48

1.3143

lmg0022

25.6

21.6

3.2426

3.0727

0.31

0.09

40

2.0914

lmg0031

3.5

3.1

1.2528

1.1314

1.65

1.08

62

0.0000

0.14

0.07

9

2.4224

lmg0039

34.9

31.6

3.5525

3.4532

lmg0042

5.8

4.9

1.7579

1.5892

0.35

0.35

62

0.4920

lmg0044

10.6

7.6

2.3609

2.0281

0.27

0.27

57

1.2000

0.848

0.801

0.934

0.930

0.673

0.883

0.842

1.000

0.719

0.641

0.889

0.865

0.453

0.780

0.710

1.000

R

-

R2-
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Table II. - Image Collation Order (Raw Data)
Person

Easiest

meant that the i-th image was judged more difficult than the jth image. Table III illustrates this process, showing the matrix
for the first subject listed in table II.

Hardest

DT

31

13

42

21

44

15

22

1

39

JeO

31

13

42

1

21

44

22

15

39

BB

31

21

44

42

13

22

5

1

39

DB

39

22

21

15
15

The matrices for all of the subjects were added, yielding the
matrix in table IV. This matrix was the input to a computer
program that applies the LCJ algorithms and produces scale
values[3]. For the purposes of this paper, the program will be
considered a "black box" with the details of the algorithms
considered to be beyond the scope of the present discussion.
The interested reader may wish to refer to Copeland and
Trivedi[4], Torgerson[5] or Gescheider[6], or contact the
author of this paper.

1

31

13

42

44

ow

31

42

13

21

44

1

22

39

JP

31

13

21

42

22

44

39

15

1

GO

31

44

21

13

42

1

15

39

22

JnO

31

42

13

21

44

1

9

22

15

KU

31

13

42

21

1

44 15

22

39

RD

31

13

42

44

15

22

21

1

39

MT

31

13

42

15

21

44

22

39

1

JK

31

13

1

44

42

39

15

22

21

4.2. 1.

MF

31

13

42

1

44

39

22

21

15

The "search difficulty" values were calculated as described
above and are included in the last column of table I. The last
two lines of this table show the correlation (rand r) between
the independent variable (LC.T "search difficulty") and the
various dependent variables (metrics) that have been selected.
One will observe that the search difficulty correlates very well
with several ofthe metrics, particularly with the natural
logarithm of the mean search time (either geometric or arithmetic
mean). It seems appropriate to point out that scatter plots
generally show very systematic relationships between the search
difficulty and most of the selected metrics. However, some of
the relationships are decidedly non-linear, causing systematic
error when fit to straight lines. Thus, we find a substantially
higher correlation between the search difficulty and the logarithm
of the arithmetic mean search time (r = 0.934) than between
search difficulty and the mean search time itself (r = 0.848). In
the same way, the relationship between search difficulty and
probability of detection is also non-linear (see figure 4). While
table I does not have columns for the square and the cube of
correct responses, the correlation coefficients are r = 0. 923 for
the square and r = 0.954 for the cube when compared to the
search difficulty (LCJ). The graph in figure 3 shows the effect of
search difficulty (as measured in this LCJ evaluation) on the
logarithm of search time. This graph appears to be linear
because the vertical scale is logarithmic. The graph in figure 4
shows the effect of search difficulty on the number of correct
responses. The trend line shown is a quadratic function with r =
0.939.

4.2. Results

Table Ill. --TALLY MATRIX for subject DT.

=

1 first image was preferred. 0
preferred.

=second image was

Second Image
1

13

15

21

22

31

39

42

44

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

13

1

0

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

15

1

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

21

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

22

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

31

1

1

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

39

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

42

1

0

1

1

1

0

1

0

1

44

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

0

Table IV. --TALLY MATRIX from 9 images sorted by
13 people (Frequency of preferring first image).

4.2.2.

Second Image
1

13

15

21

22

31

39

42

44

1

0

1

8

4

8

1

11

2

5

13

12

0

13

11

13

0

13

10

11

15

5

0

0

3

6

0

7

0

1

21

9

2

10

0

9

0

10

3

8

22

5

0

7

4

0

0

8

0

1

31

12

13

13

13

13

0

13

13

13

39

2

0

6

3

5

0

0

0

0

42

11

3

13

10

13

0

13

0

10

44

8

2

12

5

12

0

13

3

0

LCJ Search Difficulty

Goodness of Fit

Testing the goodness of fit between the original data and the LCJ
scale values (in this case, search difficulty) is a six-step process.
One must first create a matrix D in which the diagonal elements
are zero and for each off-diagonal element,

(2)
where dij is the element in row i and column j, Si is the scale
value for stimulus i, and Sj is the scale value for stimulusj.
Because the LCJ scale values produced above were chosen to use
one unit normal standard deviation as the scale units, dij is the
unit normal standard deviate for the separation of the stimulus
mean response values. For example, since S 1 = 1.6480 (the scale
value for ImgOOOI) and S3 = 2.1964 (the scale value for
Img0015), then d 1• 3 = -0.5484 and d3. 1 = +0.5484.
The second step is to produce a matrix Z in which each element
zi.j is the predicted probability of choosing stimulus i over
stimulus j. These probabilities are obtained either from statistical
tables or by calculating
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Next, we calculate expected frequency of occurrence for
choosing each stimulus i in preference to every other stimulus j.
The elements of this matrix (E) are found by

e;,, =Round ( n;,1 zu)

(4)

where n;.i is the total number of times stimulus i is paired with
stimulus j for all observers. Normally, this number is the same
for all stimuli, in which case all n;, i can simply be replaced by n.
For our example, the expected frequency of occurrence is
given in table V.

0.0

1.5

1.0

0.5

2.5

2.0

3.0

Search Difficultv ILCJ Scale)

Figure 3 - Effect of search difficulty on search time. Nine
images from the Search_2 database (r = 0. 934)

The fourth step is to calculate
%2

=

f(

Oi,J-

1

o

e;,J/

(5)

e;,j

I

where the values o;, i are the observed frequencies of occurrence
from table IV. The upper limit of the summation is

k(k -1)
m = ---'.-----''-2

(6)

where k is the number of stimuli in the experiment. However,
the number of elements in the matrices 0 and E is k2, and we are
not using all of them, so it is necessary to define the selection
process. In this case, we will select o;,i and e;,j only if:li.i 3 0.5.
Furthermore, when z;.i = 0.5, then:;;,; is also 0.5 and o;,i- e;.i =
oi.i- ei.; = 0. In these cases, we will use either of these
differences, but not both. For our example, x2 = 16.3335.
We shall next calculate v, the degrees of freedom as

0.0

0.5

Table V.- Expected Frequency of preferring first
image (13 people).

(7)

Finally, the goodness of fit is determined by integrating the chisquared distribution from 0 to x2 with v degrees of freedom to
obtain the probability of error. (The confidence is 1 minus the
probability of error.) Normally one would not perform the
integration, but use tables instead. However, the most common
chi-squared tables in textbooks and most other sources only go
up to 30 degrees of freedom. In our current, very limited case, v
= 27. With I 0 stimuli, the degrees of freedom increase to 35, and
with 25 stimuli, it would be 275. It is clear that tables will
normally not serve our needs.
There are at least two solutions to this dilemma. Available
computer software can be used to calculate the probabilities. If
you lack such software, the NCSS Probability Calculator[?]
should serve your needs and is available free over the internet.
Also ifv > 30, the formula
-

3.0

Figure 4 - Effect of search difficulty on correct responses.

1

13

15

21

22

31

39

42

44

1

0

1

9

5

9

1

10

2

4

13

12

0

13

12

13

7

13

9

12

15

4

0

0

2

6

0

8

1

2

21

8

1

11

0

10

1

11

3

6

22

4

0

7

3

0

0

8

1

2

31

12

7

13

12

13

0

13

9

12

39

3

0

5

2

5

0

0

0

1

42

11

4

12

10

12

4

13

0

10

44

9

1

11

7

11

1

12

3

0

where m comes from equation 6 and k is again the number of
stimuli. In the example, v = 27.

2

2.5

2.0

S:o:rd hl:g3

v=m-k

d = ~2 x

1.5

1.0

Search Difficulty fLCJ Scale)

.J2v -1

(8)

may be used to calculate the normal standard deviate d
associated with x2 and v[8]. You may then refer to widely
available tables for probabilities associated with the normal
(Gaussian) probability density function. Such tables are found
in statistics textbooks and standard mathematical tables. It
may be sufficient to refer to table VI, which gives five key
values of d, the probability of an error, and the corresponding
confidence levels.

Q)
C)

Ill

E

iii
....
u:::

Table VI - Probabilities associated with key values of
the normal standard deviate.
D

Probability of error

Confidence

-1.282

0.10

0.90

-1.645

0.05

0.95

-2.326

0.01

0.99

-2.576

0.005

0.995

-3.090

0.001

0.999

Source: NCSS Probabilitv Calculator
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In the case of our example, equation 8 cannot be used because
we have only 27 degrees of freedom. The NCSS Probability
Calculator gives 0.054 for the probability of error and 0.946
for the confidence.
4.2.3.

Repeatability

The group of observers in our demonstration sorted 5 of the
images several days prior to the evaluation recorded in table
II. The data was processed as described above and search
difficulty values were calculated. When the scale values from
the two sorting exercises were compared for these 5 images,
the slope of the regression line was 0.997 and the correlation
coefficient was r = 0.980. This indicates that the results were
highly repeatable. However, since the process was not
repeated with a different set of subjects, we cannot safely draw
any conclusions about the performance of any other group of
individuals or the population as a whole.
4.3. Discussion

The LCJ evaluation that was outlined above was relatively
quick and easy compared to a properly run search experiment.
At the same time, it correlates very well with search time and
probability of detection. It would appear to be a highly
effective tool for determining the relative strength of target
signatures. At the same time, the LCJ has certain limitations.
The LCJ search difficulty scale that we obtained above is a
psychophysical scale with no natural zero point and units that
have no obvious relationship to useful quantities such as
average time required to detect the target or probability of
detection. Furthermore, the scale will change from one
experiment to the next with no common reference. Thus, one
might easily ask what advantage there is to such
measurements. Is there any reason to use the LCJ in
preference to other psychophysical measures or methods?
would like to suggest that there are numerous circumstances
that might lead one to use the LCJ either in preference to other
methods or in conjunction with them.
First, it is necessary to realize that the lack of a natural zero
and a physically meaningful scale are really not significant
problems. Detection time and probability of detection, while
seemingly more meaningful are actually relative as well. The
skill of the observers, the conditions under which the images
are viewed, and many other variables in addition to the images
themselves, will all affect the detection time and probability of
detection. Observers who are more or less skilled, more or
less effectively trained and motivated, or who are viewing
images of varying quality and magnification will give varying
results. Thus, in either case, two things are required:
calibration standards and conversion formulas.
For example, in the case of the nine stimuli in the exercise
above, the conversion from search difficulty to arithmetic
mean search time in seconds can be expressed as

f

>::::

5.2] /

112
'

+ 4. 78.

(9)

where tis time in seconds, s is the search difficulty, and e is
the base of the natural logarithms. However, one must bear in
mind that this formula applies only to the relationship between
the search difficulty as measured by the data from the 13
Night Vision employees and search times for the 62 observers
in the TNO test. It is likely that the 13 Night Vision
employees could predict the search time on other images in
the Search_2 set. It may also be that search times from the
Search_2 data could be used to predict the search difficulty for
other images. However, he who would extend this
relationship to search difficulty values for other images sorted

by other people or to search times in other search experiments
would be making a potentially serious error.
Even so, all is not lost. Just as there was a day when two
marks were scribed on a platinum-iridium bar to define a
meter, other standards of measurement have been defined
before and since. In the same way, useful perceptual
standards can also be defined. However, rather than continue
with search time and search difficulty, let us examine another
phenomenon -visual clutter.
5.

USING THE LCJ: A CLUTTER SCALE

The LCJ is primarily a tool for building measurement scales.
Thus, we examine clutter as an example of an important
quantity for which we have no accepted scale. Our purpose is
to see how the LCJ could be used to build a standard reference
scale. This relates to our primary topic of target signature
evaluation in that target signatures must be evaluated in the
context of a background and clutter is one of the most
fundamental ways of characterizing backgrounds.
5.1. Definition of Visual Clutter

Clutter has been defined as "scene elements similar enough in
size and contrast to the [target] that each one has to be
considered in detail as a potential target"[9]. The concept of
clutter is pervasive and generally describes distracting,
annoying, and unwanted signals or returns when any of a wide
variety of sensors is used. It is often discussed but seldom
precisely defined. We shall use the phrase "visual clutter" in
this paper to apply to any situation where there is a person
using their eyes to examine a scene in which there is clutter,
whether they are using "bare eyes" or an imaging sensor.
For many years, investigators have known that an observer's
performance depends on many factors, including clutter.
Schmieder[IO] has probably been more influential than
anyone else in the quest to subject visual clutter to
quantification and analysis, but the proliferation of clutter
metrics is testimony to the fact that none of the metrics are
convincingly successful. However, the LCJ could be used as a
tool in establishing a clutter scale that would be perceptually
meaningful, extensible, and widely applicable.
5.2. Establishing a Unit of Visual Clutter

The first step in establishing a perceptual image clutter scale
would be to select a set of images exhibiting a wide range of
clutter levels. In order to maintain generality, they should
represent numerous locales and clutter types. Since many feel
that clutter must be understood in the context of the target, the
set should include images with targets as well as images
without targets. Initially, it would probably be satisfactory to
have only military ground vehicles as targets.
From the initial set of images, a training package should be
prepared so that observers can he taught what clutter is and so
that they can become familiar with the size scales of the
images in the set. This will help to make results repeatable, a
necessary feature. A set of test stimuli would also need to be
selected and should be distinct from the training set.
A pool of observers would also be required. The pool would
need to be large enough that aberrant results from any one
observer would have negligible effect on the results.
Experience has indicated that at least 25 observers would be
desirable. The observers would first be trained using the
training set along with appropriate commentary. When they
were fully trained, they would participate in a paired
comparison evaluation of the test images. Their task would be
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to choose the image in each pair that had the most (or least)
visual clutter.
When all observers had completed the paired comparison
evaluation of the test set, LCJ statistical analysis would be
used to obtain the perceptual image clutter scale. At this
point, the scale would be arbitrary. Probably the image that
had the lowest clutter would be selected as the zero point.
From the test images, a subset would be selected as a
reference set. Images that had the same, or nearly the same
perceptual image clutter values would be culled. An attempt
would be made to select a relatively small number of images
that spanned the entire scale, and were evenly distributed
between the extremes, but with no gaps. It would be best if
about I unit normal standard deviation separated the
individual images in the reference set. Probably I unit normal
standard deviation would be selected as the scale unit.
It would be highly desirable to repeat the evaluation with a

second pool of observers in order to establish whether or not
the scale is indicative of a broader population. Actually,
several replications would be ideal. If this could be done, the
first replication should be with a group as similar to the first
one as possible. Thereafter, greater liberties could be taken
with the makeup of the observer pool in order to observe how
robust the scale actually was.
5.3. Evaluating Clutter Levels
Having established a clutter scale for one set of images, one
would naturally want to determine where other images were
on the same scale. This could be done in any of at least 3
ways.

5.3.1.

LCJ Method

A second method of determining the clutter level in one or
more images would be to mix new images with some or all of
the reference set and perform a paired-comparison LCJ
evaluation as described above. The results from the new
evaluation would be used in conjunction with a linear
transformation of scale values that would minimize the error
for the reference images. This linear transformation could be
determined by simply doing a linear regression between the
standard values for the reference images and the values
obtained for them in the new evaluation. The correlation
coefficient obtained would be a measure of the reliability of
the values assigned to the new images.

5.3.3.

If this methodology were employed, we might in time
encounter clutter levels that were beyond the limits of the
original set. There is nothing about the methodology in
section 5.3 above that limits it to interpolation alone. In time,
more reference images could be added to the set by the LCJ
method outlined above. The only requirement in extrapolating
beyond the original set is that no new set of images can be
added if any continuous subset lies more than about one
standard deviation beyond either end of the scale (depending
on the number of observers in the pool). However, in such a
case, selection of enough images with a variety of
intermediate clutter levels should provide the necessary
continuum.
5.5. Observer Pools and the Population
Near the end of section 5.2 above, we alluded to the fact that
different populations might give different results. If this
methodology were adopted for establishing a clutter scale, it
would be wise to determine how stable the results were across
these various populations. For example, it might be that
trained military personnel would not give the same results as
civilian clerical employees. On the other hand, since we are
only asking individuals to make relative judgements ("Which
image has the most clutter?") as opposed to quantitative
judgements ("How much clutter does this image have?), we
may find that the numbers obtained are quite stable over a
broad spectrum of the human population. If the latter were
true, it would be fortunate and knowing that it was true would
permit various economies since trained military personnel are
not always readily available at research facilities. At the same
time, this cannot be assumed.

Quick Estimate

For a quick estimate of the clutter level in any image, anyone
who was well versed in the perceptual image clutter scale
could simply compare a new image to the reference images.
Assuming there was nothing unusual about the image, they
would be able to tell where it belonged on the scale, probably
within about half of a unit. Tests of this method could be
verified by one of the other methods to determine reliability.

5.3.2.

5.4. Extending the Scale

Jury Method

A third method would be to have a panel of"experts" who
were all familiar with the perceptual image clutter scale assign
clutter values to each of the new images. This would be more
reliable and precise than the quick method above at the same
time that it would be quicker and easier than the LCJ method.
The major drawback to this method would be that there would
be no r~ady means of evaluating the reliability of the values
assigned to the new images.

5.6. Analytical Methods
Naturally we would prefer to have analytical means of
determining clutter levels rather than rely on psychophysical
measures. However, we must remember that the human eyebrain system is most often the standard against which
performance is rated. Having a reliable scale would be of
great value in testing analytical methods because investigators
would know what the "correct answers" are. Even if
analytical methods were only able to tell which reference
image a new image was most like, that would be a step in the
right direction and eventually it could eliminate the need for
paired comparisons and juries.
6.

CONCLUSIONS

The Law of Comparative Judgement (LCJ) has great potential
for helping us evaluate target signatures. There are two ways
in which this potential might be realized. First, the LCJ can
provide relatively quick, easy answers to questions that
involve a complex set of variables such as we encounter when
evaluating target signatures. It has been shown, for example,
that the LCJ can give good estimates of mean search time
using a methodology that is much quicker and easier that a
traditional search experiment. When relative answers such as
"Which is better?" and "How much better is it?'' will suffice,
or when there is a known relationship between LCJ scale
values and important measures of effectiveness, the LCJ can
be a highly effective tool. The LC.I can also be used to build
scales for qualities that are difficult to quantify. This is
perhaps where its greatest potential lies. To explain how this
works, a scheme has been outlined for creating a perceptual
image clutter scale. Such a scale could provide important
benchmarks in an area of image understanding that has long
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been in need of an anchor. Both of these applications could
contribute greatly to the important area of target signature
evaluation, search, and target acquisition.

7.
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1.

SUMMARY

This paper will present a methodology for computerised
evaluation of camouflage effectiveness. The methodology is
implemented in software at Danish Defence Research
Establishment (DDRE) under the acronym CAMEV A. Basic
input is a single image comprising a highly resolved static
target as well as a proper amount of representative
background. Separate target and background images can also
be handled. Target and background regions are manually
selected using the computer's standard pointing device (i.e. the
mouse). From the input data, CAMEVA predicts the target
detectability as a function of the target distance. The
detectability estimate is based on statistical distributions of
features extracted from the imagery, establishing a
multidimensional feature space. In the feature space, the
Bhattacharyaa distance measure is applied as an estimator of
the separability between the target and the background. The
intention is that the extracted features should resemble those
applied during the human perception process. Typically,
contrast and various measures of edge strength are applied.
The Bhattacharyaa distance establishes a relative separability,
while the absolute detection range is obtained by deriving a
relation between the Bhattacharyaa distance and the estimated
target resolution, at range. Thus by introducing parameters of
the sensor, typically the human unaided eye, detectability as a
function of the range is obtained. The methodology will not
reflect individual observer performance but is aimed at
providing an estimate of the optimal detection performance,
given the selected set of features. During the choice of features
and of sensor parameters, other perception mechanisms, than
the human observer performance, can be modelled with this
methodology. The paper will discuss theoretical and practical
aspects of CAMEV A. Validation and application examples,
including results on the NATO RTO/SCI-012 SEARCH_! and
SEARCH_2 datasets, will be presented together with other
data.

Keywords: evaluating camouflage effectiveness, target
detectability, detection range estimation, Bhattacharyaa ·
distance, SEARCH_! and SEARCH_2 data analysis
2.

INTRODUCTION

CAMEV A is a methodology developed at the Danish Defence
Research Establishment (DDRE) for computerised
CAMouflage EVAluation and for estimation of target
detectability. Input is a single digitised image comprising a
highly resolved target as well as a proper amount of
background. Based on that, CAMEV A predicts the target
detectability as a function of range, in principle from relatively
close range to infinite.

The methodology is based on measuring the dissimilarity
between the statistical distributions of features on the target
and on the background.
The need for objective and cheap methods for the evaluation
of the effectiveness of camouflage measures was the original
motivation for the development of CAMEVA. The
methodology has however been applied in other tasks as well,
including characterisation of sensors, evaluation of image
processing algorithms and multiple sensor fusion algorithms.
2.1. History

In the late seventies and early eighties it was recognised at
DDRE, that digital image processing was becoming available
as a useful tool for solving many tasks of relevance to the
military. Clearly it was important also to consider imageprocessing methods in relation to the evaluation of camouflage
effectiveness.
The advantages were obvious. If such methods were available,
the camouflage effectiveness could be assessed without the
presence of costly equipment and significant numbers of
human observers, as it is needed in field trials and in photosimulation experiments. Evidently there were attractive
economical aspects of this, but also the technical and scientific
aspects were considered, such as the desire for speedy,
reproducible results, that are easily documented.
For various reasons camouflage activities at DDRE were
reduced to a minimum during a period of the late eighties and
early nineties. The existing software was "mothballed" and
further development within the regime of DDRE was
cancelled during that period.
New tasks related to camouflage evaluation and to the
estimation of detectability have however led to a resumed
activity within this field. The old work was brushed up and
that, together with new research in the field, led to the
development and implementation of CAMEV A.
3.

SYSTEM OVERVIEW

The aim with CAMEV A is to model the potentially achievable
performance of a detection task. The aim is not to provide
detailed models of the functionality of the very complex
physiological and intellectual processes related to a human
detection task. The aim is rather to establish limits to the
performance that can be achieved, based alone on the
information hidden in the scenario. Thus CAMEV A
establishes an upper limit for the probability of detection.
A detection task is most often carried out by observers using
the unaided eye, but this particular methodology is also
applicable to observers using electro-optical equipment and as

Paper presented at the RTO SCI Workshop on "Search and Target Acquisition", held in Utrecht,
The Netherlands, 21-23 June 1999, and published in RTO MP-45.
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a reference metric for optimality during the design of detection
algorithms.
The high-level diagram of Figure I shows the main building
blocks ofCAMEVA.
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Atmospheric influences on the results are currently not
implemented. Consequently the underlying assumption is ideal
atmospheric conditions. This is recognised as an important
issue for the continuing improvement of the system. The idea
is to propose an atmospheric weight factor to the measure of
separability; similar to the way the sensor characteristics are
modelled into the system. It has been demonstrated 2 that this,
under certain conditions, can be done with a simplified
transmission loss model.
The perception model typically used, is a simplified model of
human vision, based on contrast and edge detection. The
method applied in the analysis-kernel is based a statistical
approach for measuring the separability between distributions,
known as the Bhattacharyaa3 distance.
The following sections will discuss various aspects of this
methodology. The statistical decision theory involved is
discussed initially, since this is also applied to illustrate the
motivation for the choice of features. This discussion is
followed up later, with considerations of atmospheric
transmission and light conditions. Validation examples are
shown at the end of the paper.

4.
Figure 1: The main building blocks ofCAMEVA.
The input is an image presumed to be of good quality. I.e. the
image should have a high resolution compared with the
degradations caused by the sensory system being modelled,
and atmospheric transmission effects should be negligible.
This assumption is needed due to the simulation strategy
applied in CAMEV A. The results should be limited by the
system parameters, and not by the quality of the input data.

STATISTICAL DECISION

The statistical decision procedure is based on a feature vector
x = {xb x 2, ... , X11 }. Each x represents one feature. We claim
that detection is possible when the multidimensional
distribution function of features on the target is sufficiently
different from the corresponding background distribution.
f(x)

The first processing block is the feature extraction. The target
strength is based on the measurement of the strength of certain
features on the target relative to the strength of these features
on the background.
The choice of which image regions belong to the target and
which regions belong to the background is based on an
interactive selection procedure carried out by the system
operator.
The choice of features depends on the characteristics ofthe
presumed perception mechanism. If the unaided human eye is
applied, features corresponding to those applied during the
human perception process should be used. Or if some other
perception mechanism is assumed, the features corresponding
to that mechanism should be applied. A typical choice of
features in the case of the unaided human eye is contrast,
texture, shape, and edge-content sensitive features.
This is not a perception model in the more rigorous definition
of this term, rather than it is a type of preprocessing
attempting to extract the same attributes from the data, as
those used during the processing performed by the actual
perception mechanism. In the current context we will however
denote this processing "the perception model" since this is the
step in the processing where the characteristics of the psychovisual processes are being modelled.
Based on the features, the analysis kernel estimates the
statistical distribution of the features of the target and of the
background. A measure of the difference between the
distributions is established. This provides a relative measure of
detectability, i.e. a measure that is independent of the target
range. Finally the relative difference measure is weighted
according to the degradation introduced by the limited
resolution of the sensor and thereby also introduces the target
distance as a system parameter.

X

Figure 2: Distribution densities of target and background,
with decision errors represented by r,, r, and the decision
threshold ro.

We further claim that estimates of the target and background
distributions, based on high-resolution imagery, can be utilised
to predict the corresponding distributions as a function of the
distance. That is the same as postulating that basically the
distributions are inherent properties of the target and the
background. For the moment we shall neglect any external
influence (i.e. atmosphere etc.) that violates this assumption.

4.1. Basic decision theory
The target and background distributions are exemplified for a
single feature in Figure 2. In the detection case, assuming a
one-sample observation, the fraction of the distribution
overlap denoted r, represents the error of missing a target with
ro as the detection threshold. Hence the probability of missing
the target is P(b )r;, with P( b) as the a priori probability of a
random sample being background. The errors represented by
rh (i.e. the false alarm rate) are irrelevant in this situation
where we are evaluating a known target relative to the
background. Correspondingly the probability of detection P(d)
is:
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P(d)

= 1- P(b)r,

(1)

In general, with an n-dimensional distribution r, is determined
over then dimensions of the observation vector.
By introducing the sampling and assuming k independent
samples of the target, the detection probability becomes:

P(d)

= 1- P(b)r/

(2)

Wherekis:

k(L)

A

=-J2

L-ek

(7)

In the case of different horisontal and vertical resolution
characteristics B/ is replaced by the product of the separated
horisontal and vertical components ek,h and ek.v·

4.4. Multidimensional Feature Spaces

4.2. The Bhattacharyaa Distance
Given that parametric distributions are unknown, together
with the general problems of analytically determining the
distribution overlap r=r,+ r;,, we introduce the
Bhattacharyaa3 distanceD, that is a measure of how different
two distributions are:

Numerically computation of the Bhattacharyaa distance in the
multidimensional feature space is quite complex and in fact
not necessary. From the definition of the Bhattacharyaa
distance we obtain with the assumption of independent
features that:
II

(3)

D=ID/1

(8)

1=1

We may therefore conveniently write D as the sum of the
individual Bhattacharyaa distances for each feature.

The integral is an approximation to r.

This result is important since it implies that the complexity
involved with the computation of estimates of
multidimensional distributions can be avoided.

In the detection case where the target qua the distance
occupies only a small fraction of the total field of view (FOV),
a reasonable approximation to P(b) is P(b),.,J. Furthermore it
follows from P(b),.,J that rb is negligible compared tor, and
thus r, is an approximation to the total distribution overlap.

Whether this assumption is valid depends on the choice of
features.

Using P(b),.,J and r,,.,r, a minor rewrite of equation (2)
provides:

4.5. Feature extraction

P( d)

~

1 - exp {k ln {r}}

(4)

The distribution overlap is represented by the integral within
the Bhattacharyaa distance, thus D,.,-ln{r). In the limiting
case of identical distributions it is easily seen that D=O, and of
totally different distributions that D ~oo.
With the Bhattacharyaa distance we have:

P(d)

~

1- exp{-kD}

(5)

We see that in the case of identical distributions P(d)=O, which
is reasonable due to P(b)=I. This means that there is virtually
no chance of hitting the target by random choice. Similarly by
totally different distributions P(d)= I, which is also reasonable
since this allows detection of an almost infinitely small target.

4.3. Limited Resolution
We introduced k as the available number of independent
samples of the distribution. In the visual detection task k will
depend on the target size A, the target distance Land how well
the eye is capable of independently sampling the FOV. The
last parameter we shall denote "the effective minimum
resolvable field of view" ek. The target size is normally trivial
and the target distance is a variable parameter of the
simulation (i.e. we are aiming at detection curves as a function
of the distance). Thus with the assumption that ek is also
known, the target resolution k is determined by the geometry
of the scenario and we obtain the probability of detection as a
function of the range:

P(d L) = 1- exp{-

'

DA}

L2B2k

(6)

Selection of features is a nontrivial task. This is illustrated in
Figure 3. On the upper left "triangles" image, the two "targets"
are easily detected visually. A statistically based metric,
operating solely on the contrast, provides zero difference
between both two targets and the background.
Clearly other features are also involved with the detection
process in the example, although the contrast is still relevant.
The three additional features in the Figure illustrates this:
It is evident that each of the features reflects different

properties of the input data. We will consider the target and
background regions of the added features:
The strength of the horizontal edges are applicable for
detection of the upper right target (which we will denote
"target A"), as these edges are relatively strong in the
background, and virtually non-existent in the target. The lower
left target (denoted "target B") is more difficult to detect, and
the only useful cue is missing edge at the top of the target.
With respect to the vertical edges, target A is once again easily
detected. This time due to the strong vertical edges.
Target B is difficult, although still detectable, due to the
discontinuities of the edges. But basically the edge-strengths
of both the target and the background are the same.
With respect to the isotrope edge features both targets areroughly speaking - equally difficult to detect.
We see that the choice of features is vital to the result. In the
case of an analysis (i.e. an algorithm) applying only contrast
processing, this single feature might be sufficient. But in other
situations more complex features should be applied.
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Table 1: Target/background Bhattacharyaa distances for
the four different features ofthe triangle image.

Feature
Target

Contrast
[Del

Horizontal
edge [DH)

Vertical
edge [Dvl

Isotrope
edge (DII

A

0.0336

0.1129

0.0894

0.0666

8

0.0363

0.0140

0.0501

0.0556

Based on the physiology ofthe eye 1, figures in the order of0.2
mr are obtained. In the detection task however, where the
observer is unable to focus on the target, this figure is
typically too optimistic. Experimental data 1 prepared at DDRE
have shown that 8*=2.0 mr is a useful value for a group of
non-military observers. In the case of highly trained observers,
other values of Bk may have to be used.
4.8. Practical aspects

Figure 3: Four different features of a simple image
with two target. Both the targets and the
background are triangles. The unprocessed (the
contrast feature) and three additional features based
on edge strength.

To illustrate that the methodology applied in CAMEV A is
quite widely applicable, we will discuss a few aspects related
to the practical use of CAMEV A. This illustrates however also
that this technique requires a skilled operator, with a general
understanding of the problems related to the effectivity of
camouflage measures.
•

Data collected with detectability as the main purpose are
typically long-range images. Often data taken at close
range and with the target in the actual background have
not been collected. In those cases experiments6 with the
application of CAMEV A have been made with separated
target and background images. Clearly there are problems
related to that procedure, but attempts have been made to
align the internal target image-dynamics as well as the
target-background image-dynamics in this type of data,
thus allowing the target and background statistics to be
taken from different images. Preferably however this
procedure should be avoided, and should also be
avoidable in experiments designed specifically as input to
CAMEVA.

•

CAMEV A is a human-in-the-loop process. With the
input imagery, the operator must decide which image
regions to apply as target and which to apply as the
background. An example of this procedure is illustrated in
Figure 4. Clearly that procedure is sensitive to the
selection of in particular the background region, which is
not well defined, and the operator must be careful, in
order to produce meaningful results. Related to that is

By application of the relative analysis-part of CAMEV A, (i.e.
computing the Bhattacharyaa distance), to the triangle input
image with all four features, the computational results should
reflect the qualitative assessment above. The results are shown
in table 1.
The Bhattacharyaa distances correspond nicely to the results
obtained from the visual assessment: De is about the same for
both targets, which means that based on contrast both targets
are equally easily detected. DH and Dv each are relatively
strong in target A, while DH is weak in B. The isotrope
component of the target is about the same for both targets,
which is also reasonable since the have equal components of
diagonal edges.
Typical features that have been applied in the application of
CAMEV A to visual detection tasks are the four features used
in this example.
4.6. Atmospheric and light conditions
While k(L) provides a method of limiting the resolution due to
distance, it does not model the effect of atmospheric
transmission loss and light conditions (i.e. day or night). The
current work will in principle assume infinite visibility and
full daylight. A simple model for the atmospheric influence on
the Bhattacharyaa distance have been considered 2, providing a
Bhattacharyaa distance as a function of L. Likewise a simple
model for the influence of the light is considered. Non of these
modelling concepts have however been validated.
4.7. Training of algorithm
Training ofCAMEVA is in principle a very simple procedure.
There is only one parameter ( Bk) that is not easily determined,
neither by the physical setup of the experiment, nor by the
optics of the sensor.
The parameter Bk depends on psychological factors such as
motivation and on experience with visual target acquisition.

Figure 4: A subsection of an image of the SEARCH_1 5
dataset, with overlay of target and background regions
applied by CAMEVA.
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also the fact that the results are basically a kind of
averaging across the target region and the background
region. I.e. if the target contains isolated bright spots,
acting as cues to the observer, the averaging is
problematic.
•

In a classical camouflage-scenario the most efficient
camouflage blends the target into the local background.
CAMEV A is basically designed with that scenario in
mind. In other scenarios, for example desert with
scattered trees and bushes, the most efficient camouflage
will sometimes be one that most closely matches the
target to the scattering structure. Thus analysis made
against the local background in that case are meaningless.
In those situations the background region used as input to
CAMEVA must be selected from the relevant part of the
images, and not from the local background, like for
example regions with trees and bushes.

Other scenarios can be thought of where there are problems
related to this kind of methodology. In most cases however a
skilled operator will be capable of producing useful results.

5.

RESULTS

Results based on three different datasets are presented.
Initially we discuss the JPRIS dataset that was specifically
collected as a means for testing and calibrating CAMEV A.
Secondly we discuss the application of CAMEV A to the
SEARCH_! and SEARCH_2 datasets.

•
•

5.1. The JPRIS dataset
The jpris dataset is based on an observer field test 1 conducted
byDDRE.
The experiment was designed as an observation trial with
observations performed by the unaided eye.
Targets consisted of 12 artificial panels of 6 different types,
either rectangular or trapezoidal as illustrated in Figure 6.
Each panel was covered by a piece of green texture mat and a
signature was attached to the surface, to allow identification
when observed.
The background was a line of vegetation consisting of trees
and bushes. All of the panels were presented against that same
background.
The total length of the observation path was approximately
600 m with seven observation posts from long range (665 m)
to close range (100m) arranged along the path.
A total of 40 observers recorded the point of detection and the
point of identification, starting at long range and approaching
the target panels along the observation path. The observers
were "semi-trained" in the sense that they were scientific and
administrative civilian personnel working for the Danish
military and some had, due to their scientific duties, some
experience with observation tasks.
To support the computational analysis slides were taken from
the observation posts. Each target panel was analysed with
CAMEVA and detection curves obtained. Similarly detection
curves were extracted from the field trial results. Comparison
of the results, as averages across the observer population, is
illustrated in Figure 7.
It is seen that the theoretical results to a very high degree

describes the results of the field-trial. From these results it
seems indeed, that the human acquisition process, under
certain conditions, can be described as a statistically process
derived from first principles.
The parameter 8k=2.0 mr is however determined from the
same population as were used as observers during the
experiment.

D
Figure 6: The types of panels applied as targets,
not shown to scale. The panel areas vary from
0.20 m2 to 0.90 m2, while the signature elements
vary from 0.025 m2 to 0.26 m2•

One important error source is not taken into account during
this experiment, namely the presence of eye-catching cues in
the background close to the target. It is believed that the
unexpected result for target-panel two is due to an abnormal
intensity distribution (very dark) in the immediate
neighbourhood of the target. There is evidence within the data
that indicates that the observers have detected the background,
and not the target itself.

5.2. The SEARCH datasets
The SEARCH_I and SEARCH_2 datasets comprise a total of
44 images of six military vehicles recorded at different target
distances and with the targets presented against different
backgrounds.

Figure 5: Example on the deployment of target panels in the JPRIS experiment.
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Figure 7: Detection curves obtained as a result of the DDRE JPRIS experiment compared with results ofCAMEVA.
Theoretical results are the solid curves, while the experimental results are the dotted curves
The only difference between SEARCH_! and SEARCH_2 is
the resolution ofthe digitised imagery, that is 1536 x 1024
pixels in the case of SEARCH I and 6144 x 4096 in the case
ofSEARCH 2.
Data are available in digitised form as full colour images as
well as grey-level images. Each scenario is available as a pure
background image, as well as an image with the target in the
background. Furthermore close-up images of each target are
provided at three different aspects. Ground truth is provided as
binary target masks with each image. Target distances vary
from about 800 m to 6 km.
The SEARCH data are collected and distributed by TNOHFRI 1, and have kindly been provided for the application of
the data to computational techniques estimating human
observer performance in detection tasks.
TNO-HFRI has also conducted photo-simulation observer
tests on the data, providing a baseline tor the testing of
computational methods for prediction of detectability and
search time. A second photo-simulation experiment 7 on a
subset of the SEARCH_! data was prepared by DCTA2

1

TNO Human Factors Research Institute, Soesterberg,
The Netherlands
2

Defence Clothing and Textiles Agency, Colchester,
The United Kingdom

CAMEVA was applied to the 44 images of the dataset and
probability of detection was computed as a function of the
target range. P(d) at the actual target range was computed and
compared with the photo-simulation results. CAMEV A was
not trained on the SEARCH datasets prior to its application to
them.
Cross comparisons of the results from CAMEV A, the TNO
experiment and the DCTA experiment are sumarised in the
bar-graphs of Figure 8.
As described CAMEV A normally provides detection curved
as a function of the distance. In this case and to aid
comparison of results P(d) is computed at the actual target
distance only.

6.

CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK

Through the development and the study of CAMEVA, we
have established a correlation between results obtained by
human observers in the detection task and the results provided
by CAMEV A. It is also evident however that several aspects
of CAMEV A need further research to provide a more robust
system. The most important areas are summarised below:
CAMEVA depends strongly on the skills of the operator
during the selection of target and background regions. Rather
than consider an automated procedure for that, which we
believe is practically impossible. it is considered to produce a
kind of catalogue that will set up typical scenarios together
with proposed operator methodologies to cope with these.
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It is considered important to implement a proper procedure for
modeling of atmospheric transmission loss and of light
conditions. Fundamentals for these sub-models have been
investigated, but still need validation.

The current choice of features is not necessarily optimal.
Certain aspects of detection are currently not modeled. A
typical example is the cueing provided by long straight lines.
Further features need to be investigated and in some cases
algorithms for their implementation must be developed.

7.
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EVALUATION OF TARGET ACQUISITION DIFFICULTY USING
RECOGNITION DISTANCE TO MEASURE REQUIRED RETINAL AREA
Thorny Nilsson
University of Prince Edward Island
Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island, CIA 4P3, Canada
E-mail: nilsson@upei.ca

1.

SUMMARY

The psychophysical method of limits was used to measure
the distance at which observers could distinguish military
vehicles photographed in natural landscapes. Obtained from
the TNO-TM Search_2 dataset, these pictures either were
rear-projected 35 mm slides or were presented on a computer
monitor. Based on the rational that more difficult vehicle
targets would require more visual pathways for recognition,
difficulty of acquisition was defined in terms of the relative
retinal area required for recognition. Relative retinal area
was derived from the inverse square of the recognition
distance of a particular vehicle relative to the distance of the
vehicle that could be seen furthest away. Results are
compared with data on the time required to find the vehicles
in these pictures. These comparisons indicate that 1) the two
methods are complementary with respect to distinguishing
different degrees of acquisition difficulty; 2) recognition
distance thresholds can be a suitable means of defining
standards for the effectiveness of vital graphic information.
Keywords: vision, graphics, recognition, distance, retinal
area. measurement, standards, target acquisition, TNO-TM
Search 2
2.

INTRODUCTION

2.1. Background
Graphic designers often contend that their work is too
complex to be adequately represented by quantitative
measurements of effectiveness. Yet the effectiveness of
camouflage on military vehicles or the legibility of warnings
on medications are examples where the effectiveness of
graphic design has life and death consequences.
The power of the printed word led to a long history of
quantitative research based on measurement of reading speed
which has resulted in standards for the legibility of black
letters on white backgrounds.'· 2 In an early attempt to extend
such work to include color, Paterson &Tinker (1931)
measured reading speed for words printed in various colors
on various colored backgrounds. 3 They found that
black/white were the most effective combination. A year
later using the same colors, Preston, Schwankl & Tinker
measured the effectiveness of colored print in terms of
reading distance. 4 Blue/white, black/yellow, and green/white
letter/background combinations were found to be the most
effective. However, their results received little attention
because subsequent replications using reading speed and
recognition time continued to find black/white to be best
while recognition time for other color combinations varied

proportionally to lightness contrast. 25 •6·7 This was seen as
being consistent with vision theory that the middle and long
wavelength based lightness-contrast mechanisms were the
primary pathways for image detail.
Since color seemed to have no quantitative effect on
legibility, its role in graphic design was presumed to be
wholly a matter of aesthetic judgement. The results of
Preston, et al. were conveniently forgotten. More recent
contrary data on subjective legibility were ignored. 7 Also
overlooked were data indicating different time constants of
visual color mechanisms. 8·9 Convenience was probably
another reason why most studies after the 1930's evaluated
legibility using time measurements rather than distance.
Yet tachistoscopic presentations are not representative of
reading tasks in the market place. Asked to measure the
legibility of health warnings printed in color on tobacco
packages, Nilsson & Percival reasoned that measuring
legibility in terms of distance made more sense from a
consumer's perspective. 10 However, greater distance did not
adequately reflect subjectively greater ease of reading.
Legibility was better described in terms of the required retinal
image area based on the inverse square-root of distance.
Subsequent research using distance to measure the
effectiveness of foreground/background combinations of the
six primary colors in messages, symbols, and outline
drawings indicated that chromaticity contributed substantially
to effectiveness. 11 This effect was not revealed when
effectiveness was measured in terms of reading speed
because chromaticity pathways are considerably slower than
lightness-contrast pathways.
The effectiveness of camouflage depends on both color and
pattern perception. Therefore, search time may not
adequately reflect the contribution of color in recognizing
such targets. The availability of the TNO-TM Search_2
dataset of high resolution images together with data on search
time proved an opportunity to compare distance with time
based measurements of visual effectiveness. 12 To help
develop quantitative standards for more effective graphic
design, this study evaluates data obtained by both methods.
2.2. Retinal Difficulty
The relationship between the distance at which a target can
be recognized and the target's visual effectiveness is not as
simple as might be supposed. When attention is directed at a
target in a scene, the target's image falls on the foveal portion
of the retina. Since the fovea has about one afferent neuron
for every photoreceptor, the area of the target's image is
proportional to the number of visual pathways available to
convey information about the target. If all targets at

Paper presented at the RTO SCI Workshop on "Search and Target Acquisition", held in Utrecht,
The Netherlands, 21-23 June 1999, and published in RTO MP-45.
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recognition threshold produce the same critical amount of
information in the afferent pathways, a target's visual
effectiveness or difficulty can be measured in terms ofthe
retinal area needed for recognition. The retinal area required
for recognition in tum depends on the amount of information
per unit area of a target's image. We'll define a visually
effective target as one that provides enough information for
recognition in a small retinal area. Conversely, a difficult
target is one that provides enough information only when its
retinal area is large. At recognition threshold, actual retinal
areas need not be calculated to compare the targets in terms
of how much information they provide. The ratio of their
effectiveness or difficulty depends only on the ratio of their
threshold retinal areas.
The area of a target's retinal image is proportional to the
target's size and is inversely proportional to the square of its
distance. Hold target size constant for the moment. A
measurement of the maximal distance at which a target can
be recognized is inversely proportional to the retinal area
needed for recognition. A long threshold distance means a
small retinal area and therefore represents a visually effective
target. Conversely a short threshold distance must represent
a visually difficult target. The ratio of their effectiveness or
difficulty can therefore be determined by the ratio of their
threshold distances squared. Since the present research
concerned measuring the effectiveness of camouflage, a ratio
that reflects difficulty of recognition was used. The target
that was recognized furthest away was taken as the standard.
Its small retinal area was set to a unit value 11 I 11 • The retinal
areas of all other targets at threshold were scaled as multiples
of this unit value and the result for each called its retinal
difficulty.
In practice, these calculations were easy. Due to the inverse
relationship between distance and area, retinal difficulty was
obtained by dividing the threshold distance squared of each
target into the threshold distance squared of the target that
was recognized furthest. As an example, assume that a
certain difficult target, X, had a threshold distance of2
meters and that the least difficult target, Y, had a threshold of
4 meters. How much larger is the retinal area of X compared
to Y? The retinal area of X is proportional to I I 22 ; the
retinal area of Y is proportional to I I 4 2 • In finding the ratio
of these proportions, their proportional-to-actual-retinalarea aspects cancel, and the result directly equals the ratio of
their retinal areas. Representing retinal difficulty of target X
as Rx, the proportional retinal area of targets X andY as Ax
and Ay, and their threshold distances as Dx and Dv, we have:
Rx
=

=

A, I Av

(1 I Dx) 2 I (I I Dv )2

D/ I D/

=

42 I 22

=

Taken into consideration, they explain such obvious matters
as why a large image can be visually effective even though it
has a low information density, or why it is harder to
camouflage a tank than a jeep. It was considered premature
to deal with these concepts here. In the present study, retinal
difficulty of seeing the targets was measured only in terms of
image distance. Target area was taken into account using
graphic analysis to reveal its effect.

3.

METHOD

3.1. Subjects
Subjects were recruited by posters on campus and consisted
primarily of psychology majors in their 2nd and 3rd years of
study. They were screened for normal visual acuity using a
Snellen chart and screened for normal color vision using the
Dvorine Test. The purpose of the experiment was explained.
They were asked to respond when they could no longer
recognize the target in the picture before them as a vehicle
while the picture moved away and to respond when they first
recognized the target as a vehicle while the picture moved
towards them. They were given several practice trials to get
acquainted with using the controls and making judgements.
Three females and two males viewed slide projected images.
Four males and two females viewed the images on a
computer monitor.

3.2. Apparatus
The subject was seated at one end of an 8 meter test track in a
long, completely black, dark room. A carriage riding on
linear-bearings either carried a Kodak Ektagraphic 35 mm
slide projector with a 2.5 inch lens projecting 155 em onto an
HP rear projection screen or carried a Dell/Sony D 1025, 17
inch, color monitor with 1280 X 1024, 0.25 pitch display. A
computer-controlled stepping-motor accelerated and
decelerated the carriage at 5 cmls 2 or maintained a steady
velocity of I 0 cmls. Carriage position was continuously
monitored by an independent optical-encoder and electronic
register.
Operational safety was ensured by program interrupts, limits
set in the dedicated motor controller, and an independent
system of limit switches that operated a clutch and brake on
the chain drive. The computer also recorded the
measurements, signalled when the image should be changed,
and waited for the subject's instructions. Control buttons
enabled the subject to direct the computer to start a trial, read
the distance, or repeat the present trial. Images were changed
manually by a researcher who was present at all times.

4

The more difficult target requires 4 times the area at
recognition threshold than the least difficult target.
Accordingly X's retinal difficulty equals the value 11 4 11
compared to target Y.
What happens when targets differ in size? The answer
involves the concepts discussed so far, but also requires some
additional concepts including: visage - target size with
respect to a plane perpendicular to the viewer, retinal
information density- amount of information per unit area of
the target's retinal image, and usable information density- a
quantity which reflects the limit imposed by visual acuity.

3.3. Images
A Polaroid Sprint Scan 35+ made 35 mm slides from a CDROM disk containing Toet, Bijl, Kooi, and Valeton's
TNO_ TM Search_2 data set of high resolution (3072 X 2048
pixel) images of various military vehicles in mixed rural
landscapes of green foliage and pale yellow grass. 12 The
scanner was calibrated in terms of a Kodak color calibration
slide included on the CD-ROM. Accuracy of color
reproduction was tested with a Topcon BM-7 colorimeter.
TheY, x, andy values for the eight saturated color patches
from brown to blue correlated +.60, +.97, and +.77
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respectively with the Kodak values. Generally smaller y
values presumably represented short wavelength absorption
by the screen. Gray scale reproduction correlated +.92 with
the values on the slide.
In many of the slide-projected images, the vehicle was
difficult to discern even when the image was moved close to
the subject. In a few images, the vehicle could still be
recognized near the far end of the track. Eliminating these
left 27 slides that were tested. Non-uniformity of brightness
(mean = 89 cd/m 2 , sd = 38) across the central portion of rearprojected screen was a concern since vehicle position varied
considerably. Viewing the CD-ROM images directly on a
computer monitor produced a crisper appearance overall, but
the images were smaller than the projected images.
Therefore these images were enlarged four times with the
vehicle approximately centered on the screen. Twenty-eight
of the most suitable ones were selected for testing with the
monitor. TheY value of the saturated color patches on the
monitor correlated +.99 with the Kodak values, but the x and
y values could not be measured for most colors. Gray scale
correlation was +.92 .
3.4. Procedure
The method of limits was used to measure recognition
distance thresholds for the vehicles in the images. A withinsubjects, ABBA counterbalanced design determined the order
of image presentation. Each image was initially presented
close to the subject. The location of the target vehicle was
pointed out or verified with the subject. When ready, the
subject signalled the computer to back away the image.
When the subject could no longer recognize the target as a
vehicle, he/she signalled the computer to record the distance.
The carriage kept moving back a fixed plus random distance
and was then brought to a halt. The procedure was then
reversed with the carriage moving forward until the subject
could recognize that the target was a vehicle.
Ten such measurements were taken in succession and ten
thresholds calculated using running averages. The two
thresholds that differed most from the mean were dropped
and the mean and standard deviation of the remaining eight
were recorded. All images were tested in single sessions that
lasted between 90 to 120 minutes. Subjects rested between
images, could take a longer break when they wanted, and
were asked to rest a few minutes midway through a session.
The two orders of presentation were tested on separate days.
At the end of the last session, all subjects who viewed the
monitor pictures were asked to look at each picture again at a
distance about 0.2 meter and rate how difficult it was to see
the vehicle using a ten-point scale.
4.

RESULTS

4.1. Slide-Projected Images
Table I at the end of this paper provides the mean threshold
distances and standard deviations for the subjects who
viewed the slide projected images. Up and down refer to the
order in which the images were tested. Results for each
image were averaged across subjects. As explained in
Section 2.2, each image's retinal difficulty was calculated on
the basis of its mean threshold distance and the threshold

distance of image #34, whose vehicle could be recognized
farthest away.
Figure I shows retinal difficulty of the 27 slide projected
images that were tested. The images are arranged in
decreasing order oftarget size based on Toet et al.'s report. 12
Images were arranged in order of decreasing target size to
reveal the effect of target area. For comparison, Toet et at's
search time for these targets is also shown. Not surprisingly,
both retinal difficulty and search tend to increase as target
size decreases. Retinal difficulty correlated -0.69 with target
size; search correlated -0.43. The correlation of the retinal
and search results was +0.80. For the larger targets on the
left, retinal difficulty increases faster with decreasing size
than does search time. Compared to search time, retinal
difficulty was notably larger for images number 20, 16, and
30. In each of these the vehicle is well outlined against its
background and discernable features. Image 2 was noted for
taking longer to find than might be expected from its retinal
difficulty. Though the target in image 2 blends well with the
background, the reader should bear in mind that its location
was indicated to subjects doing the distance viewing.
For further insight into how the distance and time
measurements differ, the effect of target size on difficulty
was removed. The relative value of the reciprocal of target
size was subtracted from relative values of retinal difficulty
and search time. The results were then restored to retinal
difficulty and search time values. Figure 2 shows retinal
difficulty and search time results with the image area factor
removed. Both functions have lost their generally upward
trend as target size decreases. Yet various images such as
numbers 16, 20, 30 , and 2 continue to differ substantially in
recognition difficulty using either retinal or search
measurements.
To help identity where the two sets differ, the images were
arranged in order of increasing difference between the retinal
and search measurements. These results are shown in Figure
3. This reveals that for most of the images there was marked
correspondence of changes in both retinal difficulty and
search time, even when the measurements differed somewhat.
Comparison of those images that produced similar effects
with those that differed revealed no systematic characteristics
related to these trends.
Both the distance threshold and the search time
measurements were tested for the significance of the
differences between their means using Duncan's test. The
results are shown in Figure 4. The means for distance
threshold and for search time are arranged in decreasing order
to represent increasing difficulty of recognition from left to
right. The horizontal lines below or above the image
numbers indicate the images that do not differ significantly.
Generally, distance thresholds effectively distinguished
targets that are easy to recognize while search time is poor at
distinguishing these same targets. To a considerable extent
the opposite seems to hold for images that are difficult to
recognize. Of the 32 pairs of images whose search times did
not differ significantly, only one pair, I 0 and 18, had distance
thresholds that did not differ significantly. Of the 21 pairs
whose threshold distances did not differ significantly, four
pairs, 10-20, 36-42, 38-32, and 29-26, did not differ in their
search times.
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4.2. Monitor images
The threshold distance data for these images are provided in
Table 2 at the end. As was done with the slide projected
images, the distance thresholds for each of the 28 images
tested were averaged across observers and converted to
retinal difficulty values. The results are plotted in Figure 5
with the images arranged in descending order of target size.
For comparison, the search time results measured by Toet et
al. for these images are also shown. As target size decreased,
both retinal difficulty and search time tended to increase.
Retinal difficulty correlated -.61 with target size and search
time -.49 with target size. As happened with the slide
images, the two functions appear to track each other closely.
Except for the smallest target, 4, subjects making distance
threshold judgements had more trouble with the small targets
(23, 29, 44) than those for whom search time was measured.
The target in image 4 lacks both a distinctive shape, due to its
head-on orientation and lack of contrast with its background.
Targets 23, 29 and 44 have ample background contrast and
have cues to their shape revealed by shadow and high-lights
on the vehicles. Nineteen of these images were enlargements
from the same images tested as projected slides. The
correlation of the two sets of measurements was +.79.
For more information about the distance thresholds, retinal
difficulty was compared with the ratings of subjective
difficulty that were made by the subjects in the present study
who viewed the images on a monitor. Figure 6 shows retinal
difficulty and the mean ratings of subjective difficulty plotted
as a function of decreasing target area. The two sets of
measurements correlate +.85. The most notable differences
again involve small targets in images number 23 and 44,
which had relatively larger retinal difficulty values than
subjective ratings. A similar difference was found above
when the retinal difficulty of these targets was compared to
their search times. On the other hand, the largest target in
image 41 and a medium sized target in image 28 were rated
notably more difficult than their retinal difficulty. While
large, the target in image 41 is partly obscured by a tree and
sits in the vicinity of other complex outlines produced by
dark tree tops against pale grass. The vehicle in image 28
happens to line up with a light to dark transition across most
of the scene. The subjective ratings correlated less well with
search time, r = +.72 than did retinal difficulty, which is
understandable since the latter involved the same subjects.
To see how differences between retinal difficulty, search
time, and difficulty ratings were related to the size of the
targets, the effect of target size was removed as was done
with the data for projected images. Figure 7 shows the
results for retinal difficulty and search time with the images
arranged in order of difference between the two results. The
biggest differences between the two types of measurement
occurred for the images at each end of the graph depending
on whether the search time (on the left) or retinal difficulty
(on the right) had the larger value. As was noted when the
size effect was not removed, the two types of measurement
still differ most for images 4, 23, & 44. Removing the effect
of size substantially reduced their correlation from+. 72 to
+.52. Removing the size effect did not change the correlation
between retinal difficulty and the difficulty ratings.
Significance of the difference between means of distance
thresholds of the images presented on a computer monitor
was calculated using Duncan's test. The results are compared

with those for the mean search times of these images in
Figure 8. Of the 26 image pairs that did not differ
significantly in search time, only 3 (42-36, 29-26, 38-32) did
not differ in threshold distance. Similarly of the 21 image
pairs that did not differ in threshold distance, 3 (I 0-20, 38-32,
29-26) also did not differ in threshold distance. Distance
thresholds were somewhat better at distinguishing the easier
images; search time was better for the more difficult images.
5.

DISCUSSION

What do recognition distance thresholds reveal about the
targets to be recognized? Target size had a substantial effect
on both the distance and time based measurements of visual
recognition. This can be seen in Figures I and 5 by the
general increase in retinal difficulty and search time with
decrease in target size. For the slide-projected images, retinal
difficulty correlated -.69 with size, and search time correlated
-.46; for the monitor images, the correlations were -.61 and .49 respectively. The higher correlations of retinal difficulty
with target size are understandable given the interaction
between size, distance, and retinal area. While statistically
significant (for 27 or 28 pairs, minimum significant r = .38)
these correlations leave nearly 60% of the variance
undetermined by the distance measurements. Some of that
variance was due to measurement error. Despite the error
arising from intra- and inter-observer variability, Duncan's
tests revealed that a majority of the adjacent distance
thresholds differed significantly. To what extent did these
distinctions depend on target size which interacts with
distance to determine the area of the retinal image? This is
revealed in Figures 2 and 7, where the effect of size is
removed from these measurements. Substantial variations in
both retinal difficulty and search time as a function of the
various images, indicate that other characteristics of the
images influenced both measurement methods.
For additional insight into what other characteristics
influenced these judgements, the effects of contrast were
examined. The TNO-TM Search_2 data set provided
measurements of the target vehicles' luminance and the
surround luminance. From this a rough estimate of contrast
was derived primarily based on the ratio between the dark
area of the vehicle and the usually lighter grass. Retinal
difficulty and search time correlated similarly with contrast
(mean r = -.35 and -.37, respectively). Since these are not
statistically significant correlations, this analysis indicates
that it was not possible to estimate the contribution of
contrast to recognition from these rough estimates. Research
on colored symbols and backgrounds has found that
chromaticity may contribute more to distance thresholds than
does lightness contrast. 13 Chromaticity data were not
available here, but their availability should be considered in
future research.
Finally there is the effect of target shape. The vehicles
generally appeared to have the most distinct shape when they
stood sideways to the viewer. A rough estimate of the effect
of shape was derived using the absolute value of a sine
transformation of the vehicle's aspect angle in each image.
For the slide-projected images, retinal difficulty and search
time correlated -.39 and -.44 with this estimate of the shape
effect; correlations for the monitor images were not
significant (r = -.25 and -.28 respectively). The lower
correlations of both retinal difficulty and search time for the
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images viewed on the monitor were attributed to the different
images in the two sets, since viewing conditions were
constant for the search time data. The barely significant
correlations with shape of data from the slide-projected
images indicates that some of the differences in recognition
were due to shape, but that aspect angle is not adequate for
describing the effect of shape on these measurements.
How did the retinal difficulty measurements compare with
the search time measurements? Evidence that the two
methods were differently affected by target size is revealed in
the results of the Duncan's tests in Figures 4 and 8. For both
sets of images, threshold distances tended to distinguish
larger targets better than smaller ones, while search times
tended to distinguish smaller targets better than larger ones.
Nevertheless, Figures I and 4 and show that both
measurements of recognition difficulty generally increased
with decreasing target size. This was also indicated by their
significant, negative correlations with size as discussed
above. However, many images were exceptions to this trend
-some more so for retinal difficulty, others for search time.
The two methods of measurement correlated +.80 for the
projected images and +. 72 for the monitor images. Since
both measurements correlated substantially with image size,
perhaps this explains their similarity. Removing the size
effect reduced these correlations to +.61 and +.52
respectively. Note that the reduction was nearly the same for
both sets of images. This similarity indicates that target size
had a similar effect on both measurements. With the size
effect removed, the results were arranged in order of the
amount of difference between the two sets of measurements
in Figures 3 and 7. In both figures, retinal difficulty and
search time vary considerably as the images change. This
indicates that differences other than the size of the images
affected both methods of measurement. The close tracking of
the two sets of results in both figures might lead one to think
that two methods were similarly affected by these other
characteristics. This was not the case. Reorganizing the
results in terms of the differences does not change their
correlations. Despite appearances, the pairs of functions in
Figures 3 and 7 still haver values of only +.61 and +.52.
Since Duncan's tests indicated a majority of the
measurements were significantly different, the remaining
variance was not all due to error. Evidently retinal difficulty
and search time differed in how they were affected by other
characteristics of the images.
Which method is better for distinguishing the difficulty of
recognizing the vehicles? Duncan's tests indicate that
threshold distances distinguished more images than did
search time. For another way to address this question,
subjects were asked to rate the overall difficulty of seeing the
vehicle in each of the monitor-presented images. Figure 6
shows that the ratings increased more steadily with target size
than did retinal difficulty. A comparison with Figure 5
shows this was also the case with respect to search time.
Retinal difficulty correlated more strongly with the difficulty
ratings ( r = +.85) than did the search times (r = +. 72).
However, this is hardly a fair comparison since the search
times were obtained from different subjects. Researchers
studying the effectiveness of camouflage or other graphics
should consider adding this simple measurement for
comparison purposes.

Overall, the results obtained by Toet et al. and the present
study indicate that the search time and retinal difficulty
probably reflect different characteristics of the images. What
does this imply for measuring the difficulty of recognizing
camouflaged vehicles or, more generally, for measuring the
effectiveness of graphics? Look again at the results from
Duncan's tests in Figures 4 and 8. On average only 7% of the
images that could not be distinguished by search time were
also not distinguished by threshold distance, and 17% of the
images not distinguished by distance were also not
distinguished by search time. This suggests that the two
measurements are indeed complementary. The use of both
methods together would improve distinguishing camouflaged
vehicles in terms of recognition difficulty. From a broader
perspective, the favorable comparison with search time data
on a standard set of images, provides further evidence that
distance threshold measurements are an effective means of
measuring the effectiveness of complex graphic displays.
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Table 1. Mean distance thresholds (em) and standard deviations for subjects viewing slide projected
images.
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Table 2. Mean distance thresholds (em) and standard deviations for subjects viewing monitor images.

1st
image
4
6
8
10
11
13
14
16
17
18
20
21
23
25
26
28
29
30
31
32
33
36
38
40
41
42
43
44
2nd
4
6
8
10
11
13
14
16
17
18
20
21
23
25
26
28
29
30
31
32
33
36
38
40
41
42

TC - down
RM - down
PM - up
GM - up
BF - up
SL - down
mean
sd
mean
sd
mean
sd
mean
mean
sd
mean
sd
sd
107
83 10.0
4.2
109
172
3. 2
9. 1
149
4. 3
220
8.6
2. 4
88
169 17. 1
190
2. 7
251 12.9
259
9.5
217 22.5
7. 1
200
6.1
191
93
9.7
229 11.0
205
167
8.1
6. 6
234
98
3.5
158 12.7
332 23.7
2 32 12.2
277 17.2
9. 6
307 30.5
187 10.3
73
2.8
94
7. 8
155
17 6
1.8
9.8
112
2.0
181 19.0
208
8. 4
298 18.1
203
248 13.0
8.2
3 6 7 11. 1
3.2
110 23.9
250 15.0
222 13.5
213
9.7
69
94 10.1
302 33.5
16 8 12.5
347 24.3
216
7.9
308 16.9
397 20.7
3 7 6 34.1
2 67 22.2
132
6.8
199
6.7
289 19. 4
5.0
199 15.3
233
8. 4
33 9 14.4
238
7.4
277
96
7. 6
12 9 13.0
6.7
245 15.8
114 18.9
250
3.1
365
281 11.2
4.5
142
5.1
144
63
198
4. 8
2 63 22.8
6. 6
166
0.9
67
124
7.2
145 11.1
182
3. 8
235 18.5
3.1
91 11.3
8. 8
139 11. 4
344 10.0
173
125
299 26.5
205 10.2
7. 7
127 16.9
207
62
1.7
226 25.2
160
187 11.8
2.8
4.3
275
170
82
5.2
165 26.0
251 16.1
8.8
4.3
250
7.3
71
187
7.9
122
6.9
205 12.3
165
9.0
5.2
225
9.0
78
2.3
163 25.8
190
2 55 25.2
157
6.2
1.8
230 13.6
217 19.6
196
9.0
358 14. 1
428 48.9
233 13.2
289 17.3
78
9.5
143
7. 6
287
222 14. 1
200
5.7
257
1.3
8. 3
6.1
188 19.1
198
7.7
256
229 15.3
297
100
4.8
7.3
133 11.7
152 16.5
263
232
255
234 15.4
8. 8
6.4
8.3
120
6.3
115 13.6
175
229 16.0
256 1 0. 0
5.0
230
6.0
6.1
376 14.3
105
215
6. 7
2 62 32.5
271 17 . 9
357 2 4. 6
16 7 20.6
153 18.1
350
264 13.0
219 11. 4
9. 4
338
4.6
121
8.5
145 16.4
249
194
6. 1
233 12.7
6.7
307 13.4
167 12.3
134 13.2
265
270 33.0
187
6.2
4. 6
32 3 18.2
81
4. 9
89
3. 6
190
3.7
150 11. 8
81
4. 9
137
8. 7
TC - up
RM - up
PM - down
GM - down
BF
down
SL - up
108 11.1
134
7. 1
138
4.0
199 15. 8
236 17.5
373 13.9
159 12.0
169 13.0
246 10.4
345 16. 1
325 10.6
278 20.8
172 11. 1
148 12 . 7
242
338 13.2
313 15.1
276 21.0
9.6
224
8.5
199 16.6
302
4. 0
405 31. 9
2 95 14.1
386 12.9
115
4.0
119
6.9
189 10.4
368 30.0
221
7.5
252 30.9
199 12.4
224 16.8
242
4. 5
425 22.7
324 20.3
4 62 41. 8
117
7.1
196 10.7
212
380 25.8
318
6. 0
5. 8
385 17.8
220
6.4
278
216
8.7
4. 7
409 13.5
291
8.1
451 27.7
8. 4
2 65
366 27.5
309
502 11. 4
307 18.5
1.6
500 25.6
281
9.8
235 12.5
241
391 21.5
8. 6
328 23.8
511 43.6
9.5
217
230
221 11.8
349 10.1
5.0
292 12.5
400 14.0
125
7.3
243 26.5
132
4.7
246 25.3
195
8.4
316
5. 4
90
5.1
185 16.0
174
8.4
150
6.0
245
226 19.1
5.8
220
358 16.7
8.1
251
315 29.1
237 14.7
8.3
342 15.1
130 14.3
214 19.8
209
242 26.8
218
8. 8
8. 6
285 16.2
152 14 . 7
322 15.8
293 10.8
301 24.0
248
6.3
428 26.6
184 25.5
196 16. 4
212
220 15.6
257
5.9
4.0
363 21. 6
106 11. 0
181
9. 1
250
302 14 . 3
226 13. 1
8.3
291 16. 6
238 11. 0
310
5.5
348
436 16.7
232 10.2
440 26.7
5.8
162
6. 9
141 14.6
291 13.2
240
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l.SUMMARY
An evaluation of the agreement between experimental results
of human target detection performance, as obtained by TNO Human Factors Research Institute, and various image metrics
is addressed in this paper. Image metrics, such as local target
from background distinctness metrics (DOYLE and TARGET),
a global image complexity metric (POE) and a textural global/
local co-occurrence matrix metric (!COM). are presented and
applied to the TNO image database. Good agreement, denoted
by relatively high correlation levels, is found between the
experimental results (search rates and probabilities of
detection) and both DOYLE and TARGET local image metrics
values. On the other hand, a relatively low correlation level is
obtained between the experimental results and the POE global
image metric values. Correlation values obtained using the
global I local !COM metric are between these extremes, as
expected. These results emphasize the dominance of the target
to background distinctness perceptual cue and the
appropriateness of the local metrics to this kind of imagery.
Furthermore. they can be used to formulate empirical
classification rules that can be used to evaluate and predict
human detection performance in similar cases.
Keywords: human target detection, clutter, contrast, texture,
image metrics, psychophysical experiments.

2. INTRODUCTION
The Search and Target Acquisition Workshop is an excellent
opportunity to deal with one of the most challenging topics in
the field of human image perception. This topic is the
evaluation of the relationship between image content and
human target detection performance. The traditional attitude to
deal with this challenge is to define image metrics to measure
various kinds of perceptual cues, apply them to the natural
scenes and correlate their outputs with target detection
experimental results. The higher the correlation, the more
appropriate is the corresponding metric. Following this
attitude, much work has been done in recent years, mainly with
infrared imagery, creating many image metrics of different
kinds, all designed to emphasize one or more of the parameters
that dominate target detectability by the human observer.
Although this research greatly contributed to the understanding
of human perception process, no unanimous decision upon the
best metrics exists. The goal of this paper and its main
contribution to the workshop is to evaluate the appropriateness
of various image metrics, originally designed for infrared
imagery, to imagery in the visible region of the spectrum. This
task was fulfilled by applying our research methodology and
analysis techniques 1•2, to the TNO image database and
experimental results 3 .

The paper begins with a review section describing the four
image metrics we used, and containing a brief description of
their main properties as well as guide lines for computational
algorithms. The next section presents comments regarding the
experimental database and results. The following section deals
with the relationship found between the experimental data and
the metrics values, including quantitative correlation analysis.
The experimental data and the image metric products for each
of the tested scenes are shown in an appendix.

3. IMAGE METRICS
Image metrics, in general, are analytical or statistical
procedures, designed to describe image properties
quantitatively. An image metric can be either of global, local or
combined global/local orientation. A global metric is a metric
applied to the entire image, and returns a quantitative measure
that represents an image property. Image properties presented
by global metrics are. for example, image luminance, image
intensities distribution and image clutter level. A local metric
describes a property of a specific image area and is usually
used to determine the target distinctness from its local
surrounding. A well-known local image metric is the target to
background contrast. The combined global I local metric
integrates global and local image measures into one metric.
The SCR - Signal to Clutter metric is an example of a
combined global I local image metric. In this work we used
four image metrics that were originally designed to evaluate
human target detection performance of infrared imagery. These
metrics are the global edge based clutter metric (POE), the
local target to background distinctness metrics (DOYLE) and
(TARGET) and the combined global I local texture metric
(!COM). As a direct consequence of the different perception
processes of infrared and visible imagery by humans, we
noticed degradation in the global metrics performance and
improvement in the local metrics performance. Some of the
reasons for that are:
1. The human visual system, usually being more experienced
with visible imagery, is not easily attracted by natural
changes in the image intensity even if the changes are
sharp as is in the case with infrared imagery. Visible
imagery, being characteristically more homogenous, we
expect degradation in the global edge based clutter metric
performance.
2. In most natural, military oriented, infrared images, the
target to background distinctness. is not a significant factor
that influences the observer target detection performance.
The reason for that is the fact that the target edges and
inner details tend to smear out and the target looses its
appearance of a man made object. Moreover, temperature

Paper presented at the RTO SCI Workshop on "Search and Target Acquisition", held in Utrecht,
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differences are not always significant to produce high local
contrast levels.
These facts are supported by psychophysical experiments2,
which show that detection ability is dominated mostly by the
global clutter level. On the other hand, in the case of visible
imagery, the target color and sharp well-defined edges cause
the target to background contrast to dominate the human
perception process, and therefore one should expect to find
good agreement between the local image metrics values and
target detection performance.
As for the combined global I local metric, its performance
depends on the image content, which determines the
predominant component (global or local).

3.3 Local Target Complexity Metric (TARGE1)
The TARGET local metric is based on the assumption that a
target is more easily detected if its contrast to the background
is high, if its size is big and if it has well-defined edge points
relative to the interior points. While the first two conditions are
trivial, the meaning of the third is that for easily detected
targets the only noticed edge points are those which define the
target contour. A quantitative measure for this property is
defined as the target complexity (TC) and is equal to the area
between the edge enhanced target image cumulative
distribution function and a uniform cumulative distribution
function as follows
(3)

3.1 Probability of Edge Metric (POE)
The POE metric is a global image metric, originally designed
to quantify infrared image complexity or clutter level. The
metric is designed to imitate the human visual system, based on
the assumption that the human eye fixates on image edges.
The technical details of the POE metric are as follows:
1. A SOBEL or similar spatial filter is used to enhance the
image edges.

2. The output image intensity values are normalized to values
between 0-255.
3. The resulting image is divided into N blocks of twice the
apparent size of the typical target in each dimension.
4. The number of points that pass a predefined threshold Tin
each block i is counted and marked as the POE i.T value of
the current block. The threshold Twas chosen empirically
to be 0. 7 of the average pixel value of the original image in
each process block.
The total image POE is defined as follows

POE=

1 N
2
-·"[_POEu
N •=I

3.2 Local Distinctness Metric (DOYLE)
The DOYLE local metric is based on the target and its local
background intensity values distribution. It is designed to
measure the differences between means and variances of the
target and the local background pixel values. The basic form of
the metric is as follows

~(u,- J.ihy + K *(a,- aS

L

- No. of gray levels.

SN - target cumulative distribution function.
P

- uniform cumulative distribution function.

The expression above is also known as the Kolmogorov Smirnov test.
Adding the effect of the target to background contrast and the
target size (TS) yields the TARGET metric as follows

TARGET = TS(contrast + aTC)

(4)

where a is a fitting parameter (a=0.04 in our case).
Several works 4 · 5 are showing detailed explanation about the
metric, as well as experimental results obtained with infrared
imagery.

3.4 Combined Global I Local Texture Metric (/COM)
(I)

The POE metric was extensively tested with infrared
imager/· 4-6 , yielding good results in quantifying image clutter
levels and predicting human target detection probabilities. As
mentioned above, for images taken in the visible spectral
region, it is expected to be less efficient.

DOYLE=

where,
TC- target complexity.

(2)

The !COM textural metric is based on the Markov cooccurrence matrix, which contains information about both the
intensity values distribution and the possible transitions among
neighbor pixels in the examined image area.
The co-occurrence matrix is a square (NxN) matrix where N is
the number of possible pixel intensity values that occur in the
image. Each image pixel contributes to the co-occurrence
matrix according to its neighbor pixels intensities distribution.
For the !COM metric, the co-occurrence matrix is used twice.
First, the textures of image areas in the size of the target are
examined, looking for those areas that contain a target-like
texture. Secondly. the textures of image areas of the size of the
target and its local background are examined, looking for those
areas that differ from the target size area texture. An intelligent
combination of the two examinations can specify a target-like
area, which is distinct from its local background. Such an area
is probably either the real target, or an area very similar to it,
attracting the human eye, and causing the human observer to
classify it as a real target. The technical details for calculating
the !COM metric are as follows:
1. The target co-occurrence matrix- Ct is calculated in a square

window containing only target pixels.

where,
!lt , llb , cr, , crb - target and background means and variances.

K

- weighting coefficient.

The DOYLE local metric was also tested extensively with
infrared imager/.7 and produced acceptable results.

2. A square window of a size a bit smaller than the target size is
stepped over the image. For each step the co-occurrence
matrix of the area captured by the window - Cw is
calculated.
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3. The expression x = L(Ct- Cw) 2 is calculated for each
step, measuring the difference between the target texture
and the examined window texture.
4. A square window of a size twice the apparent target size is
stepped over the image. For each step the co-occurrence
matrix of the area captured by the window - Aw is
calculated.
5. The expression y =

~)Cw- Aw) 2

is calculated for each

step, measuring the difference between the target size area
texture and the examined window texture. We denoted this
measure as LOCAL !COM
I

6. The empirical expression z = (1- x) 4 * yi' combining the
"target-like" term (x) with the "target distinctness" term (y)
for each step, defines the !COM image of the original
scene.
?.All pixels in the !COM image exceeding a predefined
threshold are counted, and the result is defined as the
!COM value of the original scene. The larger is this value,
more target like eye attracting areas are present in the
image.
Further details as well as experimental results obtained using
this metric are available in previous works 8·9

4. COMMENTS ON THE EXPERIMENTAL DATABASE
AND RESULTS
The experimental imagery database 3 includes 44, 4096*6144
pixels color images, each containing one of possibly nine
military vehicles. The 44 images denoted imgOOOI to img0044
were divided into 3 groups. The first group contains 18 images,
where the embedded target area is larger than 5000 pixels.
Images indices in this group are 5, 9-10, 12-14, 18-20, 28, 31,
34-38, 40-41. The second group contains 10 images, where the
extent of the target in either direction is less than 32 pixels.
Images indices in this group are 4, 6, II, 16, 23-24, 29, 32-33,
39. The third group contains the remaining 16 images.
The DOYLE, TARGET and POE metrics were implemented to
the images of the second and the third groups, and the !COM
metric was implemented only to the images of the third group.
The reasons for that are:
I. We believe that the very high detection performance
(Pd>=0.94 for 17 images of 18) obtained for the images of
the first group was dominated solely by the target size,
regardless of the target distinctness or the image texture
and clutter level.
2. Large computational efforts needed for the evaluation of
the !COM metric, forced us to degrade the image
resolution. As a consequence, the targets embedded in the
images of the second group appeared very narrow causing
the algorithm to be less effective.
Another issue we considered regarding the imagery database is
the contribution of color to detection performance. We
conducted a simple, reduced scale experiment, by presenting
the same images in color and in black and white to a group of
observers, and asking them whether the color information helps
them to detect a target, which they could not detect in the black
and white image. The results of this simple experiment were
almost absolute - the color information did not play any
significant role in determining probability of detection. Based
on this result we eliminated color from all the images, and
implemented the metrics in the same way as done for the black

and white infrared imagery for which they were originally
designed.

5. ANALYSIS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
AND METRICS VA LUES
In order to analyze the agreement between experimental results
and image metrics values, we plotted the values of the target
detection experimental data as a function of the image metrics
products, and calculated the correlation between them.
In ideal conditions we would expect the occurrence of a linear
dependence, meaning, for example, that high detection
probabilities will be associated with high DOYLE values and
low detection probabilities will be associated with low DOYLE
values. However, in practice we expect this dependence to be
more ambiguous and to follow fuzzy-type logical rules.
The experimental data contains 3 , for each tested scene, the
number of correct, missed and false detections. Based on these
results we calculated the probability of detection (Pd), defined
for every image as the ratio between the number of correct
detections made by 62 observers, and the maximum possible
number of correct detections that can be made by these
observers. Another experimental measure we calculated for this
analysis is the Search Rate defined as 11 (Search Time).
Examples of the relationship between the experimental
measures and the image metrics values are shown in figures 16.
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Figure I. Pd = f(T ARGET)
From figures I and 2 one can learn that high values of DOYLE
and TARGET local metrics are, as expected, associated with
high Pd values. Figures 3, 4.a and 4.b show the dependence of
Pd upon POE values.
Generally speaking, it appears (fig. 3) that the global clutter
level measured by POE is not a significant factor regarding
detection performance. However, if the local target to
background distinctness measured, for example, by the DOYLE
metric is low, the image global clutter level becomes
significant and dominates the detection probability (fig. 4.a).
Moreover, if the DOYLE metric produces moderate to high
values, the global clutter level has no significant role in
determining the detection probability (fig. 4.b).
As for the results presented in figures 5 and 6, it appears that
the scenes, which produce high !COM are associated, as
expected, with low value of search rate, and that the local part
of the metric defined as Local !COM is the dominant factor of
this result.
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According to these figures, it also appears that the DOYLE and
TARGET metrics can predict very well whether the embedded
target will be easily detected, but they produce ambiguous
results regarding low observable targets. The opposite occurs
with !COM and Local !COM. This fact can be used to
formulate empirical, fuzzy-type, classification rules. The fuzzy
rules can lean on classification thresholds determined, for
example, by the sloping line which divides the plane generated
by the experimental results and the image metrics values into
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two regions. In order to quantify the results presented in figures
1-6, we used correlation analysis. The correlation (p) between
two vectors A and B is defined as

-l:$p:$l

(5)
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where,

u A• u/J -standard deviation of vectors A and B respectively.
COV(A,B)- covariance of A and B.

In our application, the vector A contains one of the
performance measures (Search Rate or Pd) as calculated for all
the evaluated scenes, while vector B contains one of the image
metrics values (POE or DOYLE or TARGET or !COM) as
calculated for the same scenes.
I
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Figure 7. Correlation Values
For example, in order to calculate the correlation between the
probability of detection performance factor, and the !COM
image metric values, we have to calculate the correlation
between the two vectors A and B defined as
A= [Pd(lmgl): Pd(Img2) ; ... ; Pd(Img7) ; ... ; Pd(Img44)]

and
B=[ICOM(Imgl); ICOM(Img2) ; ... ; ICOM(Img7) ; ... ;
ICOM(Img44)]
Representative results obtained from this analysis are shown in
figure 7.
From the above figure one can learn about the relatively high
correlation values obtained between both DOYLE and TARGET
local metrics and Pd. It also appears that there is a moderate
level of correlation between both !COM and Local !COM
metrics and the Search Rate. Finally, there is almost no
correlation between POE and Pd.
Just for the comparison, the correlation levels obtained with
infrared imagery are 0.17 between the DOYLE values and Pd,
0.38 between the POE values and Pd and 0.67 between the
!COM values and Search Rate values.

6. CONCLUSIONS
The agreement between the TNO experimental results and
various image metrics products was tested and evaluated in this
paper. The analysis containing dependence and correlation
measures is done after excluding images containing very large
size targets (for evaluation of all the metrics), or very narrow
extent targets (for evaluation of the !COM metric). This is done
because the experimental performance associated with these
images is irrelevant in the context of the analysis methodology.
The paper presents four image metrics, originally designed to
evaluate detection performance of infrared imagery. These
metrics have local, global and combined global I local
orientation. Applying these metrics to the image database
yields relatively high correlation values between the
experimental results and the local metrics (DOYLE and
TARGE1) values. It also yields moderate correlation levels
between the !COM global I local texture metric values and the

To be submitted to Optical Engineering
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APPENDIX

IMAGE

Pd

Search Rate

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44

0.8387
0.7419
0.8871
0.4839

0.0685
0.0658
0.0806
0.0336

1
0.4355
0.8871

0.1562
0.0375
0.1

0.7097

I

0.084

0.5806
0.9839
1

0.0806
0.4
0.2083

0.7742
0.6452
0.6774
0.871
0.9677
0.5645
0.8871

0.0662
0.0391
0.0826
0.125
0.1818
0.1282
0.1042

0.8871
0.9677

I

0.1333
0.1639

0.7258
0.9677

0.0813
0.1852

0.1452

0.0287

1
0.9677
0.9194

0.1724
0.2439
0.0943

POE

DOYLE

1.6434
39.49
0.7298
33.5414
2.1878
44.2175
8.321
21.8674
Large Size Taraet
28.4679
21.5388
9.7424
11.9183
20.3326
25.5205
Larae Size Taraet
Large Size Target
10.1294
20.9652
Larae Size Taraet
Larae Size Taraet
Large Size Target
5.1394
8.313
18.2353
32.7611
6.117
42.1258
Larae Size Taraet
Large Size Target
Large Size Target
2.9254
29.8335
2.6516
2.8604
21.7671
20.7361
14.3901
21 .4922
6.0804
20.8375
21.8908
18.6341
8.281
1.3562
Large Size Taraet
11.8172
23.875 5
19.7747 I
14.7332 I
Large Size Target
47.2418
17.8229
13.5236
41.7339
Large Size Target
Larae Size Taraet
Large Size Target
Laroe Size Taraet
Laroe Size Taraet
19.5208
6.9069
Laroe Size Taraet
Laroe Size Taraet
23.3694
19.4887
20.0798
32.9665
13.6477
32.4026

TARGET

ICOM

90.487
110.87
84.203
20.979

22
19
28
Narrow Extent

65.968
27.069
54.583

Narrow Extent
140
111

97.135

Narrow Extent

47.942
230.36
200

87
Narrow Extent
45

44.352
45.138
24.52
57.368
158.08
101.62
133.84

13
163
Narrow Extent
Narrow Extent
23
46
8

39.795
62.26

Narrow Extent
90

22.484
173.67

Narrow Extent
Narrow Extent

45.353

Narrow Extent

121.89
136.64
28.725

71
31
107

Table I. Experimental data and image metrics products of the TNO database.
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IMAGE BASED CONTRAST-TO-CLUTTER MODELING OF DETECTION
David L. Wilson
US Army CECOM NVESD
10221 Burbeck Rd., STE 430
Ft. Belvoir, VA 22060-5806
Phone:(+) 703 704 2106
Email: dwilson@nvl.army.mil

1.

SUMMARY

Using image-based metrics, contrast-to-clutter modeling is
applied to the Search-2 visible image set and perception
experiment data. To calculate the contrast metric, a new image
is generated from the original image by replacing the target
with an "expected background" using the local background
surrounding the target and the natural horizontal correlation
present in most surface-to-surface scenes. The contrast metric
is obtained from the difference of this new image and the
original image. Via a simple mathematical formula, the ratio
of the contrast measure to a clutter metric is used to predict
performance.
Keywords: clutter, line PSS, contrast-to-clutter, power
spectrum signature, PSS, probability of detection, RSS

2.

INTRODUCTION

Models to predict probability of detection by human observers
viewing images vary from contrast and resolution
methodology, as in Johnson criteria for predicting IR FLIR
performance, to complex visual models that attempt to
consider the target and background spectral natures and the
effects of those on the human detection process. Current
modeling tends to have less than the desired accuracy in
predicting probability of detection.
The work presented here originates from metrics used
experimentally at NVESD for predicting IR FLIR
performance in real imagery with cluttered backgrounds. The
metrics used here were introduced at the 1997 SPIE Meeting
(Ref. I) and the 1998 Army Science Conference (Ref. 2).
These metrics are combined together for the first time against
a visible data set and perception data.
As the metrics and earlier modeling were against IR instead of
visible imagery, the results here required the metrics to be
evaluated against grayscale renditions of the original color
images. It is possible that color equivalents for the metrics
used might be found with further experimentation. However,
for most of the images in the Search-2 data set, it is suspected,
and somewhat confirmed by the following analysis, that color
may not be a major factor in this image set.
A second caveat in this analysis is that the data set is relatively
small with most targets having relatively high probability of
detection. A broader range of probability of detection would
be more desirable for a robust evaluation.
Finally, as the originally provided data set had errors in the
ranges for images 35, 38 and 43, these images were excluded
from the analysis as time did not permit using the corrected
ranges that were later provided for those three images.

3.

IMAGE METRICS

Image metrics used here fall into four categories: contrast
metrics, clutter metrics, size metrics and shape metrics. The
following will introduce the objective contrast, clutter and size
metrics used in the modeling.
3.1. Contrast Metrics
In general terms, a contrast metric is a metric that measures
the intensity difference between a target and its local
background. Such metrics may be in gray levels, light
intensity levels, or in the case of IR FLIR imagery in
temperature units. Usually, the local background is taken to
be a box with dimensions (width and height) the square root of
2 multiplied by the dimensions (maximum width height) of the
target. In the case of a rectangular target, this gives the local
background the same area as that of the target.
The simplest contrast metric is the difference between the
target and background means:

where J.ltgt is the target mean intensity and
background mean intensity.

J.lbkg

is the

The difficulty with the above metric is that it does not consider
internal structure of the target and background. The target and
background may have the same means but the target may be
detectable due to its internal structure. One of the most
commonly used contrast measures that attempts to somewhat
correct this problem is the RSS (Root Sum-of-Squares). The
RSS is given by:

Rss

=[-IPOT

Iui.j
pixel(i,j)elgl

-llhkg)2Jh

(Eq. 2)

where t 1.i is the intensity of the pixel (i,j) and POT is the
number of pixels on target. The RSS can be calculated readily
from the target and background means and the target standard
deviation by the following alternative formula:

where O"tgt indicates the standard deviation of the target.
A different contrast metric that has been proposed (Ref. I) is
an implementation of the PSS (Power Spectrum Signature).
This requires us to define an "expected background" image for
what we might expect to see if the target were not present.
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Naturally, such an image cannot be precisely exactly defined.
For the moment, assume we have such an expected
background image; we may then define the PSS as:

7]~
1PSSt -bi,,f
- POT
ft(i,,
[

(Eq. 4)

where the summation is over all pixels which are different in
the original image and expected background image, tpix
indicates the intensity of target pixels and bpix indicates the
intensity of expected background pixels.
The problem is to now define a usable concept of expected
background. Note that this is not the same as the actual
background. For example, the actual background might
contain a hot or bright rock. We would not expect to see such.
The expected background should be one that does not draw
the attention of the observer. There are various possible
implementations for an expected background. For example,
one might replace the target by the mean of the local
background. If one actually does this, one quickly discovers
that the flat intensity that results is far from expected and
readily draws one's attention.

Figure 2a : Crop of target in image 10

The implementation of the expected background that is used
here is based on the fact that real images of surface-to-surface
scenes tend to have high horizontal correlation. This is
probably due to two primary factors. The first is basic
geometry. Even a solid circle patch on the ground at a distance
horizontally will appear to be an ellipse with the major axis in
the horizontal direction. Another factor to consider is that
local to the target, the horizontal will tend to be at the same
range and suspect to the same propagation effects as well as
contain the same vegetation. There are exceptions to this; for
example, long exposed tree trunks would give a strong vertical
correlation in that part of an image. In general though, the
horizontal correlation might be expected.
The above leads to the concept of the (horizontal) line
expected background and PSS. We define the expected ground
intensity at target pixel locations to be:

.,
I'J. +-n(j) I'll

( lnu) )

bi.j =1-

.,

1

l

(Eq. 5)

where i' is the distance along the horizontal from the left edge
of the target to pixel (i, j), n(j) is the distance along the j'h
horizontal inside the target, ~L is the mean intensity on the
horizontal in the local background to the left of the target and
!lR is the mean intensity on the horizontal in the local
background to the right of the target (see Fig. 1). In concept,
the line PSS is a linear horizontal interpolation between the
mean local left intensity and the mean local right intensity.

Figure 2b: Line PSS expected background of Fig. 2a
As expected, if the target is too close (large) and surrounded
by clutter, the expected background often appears too flat or to
have unusual horizontal streaks. Also, if there is a high
contrast clutter object horizontally in the local background of
the target, this will cause a conspicuous horizontal streak in
the expected background image. In such cases, the line PSS
expected background methodology needs to be modified; but
this has not been done in the analysis that follows.

n(j)
3.2. Clutter Metrics

R

Figure 1: Calculating Line PSS
The image formed with the line PSS expected background
often works surprisingly well. For example, see Fig. 2a,
Fig. 2b, Fig. 3a and Fig. 3b.

The simplest clutter metric is the standard deviation of the
image or the standard deviation of the local background crbkg·
In practice, this does not seem to work very well.
Dr. Silk at the Institute for Defense Analysis has proposed
another clutter metric (Ref. 3). It is a modification of the
Schmieder-Weathersby clutter metric (Ref. 4) and bares some
similarity to the form of the line PSS. As we will later form
the ratio of the contrast metric to the clutter metric, similarity
in form is a desirable property.
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As the target should not be considered cluttered, the clutter
metric CM is actually calculated on the line PSS image having
the expected background. This is even more important when
multiple targets are present in the image, as not eliminating
them from the calculation will cause too large a value for the
clutter metric. Also, horizons should not be allowed in the
calculation ofCM, as they will dominate the calculation. One
could similarly argue that other strong contrast, clearly
recognized structures should also be eliminated from the CM
calculation, as they probably do not act as clutter. But no
procedure is currently proposed for doing this.
The size of the box has been subject to experimentation.
Generally it has been set at 4 meters at the target range. This is
larger than most targets. But should the box represent actual
target size, expected target size or some other size? Clearly
more work needs to be done concerning the box size; but in
the past, using 4 meters at target range seems to have worked
as well as any other choice and is used here.
Figure 3a: Crop of target in image 33

Another issue is whether the clutter metric should be
calculated over the entire image or over some region more
local to the target. In the analysis that follows, CM was
calculated over both the entire image and over a region
subjectively local and similar to that near the target.
3.3. Target Size
The target size used in this analysis was the square root of the
pixels on target. The software used to calculate the line PSS
and CM required using a re-sized to 768x512 gray scale
version of the images andre-segmentation of the targets. The
square-root number of pixels on target (POT) from that
segmentation was used as the target size.
3.4. Metric Values
Although the next section will model probability of detection
using metrics described in this section, for completeness, a
table of measured metrics is included here.

Figure 3b: Line PSS expected background of Fig. 3a
The implementation of this clutter metric may be visualized as
a calculation obtained by convolving a square box centered on
an image pixel through the image. There are two ways to
handle difficulties encountered at the image border. The first
is to pad the image by reflecting the image, or padding with
the mean or some other constant. The second is to only
convolve the box to positions that keep the box interior to the
image. As little difference it obtained between these two
choices and the second is easier to implement, it is the one
used in the following analysis. The formula for the
implemented clutter metric, denoted CM, may be expressed
as:

L L (bi,j - Bi,j ) 1/i
2

CM = -'---'1' - - - - - - - -

[

N

(Eq. 6)

where b1j is the intensity of the (i, j) pixel, B1.i is the square
box of pixels centered at (i,j) with the bar above it indicating
the mean intensity of the box and N is the number of boxes
convolved in the image.

In Table I, CM I indicates the clutter metric calculated on the
entire image while CM2 indicates the clutter metric calculated
on a subjectively determined region containing the target that
is typical to the area around the target. As one readily sees,
CM is sensitive to the region chosen and that has caused some
concern. But in truth, the difficulty is a lack of knowledge on
what should really be considered clutter, rather than a problem
with the calculation.
As mentioned earlier, images 35, 38 and 43 are excluded due
to errors in the originally provided ranges that are used in
determining the box sizes in the calculation of CM. Both the
contrast and clutter metrics are measured in gray levels.

4.

PROBABILITY OF DETECTION MODELING

Various combinations of the metrics might be considered for
modeling probability of detection. Among these are contrast
(such as RSS or line PSS) alone, size (such as square root of
POT) alone, contrast times size and contrast times size divided
by a clutter metric (such as the standard deviation of the local
background or CM). This last predictor for probability of
detection is loosely referred to as contrast-to-clutter. Of
particular interest is the case of line PSS as the contrast metric
and CM as the clutter metric. But other predictors will be also
considered for comparison.
In each case, one generally expects the larger the above
predictor, the larger the probability of detection. The natural
goal is to find one that works "best" in general. "Best" can be
defined in various, often conflicting, ways: least scatter, least
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Table 1: Measured Metrics

RMS error or largest correlation between measured and
predicted probabilities.

Image

POT

RSS

Line PSS

CM1

CM2

1

38

38.95

32.76

6.8

8.53

2

60

32.99

34.66

5.88

8.13

3

42

43.71

41.42

6.17

7.58

4

14

19.07

29.58

7.28

9.66

5

707

60.82

68.54

17.04

21.43

6

24

23.03

30.09

10.64

12.85

7

13

17.7

24.95

7.44

9.02

8

22

30.7

32.98

8.29

9.9

9

899

35.33

40.31

14.66

16.59

10

79

43.74

48.24

9.37

12.13

For the modeling that follows, the equation

= (X/XsoY

PD
pred

1+(X/ XsoY

(Eq. 7)

is used to predict the probability of detection. In the equation,
X represents the predictor or combination ofmetrics used in
the prediction. Both E and X 50 are determined by non-linear
regression (the Levenberg-Marquadt least-squares method).
In the table below, r is the Pearson product-moment
correlation, COD is the coefficient of determination (r) and r,
is the Spearman rank correlation. The larger the value of r, the
better the correlation between the predicted and measured
probabilities.

11

43

21.79

26.52

7.77

10.79

12

452

44.91

61.04

16.81

19.47

13

152

25.36

36.13

10.57

11.04

X

14

185

35.34

38.74

11.51

14.72

Table 2: Prediction Models

Xso

E

COD

r

RSS

17.2

3.63

0.65

0.81

0.58

r,

15

16

21.17

25.07

5.54

6.75

RSS•'i'POT

71.2

2.12

0.71

0.84

0.77

16

77

33.57

39.79

7.53

9.32

RSS•'i'POT /abkg

3.20

1.58

0.55

0.74

0.49

17

80

43.86

52.47

12.89

11.81

PSS

20.4

3.20

0.42

0.64

0.59

18

193

28.29

51.13

7.88

15.56

PSS•'J'POT

93.5

2.37

0.62

0.79

0.77

19

146

20.67

19.45

13.84

14.65

PSS•'J'POT/abkg

4.45

1.70

0.52

0.72

0.58

20

203

50.92

58.62

12.48

13.16

PSS•'i'POT/CMI

9.76

1.91

0.42

0.65

0.65

21

15

41.56

44.98

8.54

10.31

PSS•'i'POT/CM2

9.68

2.72

0.63

0.79

0.70

22

18

15.69

29.65

7.52

8.3

23

14

30.05

47.25

9.07

11.19

24

25

27.19

25.73

10.68

6.96

25

37

38.93

49.34

10.3

10.14

26

37

24.62

22.37

8.03

9.76

27

19

36.38

49.51

6.93

8.7

28

80

36.96

29.84

11.75

13.38

29

17

36.67

37.64

8.74

9.91

30

34

30.4

44.38

9.9

12.76

31

245

39.84

39.78

12.79

20.42

32

7

32.89

35.27

8.75

10.33

33

47

48.96

44.8

11.24

14.41

34

1162

70.83

87.93

23.66

25.95

36

92

35.07

59.05

12.91

17.13

37

438

48.47

79.18

17.46

30.21

39

22

14.77

24.37

7.88

13.67

40

144

63.92

65.39

14.49

12.16

41

388

38.34

40.84

17.64

23.55

42

42

38.16

48.98

11.33

14.72

44

20

37.24

32.08

7.11

8.81

Note that COD measures the relative amount of the measured
variance accounted for by the model only if one assumes the
residuals follow a normal distribution with constant variance.
The Spearman rank correlation has no such requirement on the
distribution and variance.
It is interesting that all the better models above may be
working roughly equally well when one considers the sample
size. Some of the models yielding the larger correlations
above do not include a clutter metric. One would conjecture
they would perhaps not do as well if there were a greater range
in image clutter. Additionally, if the "gain" of the display is
adjusted, the contrast-to-clutter metrics have the advantage
that this effect should somewhat cancel. Within some
reasonable range, assuming relative linearity between gray
levels and screen brightness this seems reasonable.

Using CM2 instead ofCMI appeared to give a better
correlation. Recall that CM2 is the clutter metric CM
measured over a subjectively determined region containing the
target that was judged similar to the area near the target, rather
than using the entire image as in CM I. This region contained a
tree line if the target was near one: otherwise, it did not. If
there were trees near the target, the region contained as large a
group of similar trees as could be selected. Different people
might select different regions. One might hope to formalize
this process. As was mentioned earlier, a better understanding,
and probably also of measurement, of clutter is needed.
Figures 4a-b shows plots ofPSS•'i'POT/CM2 versus measured
probability of detection for the perception experiment data.
The curve is the model prediction regression line. Figure 5a-b
are similar plots of the case of RSS•'i'POT for comparison.
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Although both the RSS•..JPOT based and PSS•..JPOT/CM2
based models appear to work nearly equally well, as noted
earlier, the contrast-to-clutter model should in theory have
advantages when there are large variations in clutter or
changes in the display gain.
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The outlier with probability of detection equal to 1.00 and
least prediction metric in each case is image 6. This target
casts a very conspicuous shadow that draws an observer's
attention. Although the shadow was segmented with the target
in the line PSS calculation, the shadow is probably a very
strong cue to the observer.
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Figure 4b: PSS•..JPOT/CM2 vs. Probability of Detection
enlargement of left side of Figure 4a.

The metrics used in this paper perform well enough against
the Search-2 data to warrant further investigation in predicting
visible probability of detection. The proposed contrast-toclutter methodology has the promise of being somewhat selfcalibrating. The studied metrics do not include color. Also, the
metrics in the modeling presented do not include shape,
although shape is also obviously important in target detection.
Attempts to use a subjective shape measurement (Ref. 2) were
unsuccessful with this data set. This may be due to the rather
limited data set or the correlation between size and observer
recognition of shape. The roles of contrast, size, shape and
color are complicated by correlation between these factors.
Additional research is needed that realizes this correlation.

6.
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EFFICIENT METHODS FOR VALIDATING TARGET ACQUISITION MODELS
R. Hecker
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Einsteinstrasse 20
85521 Ottobrunn
Germany
E-mail: hecker@iabg.de

I.

SUMMARY

On the basis of target acquisition fundamentals the
camouflage assessment model CAMAELEON is presented
and especially demands, principles and methods for validating
the model. By indirect varying the distance to a target using
zoom techniques of telescopes effective methods for
validating the model have been developed in the visual range
as well as in the infrared range.
The paper presents the results of validation studies in the
visual range and results of CAMAELEON model calculations
with the SEARCH OAT A image set made available by the
TNO Human Factors Research Institute.

Keywords: Target acquisition, validation, detectability,
detection, perception, visual lobe, camouflage, visual, infrared
2.

A shortcoming of many target acquisition models is their lack
of validation. The main reasons for this lack may be the
following:

The results are discussed on the basis of the underlying
principles of the CAMAELEON model and the SEARCH
DATA evaluations especially of visual lobe.
Further investigations on the development of CAMAELEON
are presented on the basis of the gathered experiences.

I. Detectability

• Target acquisition models in many cases are very complex
with numerous parameters. To cover and/or control all
these parameters the statistical sample size in validation
field trials has to be very large for significant results.
• Military field trials with a lot of test persons and military
target acquisition tasks are time and cost consuming.
Because ofrestrictioned funds and time, field trials often
do not result in a sufficient sample size for validating
target acquisition models.

Definition

Depends on

Characteristics

ability to distinguish
between object and
background,

size

,global" perception

decides, whether a certain
object can be detected

classification into objects
and background (in a real
world, e.g. military , natural
environment),

2. Detection

INTRODUCTION

decides, whether a certain
object is detected

luminance

low level vision

contrast

preattentive, without cognitive processes
(,automatically")

texture
color

figure ground separaration

shape primitives

texture segregation

motion

low intra- and inter-individual variability

in addition to 1.:

takes place, if the object is detectable
according to 1. and if the object is ,fixated"

varying weather conditions
visual complexity of natural
scenes
search process, search area
,briefing" of the observers
attention, fatigue, training

3. Recognition

classification of objects, e.g.
into types (generic
classification)

in addition to I. and 2.:

,.specific" perception

shape detection

recognition of details for classification

(general) knowledge ofthe
observers
4. Identification

classification within type
into e.g. military individuals
(specific classification)

in addition to I. - 3.:

,specific" perception

(specific, e.g. military)
knowledge of the observers

recognition of details for specific classification

...

Table I. Target acquisitiOn fundamentals
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To get an answer on how to overcome these shortcomings
Table I gives a survey of target acquisition fundamentals.
Generally speaking from I. (detectability) to 4. (identification)
we find the following coherences:

objects and position of objects and the subjects were
necessary.
c.

a. Perception process: increasing complexity
increasing intra- and inter-individual
variability
b. Modeling:

c. Validation:

decreasing knowledge about the
perception process
increasing number of parameters
increasing complexity of the models
increasing number of parameters to be
controlled
increasing interfering effects (weather
conditions, learning, motivation, etc.)
decreasing statistical significance
increasing necessary statistical sample
size
increasing demand of resources (cost
and time)

So mainly two things should be done: The target acquisition
models should be reduced to the basics of the acquisition
process (as far as possible, depending on the object and use of
the model), and the validation field trials should be adapted to
the question of the model.

3.

CONCEPT OF CAMAELEON AND VALIDATION

CAMAELEON is a computer model developed for the
assessment of camouflage using digital image processing
techniques based in part on the human visual system (Hecker,
1992).

As camouflage mainly depends on the similarity between an
object and the nearby background, CAMAELEON is confined
to the basics of acquisition in the sense of section 2. It aims at
measuring the physiological delectability of an object against
the nearby background by describing the similarity between
object and background relating to first order statistic features
like contrast and textural features like local contrast (energy),
local spatial frequency and local orientation.

Indirect variation of the distance from the subjects to the
object by using zoom techniques of a special telescope and
thus having constant distances to the objects with no
interfering atmospheric effects. This further reduces the
duration of measurements, increases the probability of
constant surrounding conditions and permits tests of many
different objects and backgrounds in a short time.

d. Controlled variation ofthe parameters which do influence
the delectability and are subject ofthe CAMAELEON
model: Size, contrast and texture.
e.

Controlling as far as possible the parameters which do
influence the delectability, but are not subject of the
CAMAELEON model: Reduced variability of light
conditions (see c.) and colors of object and background,
constant shape of the object.

f.

Parallel to the field tests taking the images of the scenes
from the observer positions for further evaluation with the
CAMAELEON model.

These principles were applied to field trials in the visual range
as well as in the infrared range.

3.1. CAMAELEON Validation in the Visual Range
From Fig. 1 it can be seen, that for the field trials in the visual
range only one observation point has been chosen with the
measuring telescope and the camera. Five different target
positions and according to this five different backgrounds
have been chosen. So with 8 different targets of different size
and texture in total 40 different scenarios for one trial session
could be utilized. The distance of the observation point to the
targets was 30 m.

These local textural features are calculated from the output of
several bandpass-filters which are similar to the filters
constituted by the receptive fields of the neurons in the early
stages of the human visual system.
For object and background separately the histograms ofthese
local features and their overlaps can be calculated to obtain
measures for similarity between object and background.
These similarity measures are combined in a heuristical
detection model to calculate the detectability probability as a
function of range and the detectability range.
Based on this concept of the CAMAELEON model the main
principles of the field trials carried out to validate
CAMAELEON are:
a.

Direct measurement of the delectability ranges of the
objects. The subjects know the position of the object. By
varying the distance to the object they have to mark the
distance from where the object just can no longer be
discriminated from the background (or respectively only
just the object can be discriminated from the background).

b. Small objects. This avoids large detectability ranges,
reduces the duration of measurements, thus reducing
interfering effects, especially atmospheric effects because
of relatively constant surrounding conditions during the
measurements. In addition no time consuming changing of

Fig. 1

Scene of the validation field trials in the visual range

Fig. 2 shows examples of chosen scenarios with different
textures of object and background.
The measuring telescope from CARL ZEISS (Fig. 3) was used
inverse and the subjects had to look through the object lense.
Thus the measuring telescope had a reducing effect. To
guarantee that the observers had a central view through the
object lense, a tubus with a hole of 10 mm in diameter was
attached in front ofthe object lense.
A specific scaled tuning of the adjustment control simulated a
specific distance to the target. This scaling has been realized in
a preceding study, so in the field trials changing the distance
to the targets was achieved by tuning the adjustment control.
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distance to the objects has been kept constant. Instead of this
varying distance has been simulated by changing the variable
zoom of the used standard IR system TICM II (8~- 12~).
In the field trials only videos were taken of the scenes while
zooming the scene within the whole zoom range. The videos
can be evaluated later with subjects in a room with dusky
illumination. The subjects have to stop the video, when the
object just can no longer be discriminated from the
background (or respectively only just the object can be
discriminated from the background). From special marks in
theIR-images the simulated distance to the object can be
recalculated.
A major problem was to get temperature stabilized thermal
textured IR-targets. This problem has been solved by using
heatable and temperature stabilized boards, reflecting the
radiance via aluminium targets to the observer. Texture has
been created by paintings on the aluminium targets, thus
varying the emissivity of the target surface.

Fig. 2

Examples different textured objects and backgrounds

Fig. 4 shows the setting up of the used equipment. To not
disturb the measurements the heatable board has been
"camouflaged" by IR effective nets in the direction of the
observer.

Fig. 4

....,.
Fig. 3

,;.

Measuring Telescope with adjustment control

Scene of the validation field trials in theIR range

In Fig. 5 an example of aIR-scene with a simple thermal
textured object can be seen. On the bottom right parts of the
covered heatable board can be seen.

The apparent distance range which could be be tuned in the
field trials was from 37.5 m to 600 m.
With the techniques described above a very short duration of
measurements could be achieved, and within a one week trial
it was possible to get a sample size of up to 120 for three to
five observers.
In preceding studies it was found a very high consistency
among observers, that is the inter-individual correlation was
greater than 95%. So only few observers are necessary for the
validation studies.
The calculation of the CAMAELON model weighting factors
by correlation maximizing of measured and calculated
delectability ranges has been done with a sample size of 120
assessed images.
As a result CAMAELEON showed r = 0,81 correlation
(PEARSON) with another set of 120 assessed images, that is
r2 = 66% of the variability of the measured delectability
ranges could be attributed to the CAMAELEON model.

Fig. 5

IR-scene with simple textured object

3.2. CAMAELEON Validation in the Infrared Range

Till now the CAMAELEON model doesn't contain an infrared
sensor model, so in a first step only the correlation between
measured and calculated detectability ranges can be
calculated.

The same principles for validation as described in section 3.
have been applied to the infrared range. Especially the

Because of small sample sizes till now and problems with
getting calibrated data from the images evaluation has not
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been finished yet, but the method itself seems to be very
effective, although because of higher technical expenditure the
number of evaluable scenes in a certain period of time is much
less then in the visual range.

4.

CAMAELEON RESULTS ON THE SEARCH DATA

Two main aspects have to be considered when analyzing the
Search Data (Toet et al., 1998) with CAMAELEON:
First CAMAELEON has been validated with standardized
images, that is: taken from nearby, high resolution images of
the objects, no atmospheric effects, while the images of the
Search Data where taken from a wide variety of distances.
This also results in a wide variety of object sizes and
resolution of the objects in the screen situation which has been
used for evaluation of the Search Data.

Analyzing the available data and the data from other IR
studies suggest, that in many cases the thermal contrast
between object and background is so high ("hot spots") , that
according t~ the large delectability ranges textural features
don ' t play a dominant role concerning detection, so
.
CAMAELEON for the infrared range has to be adapted to this
special situation.

Second CAMAELEON tries to measure delectability range
analyzing the nearby surround of the target, that is
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CAMAELEON uses local metrics, while the Search Data have
been evaluated with visual lobe and search time, which also
depend on the overall structural composition ofthe scene.

that is the results should become better with decreasing target
to the camera distances and thus decreasing the difference
between nearby area around the target and entire scene.

In the sense of section 2. the Search Data field trials are not
adapted tothe question of the CAMAELEON model.

As CAMAELEON doesn't include higher order processes as
searching, the search time results of the Search Data have not
been compared with CAMAELEON results.

So in general it is expected that the CAMAELEON results
should be worse than those of (validated) models which
involve semi-local metrics and /or global conspicuity metrics
of the overall scene.
In particular it is expected, that the CAMAELEON results
depend on the viewing distance of the Search Data images,

4.1. Evaluation of the screen situation

In a first step the detectability ranges in the screen situation
have been calculated, that is all targets had the same distance
to the observer, the size of the targets was that of the size of
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the targets on the screen. Because of the wide variety of
distances the images were taken there also was a wide variety
of object sizes on the screen, from which of course the visual
lobe and the detectabiltiy ranges depend on.

better results with standardized high resolution images of the
targets taken from small distances.

Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 show the diagrams of CDR (CAMAELEON
Detectability Range) versus VLD (Visual Lobe Detection) and
VLI (Visual Lobe Identification) respectively. As expected
because of the wide variety of object sizes the correlation is
very high (PEARSON r = 84% and 92% respectively).
Proceeding from the fact, that the PEARSON correlation
between the Square Root of Object Size (on the screen) and
VLD and VLI respectively is r2 = 73% and 86%, the "gain"
resulting from CAMAELEON compared with Object Size
only is 11% and 6% respectively.

Of course the results are not satisfactory. This is partly due to
the special demands CAMAELEON makes on the quality of
images and on the method of field trail evaluation
(detectability as defined above instead of visual lobe).

To really judge about a detection or detectability model and/or
compare it with others from our point of view it is absolutely
necessary to hold object size constant as far as possible, that is
in this case to take all the images from the same distance (as
has been done in the CAMAELEON validation field trials).
Otherwise you get interfering effects with different cues (size,
atmosphere, resolution, contrast, texture) which cannot be
resolved afterwards.
4.2. Extrapolation to "real world" situation
Another approach to the Search Data is to extrapolate the
CAMAELEON calculations for the "real world" situation, that
is here to calculate with the object sizes in the distance the
images were taken from.
In this case the calculated CAMAELEON detectability ranges
have to be compared with the Tangens of the Visual Lobe
multiplied by the Distance. By this way we get the "real"
visual lobe (in meters, not angle), and the object sizes vary in
the natural ratios. On the other side we have these interfering
effects in the images mentioned above resulting from taking
the images from different distances, which should be avoided
for CAMAELEON calculations.
Fig. 8 and 9 show the diagrams of CDR, (CAMAELEON
Detectability Range "real world") versus VLD, (Visual Lobe
Detection "real world") and VLI, (Visual Lobe Identification
"real word") respectively. The data are divided in two
subgroups, red for short distances (sd), green for long
distances (ld) the pictures were taken from), to support the
hypothesis, that the CAMAELEON results should be better for
short distances (see section 4). The correlation results are
listed in Table 2.
Pearson r2

Pearson r

Spearman

CDR-VLD
total
r
r

0.45

0.67

0.68

CDR-VLD
sd
r
r

0.61

0.78

0.59

CDR-VLD
ld
r
r

0.42

0.65

0.69

CDR r -VLI r total

0.06

0.18

0.25

CDR r -VLI r sd

0.44

0.66

0.52

CDR r -VLI r ld

0.02

0.14

0.20

Table 2

Correlation results (explanation see text)

It seems as if the hypothesis is supported (except Spearman
for Visual Lobe Detection), but significance may be low
because ofthe small sample size of images evaluated. The
correlation with Visual Lobe Identification is very low, but in
this case the difference between short and long distances is
much higher than according to visual lobe detection. It
supports the assumption, that CAMAELEON would give

5.

CONCLUSIONS

On the other side the CAMAELEON model lacks further
important features which influence the detectability of targets
as col9r and luminance level (CAMAELEON has problems
with gloss for example) and shape primitives. Another
problem which makes detection modeling so complex and is
not solved at all - neither in the CAMAELEON model nor in
any other detection models- are the interfering effects of
different cues. In the moment the CAMAELEON features are
combined in a simple detection probability model assuming
independence of the different cues with constant weighting
factors. This may be wrong, but is hard to analyze from the
scientific and modeling side as well as from the validating
side.
Starting point for further development is the question of the
CAMAELEON model, that is the assessment of camouflage.
So it is not intended to expand CAMAELEON to a detection
model, which is able to calculate search time and visual lobe
in an entire scene as defined for example in the Search Data.
Detection really also depends on parameters of the overall
scene, but these cannot be influenced by camouflage in a
narrower sense.
So further investigations instead will be done on the features
already used, luminance level, color and shape primitives and
their interactions concerning detectability.

6.
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SUMMARY

Developments in the area of signature suppression make it
progressively more difficult to recognize targets. In order to
obtain a sufficient low degree of false alarms it is necessary to
observe spatial and spectral properties. There is a genuine need
to use spatial properties when analyzing the difference
between a target area and a background area. This is more
relevant today since modern signature suppression techniques
have focused on the reduction of distinct features, like hot
spots in the infrared band. The approach is to apply texture
descriptors to characterize the background and also more or
less camouflaged targets. In addition, other descriptors are
used to characterize man made objects. It is necessary to focus
on features which discriminate targets from the background,
and this demands a more precise description of the background
and the targets than usual. The underlying assumption is that
an area with more or less observable targets has different
statistical properties from other areas. Statistical properties
together with detected target specific features like straight
lines, edges, corners or perhaps reflections from a window
have to be combined with methods used in data fusion.
Experiments with a computer program that estimates the
statistical differences between targets and background are
described. These differences are computed using a number of
different distance measures.
44 images from the Search_2 image data set [20] are used and
mean search time and number of hits are predicted using
textural features. The long term goal is to find methods for
assessing signature suppression methods, especially in the
infrared wavelength area.
Keywords: Terrain, texture, camouflage, assessment, optical,
infrared, signature suppression

2. INTRODUCTION
This paper describes work done in an attempt to characterize
the spatial variations in natural backgrounds. There is a
genuine need to use spatial properties when analyzing the
difference between a target area and a background area. This is
more relevant today when modern signature suppression
techniques are often used to reduce more distinctive features
like hot spots in the infrared band which used to be sufficient.
The approach here is to apply texture descriptors to
characterize the background and also to the more or less

camouflaged targets. In addition, other descriptors are used to
characterize man made objects. These often have straight lines
and edges.
Using texture information together with other kinds of
information such as multispectral and temporal features makes
the analysis and the assessment possible of signature reduction
methods, reconnaissance systems, optical countermeasures,
weapon sights and target seekers.
The literature contains attempts to performance assessment of
signature suppression techniques [I]. However, there is still a
need to find good methods. Many make assumptions that
sometimes are difficult to verify.
In the future, the developments in the area of signature
suppression will make it more and more difficult to recognize
targets. In order to obtain a sufficient low degree of false
alarms it is necessary to observe spatial and spectral properties.
Also motion, if present, is an important feature. It is necessary
to focus on features that discriminate targets from the
background, and this demands a more detailed description of
the background than usual. If time is not critical an approach
using geometrical models is preferable. Given limited time and
resolution one has to rely on measuring selected features. The
underlying assumption is that an area with more or less
observable targets differs in statistical properties from
background areas. Statistical properties together with detected
target specific features like straight edges, corners or perhaps
reflections from a window have to be combined with methods
used in data fusion. Experiments with a computer program
estimating the statistical differences between targets and
background are described. The long term goal is to find
methods for assessing signature suppression methods,
especially for infrared, but also for visual wavelengths.
Several ways to analyze images make it possible to assess
different methods of signature reduction. One way is to
visualize the properties of an image region in different ways.
•

Displaying the Wiener spectrum (another name for power
spectrum) for a region of interest. Specific features may
show up in such an image.

•

Displaying some relevant image transformations, like
edge or line images.

Paper presented at the RTO SCI Workshop on "Search and Target Acquisition", held in Utrecht,
The Netherlands, 21-23 June 1999, and published in RTO MP-45.
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theory handling target detection in a cluttered environment.
Theoretical work is often limited to the use of normal
distributions for the background description. In a low
observable situation this is completely unsatisfactory.

•

Displaying a Wiener spectrum for a small region around
every pixel in the image. In this case it is easier to
examine local events in the image.

•

Compute parameters that describe different features of the
Wiener spectrum, like shape and distribution as examples
of descriptors.

3. FEATURES

•

Using one or several feature measures to define some
kind of similarity measure or the opposite distance
measures.

There are lots of texture measures in the literature. Designing a
good set of features could be done using wavelet functions [7].
These are more or less limited in space and frequency
domains. However, computing lots of wavelet functions is
quite computationally expensive.

•

Compute some measures that combine (uncamouflaged or
camouflaged) target and background information.

Visualization of feature images is important because it is
sometimes impossible to condense all the information down to
a single number. Just like in image quality, color or texture
analysis, several dimensions are needed to characterize a
situation accurately. However, to validate these measures,
there is a big demand for simple figures like detection time or
signal-to-noise ratio.
An often-used method to visualize the similarity of a given set
of features is trying to isolate targets from their background. In
this case the image is segmented in target areas and
background areas.
The ultimate validation is of course to test a method in real life
in a target detection experiment. Using images ofthe scenes,
the process can be simulated with a computer. Having a large
enough set of images it is possible to assess probability of
detection and also for example false alarm rates etc.

Tamura [4] has studied the relationship between textural
features and visual perception. The six features he used were
coarseness, contrast, directionality, linelikeness, regularity, and
roughness. He found good correspondence in a ranking test
with an implementation of 16 typical digitally computed
texture measures. Woodroof [8] has estimated that three
features should be enough to characterize normal textures.
Texture measures based on the Fourier transform are shown in
[5].
It is important to find features that are useful when trying to
quantify the difference between targets and background.
Relevant properties for man made targets are given in the
following section.

Table 3.1 Characteristic features for manmade targets.
Simple features:
straight edges
homogeneous regions
specular reflection (from a planar surface)
- homogeneous glints (from a uniform surface)
- circular structures (=wheels)
Compound features:
- non-fractal (when one zooms in towards a part of a
terrain scene, finer and finer details emerge. This will
not happen to the same degree when looking at man
made targets)
- parallel edges
edge with at least one homogenous side
- corners(= junctions of edges)
Motion properties:
- vibrations
- tracks
Thermal features properties:
- "Hot spots" (from for example exhaust pipe)
- tracks
- heat from the motor engine, gun barrel etc
Spectral features:
- variations in reflected radiance and self-radiance

-

-

-

Figure 2.1 Steps used in assessing differences between target
and background.
Figure 2.1 shows the different steps included when trying to
find out which features are useful for the description of target
and background properties. Several topics in figure 2.1 are
discussed later.
Previous work in trying to find measures to assess camouflage
effectiveness includes an investigation [2]. Some contributions
in the literature are found [3-6], but none has yet come up with
a sufficient method. A major problem is the lack of a good
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Table 3.2 Characteristic features for natural background.
Terrain background (texture features):
- coarseness
- contrast
- directionality
- linelikeness
- regularity
- roughness
Others:
- Fractal (when one zooms in towards a part of a terrain
scene, finer and finer details emerge )
- non-stationary properties
Several features can be computed. Which features are useful to
compute will be addressed later. About half of the features are
based on image primitives like edges and blobs, that
characterize targets. When computing these features the image
is first for every pixel treated with an operator. The resulting
image is then processed by a lowpass filter or something
similar. This is done to find properties like concentrations of
edges per region. For the background features, a local Wiener
spectrum is computed for a region centered at each pixel. To
save computation time, it is not necessary to compute the
Wiener spectrum at every pixel. A coarse grid complemented
with interpolation is adequate in most cases. In general, a good
estimate is obtained if the grid separation is one fourth of the
region size. When computing most of the features, a masking
function may be applied to each local region to avoid boundary
effects. It corresponds to an aperture function often used in
spectral estimation. Here we use a very simple one, the
Gaussian.

3.1 Target related features
The target related features used are: mean value, standard
deviation, edge concentration, blob concentration, spoke
maximum and edge coherence.
Although being first order statistics the mean value (mean)
and standard deviation (dev) are included as they correspond to
often used measures.

The edge concentration (edgeconc) measure is the number of
edge pixels in a local region around the center pixel. Edgebased texture measures have been investigated by Pietikainen
and Rosenfeld [9]
The spoke operator (spokema:x), as described in [10], is shown
in figure 3.2. It consists of eight spokes and is applied to every
pixel in the image. Based on in how many spokes an edge
segment is present, as represented in figure 3.2 by an arc, the
presence of a small circular object may be detected. The output
is an image where the pixel value corresponds to the number of
hits that occur. Eight hits indicates a more or less closed curve,
while three or four hits may indicate a comer. Instead of
computing the mean value, the maximum value for each local
region is computed.

/
Figure 3.2 The spoke operator.
The implementation of the edge coherence (edgecoh) follows
the method given in [11]. Other work in the same direction
includes [12, 13]. Its purpose is to indicate close parallel edges.
Like the edge concentration feature, the edge image is used as
input. Instead of summing the edge pixels for any direction,
here only edges lying along the principal direction are
summed. Ifthe direction for an edge element differs from the
principal direction it is weighted with respect to the difference
in direction. If the edge magnitude is denoted magn then the
edge coherence is computed according to,

edgecoh

:::::::::::m:m:m:mmm:m:::mm::::::::::
:-:-:-:-:·

=

(magnc - csumt )i csumn

where
magnc =edge image value in the center of the region

-:-:-:-:-:

::::::::::

::::::::::

csumt = L(magn · cos(dirdiff)}
csumn

~,-.,..,..,..,,..,...,..,..,..,,..,...,..,..,..,,..,...,.

=L

( magn)

.....

u~r:r::mr::r:r::r:r:u~r
Figure 3.1 The inner and outer mask used for computation of
the blob concentration.
The blob operator (blob) is defined with the help of figure 3.1.
The mean values for the inner window and the outer window
are computed and the difference is used as feature value if it
exceeds a certain low threshold. Due to the sharp boundaries of
these windows, the blob operator has to be applied to every
pixel in the input image. As a texture measure for the local
region, the mean value of the operator output is computed in
the region.

and dirdiff = difference in direction between the center pixel
and the others.

3.2 Background related features
The background features are all based on the Wiener spectrum,
which is the squared magnitude of the local Fourier transform,
and is called power spectrum in signal processing. They are
isotropy, autocorrelation length, fractal dimension, directional
autocorrelation, main direction, shape, low, medium and high
frequency band energy, angular deviation, angular entropy and
Fourier transform energy.
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Given the spatial frequenciesfx,/y and the Wiener spectrum
magnitude magnfx.ty the isotropy is defined as in [14]
lsumu- sumvj
isotropy = 255 ·
2
(sumu + sumv
4 · sumuv

Y-

The directional autocorrelation feature is defined as

dirautoc = canst

~

The main direction is defined as the direction of the principal
axis of the inertia ellipsoid.

where
The shape feature corresponds to the elongeness of the inertia
ellipsoid and is defined as the ratio between the minor and the
major radius

sumu =IV} ·magnrx.fy)

sumv

= L (fv

sumuv

=

2

I (fx

•

magn ix Jy )

· fv · magn t:,. Jy )

When computing the autocorrelation length, basically the
Wiener spectrum is integrated in the angular dimension. Only
the frequency magnitude/xy of the spatial frequency is used.
The feature is defined as

autocorr

= 10.0 · fn.v

shape= const·l~

-~)A~+~)

The next three texture measures, low, medium and high
frequency band energy are probably the most relevant features
when the problem is to characterize the scale of a pattern. The
Wiener spectrum is summed in three different frequency
bands. If the Nyquist frequency isfny. then the frequency
limits are

lowband: 0 tof,,J4

· j msumi fsum
midband:f,,J4- J,,yf2

where

msum= ,L:magn

highband: J,,J2 - f,,y
fxJy

Figure 3.3 shows the summation areas.

fsum

= L (!x~

·magn

f'x .fy

)

fxy=~J}+J}

idband
Low band

fny =Nyquist frequency (=half the sampling rate)

f----f,
Fractal geometry is a popular area for describing terrain and
landscape. In addition, fractal dimension and lacunarity are
two properties that can be computed [15]. Fractals for texture
analysis have been studied by Gilrding [ 16] and others. The
Wiener spectrum is again treated as a function of the
magnitude of the frequency. The fractal dimension is estimated
from the Wiener spectrum magnitude using a least square fit of
an angular integrated Wiener spectrum.
The lacunarity (jracterr) represents the amount of deviation an
image exhibits from being fractal. Here it is a measure of how
good a line will fit to the angular integrated Wiener spectrum.

Figure 3.3 Summation areas when computing Lowband,
Midband and Highband.

The total Fourier transform energy is simply defined as
The three features directional autocorrelation (dirautoc), mean
direction (eigenmean) and shape (shape) are computed using a
mass model of the Wiener spectrum and computing the inertia
ellipsoid. The latter is computed by solving the eigenvalue
problem

A·f-.rl.·A=O
where A = covariance matrix with components ai;. Here the
Wiener spectrum is used as a distribution function.
Solving the eigenvalue equation gives two roots, A. 1 and A. 2
which correspond to the major and minor radius of the inertia
ellipsoid.

ftenergy = k · magnsum
where k is a constant and
magnsum= Itog(magn+ 1)log(dc)

magn = Wiener spectrum magnitude,
de= magnitude at zero frequency.
A high value in ftenergy means that the image has a high
degree of variation.
Knowing that the Wiener spectrum often falls of very rapidly
with frequency, the use of logarithms gives high frequencies
more weight.
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3.3 Feature examples
Figure 3.4 shows an image divided into square grids oflocal
regions and the corresponding Wiener spectra. Normally the
regions are highly overlapped, with a center distance of one or
two pixels.

Because of a high degree of correlation between the different
measures, it is advantageous to use distance measures that do
not assume independent variables. Using this assumption leads
to incorrect results.
Often it is of interest to use well-known quantities that have
been used for a long time. One such measure is the signal-tonoise ratio (SNR) which is very common in connection with
electrical signals. It is not easy to define an useful SNR for
images, but attempts have been made by many researchers.
The different distance measures may be divided into three
groups depending on how an area for target or background, is
characterized. Most common is to use mean value and standard
deviation.

Figure 3.4 Local spectra for a typical image. From left: the
input image divided into the regions and the local spectra.

The different background features relate to properties of these
spectra. A few examples of feature images are given in figure
3.5.

Some measures take explicit consideration to dependent
features. The Mahalanobis distance uses the covariance matrix
to characterize one area and uses a feature point for the other.
The original formulation of the Bhattacharrya measure makes
no assumption about the target and background statistics, but
often an approximation is used, where the distributions are
assumed to be Gaussian and separable. The Wilks measure is a
measure of similarity, which make no assumptions.
In table 4.1 the different measures used are listed.

Table 4.1 Listing of several distance measures.
#
1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
Figure 3.5 An image (upper left), isotropy (upper right),
autocorrelation length (lower left) and medium frequency
band (lower right).

4. DISTANCE MEASURES
We want to be able to express the difference between two
areas as a distance using a space defined by some of the
previously described features. The distance measures, see
[2,21], have different underlying assumptions concerning the
feature distribution. If mean values and standard deviations are
used to characterize a feature, the distribution is normally
assumed to be Gaussian and the features are assumed to be
independent. Some distances used fall in this class. The reason
for this is the simplifications made when applying them in
practice. By using the covariance matrix, dependent features
can be handled and the Mahalanobis distance is an example of
this class. The Wilks measure uses no assumptions.

Distance
Wilks
Bhattacharrya
Mahalanobis
Yaki
Disabs
Dissqr
Tsnr
dT sum
dT sum a
dT rss
dT rss4
Doyle
Doyle mod
Doyle log
Doyle hybrid

Comments
Parameter free
May be parameter free
Uses the covariance matrix
Only mean values
Only mean values

Includes a constant
Includes a constant
Includes a constant

4.1 The distances
4.1.1 Wilks
The following description is given by Liu and Jernigan [14].
Let x;gk be the i:th feature value for the k:th sample of class g,
where i = 1,2, ... ,m and m = the number of extracted features;
g=1 ,2, .. . ,G (G classes) and k=l,2, .. . ,ng (number of samples in
class g). N = :E ng is the total number of samples. The Wilks
statistic is a measure of class separability that depends on
within class and between class scatter matrices. The within
class scatter matrix, W. and between class scatter matrix, B, are
defined as

W=[w]

!i mxm

and
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B= [b]

!I mxm'

where
G

w ij =

ng

L
L
g= k
I

(X igk

- X;g

)(X jgk

- Xjg )

=I

and
G

b ij

X;g

=

L

g= I

n g ( X;g - X; )( Xjg - xj ) .

X;

and

are the mean value of class g and the total sample

Here x is the feature for a point in the image and the feature
for rest of the image is characterized by the mean value f.1 and
the covariance matrix :E. Sometimes a small target area is
compared with a larger background. In this case the target area
statistics is approximated by its mean value and used for x in
the expression above.
4.1.4. Yaki
This measure was designed by Yakimovski [19] in order to
find out whether two regions are of the same kind or not. He
found a measure, here called yaki for simplicity, that is for one
feature given by

mean value for the i'th feature

x;g

1 "•
=-Ixigk
ng ht

1

c;

"•

x; = NLLX;gk
g=lhl

The sum of within and between class scatter is the total scatter
matrix T

T =W + B
G

I;;=L

where o-12 =standard deviation of the feature in the union of
region I and region 2
cr 1= standard deviation of the feature in region I
cr2= standard deviation of the feature in region 2
Assuming Gaussian models for the two regions with mean
values of f.JI and f.l2 and standard deviations of cr 1 and cr2 then
the above expression may be evaluated to give

= [t,. ]

I mxm

"g

L

(xigk-Xi)(x;gk-x;)"

g =I k =I

The Wilks statistics is the ratio of within class scatter to total
scatter; U = !WI/:rl

Sometimes the constant I in the above expression is neglected
in order to make the yaki measure look like a signal-to-noise
ratio. If several independent features are used this measure will
be given by

yaki
4.1.2. Bhattacharrya
This is a measure of the overlap between two normalized
distributions. If the distributions aref(x) and g(x), the
Bhattacharrya coefficient bcoeff is defined as [17].
bcoefl

= f.J f(x) · g(x)dx

This quantity is related to false alarms and false detections.
In one implementation the features from the two regions to be
compared are assumed to be Gaussian with mean values f..lb f.12
and standard deviations cr" cr2 . Assuming independent features
gives the sum of the Bhattacharrya distance for the features
between the two areas I and 2. Defining b as -log(bcoeff) gives

= LYakifeat

where yaki_rwt is computed for each feature according to
equation above.
4.1.5. T-Student snr
In one application there was a need for simple measures that
were fast to compute and has similarities to simple known
measures, in this case the signal-to-noise ratio. The T-Student
test [52] is used to see if two distributions are similar. We
define it as

Using mean values and standard deviations means that the
underlying distributions are assumed to be normal.

4. 1. 6. Disabs

Disabs= IN* ,...,~.J.ur- ,u 8 j)
where the summation is done over all the features used.
4.1. 7 Dissqr
4.1. 3 Maha/anobis distance
This distance often occurs in connection with normal
distributions. It is a measure from one point in a distribution to
the center of the distribution. It is defined as [ 18].
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4.1.8 dT_rss

dT rss = I - • /

L

VF'""'""

IN

((u -f.J )'
T

B

+
(j

Since many measures are used in the comparisons in a later
part they will be defined here. The order here is in no way
indicating their relevance.

2 )
T

Other examples of distance computations are given in section
5 and 6.

5. EXPERIMENTS WITH THE SEARCH_2 IMAGE
DATASET
44 images from the Search_2 data set [20] have been used in
some experiments trying to correlate the distances from several
distance measures with perceptual measures on detection time
and hits performance. The images were limited in field-ofview to have a size of256*256 pixels. They were selected with
a magnification such that the target width occupied around 25
to 50 pixels. 5 images are from the B I set, 26 from the B4 set
and 13 from the B 16 set. The tables in this section summarize
experiments using several features and several distance
measures. In several cases an exhaustive search has been
performed to find the highest correlation with the perception
data. Ideally, a model would be derived beforehand, to limit
the search to relevant cases.

4.1.10. dT suma

dT

_sum~= 1N* F.~.JI ,.uT- .U 8 \+IO"T-0" sl)

4. 1. 11. dT sum
dT- sum: IN •

,..,~m (l,uT- ,ll si+ CYT)

4.1.12. doyle

doyle= 1 ;;v •

J2~JCur-t-J 8 )' +(ar-:-ar)

Table 5.1. Correlation between distance and detection time.
4.1. 13. doymod

doyle_mod = l i N •

[.,~J(uT- f.J 8 ) '+ k•(ar-a 8 ) ')

where k=O. 4 12.

4.1.14. doylog

r --

..

. --

.

doyle_log = I ' IV" yJJ{!n(ur}-In(u 8 )). +k•(ln(ar}-ln(a 8 ))

~-

·J

where k=0.00477.

3 features
I

4. 1. 15. doyhyb
doyte_hybrid =

Rank
1 feature
I
2
3
2 features
I
2
3

1

.;,v• JFI.({In~r}-ln(u

8 ))~ +k•(ar-o- 8 )')

2

where k=0.000023.

Features

Distance

Correlation

IsotrQffi'
Autocorr
IsotrQIJY

dTsum
dT rss4
dT rss

0.653
0.638
0.634

Dirautoc isotrQffi'
Dirautoc, isOtr<>£Y
Ftenergy, isotropy
Dirautoc, isotropy

dTsum
dT rss
dT_rss4
dTsuma

0.737
0.709
0.705

Edgecoh, dirautoc,
isotrcmx
Edgecoh, ftenergy
isotropy
Dirautoc, isotropy,

dTsum

0.756

dT rss4

0.728

dT rss

medfr~

3

Dirautoc, isotropy,

dTsuma

0.708

lowfr~

4.4. Examples
An example of distance computation is shown in Figure 4. 1.
The distances are chosen in an earlier experiment.

ISTANCES

2.5

- student- snr 1.0
Bhattacharrya 0.6
Yakimowski 0.8

Figure 4.1 Distance computation using the isotropy and
autocorrelation length. The inner area outlines the target area.
The background area is defined as the area between the inner
and outer square.

The three best are shown, just to indicate that there is no big
difference between the good ones in each experiment. Using
several features gives a better result but the risk is to adjust to
the current image data set too much. In table 5.1 and 5.2 the
distances are correlated with the detection times.
Some experimentation showed that correlation with the inverse
of the distances gave a somewhat better result. The
corresponding results are shown in table 5.3 and 5.4. A
nonlinear function may be used, but again an adjustment to the
current data set has to be avoided. The correlation is given
with three decimals in the tables just to indicate small
differences. In practise only the first decimal may be relevant.
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Table 5.2. Correlation between inverse distance and detection
time.
Rank
Features
Distance Correlation
1 feature
I
Isotropy
dTsuma
0.751
2
Isotropy
0.740
dTsum
3
Isotropy
dT rss
0.730
2 features
I
Dirautoc, isotropy dTsuma
0.877
2
Dirautoc, isotropy dTsum
0.856
Dirautoc, isotropy doyle
3
0.852
3 features
1
Dirautoc, isotropy, dTsuma
0.880
--- shape
2
Dirautoc, edgecoh, dTsum
0.863
isotropy
Dirautoc, edgecoh, doyle
0.857
3
isotropy
Dirautoc, isotropy, dissqr
mean
Table 5.3. Correlation between distance and
Rank
Features
Distance
1 feature
1.
Ftenergy
dT rss4
2
Ftenergy
dT rss
3
Autocorr
dTsum
2 features
1.
dT rss4
Ftenerg~, isotrop~
2
Ftenergy, isotropy dT rss
Dirautoc, isotropy dT sum
3
3 features
1
Dirautoc, ftenergy dT rss
isotropy
2
Ftenergy, isotropy, dT rss4
shape
Edgecoh, ftenergy,
isotropy
3
Autocorr, Dirautoc, dTsum
isotropy

hits.
Correlation

5.1. Comments
The tests indicate that the best result will be obtained using
mean and variance based distances. Also it is evident that the
inverse distance gives a better correlation reaching up to 0.85
in some case. The different tests also indicate that the features
isotropy and dirautoc are among the best to use. If a third
feature will be used, then ftenergy is a natural choice. One
reason that isotropy is good is that it reacts to small straight
edge segments that are common on targets but unusual in the
background.
Better results may perhaps be obtained if the whole scene is
processed. Now there is no estimation of possible false alarms
outside the small background area used.

6. APPLICATION TO CAMOUFLAGE ASSESSMENT
Figure 6.1 shows a sequence of images where the targets are
more and more camouflaged (simulated here by lowering the
target contrast). The features used are directional
autocorrelation distance (dirautoc) and isotropy. In the scatter
image to the right of the image the covariance ellipses for the
target area are plotted

0.612
0.571
0.563
0.688
0.649
0.639
0.695
0.692

0.688

Table 5.4. Correlation between inverse distance and hits.
Rank
Features
Distance Correlation
1 feature
1.
Autocorr
0.687
disabs,
dissgr
2
Ftenergy
0.684
dT rss
3
Shape
mahala
0.681
2 feature
1.
Dirautoc, isotropy dTsuma
0.783
2
Dirautoc, ftenergy dT rss
0.765
3
Autocorr, dirautoc dT sum
0.754
3 features
I
Fracterr, highfreg, mahala
0.803
---isotropy
2
Fractdim, ftenergy, dTsuma
0.802
isotropy
Autocorr, dirautoc, dissqr
mean
3
Highfreq, isotropy, doylehyb 0.796
mean

Figure 6,1 A sequence of images where the targets are more
and more camouflaged (simulated here by lowering the target
contrast). To the right of the images scatter plots are shown
with covariance ellipses for the target area and background
area.
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It can be seen from the ellipses in the middle column that the
overlap between the two ellipses increases as more and more
camouflage is applied.
Several distance measures are computed for each camouflage
level. Table 6. I shows the distances. An earlier similarity
measure was computed as the overlapping area from the two
covariance matrices. This common area could be interpreted as
the Bhattacharrya distance if the distributions for target and
background are uniform and restricted to the covariance
ellipse. However, the usual Bhattacharrya measure performed
better.
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Image Discrimination Models for Object Detection in Natural Backgrounds
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1. SUMMARY
This paper reviews work accomplished and in progress at
NASA Ames relating to visual target detection. The focus is
on image discrimination models, starting with Watson's
pioneering development of a simple spatial model and
progressing through this model's descendents and extensions.
The application of image discrimination models to target
detection will be described and results reviewed for
Rohaly's vehicle target data and the Search 2 data. The paper
concludes with a description of work we have done to model
the process by which observers learn target templates and
methods for elucidating those templates.
Keywords: target detection, image discrimination models,
video quality metrics, target template learning, response
correlation images, Cortex Transform, Discrete Cosine
Transform, Minkowski summation
2. INTRODUCTION
The vision research laboratory at NASA Ames Research
Center has developed a number of image discrimination and
video discrimination models. Although these models are not
themselves models for the search and detection of targets in
complex scenes, they can be used to estimate the visibility of a
target in a fixed, unchanging background. For some
applications, this task may be a useful simulation of the
detection task. Also the visual representation components of
the models may be taken out and incorporated in more
complete·models of the search and detection situation.
An image discrimination model takes as input a pair of images
and gives as output a number relating to the probability that
the observer will be able to discriminate the difference
between the two images. In our models each image is
converted to a visual representation and then the difference
between the two visual representations is aggregated•using a
Minkowski summation index. Differences among our models
mainly result from different visual system representations.

3.

MODEL REVIEW

3.1. Watson's Simple Spatial Model
The first true image discrimination model was developed by
Watson [I]. The basic element of the model was the linear
sensor element with a Gabor receptive field similar to that of a
simple cell in primary visual cortex. These cells were
assumed to occur in quadrature pairs and to be arranged in
layers of units that were self-similar, but spaced I octave apart
in spatial frequency. Because the sampling was
approximately adequate to represent all the pictures in the
image, when euclidean distance was used as the summation
exponent and the model was space-invariant, its predictions
were the same as any single linear filter model with the same
contrast sensitivity function.

are computed by means of a filtering scheme cleverly
designed to be a pyramid transform. The transform domain
amplitude is quantized according to a nonlinear justnoticeable-difference scale to provide automatic image
compression [3]. This nonlinear scale provides a masking
mechanism. If the background image has raised the amplitude
level of a transform coefficient before a signal is added, the
signal amplitude must be larger to cause a just-noticeable
increase in the coefficient amplitude. The image quality
metrics of Daly [4] and Lubin [5] are close decendents of this
model. Watson also developed a version of the model that is
much more computationally efficient by using the Discrete
Cosine Transform as a crude approximation of the Cortex
Transform [6].
3.3. Masking from other "cortical units"
Foley [7] has shown that not all masking can be explained by
the nonlinear response of simulated cortical units using
psychophysical measurements of Gabor targets masked by
gratings of different frequencies and orientations. Watson and
Solomon [8] developed an image discrimination model where
units neighboring in space, spatial frequency, and orientation
contribute to a divisive inhibition of each other. This model
returned to Gabor-shaped receptive fields for the original
linear filters, taking advantage of the increased speed of new
computers and ignores image reconstruction from the visual
representation.
3.4. Simplified Models
The increased complexity of the models with between-unit
masking lead us to try models that used a simple global RMS
contrast to provide the masking [9]. Although this model is
easily shown to be wrong in detail because it lacks selectivity
in position and spatial frequency, it can provide surprisingly
good approximations to standard masking results. A slightly
more complex version of the model was contructed to allow
for background images that are not constant in luminance and
RMS contrast [I 0].
3.5. Image Sequence Discrimination Models
A sophisticated detection model will base its visual
representation on the spatia-temporal retinal signal. Our labs
have developed two discrimination models for video
sequences. One is a temporal extension of the DCT-based
image model [II]. The other is an extension of the simplified
model for non-homogenous backgrounds [I2]. Both use
recursive filtering in the time domain. The second model [II]
keeps separate representations for a "parvo" channel (high
spatial resolution, low temporal resolution) and a "magna"
channel (medium spatial resolution, high temporal resolution).

4.

DISCRIMINATION MODEL APPLICATION

4.1. Previous Results
3.2. Watson's Cortex Transform Model
The next major advance in image discrimination models was
Watson' Cortex Transform model [2]. The basic elements of
this model are still linear orientation selective filters, but they

Rohaly, Ahumada, and Watson have compared several
discrimination models or metrics on their ability to predict
target detection performance in natural backgrounds [13]. The
target detection task had several simplifications from realistic
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detection tasks that made it suitable for the discrimination
models. There was no search component to the task, the
target if present was in the center of the image. For each
target image a matched background image was made by
replacing the target with a plausible section of background
carefully blended with the original background. A
discrimination experiment was run with the same
monochrome, lower-resolution images that were given to the
discrimination models. It showed that the detectability of the
targets in the detection experiment, with different targets
intermixed, was closely correlated to the discriminability of
the reduced images with each target/no-target pair considered
separately. Because of this, any visible difference between the
images could be used as a basis for the detection.
Six models were tested. The first three were: I) the
difference between the images in the digital domain, 2) the
difference between the images in the luminance contrast
domain, contrast sensitivity filtered, 3) the Cortex Transform
model (with a nonlinear amplitude transformation to provide
within-unit masking). The next three were those model
outputs normalized by a global contrast measure. For 4) the
global contrast measure was simply the variance of the
background image digital values. For 5) and 6) the contrast
measure was the RMS contrast of the background luminance
contrast image filtered with the contrast sensitivity function of
the model.
The results were easy to remember. The order of the models,
best to worse, with < meaning significantly better and=
meaning approximately the same, was 4=5=6<3<1=2.
Basically, the key to good model performance was masking.
The two measures with no masking were the worst, the Cortex
Transform model with within-unit masking was better, and
any model with a global masking index was even better.
These results, and the results of some fixed noise masking
studies with simulated airplane targets on runways, were the
impetus for the development of the simplified model for
nonhomogeneous backgrounds [I 0].

4.2. Search 2 Results
The single filter model with global masking was presented
with small cut-outs of gray scale versions of the 44 Search 2
target images, together with matching versions with the
targets removed [ 14].
The first step in the model calculations was to convert the
images from digital gray scale, g, to luminance. Y, using the
equation:
y = 64.32((g-18)/(109.22+g-18))"2.3.

Next the images were converted to luminance contrast, C,
using LO, the mean luminance of the image with the target
removed.
C=Y/L0-1.
The images were then filtered with a Difference-of-Gaussians
contrast sensitivity filter. The center Gaussian had a spatial
spread (1/e half width) of2 arc minutes, the surround spread
was 16 arc minutes, and the ratio of the surround volume to
the center volume was 0.685. The filter was normalized to
have a peak gain of unity in the frequency domain. The
discriminability d' of the images is then estimated by the
Euclidian distance between the filtered images, d, normalized
by the Root-Mean-Square contrast of the filtered background
image, cO.
d' = s d (I+ (c0/c2)/\2)"0.5.
The parameter c2 is the masking threshold in contrast units
and was set to 0.05. The sensitivity parameters was set to
give a contrast sensitivity of 114 for a filtered signal with
constant unit contrast over an area of one square degree.

Mean Search Latency Rank vs Model d' Ranlt
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Figure 1
Figure 1 shows the ranks of the mean search latencies for the
44 signal images as a function the ranks of the model d's. The
correlation coefficient for these ranks is 0.807, showing that
this simple masking model predicts much of the variation in
the search latencies.
This good performance is seen despite the fact that the model
does not take into account ( 1) color differences, (2) target
position, (3) object contours, or ( 4) texture differences.
The model does define and effectively combine ( 1) target size,
(2) target contrast, and (3) background contrast variability.
It should be repeated that this is not a model of target

detection. The hard part of the detection process was
accomplished by the processes of limiting the image to the
target region and replacing the target by a simulated
background. For its simplicity, however, the model does a
good job of capturing target visibility.
Two directions of improvement of this model are suggested.
One is the addition of color. The other is a model that
includes eccentricity. The model may have been improved by
the poor color discrimination of the periphery. Also, in
previous work with central targets we always found that a
Minkowski distance with an exponent of 4 fit better than
Euclidean distance, but for this data the Euclidean fit is better.
This also may be a feature of peripheral search rather than
foveal detection.

5.

TARGET TEMPLATES

5.1. Fixed Noise vs. Random Noise Masking
Because we were interested in predicting detection
performance in the presence of random noise, we have
collected data comparing the relative effectiveness of random
noise maskers and the fixed noise maskers that out image
discrimination models are designed to predict [14]. A
traditional signal detection approach to this problem predicts
that random noise will be a stronger masker and that the
difference should essentially depend on the ratio of the
variability in the internal detection measure due to variability
in the external noise to the internal variability in the measure
when the noise is held constant. This internal variability was
measured by Burgess and Colborne [17] for visual detection
in noise by using the same noise on both intervals of a twointerval-forced-choice experiment. We call this method the
twin noise method.
The interesting result comes from the comparison of twin
noise with fixed noise. The standard models predict similar
performance, but we find that fixed noise masking can be
much less than twin noise masking [17].
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5.2. Template Learning Models
To explain why fixed noise masking can be much less than
twin noise masking we have developed models for template
learning [18]. The basic idea is that in the fixed noise
situation the observer is learning a template in a less variable
situation, reducing the internal noise caused by variations in
the template caused by the learning process itself. Another
benefit of the fixed noise situation is that the template
incorporates the fixed noise and reduces the spatial
uncertainty in the detection process.

5.3. Template Identification Methods
A final research area that may be of interest to those trying to
model target detection is our development of methods for
identifying the features of the target that the observer is
looking for. We add noise to the images in detection or
discrimination tasks and correlate the noise pixels with the
responses of the observers [19]. If the observer features are
linear in the image pixel values, images of those features
appear. If nonlinear features are used, the search is more
tedious, but still possible [20].
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1.

SUMMARY

Ground vehicles in natural lighting tend to have significant
and systematic variation in luminance over the presented area.
This arises, in large part, from the vehicle surfaces having
different orientations and shadowing relative to the source of
illumination and the position of the observer. These systematic
differences create the appearance of a structured 3-D object.
3-D appearance is an important factor in search, figure-ground
segregation and object recognition.
This paper presents a contrast metric based on the 3-D
structure of the vehicle, and an analysis of search performance
for the Search_2 imagery. The analysis employs the
traditional P-infinity-times-negative-exponential model of
search time distribution. P-infinity and mean search time are
modeled as functions of the target signature. The signature
metric is one over the product of vehicle size and contrast.
The value of the metric is measured by the ability to account
for variance in observed search performance.

for statistical luminance variation within the target and local
surround. Peli [1996] concluded that the common measures of
contrast are inadequate to explain detection performance for
Gabor patches against uniform backgrounds, and suggested a
computational contrast metric based on multi-scale band-pass
filtering as an alternative.
Ground vehicles in natural lighting present non-uniform
appearance when the surfaces of the vehicle are at different
orientations with respect to the source of illumination and the
observer (see fig. 1). The differences in shading between the
adjacent surfaces reveal the 3-D structure. The appearance of
common vehicles, from typical perspectives, under natural
lighting is readily learned. This contributes to the perception
of a 3-D object at a location, recognition of characteristic
structural features, and classification as a potential vehicle.

The 3-D structure contrast metric performs better than RSS
contrast, and both perform dramatically better than the areaweighted average contrast. Target height performs better than
either target area or square root of area. The signature metric
accounts for over 80% of the variance in probability of
detection and 75% of the variance in search time as measured
in the TNO perception tests. When false alarm effects are
discounted, the metric accounts for 89% of the variance in
probability of detection and 95% of the variance in search
time. The predictive power of the signature metric when it is
calibrated to half the data and evaluated against the other half,
is 90% of the explanatory power.
Keywords: Contrast ratio, 3-D perception, computational
vision model, shape from shading, target acquisition, search

2.

INTRODUCTION

Size and contrast have long been used to characterize the
signature of simple targets in simple scenes for the purpose of
analyzing search time and probability of detection. Size and
contrast have been found to be good predictors of search and
detection performance for stylized 2-dimensional targets, such
as uniform disks and 4-bar patterns, against uniform
backgrounds [Blackwell, 1943] [Ratches, et al., 1975].
Unfortunately, the standard area-weighted average contrast
ratio has not proven to be a good predictor of search and target
acquisition performance for complex targets in complex
scenes. D' Agostino, et al., [1997] suggested a variety of
possible modifications to the area-contrast metric to account

Fig. 1. Example images of vehicles showing
distinctive shading on different surfaces.

This paper presents the initial results of exploratory research
to develop a contrast metric based on the 3-D vehicle
structure, in natural lighting, relative to typical observer
perspective. The objective of this research was to determine if
a contrast metric could be defined based on the vehicle 3-D
structure that would produce improved predictions of

Paper presented at the RTO SCI Workshop on "Search and Target Acquisition", held in Utrecht,
The Netherlands, 21-23 June 1999, and published in RTO MP-45.
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probability of detection and time to detect for military targets
in natural backgrounds.

turret armor. It also includes the sloped rear roof of the
HMMWV.

There is a substantial body of prior research suggesting that
the perception of 3-D structure as a result of shape-fromshading is a significant factor in visual search and target
acquisition. (Depth perception from visual parallax is
insignificant at tactical ranges. For a stationary observer and a
stationary target, shading and prior knowledge of vehicle
appearance are the primary factors in 3-D shape perception.)
Marr [ 1982] coined the term "the 2 Y:z-D sketch" to refer to the
perception of a 3-D structure from surface primitives. Sun and
Perona [ \996] showed that 3-D shading produced "pop-out"
detection (i.e., response time independent of the number of
distracters, indicative of pre-attentive parallel processing).
They also showed that search became serial (time linear in the
number of distracters) when the 3-D shading was removed
even though the edge structure was retained. Tarr and Kersten
[1998] concluded that the human visual system uses
illumination angles to extract 3-D shape, and that illumination
effects (including shadows) are modeled with respect to object
shape, rather than simply encoded in terms of their effects in
the image. Jonides and Gleitman [1972] and Mack and Rock
[ 1998] both demonstrated that pre-attentive object recognition
directs visual attention. Liu, Knill and Kersten [1995], and
Liu and Kersten [ 1998] found that human efficiency exceeded
·I 00 percent of an ideal 2-D observer for 3-D o~ject
classification. Moore and Cavanagh [1998] demonstrated that
perception of 3-D shape is possible from limited surface
shading information, given familiarity with the 3-D object.
Ullman [ 1996] has shown that observers use 3-D operations to
recognize familiar objects presented in novel orientations. 3D surface matching is also an approach being pursued for
automatic object recognition systems designed to work in
clutter with partially occluded targets (e.g., [Johnson and
Hebert, 1998]).

3.

MODELING APPROACH

3.1 Contrast, Size and Signature Metrics
This exploratory investigation employed a simplistic, lowresolution approach. lf3-D shading is a significant factor in
search and target discrimination, then the effects should be
apparent even though coarse analytic techniques were used. If
coarse analysis does not reveal an effect, then the effect, if
present, is probably not strong enough to be worth addressing
in search and target acquisition models.
The conceptual 3-D vehicle model was based on the 3 cardinal
surface orientations of a rectangular solid (vertical front,
vertical side, and horizontal top). While military vehicles are
not rectangular solids, the 3-region geometric model can be
adapted with a little work. The projected view of a vehicle
was divided into the following three regions (see figure 2):
I.

Front/rear. The near-vertical, negatively sloped or selfshadowed portion of the front (or rear depending on the
presented aspect). For armored vehicles this includes the
lower glacis, front track/tire, and turret-chassis gap. For
trucks, this includes the front grill, front of the cab, and
front of the tires.

2.

Side. The near vertical (e.g. , within 10 degrees),
negatively sloped or self-shadowed portion of the side,
including the sides of the tracks or tires.

3.

Top. All horizontal and near-horizontal surfaces up to a
slope of 80 degrees. This includes all the small
miscellaneous objects and protrusions on the vehicle. It
includes the the upper glacis, top deck, roof, rear deck,

Fig . 2. Illustration of canonical front (rear) , side , and
too vehicle surfaces.
These canonical surfaces are meant to identity the major
vehicle surfaces that typically have distinctive luminance
resulting from different self-shadowing and angles relative to
the observer and illumination. They address only the grossest
level of 3-D structure. This level of resolution may be too
coarse for modeling higher levels of target discrimination.
These regions also correspond to key structural features
reported in field tests: darkly shadowed lower glacis, side
profile, glint off roof or deck, lower grill, cab front, turretchassis shadow. It is possible that the three surface
orientations are significant because they correspond to
important features for vehicle discrimination. It is also
possible that the features are important because they reveal the
3-D structure.
The 44 Search_2 digital images [Toet, et al., 1998] were used
in the demonstration analysis. All 44 images were used with
no exceptions. The images were analyzed using Adobe
Photoshop© to outline regions and compute gray-scale values.
The local surround was taken to be a band surrounding the
target with width equal to the target height.
The average gray-scale values for each region j, Gi, were
converted to luminance values, Li, via the calibration equation
provided by Toet, et al., [1998]:
Li = f(Gj) = 64.32 [ ( Gi- 18) I ( Gi + 91.22) ]2 3
Since the calibration is a non-linear equation, a more accurate
approach would have been to first convert pixel gray-scale to
luminance, then compute the statistics.
The contrast for region j, Ci, is defined as the absolute value of
the difference between the mean luminance of the region, Li,
and the mean luminance of the surround, Lbkg:
Cj = I Lj - Lbkg I
The vehicle contrast ratio metric, Cveh• is the area-weighted
average of the contrasts of each of the three regions, divided
by the luminance of the local background:
Cveh = L

Wj

Cj I LbkH

where the weights, wi, are the proportion of the presented
vehicle area contributed by each region .
Two alternative contrast metrics were examined to provide a
basis for relative comparison. These were the traditional areaweighted-average contrast [Ratches, et al., 1975] and the RSS
contrast [D ' Agostino, et al., 1997]. Both were computed by
applying the non-linear gray-scale to luminance transform, f(),
to statistics computed on the gray-scale images.
Signature metrics based on the area-weighted average contrast
were uncorrelated with search performance (r2 on the order of
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0.3). Area weighted average contrast is not addressed in the
remainder of this paper. This contrast metric was rejected.

70

The RSS contrast metric has been found to be an effective
metric in other studies [D'Agostino, et al., 1997]. It is used as
a reference for comparison with the 3-D structure contrast.

60

The RSS contrast ratio is the root-sum square of the targetbackground luminance difference and the target luminance
standard deviation, divided by the mean background
luminance:

40

-+-- Detection

30

----False Alarm

RSS = [ ( lltgt -J.lbkg )2 + O"tgt 2] 112 IJ.!bkg
For this comparison, the luminance standard deviation was
estimated from the gray-scale mean and variance:
O"tgt = [ f( [J.lg2 + O"g2 ] 1/2 )2 - f( J.lg )2 ] 1/2
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Fig. 3. Numbers of Detections, False Alarms and
Time Out Responses Per Image in the Test

where f() is the gray-scale-to-luminance calibration equation.
The signature metric, Sveh• used in the analysis is simply one
divided by the product of the vehicle size measure, Vveh• and
vehicle contrast measure, Cveh:
Sveh =II ( Vveh Cveh)
The size metric in this analysis was the target minimum
dimension, generally the vertical extent or height. Vehicle
height was the measure of size used in the early Night Vision
Laboratory target acquisition modeling [Ratches, eta!., 1976].
Target height (vertical extent) was reported in the Search_2
documentation.
Two alternative size metrics have been proposed as
alternatives to target minimum dimension: the vehicle
presented area, and the square root ofthe presented area
[D' Agostino, et al., 1997]. These size metrics were examined,
but their performance was inferior to target height. Only
analysis results using height are presented.

3.2 Search Model
The analysis employed the traditional search performance
model that expresses probability distribution of detection over
time as the product of a limiting probability of detection (P;nr)
and a negative exponential distribution:
Pd(t) = P;nr * ( 1- e-<t-e)rrd)
where e is the minimum reaction time (nominally 0.5 seconds)
and Td is the mean time to detect given that a detection occurs
[Washburn, 1981] [Ratches et al., 1975].
In the perception test subjects were given 60 seconds in which
to search and respond [Toet, et al., 1998]. Toet reports the
mean search time plus reaction time. To obtain the parameters
of the search model, the effects of the 60-second response
window and reaction time must be discounted. Assuming the
negative exponential distribution of search time, given that a
detection occurs, mean search time, discounting windowing
and reaction time, can be computed from the reported mean
search time, T,:

Td =

(

T, -

E )

I ( 1-

e-(60-E)ffs )

Toet et al. [1998] also reports the number of detections, Nd,
false alarms, Nr, and misses, Nm. Probability of detection
within 60 seconds can be calculated from this data:
Pd(60)=Nd I ( Nd + Nr+ Nm)
In the test image set, only one image had Pd(60) less than 0.4,
three images had Pd(60) less than 0.5, five images had Pd(60)
less than 0.6, and 24 images had Pct(60) greater than 0.95.
Figure 3 shows the relative number of detection, false alarm
and time-out (miss) responses in the perception test.
P;nr is computed from Td and P d( 60)
P;nr = Pd( 60) I ( 1 - e·< 6 0-•)/Td )

Given an unlimited search time, there are three possible
outcomes: the observer can detect the target, false alarm, or
conclude that there is no detectable target in the scene. Each
of these is an absorbing state. As soon as the observer enters
any one of these states, the search is over. Whenever a
detection occurs, it is conditioned on having occurred before a
false alarm and before the observer concludes that there is no
target in the scene. In order for the conditional time to detect
to have a negative exponential distribution, two criteria must
be met:
( 1) target detection, false alarms, and conclusion that no
target is in the scene must be independent processes; and
(2) each of these processes must have a negative exponential
distribution (albeit with different rates).
Under these conditions, the mean time to detect, conditioned
on detection occurring first, is one over the sum of the
individual rates of detection, Rd. false alarm, Rr, and
concluding no detectable target is present, Rc:
Td ~ I I (Rd + Rr + Rc)
P;nr is simply the ratio of the rate of true detection to the
combined rates:
P;nr= Rd I (Rd + Rr+

Rc)

These rates can be computed from the available data:
Rd = ( I I Td) P;nr
Rr= ( 11 Td) Nrl ( Nr+ Nd)
Rc = ( 1 I Td) - Rr Rr
Cinlar [1975] and Washburn [1981] provide details ofthe
mathematics of competing Markov processes.
The perception test in which the Search_2 data was collected
used 35 mm slides with targets present in every scene. The
subjects knew that each scene contained a vehicle. The
subjects also knew that they had only 60 seconds in which to
search the scene. Under these conditions, the subjects would
presumably continue searching for the full 60 seconds. Since
they knew a target was present, they would not conclude no
detectable target was present within the first 60 seconds. This
implies that Rc should be zero.
This hypothesis is supported by the data. The mean value of
R0 , computed over the 44 images. is 0.0008, the maximum is
0.008, and the standard deviation is 0.0021. The expected
time to conclude no detectable target is present (II Rc) is 21
minutes, and the standard deviation of the rate is 2.6 times the
mean. Rc is not statistically significantly different from zero,
and even if it was, it is so small as to be insignificant for this
analysis. The remainder of the paper disregards Rc-
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Figures 4 and 5 show the distribution of the rate of target
detection, Rt, and the rate of false-alarm, Rf. Note that the
scales on the two graphs are an order of magnitude apart. Rt
is greater than Rffor 43 of the 44 scenes.
0.6
Target

0.5

Detection

0.4

Rate

0.3

( 1 I sec)

0.2
0.1

The RSS contrast metric includes all variance over the vehicle,
regardless of structural significance or spatial scale of the
variation. The RSS contrast and 3-D structure contrast have a
strong statistical linear relationship (r 2 = 0.90).

4.2 Sampling Error in the Search Performance Data
-----

0

Fig. 4. Distribution of Target Detection Rates

0.06
False

0.05

Alarm

0.04

Rate
( 1 I sec)

This indicates that these vehicle regions account for a
significant proportion of the gray-scale variance in images of
ground vehicles. Sources of residual variance include small
features defining local surfaces with different orientations and
self-shadowing, paint patterns, shadows from trees falling on
the vehicle, and patches of foreground obscuration.

----

Sampling errors are inherent to any test procedure with a finite
number of subjects. If the identical experiment were repeated
with different subjects, the results would differ due to
sampling error and the stochastic nature of search and
detection.
P d( 60) is estimated as the proportion of observers correctly
detecting the vehicle. Assuming observer responses are
independent, the sampling error has a binomial distribution.
For a given image, the one-sigma sampling error in Pd(60) is
given by the following equation:
crpd = [Pd(60)

0.03

* (I-

Pd(60) ) IN ] 112

where N is the number of subjects (N = 62).

0.02
0.01

0
Fig. 5. Distribution of False Alarm Detection
Rates

Figure 6 shows a plot of sampling error in Pd(60) versus
observed P d( 60) for the 44 Search_2 images. The RMS
sampling error in Pd(60) over the entire Search_2 image set is
0.0363. The standard deviation in measured Pd(60) over the
entire image set is equal to 0.187. Sampling error explains
3.8 percent of the variance in P d(60) over the image set.

The mean time to detect a target, given that a detection occurs,
discounting the effect of false alarms is

0.07
0.06

T, = 1/Rd

When the effects of false alarms are discounted, Pinf has value
one. The probability that a detection occurs within 60
seconds, discounting the effect of false alarms can be
computed directly from the response data on the numbers of
detections and missed targets
Pd(60 I no false alarms)= Nd I ( Nd + Nm)
When the effects of false alarms are discounted, Pinf has value
one. The probability that a detection occurs within 60
seconds, discounting the effect of false alarms can also be
estimated from the computed from the unconstrained mean
time to detect a target without false alarms, Tt:

.
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Fig. 6. Pd(60) vs. Sampling Error in Pd (60).

P d( 60 I no false alarms ) = ( 1 - e·( 60-e)Rd )
The root-mean-square (RMS) difference between these two
estimates is 0.036, comparable to the sampling error in Pd(60).
Pinf and Td are modeled as simple linear functions of the
signature metric. The model parameters (slope and intercept)
are estimated from the data via linear regression. The related
measures of search performance (Pi60), Pd(60 I no false
alarms), T, and T1) are modeled as functions of Pinf and Td
using the preceding search model equations.

4.

ANALYSIS RESULTS

4.1 Gray-Scale Variance in the Vehicle Image
Partitioning the projection of the vehicle into the front, side
and top regions accounted for 63 percent of the gray-scale
variance over the entire target region. The area-weighted sum
of the gray-scale variance within the three regions was 37
percent of the gray-scale variance over the entire target region.

The long-run probability of detection, Pinf• was not measured
directly, but was computed from measured data. This makes
the effects of sampling error difficult to compute. However the
effects of sampling error can be approximated by assuming the
random variables were measured. The sampling error in Pinf is
0.036, explaining 4.4% of variance.
The probability of detection in 60 seconds absent the effects of
false alarms, Pd( 60 I no false alarms) is computed directly
from the recorded data. The sampling error in P d( 60 I no false
alarms) is 0.025, explaining 3.8% of variance.
The mean search time reported, T,, is a constant reaction time
(E = 0.5 sec) plus a random variable with a negative
exponential distribution truncated at 60-E seconds. For this
analysis the standard deviation is approximated by the
standard deviation of a negative exponential random variable
with the same mean (i.e., no truncation). The standard
deviation of a negative exponential random variable is equal to
the mean. Since T, is computed using response time data
only for subjects who detect the vehicle, for any given image
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the sampling error is equal toT, divided by the square root of
the number of subjects who correctly detected the vehicle:
Figure 7 shows a plot of sampling error in T, versus T, for the
44 Search_2 images. The RMS sampling error in T, over the
entire Search_2 image set is 2.4 seconds. The standard
deviation in measured T, over the entire image set is equal to
7.58 sec. Sampling error explains 10.3 percent of the
variance in T, over the image set.
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Figure 9 shows a scatterplot ofPinf computed from the
observed test data versus the linear function of the signature
metric fit to the observed Pinf and truncated at one.
Experimental values of Pinf are computed from Td and raw
response tallies.
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The unconstrained mean time to detect, Tct, and the
unconstrained mean time to detect in the absence of false
alarms, Tt. were not measured directly, but were computed
from measured variables. This makes the error due to
sampling difficult to compute. The effects of sampling error
can be approximated by assuming the random variables were
measured. Both random variables have negative exponential
distributions, so the 1-sigma sampling error is equal to the
mean divided by the square root ofthe number of responding
subjects. The estimated sampling error in Tct is 2.7 seconds,
explaining 9.8% of variance. The estimated sampling error in
T1 is 11.3 seconds, explaining 11.5% of variance.

Model Pint
Fig. 9. Pd( infinity) Pint

4.3 Model Explanatory Power
The model has four free parameters that must be estimated
from data: the slope and intercept ofPinf as a function of the
signature metric, and the slope and intercept ofTct as a
function of the signature metric.
The explanatory power of the model is measured by the
percentage of variance in the observed search performance
accounted for by the model. This is computed from the rootmean-square error between the model and observed data, and
the variance in the observed data:
% Var = I 00 (I - RMS Error2 I Observed_Variance)
For a linear fit with parameters estimated via linear regression,
the percentage of variance explained is equal to 100 times the
Pearson correlation coefficient squared (r2). Since the search
model equations are non-linear, the percentage of variance
accounted for is computed from the RMS error.
Figure 8 shows a scatterplot of the mean time to detect a
target, given that the target is detected before a false alarm, but
unconstrained by the 60 second time window of the
experiment. The experimental value ofTct is computed from
the measured search time. The model estimate ofTct is a linear
function of the signature metric fit to the observed Tct.

Figure 10 shows a scatterplot of the probability of target
detection in 60 seconds computed directly from the tallies of
observer detections, false alarms and misses, versus the model
Pct(60) computed from Pmr and Tct. The results are very similar
to the Pinf results because, in most cases, the mean search
time was much less than the 60 second response window.
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Figure II shows a scatterplot of the mean search time
measured in the experiment, versus the mean search time
calculated by the model accounting for the effects of
competing false alarms and the 60 second response window.
These results resemble the results for unconstrained search
time because, in most cases, the mean search time was much
less than the 60 second response window.
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Figure 14 shows a scatterplot of the probability of target
detection in 60 seconds, without competition from false
targets, i.e., excluding false alarms. The experimental value is
computed from the tallies of detections and misses. The
model value is computed from T1•
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Fig. 11. Mean Search Time, Ts

1.0
Figure 12 shows a scatterplot of the mean time to detect a
target without the requirement that the target detection occurs
before a the first false alarm, T1. It is the inverse of the rate of
target detection. It is computed as Td divided by P;nr· The
experimental and model values of T1 are computed from the
experimental and model values of values ofTd and P;nr· When
the RSS contrast is used instead of the 3-D structure contrast,
the percent of variance accounted for drops from 95% to 89%.
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Many of the data points in figure 12 are clustered near the
origin. The correspondence for low response time cases is
seen more clearly when the logarithm ofT1 is plotted (see
figure 13). The logarithm operation is a non-linear
transformation, so the percent of variance accounted for is
different.
Interestingly, the percent of variance accounted for by Ln(
Model T1) is equal to the percent of variance accounted for by
linear regression of the signature metric directly on Ln(
Observed T1). When the RSS contrast is used instead of the 3D structure contrast, the percent of variance accounted for
drops from 76% to 50%.

Tables I and 2 summarize the results of the comparison of the
model to the data, and compare results obtained using the 3-D
structure contrast metric with those obtained using the RSS
contrast metric. Table I presents the percent of variance
explained by the model. Table 2 shows the magnitude of the
maximum model error.
Search Performance Measure

3-D

RSS

Unconstrained Time to Detect, Td

78.6

77.8

Pint

77.9

76.0

Search Time, Ts

76.1

75.2

Pd( 60)

80.2

78.6

Detection Time Sans F.A., Tt

95.0

88.5

Pd( 60 I No False Alarms)

88.9

86.5

Table 1. Model Explanatory Power
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Max Error
Search Performance Measure

3-D

RSS

Unconstrained Time to Detect, T d

13.3

11.9

P;nt

0.30

0.31

Search Time, Ts

10.0

9.0

Pd( 60)

0.30

0.31

Detection Time Sans F.A., Tt

28.6

60.2

Pd( 60 1 No False Alarms)

0.15

0.19

Table 2. Maximum Model Error

The results have several significant implications:
l.

Signature metrics based on both the 3-D structure
contrast metric and on the RSS contrast metric account
for large proportions of the variance in search
performance for this data set.

2.

The 3-D structure contrast metric accounts for one to two
percentage points more variance than the RSS contrast
metric, except for the mean time to detect, absent false
alarms where there is a 6.5 percentage points difference.
This indicates that the 3-D structure contrast is a better
measure observer response to the target signature. When
the effects of false alarms are included, the additional
variance due to this non-target source obscures the
difference between the two contrast metrics.

3.

The percentage of variance predicted by both metrics is
significantly higher when the effects of false alarms are
discounted. This is not surprising since the signature
metrics do not measure potential false targets. The
difference is greater for 3-D structure contrast than for
the RSS contrast, further supporting the claim that 3-D
structure contrast is a better measure of the effects of the
target signature.

4.

The difference in the percent of variance predicted with
and without the effects of false alarms indicates the
magnitude of the contribution of false targets to search
performance variance. By this measure, false targets
account for over 15% of the variance in the mean time to
detect a target, and almost 9% of the variance in the
probability of target detection within 60 seconds.

5.

6.

The maximum error in P d( 60 I no false alarms) is
significantly lower that the maximum probability error
when the effects of false alarms are not excluded.
The magnitude of the maximum detection time sans false
alarms is large. However this error occurs at the one
hard-to-detect image, for which T1 was 218 seconds. The
error, as a percentage of the time for that data point, is
13% for the 3-D structure contrast metric and 28% for the
RSS metric.

Several excursions were conducted to assess alternative
vehicle size metrics. When the signature metric was
calculated using the square root of the presented area instead
of the target height, the percent of variance predicted was
approximately 12 percentage points lower for P;nr and 3
percentage points lower for Td. When the presented area was
used, the results were 15 percentage points lower for P;nr, and
6 percentage points lower for Td.

4.4 Signature Metric Measurement Error

Measurement error occurs because the original images were
blurred. The boundaries of the vehicles and regions in the
vehicles were not sharply delineated. This affected both the
measurement of target vertical extend and luminance. Not
only was the location of the boundary uncertain, but pixels
near the boundary contained a mix of target and background
luminance, or a mix of the luminance between two regions.
Two separate estimates of the 3-D structure contrast ratio were
made. Toet et al., [1998] provided one measurement of target
height. A second independent measurement was made in this
study. These measurements provided two pair of independent
measures of the signature metric. Each independent pair of
estimates produced one estimate of the measurement error in
the signature metric.
The one-sigma measurement error in the signature metric over
the Search 2 image set is 0.016. Since the model is linear, the
measurem;;-nt error in the predictions of P;nr and Td are 0.016
times the magnitude of the slope (-2.313 and 92.11
respectively). This analysis yields a one-sigma measurement
error in the predictions of0.036 for P;nr and 1.473 for Td
respectively. The measurement errors in the predictions of
P;nrand Td are less than the sampling errors in the perception
test estimates ofPinf and Td (0.036 and 2.7 seconds
respectively).
In combination, the variance due to sampling error and
signature metric measurement error together are 9.1 percent of
the P;nr variance predicted by the model, and 18.5 percent of
the variance in Td predicted by the model. The predictive
power of the signature metric cannot be the result of spurious
sampling and measurement errors.
The signature metric is one over the product of the vehicle 3-D
structure contrast and the vehicle height. Two measurements
of height and contrast were made, to obtain two pairs of
independent measurements of the signature metric. The two
correlations between the two pair of signature metric
measurements were 0.986 and 0.979. The sample standard
deviation for a pair of independent measurements is simply the
difference between them. The error estimate for two pairs of
independent measurements is the RMS of the two estimates of
the sample standard deviation.
Figure 15 presents a plot of the signature metric measurement
error sample standard deviation versus the signature metric
value. The correlation is 0.91, suggest a strong linear
relationship with slope equal to 0.15. As expected, the
measurement error is larger for small, low-contrast vehicles
than for large high-contrast vehicles
'
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4. 7 Spurious Correlation and Predictive Power
4.5 Accounting for Residual Variance
The model accounts for 75 to 80 percent of the variance in the
experimental data when the effects of false alarms are
included, and 90 to 95% of the variance when they are
discounted. This suggests that for the TNO Search 2 data and
test, false alarms account for 10 to 15 percent ofth~ variance
in probability of detection and search time, respectively.
Sampling error accounts for approximately 4 percent of the
variance in probability of detection and 10 percent of the
variance in search time. Together the target signature, false
alarms, and sampling error are sufficient to account for all of
the variance in the experimental data. (It is not possible
simply to sum the percentage of variance explained by
sampling error with the percentage of variance explained by
the signature metric because of spurious correlation when the
model parameters were estimated from the data).
The signature metric was calculated by applying the nonlinear gray-scale-to-luminance transform to the mean and
RMS gray-scale values. The correct method is to apply the
gray-to-luminance transform to the image, then compute
statistics. This approximation may account for some of the
residual variance.
The contrast metric did not include any measure of color
contrast or texture differences. The metric did not address
chromatic, luminance or contrast adaptation, or spatial
filtering. The metric did not address the effect of the position
of the target in the scene, or its position relative to other
features that might attract of inhibit attention to the target
location. These factors may contribute to the model error, but
the effect is likely to be small because the unexplained error is
small.
There is no term that can be added to the signature metric to
account for the residual variance. The prediction errors in Pinf
and Tct are only weakly correlated (r 2 = 0.25). This suggests
that once target signature effects are discounted, probability of
detection and search time are sensitive to different processes
and/or have non-linear relationships with image
characteristics.

4.6 Individual Effects of Size and Contrast
One over the 3-D structure contrast metric was modestly
correlated with perception test data (r2 = 0.7 for Tct and 0.6 for
Pinr). The percentages of variance explained for T1 and Pct( 60 I
no false alarms ) were 51% and 54%. The RSS contrast
metric had comparable correlation to Tct and Pinf• but
accounted for I 0 percentage points less of the variance in T1
and and Pct( 60 I no false alarms ). The area weighted average
contrast ratio had essentially no correlation with Tct or Pinf·
Target height, area and square root of area were only weakly
correlated with Tct and P inf (r approximately equal to 0.4).
Height had some correlation with T1 and P ctC 60 I no false
alarms) with r2 on the order of0.2. For area and square root
of area, accounted for less than 10 percent of variance in T1
and and P ctC 60 I no false alarms ).
Height was less correlated with the 3-D structure contrast
metric than it was with the RSS contrast metric (r2 = 0.3 for
the 3-D structure contrast metric, versus 0.4 for the RSS
contrast metric).
These data indicate that height and 3-D structure contrast were
largely independent dimensions, which individually were
moderately correlated with search performance. Not
surprisingly, their product was well-correlated with search
performance. The same statements are true to a lesser extent
for the RSS contrast metric.

When the same data are used to calibrate and evaluate the
model, the percentage of variance accounted for is an accepted
measure of explanatory (descriptive) power, but it is not truly
a measure of the model's predictive power. In order to assess
the model's predictive power, the model must be calibrated to
one data set, then the prediction error evaluated for a separate,
sequestered data set. This minimizes the effects of spurious
correlation.
The Bootstrap statistical technique [Davison, 1997] was used
to evaluate the predictive power of the signature metric. The
Bootstrap technique involves repeated random partitioning of
the data into two disjoint sets: the calibration data set
containing, and the validation data set. The model parameters
are estimated from the calibration set, then the RMS
prediction error is calculated from the sequestered validation
data set. Each partition produces an estimate of the variance
predicted by the model.
In this particular application of the Bootstrap technique, the
calibration and validation data sets each contained half of the
data points. Twenty-two calibration data points were used in
the linear regression to estimate the model parameters, and 22
data points in the validation set were used to measure the RMS
error and the percent of variance in the validation data set
predicted by the model. Two-hundred-fifty-two (252) random
partitions were generated to compute the Bootstrap statistics.
The Bootstrap analysis was applied to investigate the ability of
the signature metric to predict the logarithm of the mean time
to detect a target in the absence of false alarms, T1. T1 was
chosen as the dependent variable because it had the clearest
causal relationship to the signature metric. The logarithm of
Tt was used because of the uneven distributions of observed T1
and for the signature metric (see figures 12 and 13).
Figure 15 shows the distribution of slope and intercept from
the 252 partitions. The slope had median value 14.6, equal to
the slope when all 44 points are used in the regression
(theBootstrap mean and variance are 15.0 and 1.6
respectively). The intercept has a median value of0.89
compared to 0.90 when all 44 points are used in the regression
(the Bootstrap mean and variance are 0.88 and 0.14
respectively).
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Fig. 15. Distribution of Calibration Parameter
Values from Bootstrap Replications
Figure 16 shows the distribution of the percentage of variance
in the calibration data sets versus the percentage of variance
predicted in the validation data sets. The median percent of
variance predicted in the validation data sets is 72% (the mean
and variance are 70% and 10 percentage points, respectively).
The median percent of variance explained in the calibration
data sets is 78%, compared to 76% when all 44 points are used
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in the regression (the Bootstrap mean and variance are 76%
and 9 percentage points, respectively). On average (median
and mean) the proportion of variance predicted in the
validation data set is 92% of the proportion of variance
accounted for in the calibration data set. This difference is
due to spurious correlation, and indicates the difference
between the explanatory and predictive power of the signature
metric.
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Fig. 16. Distribution of Percentage of Variance
Explained and Predicted by the Signature metric

5.

FINDINGS AND OBSERVATIONS

These factors could account for the unexplained variance.
However, they were not major contributors to search
performance variance in the Search_2 image set. These
factors could be more significant in other image sets
containing greater variation on these dimensions.
The Search_2 vehicles do not present significant perceptible
camouflage. Camouflage adds variance to the image. The
RSS contrast metric will yield higher values for vehicles with
camouflage than for vehicles without camouflage (assuming
the same mean luminance), and thus will predict higher Pinf
and lower Td for camouflaged vehicles than for comparable
non-camouflaged vehicles. The 3-D structure contrast metric
is camouflage-neutral since it is based only on the mean
luminance of different target regions and does not incorporate
any higher-order statistics .
The Search_2 vehicles do, in some cases, have perceptible
structures within the front, side and top regions. This
increases Pinf and decreased Td. These structures add variance
to the image, which increases the value of the RSS contrast
metric, which leads to higher predicted Pinf and lower
predicted Td. The 3-D structure contrast metric is neutral with
respect to structures within the three regions.
Neither the 3-D structure contrast metric nor the RSS contrast
metric are able to distinguish modulation due to internal
structure from modulation due to camouflage or foreground
obscuration (e.g., brush or nets). More sophisticated signature
analysis is needed to make this distinction.

The traditional model of the distribution of search time was a
useful model to analyze the experimental data.

6.

With appropriate choice of definition of size and contrast, the
simple signature metric equal to one over the product of size
and contrast is a good fit to the observed data. It explains 75
to 80 percent of the variance in the test data, and 90 to 95
percent when the effects of false alarms are discounted.

The 3-D structure ofthe vehicle is a promising basis for
signature analysis. Basic research suggests that shape from
shading and 3-D appearance are pop-out cues, focus visual
attention, facilitate figure-ground segregation. This analysis
provides evidence that 3-D structure is an important factor in
search and target acquisition in natural settings.

The organization of the vehicles into three regions based on
their orientation relative to the illumination and observer
accounts for a significant portion of the gray-scale variance.
Not surprisingly, the 3-D structure contrast metric and the
RSS contrast metric are highly correlated and produce
comparable results.
Nonetheless, the 3-D structure contrast metric is consistently
superior to the RSS contrast metric, especially when the
effects of false alarms are discounted. Variance due to false
alarms obscures the difference in performance for the two
contrast metrics. Both contrast metrics are far superior to the
area weighted average contrast (which is no good at all).
Vehicle height is a better measure of target size, for use in
product with a contrast metric, than either vehicle area or
square root of vehicle area.
Responses to false targets, i.e., false alarms, account for a 10
to 15 percent ofthe search performance variance. Modeling
the rate of false alarms as a function of the image properties
has potential to improve ,search modeling.
There are a number of low-level and high-level visual
phenomena not represented in this simple signature metric.
Low-level factors include color contrast, chromatic and
luminance adaptation, spatial filtering and contrast adaptation.
Mid-level image processes include pre-whitening, edge
detection and texture segregation. Beyond the vehicle
structure, high-level (top-down) image properties include the
location of the vehicles relative to terrain features that might
attract attention or direct attention away, and position of the
vehicle in the image.

CONCLUSIONS

The 3-D structure contrast metric was useful in analyzing the
Search_2 image set. The simple approach explored in this
paper may not be robust enough for a wide variety of image
sets. Future research should explore extending the 3-D
structure analysis approach and using it in combination with a
computational model of front-end visual processing.
The traditional model of the distribution oftime to detect a
target was a useful framework with which to analyze search
performance. The search model was extended to express Pinfinity as a function of the rates of detection, false alarm and
deciding that no detectable target is present. This extension
enable the analysis to quantify the effects of false alarms on
variance in search performance.
The signature metric had very strong explanatory power for
this data set, especially when the effects of responses to false
targets were discounted. Limited Bootstrap analysis suggests
that the predictive power of the model is 92 percent of the
explanatory power.
False alarms were a significant factor contributing to variance
in search performance. Further research is needed to
demonstrate effective models to predict the rate of false alarm
from image properties and top-down knowledge.
The specific quantitative results of this analysis, especially the
calibration of Pinf and Td as linear functions of the signature
metric, are unlikely to transfer to other perception tests and
image sets. Observer response depends on the test-specific
factors such as the proportion of images with no target, the
relative penalty of false alarms versus missed detections, the
response time window, search area, etc. Image sets that
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contain different distributions of target signatures, false
targets, scene complexity (terrain features), etc. will lead to
different quantitative results.
7.
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1.

ABSTRACT

The mean search time of observers looking for targets in visual
scenes with clutter is computed using the Fuzzy Logic Approach
(FLA). The FLA is presented by the authors as a robust method
for the computation of search times and or probabilities of
detection for signature management decisions in any part of the
electromagnetic or acoustic spectrum. The Mamdani/Assilian
and Sugeno models have been investigated and are compared.
A 44 visual image data set from TNO is used to build and
validate the fuzzy logic model for search time. The input
parameters are the: local luminance, range, aspect, width,
wavelet edge points and the single output is search time. The
Mamdani/Assilian model gave predicted mean search times
from data not used in the training set that had a 0.957 correlation
to the field search times. The data set is reduced using a
clustering method then modeled using the FLA and results are
compared to experiment.
Keywords: Target acquisition, fuzzy logic, visual models

2.

INTRODUCTION

It has been three decades since Prof. L. A. Zadeh first proposed
fuzzy set theory (logic) [1]. Following Mamdani and Assilian's
pioneering work in applying the fuzzy logic approach to a steam
plant in 197 4 [2], the FLA has been finding a rapidly growing
number of applications.
These applications include,
transportation (subways, helicopters, elevators, traffic control,
and air control for highway tunnels), automobiles (engines,
brakes, transmission and cruise control systems), washing
machines, dryers, refrigerators, vacuum cleaners, TVs, VCRs,
video cameras, and other industries including steel, chemical,
power generation, aerospace, medical diagnosis systems,
information technology, decision support and data analysis [3, 4,
5, 6, 7].

Although fuzzy logic can encode expert knowledge directly and
easily using rules with linguistic labels, it usually takes some
time to design and adjust the membership functions, which
quantitatively define these linguistic labels. Neural network
learning techniques can, in some cases, automate this process
and substantially reduce development time. To enable a system
to deal with cognitive uncertainties in a manner more like

humans, researchers have incorporated the concept of fuzzy
logic into the neural network modeling approach. The
integration of these two techniques yields the Neuro-Fuzzy
Approach (NFA) [8]. The NFA has potential to capture the
benefits of both the fuzzy and the neural network methods into a
single model. Target acquisition models, based on the theory of
signal detection or the emulation of human early vision, are not
mature enough to robustly model, from a first principal approach
without any laboratory calibration, the human detection of
targets in cluttered scenes. This is because our awareness of the
visual world is a result of the perception, not merely detection,
of the spatia-temporal, spectra-photometric stimuli that is
transmitted onto the photoreceptors on the retina [8]. The
computational processes involved with perceptual vision can be
considered as the process of linking generalized ideas, such as
clutter or edge metrics [I 0], to retinal early vision data [9].
From a system theoretic point of view, perceptual vision
involves the mapping of early vision data into one or more
concepts, and then inferring a meaning of the data based on prior
experience and knowledge. The authors think that the methods
of fuzzy and neuro-fuzzy systems provide a robust alternative to
complex models for predicting observed search times and
detection probabilities for the vehicles in chittered scenes that
are typically modeled by defense department scientists. The
fuzzy logic approaches have been used to calculate the search
time of vehicles in different visual scenes within the
commercially available MATLAB Fuzzy Logic Toolbox.
3.

FUZZY MODELS AND WAVELETS

Fuzzy modeling of systems is an approach, which describes
complex system behavior, based on fuzzy logic with fuzzy
predicates using a descriptive language. Fuzzy logic models
basically fall into two fundamentally different categories, which
differ in their ability to represent different types of information.
The first category includes linguistic models that are based on a
collection of If-Then rules with vague predicates and use fuzzy
reasoning. One of these reasoning mechanisms is based on the
Mamdani and Assilian fuzzy inference method. Within this
method, a scientist can design the membership functions
manually and the output membership functions are continuous.
The second method of fuzzy inference is based on the TakagiSugeno-Kang , or simply Sugeno's method. In the Sugeno
method the membership functions are linear or constant.

Paper prepared for the RTO SCI Workshop on "Search and Target Acquisition", held in Utrecht,
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For a review of these methods as applied to target acquisition
modeling see [11,12].

The method of using wavelets to compute edge points, which
are then used with fuzzy logic to compute the search time or the
probability of detection, is derived from the elegant technique of
Mall at and Zhong [ 15]. In [15] a derivation is made of 1- and 2D wavelet transforms using a smoothing function, 8(x), that is a
Gaussian. The integral of the function equals unity and the
integral also converges to zero at infinity. We define the firstand second-order derivative of 8(x),

(I)
By definition the functions \V"(x) and \Vb(x) can be considered as
wavelets because their integral is equal to zero. The following
subscript's' will be denoted as the scale factor,

(2)
Following standard methods, the wavelet transform is calculated
by convolving a dilated wavelet with the original signal. The
wavelet transform of a function f(x) at the scale s and position x,
calculated with respect to the wavelet \V"(x), is defined in [15]
as,

~a f(x) =

f* If/ ~(x).

(3)

The above wavelet transform definitions in (5) are important for
a wavelet based clutter metric because they essentially define
edge detectors that are used in the vision science community.
For more discussion on this topic see ref. [16]. An
implementation of eq. (5) in the program XWA VE was used to
compute edge points.

4.

IMPLEMENTATION

The Fuzzy Inference System (FIS) that models the relationships
between the various input variables that affect the determination
of the search time is done specifically for this dataset. The
predicted search time for target detection can be determined
with the FLA using input target metrics for the images shown
below in Fig.' s I through 6. The input variables were; distance
from the target to the observer (km), the aspect angle of the
vehicle relative to the observer ( deg), the target height (pixels)
and the target area (pixels 2 ), target and the local background
luminance (cd/m 2), and the wavelet determined edge points of
the scene as a measure of clutter. The one output parameter is
the search time (sees). There were a total of 44 digitized color
images along with the associated target and background metrics
for the targets in each picture. 22 images are used for training
and 22 are used for testing. Both the Mamdani and Sugeno type
FIS methods are used and compared. The authors· constructed
the FIS's to predict search times using the MATLAB Fuzzy
Logic Toolbox [I 3].

For convenience the algorithm for computing the wavelet edge
points is summarized as follows:

•

which supports a discrete 2-D image f(x,y)

Similarly, the transform with respect to \Vb(x) is,

~b f(x)

= f* If/ ~(x).

Read the input 256 X 256 element matrix

(4)

•

Take the wavelet transform of the image (15) at
a certain resolution level

The above wavelet transforms are the first and second derivative
of the signal smoothed at the scale or resolution level s.
Substituting into (3) and (4) equation (2) for the 1-D case,
Mallat then derives a 2-D expression for the wavelet transform
of a function or image,

•

Set the threshold, here chosen as zero

•

Determine the number of edge points in along
with the number of pixels

•

Find the edge density from the number of edge
points divided by the total number of pixels

~ /(x,y)!~

•

Iterate s, the level of wavelet in the analysis

f(x,y)"

•

Find the probability of detection (Pd) for the

1

tnt

(f'B,)(x,y)~
s

(5)

(j* BJ(x,y)K
-->

=

target in the scene.

sV(f* B,.)(x,y).

Table I below lists the metrics used in the trials. The table
entries, all except 'Edge points', were provided by Dr. Alex
Toet ofTNO. The entries are; target type number, distance from
target to sensor, the absolute value of the sin of the aspect angle
of the vehicle relative to the observer, the height of the target in
pixels, the area of the target in pixels, the target luminance, the
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darkest part of the target luminance, the surrounding area
average luminance, edge points and the mean search time in
seconds. The edge points were found using a wavelet program
to compute the number of wavelet edge points over the whole
image to give a measure of the clutter in the image.

output. Fig. 8 is the firing array for the various membership
functions using the Mandani approach .

Below in Fig. 7 is the Mamdani type FJS with the input
parameters mentioned above and the search time as the single
Sample Visual Images

Courtesy of Dr. Alex Toet ofTNO

Fig. 1

Fig . 2

Fig . 3

Fig . 4

Fig. 5

Fig. 6
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TARGET NO

..

.· :ii'

distance

aspect

type

m

ass( sin)

1

4007

1

I

TABLE I Metrics for FIS construction
vert

area

pixels

0.707

2998

2

3974

3

5377

0.052

2

1013

0.515

4

3052

0.000

5

5188

0.407

6

3679

0.122

target lum

Dark
I urn

Surround
Iurn

(pixels)

scene

dark

grass

10

141

14

17

29

9571

0.819

11

225

21

10

27

8927

15.2

0.707

13

173

20

24

28

9138

12.4

5

49

18

23

30

8970

29.8

50

2708

19

5

34

8706

2.8

11

100

12

18

30

8755

6.4

9

76

18

23

28

9053

26.7

10

96

12

20

26

8620

10.0

54

3425

Edgepts
pts

SEARCH
TIME
search
time(s)

14.6

2

860

0.995

9

1.5

40

8961

2.7

4

1951

0.848

16

332

15

11

27

8572

2.8

3

3992

0.788

11

154

20

19

26

9194

11.9

6

1041

0.743

24

1645

11

4

35

9074

2.5

7

2145

0.978

17

553

8

5

18

8280

3.7

3

1998

0.755

19

659

20

10

22

8739

8.1

2

4410

0.000

11

101

22

18

29

9404

12.4

1

2893

0.423

16

320

12

7

23

8670

2.5

5

1933

0.978

13

368

15

12

23

8606

4.8

1

1850

0.961

28

876

3

4

9

8464

2.8

8

1045

0.087

26

985

19

10

12

8613

12.3

2

1933

0.946

22

867

16

11

27

8376

2.8

7

4206

0.000

9

79

26

29

38

9506

15.1

iig~_,;

;;;:!;',~·~.:hi,;

1 :'

. 572~,, ..

0.883

..
>

i ....

·F:)

c::· •wm::~~~·ilW!IIll:m

:•m~1~.·

..

46

'~'':

~lB

4

4920

0.423

8

61

20

21

36

8618

12.1

6

4206

0.809

9

142

18

12

21

9152

8.0

5

2348

0.940

9

198

18

21

30

8504

5.5

1

3992

0.875

11

217

15

14

26

9078

7.8

9

4410

0.956

11

247

16

8

19

9397

9.6

8

2321

0.829

15

458

22

21

47

8365

5.1

5
3

3661
3670

0.755

84

23

8807

192

17
14

25

0.000

9
13

15

27

8483

7.5
6.1

7

1671

1.000

19

893

15

13

31

8959

3.5

4

4345

0.809

8

63

15

12

20

9021

12.3

2

3662

0.574

10

203

26

25

44

8702

5.4

5

633

0.707

50

4403

20

5

39

8741

2.5

3

492

0.070

57

3045

20

16

23

8992

2.2

4

1497

0.777

16

560 /

10

7

20

9014

5.8

5

1041

0.999

33

1613

17

5

32

8486

2.6

1

2891

0.985

19

486

12

12

35

9021

12.1

7

5147

0.934

5

81

18

27

34

9075

34.9

6

1648

23
18

37

9070

2.7

35

648
1463

7

948

0.588
0.731

18

8

5

38

8790

3.7
5.8

7

3662

0.407

12

188

19

25

39

8524

6

2900

0.000

17

340

20

10

49

8791

4.1

2

5136

0.000

10

79

25

16

27

8941

10.6
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Fig . 7. Mandami Fuzzy Logic Identification System for computing visual search times
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Fig. 8 Firing diagrams for the Mamdani FIS to predict search times
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5.

RESULTS

Fig. 9 shows the correlation of laboratory search times to FLA
predicted search times using the Mamdani approach with
membership functions we designed and achieved a 0.957
correlation of model predicted search times to experimental
search times. Fig. 10 is the output of the ANFIS model ofthe
data, which gave a 0.60 correlation to the data. We also tried
using the Mamdani FIS, with the 0.957 correlation to
experiment, on another data set of visual imagery [14]. The FIS
from one data set can be used to model another data set, if and
only if, the metrics used to describe the various data sets are
similar.

number of input vectors to a small number to reduce the number
of rules and membership functions that need to be constructed.
Clustering was used to obtain the means of the 7 input vectors.
The center of the clusters was used in the construction of the
membership functions. The correlation results are shown below
in Table 2. Clusters were made of 15, 18 and 20 data points.
The FLA with clustering was used to predict search time for the
22 points not used in obtaining the clusters and for the entire
data set of 44 images.

TABLE 2 System Evaluation Using Cluster Centers

These results are indicative of the power of using the FLA to
model highly complex data, for which there would be many
interrelated equations if one tried to model the detection
problem in the conventional standard algorithm based method.

Predicted vs. ~xperi~ntal search times

[-+- exp. Se8rch time (s)

usmg testing data
i ····•···· predicted search time{s)
(0.957 correlation I
--------·-·--·-·--·-----·-----·---------------------,

30

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22
image number

Fig. 9 Graph of search times from Mamdani FLA model
and the laboratory

ANFlS and Lab Search Times
(Checking data results)
30

...
..

_,

, __:..La6 searefitliiiej

25

--·-----

~ 20
..!!!.

.

E 15

---------

~ _--<~-- ANFIS

sea_rch

Ti~:J/

Cluster

Correlation for
22 points which
are not used for
clustering.

Correlation for
44 points

fcm15

0.83

0.85

fl8

0.75

0.82

fc20

0.82

0.88

It is expected that increasing the number of cluster centers and
the number of rules will improve the correlation. This is not the
case when the number of clusters was increased from 15 to 18.
The reason for this is due to the random operations used in
clusters' center calculations. In other words, if we started from
another clusters' center we may get better correlation. We used
the cluster centers as the centers of membership functions, but
chose initial values for the width. We can then tune the width
manually to increase the correlation. It is clear that there needs
to be an objective algorithm or technique to tune the width of the
membership functions as ANFIS does. Below in Fig. 11 is a
snapshot of the result of clustering the input variable distance
over 15 cluster means.

B'l!J

"I Clustenng

J:!•·"'tdi y,c.- lie4>
600)

---1'

j::

I

.c

.

!:! 10

•

IJ)

5

1 2 3 4

5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22
Image number

Fig. 10 Chart showing the comparison of experimental
search times to ANFlS FLA predicted search times
!Iteration COI.I'lt • 38 <#len •153168.9367

Clustering was also used to model the visual metrics and
responses. For a large dataset, it will be desirable to reduce the

Fig. 11 Clustering results using 15 clusters
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6.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, the FLA yields very satisfactorily results, 0.97
correlation of laboratory or field data to model predicted data,
and requires a fraction of the effort that goes into traditional
algorithm based techniques of modeling target acquisition
probabilities and search times. We expect that the fuzzy
modeling approach could be used in the existing statistical
decision theory modules of target acquisition models for any
spectral regime.
Two fuzzy models have been used: namely the Mamdani and
Sugeno models. This application of the FLA involved pictures,
metrics. and experimental search times of images in the visual
band. Future work will involve the application of the FLA to
predict the Pd's of moving targets in visual and infrared
cluttered scenes for military and commercial applications.
Clustering of the input data was explored as a means to reduce
the number of input vectors and membership functions. For
large data sets, a saving of computational time and effort should
be realized using this approach. The membership functions can
be designed using experimental Pd's or search times collected in
the TARDEC Visual Perception Laboratory (VPL).
The
T ARDEC VPL is being used in a collaborative R&D project
with auto companies on vehicle conspicuity.
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1.

SUMMARY

Modelling of camouflage concealment and detection, needs to
consider the terrain in which a target will appear. A variety of
capabilities for evaluating target signatures through to the
human response now exists. The modelling approach adopted at
British Aerospace research centre for many years has been a
statistical one. Although image analysis techniques have been
explored it has been cost effective for our purposes to stay with
the statistical model ORACLE. 1 A complex problem in
modelling human visual performance is to find an adequate
relationship between recognition thresholds across the visual
field and simple target descriptions. The ORACLE model
represents recognition as the resolution of a fraction of the target
perimeter. The fractional perimeter concept has been applied
further to representing average observer performance in
structured scenes. Modelling of the SEARCH 2 data2 was found
to need a similar distribution of fractional perimeter values to a
previous UK field trial. The use of a statistical lobe model for
analysing search and recognition can be supported for generic
information.
Keywords ORACLE, visual lobes, recognition, identification,
search variables, field data, peripheral, search time.

2.

INTRODUCTION

The issues raised when considering target acquisition can be
divided into the visual and the cognitive components. From a
physical design stance the cognitive issues are of less interest
than the visual issues because physical design can impose
specific visual limits on system performance. The development
of ORACLE in British Aerospace has been focused on the
products of the company and how to optimise visual
performance. Around 1983 a decision was made not to attempt
to model performance in specific scenes. At the time we were
studying eye movement patterns and we were synthetically
altering clutter levels in scenes. Computer power at the time
made the analysis of the data slow compared to today but we
also realised that the scenes we were analysing took a long time
to generate and our customer base was mostly interested in the
relative performance of one system design against another. Our
belief was that effort spent on trying to unravel the complex
interactions of clutter, strategy, training philosophies, etc, for
inclusion in the ORACLE vision modelling approach was not
cost effective. We had at the time developed modelling
primarily for ground to air acquisition tasks and relatively
uncluttered or plain backgrounds were appropriate. We chose to
build a search model based on the detection visual lobe and its
relationship to search in plain fields of view. The search
modelling has remained unchanged in ORACLE for the last 16
years. We rationalised cluttered scene search to the use of visual

lobes based on recognition or identification criteria. Search is a
combination of peripheral cueing and foveal interrogation. A
target in a structured scene may be surrounded by confusable
objects and the task of the observer is to use peripheral
discrimination for guiding fixation. Our belief was that at any
one time an observer is using what could be thought of as a
multitude of visual lobes operating from pure energy detection
through to discrimination and that the largest signal to the visual
system provides the cue for the next point of fixation. A far
peripheral target that is highly detectable may provide the same
strength of cue for fixation as a near but confusable object. We
have attempted to model the variance experienced in structured
scene search by using a set of visual lobes to allow for observer,
target, and background statistics. In this way we hope to have
encompassed the range of statistical variance that has been
measured in field or laboratory trials. This simplification has
avoided detailed consideration of the influence of strategy and
other cognitive elements of the search task for purely pragmatic
reasons. Our approach has excluded specifying cognitive
processes that occur when an observer is searching in a specific
scene.
In this paper I would like to provide an indication of some areas
we have investigated for lobe modelling and its relevance to
sensor design. Also to provide a feel for the sensitivity of the
model and why we have addressed some issues and not others.
As long as models have the sensitivity to deal with the
parameters that influence visual performance in sensor/display
design then advances along the cognitive dimension of the
search task will hopefully enable further improvements in total
system performance prediction.

3.

DEVELOPMENTSTRATEGY

We have attempted to make the models 'user friendly' to non
vision scientists and to engineers with access to standard
computer systems. As the outside world poses system
limitations the early work was devoted to providing measures of
target and atmospheric characteristics. Our philosophy was to
calculate separately parameters of the displayed information
reaching the cornea and then apply a generic model of human
vision which would be applicable to any sensor/display system.
I believe that the processes contained within models for
representing human vision are less important than the model
output. If we had test data sets agreed between modellers the
method of modelling them could be independently derived, and I
applaud the aim of this meeting to work with a common data set.
Some models have aimed at predicting the threshold surface for
size, contrast, and retinal position and several early data sets
from Blackwell 3 have been well used for test purposes. We also
know that tunnel vision makes search performance poorer, thus
emphasising the importance of peripheral vision. We have spent

Paper presented at the RTO SCI Workshop on "Search and Target Acquisition", held in Utrecht,
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the bulk of our time trying to get the local retinal performance
modelling accurate by concentrating on the physical attributes of
a stimulus such as size, contrast, colour, motion, and image
quality across the whole visual field. These are relevant to lobe
evaluation. It is only when we have the lobe well represented
that we can begin to look at the nature of successive fixations in
further depth. Hence the still very rudimentary nature of our
search model 2 Our search model evaluates the target against its
immediate background but does not analyze the visual
information contained in the rest ofthe FoV and does not
include specific observer strategies in the equations. The need to
account for scene interactions becomes a necessary part of
specific scene analysis but is less crucial for the generic
scenario. The variance is great as is highlighted in the SEARCH
2 data set as well as many others.
There are now a variety of direct image processing models
which can process the whole scene rather than just the local
target to background contrasts. As an industrial group we are
still debating the cost effectiveness of attempting to do this using
the ORACLE concepts. We still ask the question whether by
adding several orders of complexity would we now meet
customer requirements to a significantly better degree? We have
continued to devote our efforts to the more easily quantifiable
processes leaving the cognitive variances of stress, training,
learning, etc as poorly quantified components of our observers.
The calibration of the sensor from which digital data are
recorded should be well understood if full image analysis is to
be correctly utilised. The range of intensity/colour levels
achievable when displaying images is restricted compared to the
real world and some effort would need to be devoted to creating
equivalent visibility images. Calculation of visual performance
in extreme viewing scenarios has been a crucial point in the
application of our model. Atmospheric effects on a field
evaluation or when simulating a future event are not very
predictable and are not controllable, and the resulting effects on
contrast and image sharpness can be large.
The rest of this paper is a review of issues to do with applying
lobes to search tasks concentrating on some of the fundamental
components of our vision model and the associated data sources
that have proved useful for calculating visual lobes for
application to acquisition.
There are still many questions for which there are insufficient
data to establish model validation. For example can we
recognise objects with rod vision or do we rely solely on cone
vision. The interface between rods and cones is not easily
bridged and pure rod or pure cone data are sparse.

4.

RECOGNITION

Representing recognition in a statistical model involves
simplification of the target signature. The approach in ORACLE
is similar to others such as the Johnson criterion which is
essentially an equivalent resolution, and to the equivalent disc
concept proposed by van Meeteren 4 . Immediate limitations of
the above are that the Johnson resolution 5 bar patterns operate
only in one dimension and the equivalent disc fails at resolution
limits. Our approach is to define the resolution requirements to
be a fraction of the vertical and horizontal dimensions of the
target. This alone does not provide the necessary behaviour to
deal with all size-contrast regimes and the second component of
the model, more recently introduced, requires a minimum
number of elements of the target object to be separately resolved
for recognition to be achieved.

This aspect of our modelling has often required the greatest
explanation to potential users of the model as the
implementation of the equation to represent recognition reduces
essentially to resolving features in a statistical fashion but does
not specify exactly which features of a target are represented.
The support for our approach is derived from a series of
experiments which provide the calibration and test data for
establishing the fractional dimensions of the target perimeters
that correlated to recognition and identification performance.
The tasks, from energy detection through to detailed object
discrimination, are viewed as a continuum with the resolution
required for the detail of the target object decreasing in absolute
size as the task shifts from detection to identification. Our
earliest study 2 was to measure size thresholds for recognition
and identification of a set of images of tanks, trucks, bushes and
buildings. The observer's task was firstly recognition, which was
placing the stimuli into the above categories, and secondly
identification which required specification of the type of vehicle.
The sizes of the targets are shown in Figure I. The perimeter
sizes are quoted in mrads perimeter. All the stimuli were objects
of an average luminance contrast of -0.26 and from this the ratio
of the detection size to the recognition size or identification size
provides the fractional perimeter value.
The generality of the approach was tested further with
alphanumeric characters. Experimental thresholds for
recognising numbers and letters were measured (Figure 2) ..
Prior experiments by Bowler6 had found that the alphabet had
threshold sizes with a distribution which centred around the
Landolt C.
The Landolt Cis characterised by a gap one fifth of the height
and a stroke width one fifth of the height. The model uses a
median fractional perimeter value of0.2 for modelling
recognition of alphanumeric characters.
Limiting the relationship to just a fraction of the perimeter fails
with sampled stimuli as the target object can be large and the
detailed information may be lost. Studies of sampling on
recognition 7 reveal a linear relationship between required target
size for recognition and sample size. The number of samples
over the linear range was a constant for a given task.
The model therefore required a second component that limited
recognition probabilities for conditions with large stimuli at high
luminance contrast and with very coarse sampling. For a given
task level we have included a function that models a required
number of elements of the target object that must be resolvable
before recognition can be achieved. If the sampling of the
displayed information is not the limiting parameter then the limit
is imposed by the optical spread function and receptor sampling
of the eye. Data from legibility experiments from Ginsburg 8,
Tomoszek9 and Bowler6 (Figures 2 and 3) are shown, which
provide evidence of the limiting sizes below which observers are
unable to discriminate characters. Figure 4 shows the data from
the sampling experiment with the trend for increased target size
with sample size.
Having introduced the above concepts to the model and using
the standard search model we could then establish a distribution
of fractional perimeter values for search tasks. Figure 5 shows
the fractional perimeter distribution for laboratory measured
foveal recognition and identification as shown earlier in Figure
I. Figure 6 results from an analysis of the SEARCH 2 data 7 set
and shows the distribution of fractional perimeter values which
were arrived at by best fit between modelled median time and
experimental median times for individual scenes and sets the
required task level for modelling average performance of
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observers for the scenes. A previous exercise with a UK field
trial revealed a very similar distribution. Our experience has
shown that lobes that are representative of tasks from
recognition to identification cover the bulk of structured scene
search tasks. We define recognition here as putting objects into
general classes of truck, AFV, bush or building, and
identification as naming the type of vehicle.

5. PERIPHERAL VISUAL FIELD THRESHOLD
CONTRAST DATA
The threshold contrast trends for peripheral viewing show a
consistency between cone receptor density and small target
thresholds. Detection has been measured peripherally by
Taylor 10 for single glimpse viewing using an exposure duration
of0.25 seconds. The scaling of thresholds for small targets
provides data related to acuity studies. Modelling can represent
peripheral visual performance by using a simple relationship to
receptor density and the receptive field or cone sampling
aperture in combination with the optical effects on the MTF to
provide a scaling of detection with eccentricity.

6. ISSUES IN MODELLING SEARCH FROM LOCAL
VISUAL PERFORMANCE
The lobe will not model much more than the pure visual
components of the search process although we have found that
next fixation can be calculated with a good accuracy for
moderate clutter scenes where glimpse to glimpse patterns are
governed by peripheral signal strength for a single confusable
item. Where strategic choices are needed then the lobe model is
not sufficient. We know that using technical training manuals as
guides to how observers search in order to develop strategy in
models is not ideal, as we have found that some military
observers will recite the manual when we ask how they search,
but when measured using eye movement analysis the patterns
used were different. Foreground. midground, far ground priority
did not feature strongly in their eye movement patterns.

6.1. Closing Range
For some tasks simple modelling is very appropriate. Our early
studies into the detection of closing range aircraft found that the
rate of target growth was the dominant component. Where the
scene is relatively uncluttered and the task is the detection of an
energy difference then the growth of the intensity of signal for a
rapidly closing aircraft is dominated by the increase in signal
intensity, and simple lobe models are very effective.

6.2. Probability or signal space
Does it make sense to model search in probability space? We
have had some success in predicting the next fixation by
modelling the level of signal above threshold in combination
with an aspect ratio contrast and size difference contrast. These
were for contrived scenes where objects were stretched or
brightened to make signal strength in one dimension noticeably
different, and a high success rate was achieved in predicting the
next fixation.

6.3. Search time statistics
We assume the observer is dedicated to the search task and that
time sharing is not a factor. There are many ways of analysing
search data but the method chosen must be consistent with the
modelling approach to be a fair test. The statistics of search
times are not normally distributed unless transformed into log or
alternative space, therefore mean times and 50% cumulative
probability times provide different values. Reaction time,
particularly in an easy task, needs to be removed from the
analysis unless it is included as part of the modelling
consideration.

6.4. Signal to noise
There is a need to consider experimental methods and their
effects on visual performance. For example the difference
between forced and free choice on an observer's threshold is
pronounced. The decision process may have an attentional
component but we have very limited evidence to suggest
whether signal to noise threshold criteria are maintained equally
across the retina. A similar problem applies to target size and
whether the process is as sensitive with small high contrast
targets compared to large low contrast targets. Factors of2.5 to
6 above Blackwell's 1946 3 threshold have been suggested.
Typical minimum contrast thresholds in a practical task are
rarely less than 1%.

6.5. Temporal variation
Every threshold measurement is subject to a variance and
specific studies have examined the change of threshold with
time. The inclusion of these variances is part of the search
process. We allow for a small variance between glimpses but a
larger one over minutes.

6.6. Area under visual lobe to search
The use of plain fields of view has provided control over target
signature, and results from experiments have generated both
lobes and search data, from which a basic search model has been
developed. We can establish a high correlation between area
under the lobe and the rate of accumulation. We have also
needed to allow for within and between observer variability to
represent the search process.

6.7. Foveal Scotoma in a search task
The loss of equal volumes of lobe probabilities during a search
task do not lead to equal search performance if the fovea is
involved. This may be due to a foveal dependence of
accommodation mechanisms, or due to fixation times taking
longer due to loss of high acuity vision. The relationship of the
lobe to search is not simple because the loss of the fovea
considerably limits the speed of target acquisition. Measured eye
movements do produce an increase in the mean fixation duration
but not significant enough to account for the change of search
probability as shown in Figure 8. The measures of saccadic
amplitude are not significantly ditlerent under the influence of a
simulated scotoma.
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Table L Comparative data for peripherally designated nontargets and targets.

Non
targets

Aspect
ratio

perimeter
length
(mrads)

0-1

1.4

35.8

1.5

1-2

1.4

38.1

1.8

2-3

1.7

32.0

1.5

3-4

1.4

31.0

1.4

4-5

1.2

32.0

1.3

5-6

1.1

33.4

1.6

6-7

1.1

34.8

1.8

7-8

1.2

36.2

2.1

>8

1.3

40.9

2.5

Average

1.3

34.1

1.7

Targets

1.6

22.7

1.3

Luminance
Contrast

Eccentricity
(degrees)

6.8. Cluttered scenes require recognition lobes
The useful visual lobe in a search task cannot be easily
measured and may not exist. Fixation cueing may be
identification foveally, recognition near periphery and detection
in far periphery. The modelled lobe is in concept the average
performance lobe for carrying out search. Ideally we could
calculate target signal strength parameters related to glimpse
position. Measurement of recognition lobes for military targets
in structured terrain involves discrimination of the vehicles from
equivalent clutter. An analysis of the objects falsely designated
as targets showed that they had near constant aspect ratio, larger
perimeter length and higher contrast than the average target
object and so were of greater signal strength.
Experiments to establish discrimination capabilty of peripheral
vision using military vehicles as targets were conducted using
images captured by video camera from a terrain model board 2 •
The model was 300: I scale and contained villages and rural
scenery. Static images, some containing targets were displayed
to the observer for 0.33 seconds while the observer fixated
centrally. Targets appeared in the scene at eccentricities of up to
9 degrees. Figure 9 shows the resultant average visual lobe for
recognition of targets taken from 515 scenes containing targets.
An additional analysis of the confusable objects that were
falsely designated as targets provided useful information on the
likely cues that observers were using in designating an object as
a target. Table I is a list ofthe aspect ratio, perimeter length and
luminance contrast of the objects. The table includes both the
non-targets and the targets.
Sizes and contrasts of the non-target objects meant they were
more detectable than the targets contained in the same scenes.
The above table shows non targets were generally of longer
perimeter length and greater luminance contrast than the targets
but with smaller aspect ratios.

6.9. Glimpse time
Do we agree that the average glimpse, which consists of fixation
and saccade has a duration of 0.33 seconds. We know the
process is saccadic. Several data sources support the average
glimpse time of0.33 seconds. The glimpse patterns of
individuals are different and a random glimpse statistic becomes
indistinguishable from the glimpse fixations of multiple
observers.
6.10. Colour
We have not successfully developed a colour model which
directly uses the cone-integrated spectral signals in a manner
that can be related to proposed theoretical processes in the visual
system. Our most recent attempt at implementing the model of
De Valois and DeValois 11 was unsuccessful at modelling
threshold and suprathreshold search processes. We could not
model a visual signal level that was adequate across a variety of
luminance conditions. Our own tests on the combination of
colour and luminance data have led us to use the CIE u'v' space
for calculation of colour difference. Our calculation of colour
contrast is

where Cc is the colour contrast and u' .v' are CIE co-ordinates
for the Target (T) and background (B). This is substituted into
the luminance equation and a constant included for relating
colour signal to measured performance.
To account for target motion effects on the highest acuity
channel, performance is modelled as a degradation with
increasing velocity. The ability to track a moving target is
important and the loss of efficiency at tracking with increasing
velocity provides our modelling approach. The modelling is
based on the change of threshold acuity with velocity using data
from Ludvigh and Miller 12 , and Barber 13 A function
representing efficiency of foveal fixation and therefore an
estimate of duration of exposure on a retinal location, will obey
Bloch's law. No effect is apparent below 0.125 degs/sec which is
the average eye motion due to tremor and drift components of
eye movement. Degradation is not large at velocities below 30
degs/sec where smooth eye tracking is achieved.
6.11. Target number
A study of multiple targets in a scene showed that overall
detection probability decreased with a large number of targets.
Target numbers of I, 6, 12, and 30 per scene and with densities
of0.75, 4, 8 and 20 vehicles per square kilometre showed that
the final probability of finding all targets decreased although the
probability of finding the first target was significantly higher.
Figure II shows target acquisition probability against time for
varying target density and Figure 12 for the progressive
detection of targets.
6.12. Eye movements in search studies with plain Fields of
View (FoV).
Eye movements of observers show a full coverage of field of
view including the sky which we believe was for orientation
purposes. The following conclusions were drawn by Bell 14 from
eye movements studies during a search task.
I.

Observers tended to neglect some areas of the
FoV, most consistently the I degree at the edge.
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2.

The number of wasted glimpses decreases with
increasing field of view size. (16.8%in a 5 degree
FoV, 12.2 in 10 degree FoV, and 8.2% in a 20
degree FoV) most were within I degree of the
FoV edge.

3.

The shape of Fo V had no influence on fixation
distributions.

4.

Cross wires in the FoV had the effect of
increasing the number of wasted fixations and
altering the strategies that observers used to
search.

5.

Search strategies can be modelled as random
although an individual directs his search pattern
in an orderly manner.

As the size of the field of view increased observers tended to
organise their search strategies in a more orderly manner. There
was a consistent reduction in cumulative probability with time
for increasing size FoVs. There is a considerable variation
within performance of observers even in plain fields of view.
lnterfixation distance decreased significantly from a length of
3.3 degs for a 20 deg FoV, to 2.3 for 10 deg FoV, and 1.6 degs
for a 5 deg FoV. These experiments involved the introduction of
the target at an unknown time interval to the observer. The
search strategies may have had an impact dependent on
introduction time.

on the target several times before eventually responding to a
positive detection. The fixations prior to designation were
substantially longer than others. Observers briefed to expect
short range targets were more likely to detect them.
The visual lobe is an essential building block for the search
process and to use it requires the capability to model foveal and
peripheral vision. We can show that next fixation is predictable
in some scenes from a series of target related measures. We
must also consider the observer's adaptation state which
requires knowing about the status of the observer before search
commences; such data we have found in the past to be scarce
Therefore dependent on the task set to the modeller there is a
choice of statistical versus image based modelling. Statistical
models provide general performance and cannot be applied to
anything other than a statistical selection of scenes. Use of a
single real scene is an inadequate approach for camouflage
assessment and a multitude of background types and target
ranges and atmospheric conditions must be considered. With
enough scenes specific image analysis will contain the variance
which we have attempted to put into the statistical model. There
is a place for both statistical modelling and image modelling,
both rely on greater understanding of human visual processes
and the choice is probably dependent on cost effectiveness with
both reaching approximate answers. No vision model can
provide the perfect answer as all our models are built to be an
approximation of the truth.

Can we carry over any of the properties of an empty field search
model to a structured scene?
I.
2.

Glimpse frequency is consistent.

8.
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1. SUMMARY

2. INTRODUCTION

The perceptual mechanisms underlying texture and contour
grouping/segregation play a dominant role in determining the
visibility of targets in complex backgrounds. In most quantitative
models of texture segregation the image is initially processed by
channels selective along certain fundamental stimulus dimensions
such as spatial frequency and orientation. These channels generally
contain a nonlinearity, such as full-wave rectification, so that they
signal the local contrast energy within the bandpass of the channel.
Another stage of linear filtering, followed by a simple edge finding
or thresholding mechanism, is then applied to the channel outputs to
find the texture boundaries or regions. Although these channelenergy models have been successful in predicting texture
segregation and discrimination performance for some classes of
stimuli, there are large classes of stimuli that are readily segregated
by human observers but which cannot be segregated by channel
energy. The evidence suggests that more sophisticated models
incorporating perceptual organization mechanisms will be required
to predict human texture and contour segregation performance.
This paper describes new experimental evidence, and a working
model which, in principle, can account for a wider range of human
segregation and grouping capabilities. The premise of the model is
that the visual system typically extracts rich descriptions of local
image structure, and that it uses these descriptions for subsequent
segregation and grouping. The model contains physiologicallybased low level mechanisms for extracting primitives, matching
mechanisms for detecting structural similarity, and grouping
mechanisms for binding structural parts into wholes. Quantitative
predictions of the model for contour segregation performance are
presented.

"Bottom-up" mechanisms for grouping and segregation are
absolutely essential to object detection and recognition. To
recognize an object in a typical natural environment, the features of
the object must be segregated, at least to some extent, from those of
the surrounding objects and surfaces.
In recent years, most models of grouping/segregation have been
based upon mechanisms which compare, across space, the contrast
energy within spatial-frequency and orientation tuned channels
(e.g., for reviews see, Bergen, 1991; Bovik, Clark, & Geisler, 1990;
Graham, Beck and Sutter, 1992). While such grouping/segregation
mechanisms may exist within the human visual system there are at
least two grouping abilities they cannot explain. First, humans are
able to segregate image regions based upon differences in the local
spatial structure, even when the channel energies are the same
(Thornton, et al. 1998; see later). Second, humans are able to detect
spatial structure and statistical regularities that vary smoothly over
space (i.e., non-stationary image structure). The most well-known
example of this is the ability of humans to detect a contour formed
by a sequence of line segments (a dashed contour) embedded in a
background of randomly oriented line segments (e.g., Sha'ashua &
Ullman, 1988; Field, Hayes & Hess, 1993; see later).
The aim of this paper is to demonstrate some of the weaknesses of
the channel energy models and to demonstrate how some of those
weaknesses might be addressed by models incorporating
mechanisms which explicitly extract and use local image
structure-image structure models. We begin by briefly describing
a generalized channel energy model and an image structure model.

region histogram

non-linearity

Figure 1. The generalized channel energy model for
segregation and grouping. The input image is a complete set
of filter pairs each tuned to a different spatial frequency and
orientation. One filter pair is shown in the figure. The
responses of each filter in the pair are squared and then
summed, mimicking the response of a complex cortical cell in
area V1. The responses (either with or without smoothing)
form an "energy" image. In the most general case, the
responses in a region are represented by a histogram of the
response magnitudes taken over the region.

Next, we describe an experiment demonstrating that humans can
easily segment large classes of textures which are impossible even
for an optimal channel energy model. We also show that an image
structure model can segment such textures. We then describe
parametric measurements of contour detection performance and
show that a very simple image structure model is able to account for
most aspects of the data.

2.1 Generalized Channel Energy Model
Figure I illustrates the generalized channel energy model of
segregation and grouping. In this illustration, the input image
consists of a target region of diagonal ellipses in a background of
vertical ellipses. The input is processed by 30 separate spatial-
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frequency and orientation tuned channels (6 frequencies x 5
orientations), with spatial frequency bandwidths of I octave, and
orientation bandwidths of 30 de g. The quadrature pair of receptive
fields corresponding to one of the channels is illustrated in the
second panel. The channel energy at each pixel location in the
image is obtained by summing the square of the responses from the
two quadrature components. One can think of the channel energy at
a pixel as a response similar to the one that would be produced by a
complex cell in primary visual cortex centered on that pixel. Next,
the channel energy may be smoothed, or not smoothed, depending
on the specific version of the model. As can be seen, the channel
energy is greatest in the region of the image where the ellipse
orientation is similar to that of the channel. In the generalized
energy modeL the responses in a region are represented by a
response histogram tallied over all the pixel locations in the region.
In this illustration, the response range was divided into 15 equalwidth regions. In a more conventional energy model, the responses
in a region are represented by the sum or average response in the
region (i.e., the mean of the histogram). The generalized histogram
model extracts some local spatial phase information and hence
predicts that humans can discriminate a wider range of textures than
predicted by a conventional energy model. Nonetheless, the
experiment described later shows that there are many textures
humans can segregate, which the ideal generalized channel energy
model predicts cannot be segregated.

texture exemplar

texture regions. This texture is difficult to segment on the basis of
generalized channel energy because of the random sizes, positions
and orientations ofthe elements. We now describe some of the
more important components of the model in a bit more detail.

2.3.1 Similarity Measure
To determine the structural relationships between groups, there
must be some mechanism for measuring the similarities (or
equivalently, differences) of the groups along relevant stimulus
dimensions. We assume this is done in parallel across the groups
(e.g., across the "elements" in the third panel of Figure 2) by a
matching process. In the current version of the model, we suppose
that the matching process measures differences between the groups
along stimulus dimensions which include form/shape ( Dr),
position ( DP ), orientation ( Do), size ( D,. ), symmetry ( Dr ), and
continuation (De ). The definitions of these group differences are
described in more detail in Geisler & Super ( 1996/99). Later we
give the definitions for position and continuation. Our working
hypothesis is that the potential for binding the two groups together
is given by the total group difference, which is a linear weighted
sum of the group differences:

primitive detection

matching
Figure 2. An image structure model for segregation and
grouping. The input image is encoded into local primitives (in
this case oriented line segments). Initial groups are formed
by associative grouping. The initial groups are compared by
a matching process to measure their similarities/differences.
Higher order groups are obtained by another stage of simple
or associative grouping. The processes of matching and
grouping may be repeated.
2,2 An Image Structure Model
Figure 2 illustrates an image structure model of segregation and
grouping. In this illustration, the input image consists of a target
region of circles in a background of randomly oriented ellipses.
The input image is encoded as a collection of local primitives
(oriented pieces of contour). Different choices for the primitives
are possible; in one version, we obtain the primitives by
thresholding the responses of model simple cells tuned to different
orientations (Geisler & Super, 1996/98). The primitives are
represented by the small segments in the second panel. Next,
associative grouping of the primitives (described below) is used to
obtain initial groups, which, in this cast:, correspond to the
"elements." The initial groups are then compared with one another
by a matching process, under some family of transformations (e.g.,
translation, rotation and scaling). The matching process produces
measures of the similarities/differences between the initial groups.
In this case, the element shapes within the target and background
regions match each other, but do not match across the regions.
Finally, the grouping process is applied to the initial groups using
the similarities/differences found by the matching process.
Grouping on the basis of shape similarity will correctly segment the

We suppose that the visual system has some control over the
weights and hence may favor some dimensions under certain
situations.

2.3.2 Simple and Associative Grouping
We assume that there are two basic grouping mechanisms which the
visual system may use. The first is to bind together groups for
which the total group differences are small. We call this simple
grouping. More formally, if the total grouping difference ( D;1 )
between groups g, and Si falls below some criterion (/3) then the
groups are bound together:

if

D;i < f3 then g; o g 1

(2)

where the symbol •· o" represents the operation of binding. In this
definition, Du may represent the weighted sum of grouping
differences for all the dimensions except position (proximity). For
simple grouping we assume that the weight on the position
difference is zero. This assumption is required in order for simple
grouping to extend across significant spatial distances.

Associative grouping combines proximity grouping with simple
grouping and a transitivity rule. Just as in simple grouping, if the
total grouping difference between groups g; and gi falls below
some criterion then the groups are bound together:
(3)
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In addition, if group i binds to group) and group) binds to group k
then groups i and k are bound together:

In this definition,

The task was to decide whether a rectangular target region, filled
with one texture, was oriented vertically or horizontally within a
background region, filled with another texture. The location of the
target region was random from trial to trial.

D;; represents the total grouping difference,

which includes the position/proximity grouping difference.

c

Our working hypothesis is that the visual system tries a number of
values of the binding criterion either simultaneously or sequentially,
and then picks values based upon three rules: the stability rule, the
performance rule, and the recognition rule. The stability rule is a
"bottom up" rule which depends upon the dynamics of group
formation. When the binding criterion is varied there will be ranges
in the value of the binding criterion where the pattern of grouping is
changing rapidly and there will be ranges where the grouping is
stable. The stability rule is to pick values from ranges where the
grouping is stable (see Estabrook, I 966 fur a similar concept of
classification). The performance rule is a " top down" rule where
the criterion is adjusted or selected based upon improving task
performance. The recognition rule is a top down rule which
depends upon feedback from subsequent recognition processes.
The rule is to pick values of the binding criterion that y ield
recognized objects/parts when the groups are analyzed further; we
suppose that this further recognition analysis is occurring
simultaneously while the binding criterion is being varied.

d

g'

2.3.3 Repeated Grouping

'
L~nllh._

An important aspect of the image structure model is that the
grouping processes are carried out repeatedly. First, associative or
simple grouping is applied to the detected primitives to find initial
groups. After matching, which provides new grouping differences,
associative or simple grouping is applied again to obtain higher
order groups. Although not indicated in Figure 2, there may be
additional repetitions of matching and grouping. It is the repeated
applications of matching and grouping which provide the detailed
description of image structure.

squared-difference
histogram

'
o.

3. EXPERIMENT 1
Thornton & Geisler ( 1998) showed that conventional channel
energy models predict that certain classes of texture are impossible
to segregate when, in fact, human s find them easy to segregate.
The classes of textures they considered are similar to those in
Figure 2 (see also Victor & Brodie, 1978). The target and
background regions consisted of elements that differed in shape, but
were randomized in orientation, size, and position.
In the present experiment we tested whether similar results hold for
generalized channel energy models, which assume that the human
visual system uses the additional information which is contained in
channel response histograms computed over texture regions. The
generalized channel energy models are more powerful and hence
more difficult to reject. To test these models we developed a
special procedure for constructing the texture segregation stimuli .
3.1 Methods
The logic of the experiment is quite simple. Construct texture
segregation stimuli for which the optimal generalized channel
energy model is at chance performance in a forced choice task. If
the human observers can perform the segregation task at above
chance then the general class of channel energy models is rejected .
The difficult part is in constructing the stimuli.
3. 1.1 Task

I

Figure 3. Initial processing steps of the general channel
energy model applied to the segregation task of Experiment
1. For each channel-energy "image" a histogram is
computed for regions a and b. The histograms are
differenced, squared and summed to obtain a measure, D;,
of the histogram difference for each channel.
3.1.2 Stimuli
The exemplars for any given texture stimulus were created by
filling a rectangular "target" region (2 by 4 deg) with elements of
one shape, and filling the square " background" region (8 by 8 deg)
with elements of a another shape. The shapes were always
smoothly connected contours. They were generated by summing
sinewave components with frequencies in orientation that were
harmonics of one cycle per 360 deg. Different random shapes
were obtained by randomly selecting the radial amplitudes and
phases of the components and then filtering (i.e., multiplying the
amplitudes by a transfer function) . Exemplar texture stimuli were
created by filling each region (target or background) with nonoverlapping elements having a single shape, but random size,
position, and orientation. For the purposes of creating the stimuli,
each element was represented by a virtual circumscribing box.
The virtual boxes were randomly placed one at a time within the
image, with the restriction that if a new virtual box overlapped an
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existing one then a new element was selected. The center of the
circumscribing box was allowed to just touch the invisible border
defining the regions; this resulted in texture regions with a
"natural," irregular appearing boundary. In order to insure that
segmentation of target and surround was due solely to specified
regional differences in local shape, first order cues of luminance
and contrast were balanced across regions and exemplars by
keeping pixel density constant.
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3.1.3 Procedure
0

Observers made forced choice target orientation decisions
("vertical"/ "horizontal") to individual texture exemplars presented
in blocks of96 trials. Target orientation was random and balanced
across blocks. All texture stimuli were presented briefly at
maximum contrast, and were followed by a matched pattern mask
and feedback tone. Presentation duration was varied across blocks
to obtain psychometric functions.
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The probability densities for the two orientations were assumed to
be adequately represented by 30-dimensional multivariate normal
density functions (one dimension for each channel) with arbitrary
mean vectors and covariance matrices. The mean vector and
covariance matrix for vertical targets was estimated from a large
number of exemplar vertical stimuli. Similarly, the mean vector
and covariance matrix for horizontal targets was estimated from a
large number of exemplar horizontal stimuli.
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Optimal performance was achieved by applying a maximum
likelihood decision rule to the channel responses produced on each
trial. First, we computed the sum of the squared difference in the
histograms for regions a and b, for each channel. In Figure 3, Di
represents the value of this quantity for the i'h channel. Then, we
computed the probability that these 30 values were generated by a
vertically oriented target region and by a horizontally oriented
target region. The response was which ever orientation was more
probable.
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Figure 4. Texture segregation accuracy as a function of
stimulus duration for two subjects. The shapes on the right
indicate the shapes of elements in the target and background
regions. The size, orientation and position of the elements in
each region were random. The optimal channel energy
model is at chance performance for these stimuli.
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From many texture exemplars generated in the above fashion, we
selected a subset for which the generalized channel energy model
was at chance. To do this we simply collected exemplars that were
misclassified (i.e. "foils"). These "foils" were then combined with
a number of correctly-classified exemplars to form a stimulus
ensemble that by definition yields 50% correct performance. In
the experiments reported here, all stimulus ensembles were
selected in this manner.
The key step in generating the stimulus ensembles was
determining the optimal performance for the general channel
energy model in the segregation task. Figure 3 illustrates the
initial sequence of processing for the segregation task. On each
trial, a set of 3 0 energy "images" were computed as per the process
described in Figure I (one image for each of the channels
comprising the model's front-end). The first panel in Figure 3
represents one of these energy images. To be conservative, we
determined model performance assuming that the target could
appear in only one of four locations: a, b, c, and d in Figure 3.
(The human observers were confronted with greater uncertainty
because the targets were randomly positioned within the central
region.)
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Figure 5. Segregation accuracy for three texture stimuli, for a
human observer and an optimal generalized channel energy
model. Stimulus duration was 200 ms.
3.2 Results
Figure 4 shows the texture segregation performance for two
subjects on three different textures. The shapes of the elements in
the textures are shown on the right. The results demonstrate that
even for brief presentations the human observers are performing
better on these stimuli than the optimal channel energy model.
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function of contour shape and length. This is a particularly useful
task because it involves complex naturalistic judgements under
high degrees of uncertainty; yet, the predictions depend upon very
few parameters in the image structure model.

However, it is possible that during the course of the experiment
subjects are learning and using histogram differences for the
specific stimuli in the experiment. To test this possibility, we
created stimulus ensembles that consisted of approximately I 0%
foils and 90% non-foils. We computed the optimal histogram
model for these particular stimuli and then determined the
performance of the optimal model on these same stimuli (which
overestimates of the model's performance). Figure 5 shows the
performance of the model and one of the subjects on these
ensembles. The subject outperformed the optimal channel
histogram model, even though the model was being given an
unfair advantage.

4.1 Methods
Accuracy was measured in a two interval forced choice task for
detection ofline-segment contours in a background consisting of
randomly oriented line segments. Four properties of the randomly
shaped contours were parametrically varied: amplitude, fractal
exponent, length, and level of orientation jitter of the contour
elements. This family of contours was selected to be
representative of a broad range of naturalistic contours.

3.3 Discussion

4.1.1 Stimuli
This experiment demonstrates that human observers can, in brief
presentations, segregate image regions based solely on differences
in local image structure. This result is undoubtedly quite general
because the texture elements in this experiment were picked
arbitrarily. Indeed, we have similar preliminary data for other
element shapes.
Although generalized channel energy models represent some
information about local image structure (i.e., phase information),
they do not represent sufficient structural information to segregate
the class of stimuli described here. This creates difficulties for all
channel energy models proposed to date, because these models do
not segregate as accurately as the optimal generalized channel
energy model considered here.

response

fixation field
500 ms

Figure 6 illustrates the time line for a single trial, including
examples of a background and a background+ target. The circular
display was 12.3 deg in diameter (32.5 pixels/deg), at the viewing
distance of 112 em. The line-segment elements were 0.31 degrees
in length. The target contour and background texture were created
in a fashion similar to that in Experiment I. For purposes of
creating the stimuli, each line element was represented by a virtual
circle with a diameter equal to twice the element length. The
virtual circles were randomly placed one at a time in the image
with a restriction that if a new virtual circle intersected an existing
one then a new random position was selected.

fixation field

222

222

500

222

Figure 6. Example stimuli and presentation sequence for the
contour detection experiment (Experiment 2).
Of course, it is intuitively obvious that the human visual system
extracts precise descriptions of local spatial structure. What the
experiments here demonstrate is that the visual system uses such
descriptions to perform fast ("preattentive'') region segregation.
Although not demonstrated here, image structure models can
segregate the kinds of textures considered in this experiment.

1000 ms
222
The shape of the contour was generated by summing sinewave
components with frequencies that were harmonics of0.5 cycles per
image. The sinewave components always modulated about an axis
through the center of the display; the orientation of the axis was
random on each trial. Different random contour shapes were
obtained for each trial by randomly selecting the amplitudes and
phases of the components, and then filtering (i.e., multiplying the
amplitudes by a transfer function). The line elements were
randomly placed on the contour first. Then the background line
elements were added such that the density ofline elements in the
background was the same as along contour.

4. EXPERIMENT 2
The second major class of tasks that pose a difficulty for channel
energy models are those that involve grouping of regions
containing smoothly changing image structure, such as smooth
contours. To obtain additional systematic data on human ability to
group contour information, and to provide a test of the image
structure model, we measured contour detection performance as a

Contour detection accuracy was measured parametrically as a
function of four variables: (a) the fractal exponent of the amplitude
transfer function (I, 1.5, 2, and 3), (b) the RMS amplitude ofthe
contour modulation (6.5%, 12.5%, 25%, and 50% of the display
diameter), (c) the contour axis length (20%, 40%, 60% and 80% of
the display diameter), and the range of orientation jitter of the
elements (0, 30%, 50%, and 70% of the maximum value, 180°).
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Figure 9. Length= 40% of display diameter. See Figure 7.

Figure 7. Length= 80% of display diameter. Open circles:
contour detection accuracy for random contours, as a
function of contour shape (fractal exponent), average
contour amplitude (RMS amplitude), and magnitude of
orientation jitter of the elements (Orientation jitter range).
Solid stars: predicted performance of a two-parameter
image structure model.
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Figure 10. Length= 20% of display diameter. See Figure 7.
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Each experimental session consisted of 16 blocks of30 trials and
lasted approximately 40 min. In each block, the stimulus
parameters were held fixed. The order of conditions was picked to
minimize systematic practice and fatigue effects. All conditions
were repeated twice for a total of 60 trials per condition per
subject.

Figure 8. Length= 60% of display diameter. See Figure 7.
4.2 Results

4. 1.2 Procedure
As shown in Figure 6, on each trial the fixation cross was
extinguished 222 ms before presentation of the two test intervals,
which were each 222 ms in duration and separated by 720 ms.
After the subject responded, he was informed about the correctness
of the response, and shown the actual location of the contour.

Figures 7- I 0 show the results for two subjects. Each figure is for a
different contour length. The open circles in each panel within a
figure show the average accuracy for the two subjects as a function
of the range of element orientation jitter. (At the time of writing,
the data for this experiment were not complete, so some data
points represent results for only one subject.) The solid stars show
the predictions of an image structure model described below.
Across rows, the plots are for contours of different fractal
exponents. Across columns the plots are for contours of different
RMS amplitudes. The panels with only two points indicate
conditions where all non-zero levels of jitter were not tested, based
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upon pilot experiments showing that performance was poor even
with 0% jitter.

summed grouping differences (the strongest binding) was picked
as the interval containing the contour.

There are some obvious trends in the data. Performance generally
improves with increases in the fractal exponent and contour length,
and generally declines with increases in RMS amplitude and jitter.
Although these trends are not surprising, the specific levels of
performance in the different conditions provide strong constraints
on models of contour detection.

There are only two parameters in this model: one of the
dimensions weights, w P, and the binding criterion, fJ.

4.3 Discussion
This experiment provides a parametric overview of human
capabilities for detecting contours in noisy backgrounds. As the
data show, humans are quite good at detecting contours even when
there is great uncertainty in location, orientation, and shape of the
target contour. For example, contours like that in the middle
picture of Figure 6 are detected with better than 90% accuracy.
It is generally acknowledged both by perception and computer

vision researchers that humans have a remarkable ability to detect
spatial structure and statistical regularities in images, even when
the structure is unfamiliar (e.g., see Witkin and Tannenbaum,
1982). Thus, our initial assumption was that the relatively simple
class of image-structure models described here would be unable to
achieve the performance levels of humans in the present
experiment. Our aim in testing the models was to identify
conditions where the models fail to predict performance, with the
hope that these failures might provide hints about what additional
mechanisms the human visual system may be using. To our
surprise, a simple image structure model (with just two free
parameters) does a good job of accounting for the data, suggesting
that human contour detection performance in these types of
displays may be largely explained by relatively simple, essentially
"bottom-up," processing.
In the specific model described here, the input was taken to be all
the individual line segments in the display (not the individual
pixels). This is equivalent to assuming that primitive detection and
initial grouping have already found the groups corresponding to
the individual line segments. Thus, the primary computations in
the model consisted of a matching stage which compared line
segments and a subsequent grouping stage which bound them into
groups (see Figure 2).
Because the line segments were all of the same size and form,
equation (I) reduces to the weighted sum of the position
difference, orientation difference and continuation difference.
Furthermore, we found that the information extracted by
continuation difference (which had not been considered in Geisler
& Super, 1996/99) was redundant with the orientation difference,
so we could eliminate the orientation difference. Thus, equation
(I) reduces to:
(5)

The value of D was computed for each possible pairing of line
segments in the image. Groups were then formed by applying
associative grouping for a particular value of the binding criterion,
fJ. In other words, we computed Du for each possible pairing of
line-segment groups, g, and g i, and then applied the associative
grouping rules given by equations (3) and (4). This was done for
the stimuli in both intervals in the forced choice presentation. The
longest group obtained in each interval was then selected. Which
ever of these two groups had more elements was picked as the
interval containing the contour. If the two groups happened to
have the same number of elements then the group with the smallest

The other dimension difference weight, w c, is not free because the
weights sum to 1.0.
We now define the group difference measures. These particular
measures were devised on the basis of intuition, and a little trial
and error. No great significance should be attached to these
specific formulas. Undoubtedly, there are other related formulas
which would capture the same information about the differences
between line segments.
The position difference, Dp , was taken to be the Euclidean
distance between the nearest pixels in the two line segments.
We used this measure based upon experimental results of Geisler
& Super (1996/99), who found that proximity grouping is better
described by the near point distance than by the distance between
object centroids. Note that because of the position difference
component, the computation of the total difference, D, is a local
process: only neighboring line segments influence the groups that
are formed.

a
•
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Figure 11. Illustration of the continuation difference
measure. Each sub-figure shows a pair of line segments in
some configuration. The solid dot shows the centroid of the
group formed by the two segments. The long "error bar"
shows the orientation of the major axis; the short "error bar"
the orientation of the minor axis. The position difference is
the ratio of the standard deviations computed along the two
axes (through the centroid); this quantity is approximately
the length of the short "error bar" divided by the length of the
long "error bar."
The continuation difference, De, is a straight-forward measure
meant to capture (in conjunction with the position difference
measure) the degree to which two line segments could be smooth
continuations of each other. Note first that any two line segments
can be considered as a single group of points. This group will
have a centroid, and a major axis, which is the best fitting line
passing through the centroid. The continuation difference is
defined to be the ratio of the standard deviation of the distance of
the points from the major axis divided by the standard deviation of
the distance of the points from the minor axis (the axis
perpendicular to the major axis ):

Dc =

!!.M.
crm

(6)
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Note that this measure varies between 0 and I. Figure II
illustrates how this measure behaves. The longer "error bar" in
each sub-figure indicates the orientation of the major axis, the
shorter "error bar" the orientation of the minor axis, and the solid
dot the centroid. The continuation difference is roughly
proportional to the ratio of the length of the short "error bar'' to the
long "error bar." When the two line segments fall along a straight
I ine (Figure II a) then the standard deviation about the major axis
is zero, and hence the continuation difference is zero. If the
second line segment is rotated (Figure lib) the standard deviation
about the major axis increases and so does the continuation
difference. If the second line keeps the same orientation difference
but is shifted vertically so that it is more consistent with a smooth
contour (Figure lie), then the continuation difference decreases.
For a given orientation difference between the line segments, the
closer the line segments the greater the continuation difference
(compare Figures II c & II d). This is consistent with the fact that
a greater curvature would be required to connect the two line
segments when they are closer.
The model contained one additional constraint. Although the
contours were random in orientation, shape, and position on every
trial in a block, there was always some limitation on the possible
locations of the contours. These limitations were obvious to the
subjects when running the experiment. The model was also given
this information; it did not consider groups which fell outside the
region of possible contour locations.
To estimate the best fitting parameter values, a coarse grid search
was followed by a more refined grid search at the most promising
locations. For each pair of parameter values, the performance of
the model was computed for exactly the same stimuli that the
subjects saw.

energy models. The heart of the difficulty for such models is that
the human visual system extracts detailed local spatial structure
and is able to use it for grouping and segregation. Unfortunately,
we see no way to avoid the difficult problem of modeling how the
visual system extracts and represents spatial structure. Although
image structure models cannot yet be easily applied to arbitrary
images, we have made a start, and we have demonstrated that they
can be quite effective in limited domains. In particular, a very
simple image structure model that combines local measures of
proximity and continuation can account for human ability to detect
random contours that are representative, in complexity and
uncertainty, of those occurring in the natural environment.
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1.

SUMMARY

Recent technological advances in sensor manufacturing enable
the use of separate spectral bands; e.g., MWIR and L WIR, to
generate spatially registered imagery. Human factors
experiments can be used to test whether a sensor can improve
operator performance for detecting or recognizing a target 1•
Although human factors experiments are of tremendous value,
these tests are time consuming and resource intensive. In
order to reduce costs associated with collecting behavioral
data, an alternative approach is discussed. We propose using
signal detection theory, to compliment and reduce the amount
of classical human performance testing. As a test case we
have studied whether multi-spectral sensors are significantly
better than single band sensors.
Scribner, Satyshur, and Kruer (1993) demonstrated that a twodimensional matched filter (spatial) optimized for a specific
target and background power spectra, can be used to estimate
an observer's ability to detect the target embedded in a
cluttered background. Three different background images
were used with, and without, a target present. False alarm and
target detection probabilities were computed and results were
plotted on a Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve.
The matched filter ROC curves were then compared to
behavioral ROC curves. Results showed that the matched
filter ROC curves were similar to behavioral ROC curves with
color fusion and long-wave infrared showing the highest
sensitivity and mid-wave and short-wave infrared scenes were
significantly less sensitive. These results indicate that the
matched filter analysis may be used to model human behavior.

Keywords: Signal Detection Theory, Matched Filter
Analysis, Receiver Operating Characteristic, Human
Performance Modeling, Target Detection
2.

INTRODUCTION

Military applications require the use of various sensors to
determine operational threats and opportunities. The
combination of such sensors promise to provide an account of
the opposition that is superior to those of individual sensors
that operate at particular wavebands. It is desirable to choose
the optimal types and combinations of sensor information that
are maximally responsive to target types likely to be
encountered in the field. This assessment must be done under
realistic physical and psychophysical circumstances.
Furthermore, it is desirable that the information obtained be
modeled productively, i.e. so that experimental results can be
interpolated and extrapolated near the conditions under which
they are obtained.
2

This study will modifY an existing matched filter model to fit
meaningful human performance metrics that can be revised
and extended where necessary to represent the data obtained
during field tests. This model will be used to evaluate fused
imagery systems requirements and performance. Furthermore,

this model will indicate what type of data will be needed to
validate the type of sensor fusion data to be collected in the
future.
In order to assess an operator's ability to detect a target while
viewing sensor imagery, different disciplines have developed
methodologies to measure operator performance. The Night
Vision and Electronic Sensors Directorate (NVESD) has
developed analytical models to predict target detection ranges
3
for sensors that operate in the visible and infrared bands .4.
These electro-optical models provide an adequate prediction
of a user's ability to detect a target at any given range. In
order to improve the validity of the models, atmospheric
conditions, sensor characteristics, target characteristics,
clutter, estimated time that an operator searches for the target,
and an assortment of other parameters are used to model
human performance. Currently, these models are limited to
single-band sensors; however, the next generation models may
incorporate multi-spectral sensor performance.
Recent technological advances in the design and
manufacturing of multi-spectral sensors now allows spatially
registered imagery to be mapped to a high speed processor
where it can be fused and displayed to an end usel Within
the last several years, numerous groups have developed sensor
10
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performance. These techniques may differ on the algorithm
approach, but they all have the same objective: improving the
1
image quality for the observer. Several behavioral studies ' ll-!6 an d'tmage qua ('tty stu d'1es2' JQ have tne
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benefits of sensor fusion, but the results were inconsistent.
This is not surprising considering that in many cases different
spectral bands were used and a number of other parameters
varied as well, such as camera sensitivity, and target and
background characteristics.
Tanner and Swets (1954) proposed that statistical decision
theory may be used to predict operators decision behavior.
Signal Detection Theory is a common technique used by
vision scientist to measure subjects' sensitivity and response
18
bias to a set of stimuli . Whether target detection is
accomplished through the human visual system or by means of
a matched filter, the theory of signal detection requires
recognizing a signal plus noise from a steady state noise
background. Vision scientists use signal detection theory to
measure operator performance to an assortment of stimuli.
Similarly, an image-processing algorithm may use a matched
filter technique that is based on signal detection theory to
predict operators' performance through a sensor. Ideally, the
Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) plots derived from
both methodologies should yield similar results. The
advantage of the matched filter technique allows the system
engineer to conduct multiple simulations for a wide variety of
backgrounds and target types. These simulations require
minimal resources compared to costly human performance
field tests.

Paper presented at the RTO SCI Workshop on "Search and Target Acquisition", held in Utrecht,
The Netherlands, 21-23 June 1999, and published in RTO MP-45.
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A matched filter is a two-dimensional (2-D) array, which has
been optimized to maximize the signal-to-noise ratio and
provide a measure of the spatial correlation between the input
19
image and the reference image . The resulting filters are
"tuned" to negate the effects of the background clutter and
other noise sources in the image. A matched filter is the
optimum linear filter for the detection of the target. Scribner
et a!. ( 1993) used a matched filter on long-wave infrared (9.0
to 11.6 J..lm), medium-wave infrared (4.5 to 5.5 J..lm), and shortwave infrared (2 .0 to 2.6 J..lm) sensors, as well as on a fused
single image of these bands. In this approach, spatial-only and
spatial-spectral matched filters were derived for the three
infrared images and the fused composite image respectively.
The intent of these matched filters was to simulate the
detection ability and sensitivity of the human visual system.
Although the matched filter is commonly used within the
physics and engineering communities to quantify sensor
performance, it has been used to some extent by the medical
20
field to detect tumors in a x-ray image .

chinrest. Subjects viewed the stimuli under mesopic
conditions.
Stimuli: Three single-band stimuli (short-, mid-, and longwave infrared) and two composite stimuli (fused-color and
fused-gray) were selected from a multispectral natural scene
database. The selection criteria consisted of scenes that
contained heterogeneous terrain characteristics and no manmade targets (figure 1).

The objective of this paper is to compare and contrast
behavioral and matched filter ROC plots to determine whether
the matched filter technique is a good predictor of human
performance. The advantages of the matched filter model are
threefold. First, it provides a sensor image fusion metric that
can be used to evaluate different sensors. Second, it quantifies
the degree of"enhancement" achieved by a fusion process,
thus allowing for direct comparisons of the various sensor
fusion algorithms. Third, it may have the ability to predict
human visual performance across a variety of background and
target conditions.
A standard visual search paradigm will be conducted for three
different multi-spectral natural scenes. In experiment 1,
behavioral ROC plots will be compared to the matched filter
ROC plots to determine whether the matched filter technique
accurately predicts observers' sensitivity. In experiment 2, eye
movement data will be recorded to determine whether
observers' scan pattern correlates with the ROC analysis. It is
hypothesized that observers viewing a low contrast stimulus
will exhibit longer saccade lengths and shorter fixations as
well as show a low sensitivity for detecting the target (i.e., less
correct responses and more errors).

3.

tareet

(c)

(d)

Figure l. Single-band (a) short-wave infrared, (b)
mid-wave infrared, (c) long-wave infrared, and (d)
fused color was created by taking principle
component direction of correlated thermal and
visible pixel values as the luminance direction in a
transformed space 23 . The airplane target is located
in upper right quadrant.

EXPERIMENT 1

3.1. Behavioral Test
Subjects: Fourteen male military officers (mean age 31.7
years old) participated in this visual search study. All subjects
had normal (20/20), or corrected to normal, acuity and color
vision. Subjects were naive to the purpose of the experiment
and none had participated in previous visual search
experiments. All subjects signed an informed consent and
were briefed on the ethical conduct for subject participation in
21
the Protection of Human Subjects .
Apparatus: Stimuli were presented by a Vision Works
22
computer graphics system on an IDEK MF-8521 highresolution color monitor (21" X 20" of viewable area, .28mm
dot pitch) equipped with a non-glare, anti-reflect, P-22
phosphor. The monitor's resolution was 800 by 600 pixels
(x=75.02 and y=74.92 pixels/degree), 98.9 Hz frame-rate,
mean chromatically of Y= 50.2, x = 0.334, y = 0.336 (1931
CIE), and a maximum luminance of I 00 cd/m 2 . Luminance of
the monitor was linearized by means of an 8-bit look-up table
for each of the red, green, and blue guns. Subjects viewed the
monitor from 1.5 meters and were positioned by an adjustable

Each background scene was 320 by 400 pixels (subtended
8.54° by 7.24° visual angle) with 50 percent of the stimuli
containing a randomly placed airplane (subtended 0.1° by 0.1°
visual angle). For each scene, the airplane target spectral
characteristics was based on a measured target within the
multispectral database. The long-wave target pixel spectral
values were 255, mid-wave target pixel values were 73, and
short-wave target pixel values were 114. The fused color
scene spectral values were red=255 , green=73, and blue=114.
The achromatic fused images were spatially identical to the
chromatic fused images; however the achromatic condition
was employed to control for luminance effects. For each
background scene, the target was present in 50 trials. The
target location was generated by a random number generator
and then inserted at that particular location. The target
placement for each of the 50 locations was identical across the
different background types.
The composite stimuli approach is to assign each pixel a color
vector defined by the detected power in the registered threeband imagerl. Scatterplots (figure 2) of the image ensemble
of colors frequently reveal pronounced anti-correlation
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between short and long wavelengths, consistent with Kirchoffs
law (reflective objects which appear bright in the short-wave
infrared typically have low emissivity and appear dark in the
long-wave infrared). For a given registered short- and longwave infrared image pair, the principal component
corresponds to the major axis-luminance channel. The
orthogonal axis corresponds to the minor axis-color channel.
The assignment of luminous intensities to the correlated
component is straightforward, but the assignment of color to
the uncorrelated features is not immediately obvious. The
assignment of a pixel color is based on color opponency. By
a-priori assigning one color to the image intensified (i2) and
it's color opponent to the infrared (ir), the resulting display
shows two and only two opponent colors of various saturation.
This makes an immediately intuitive representation as to
which spectral bands dominant and by how much. It must be
strongly emphasized that this system is mathematically
incomplete to allow the perception of actual visible colors in
the estimated reflectivity sense. Distinction between various
vegetation, soil types, structures, water, and sky is based on
coincident phenomenology in each spectral region, not by
estimating a physical property such as emissivity.

3.2. Matched Filter Analysis
In general the matched filter analysis paralleled behavioral
testing described above. That is the same images and targets
were used to generate numerical results. One additional step in
the matched filter processing was to blur the image and target
very slightly to take into account the modulation transfer
function of the display and the human visual system. This was
done using a narrow gaussian point spread function with a
radius of one pixel. The actual computations were done using
MATLAB™ software, which manipulates the image data in a
matrix format. Single-band filters were derived using the
smoothed 2-D power spectrum of the background and the
target template with the target intensity identical to that used
in the behavioral testing. The 3-D spatia-spectral (color) filter
was derived by considering the target and the background as a
3-D space, with the third dimension being the spectral values
of each pixel. In either case a multidimensional matched filter
can be derived in the frequency domain using the expression,

exp( -ik'Fo) ,
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where S is the multidimensional signal representation, W is
the multidimensional power spectral density. The spatial
frequencies kx and ky are image coordinates indices in the
frequency domain, and kr is the spectral band index. The real
space filter can be found by computing the inverse 3-D
Fourier transform of H,

L,

BAND1

Figure 2. Color fusion algorithm technique. Two
highly correlated bands will have a cigar-shaped
distribution. The principal component direction
(L 1')is the luminance channel and the orthogonal
axis (L 2 ') is the chromatic channel. Increasing
color contrast (dotted line) while retaining the
luminance characteristics is achieved by re-scaling
L 1'. In an actual sensor system, the principal
component direction is based on the statistics of
the scene (determined adaptively).

Processing the image with each respective filter is then done
by convolving the filter with several hundred locations in the
image. This is accomplished by multiplying filter values times
corresponding pixel values aligned at each location. The
summed values are stored for each position, giving an
indication of false alarms (clutter leakage noise). These values
are then compared to a second set of calculated totals
produced by the same procedure, but with the target inserted at
corresponding locations giving an indication of target
detection. By comparing the signal-plus-noise values to the
noise values for a given threshold value, false alarm and target
detection probabilities can be calculated and displayed in the
form of an empirical ROC plot.

3.3. Results
Procedure: Each subject participated in only one display
format. Subjects were instructed to manually respond on a
keyboard whether a target was present or absent within the
scene. The four response categories were "I" = definitely no
target to "4" = definitely a target. At the beginning of each
trial, the subject fixated on a cross hair located in the center of
the screen. The fixation cross was presented for 200
millisecond, immediately followed by a 1000 millisecond
presentation of the experimental stimulus. The stimulus
extinguished after the initial presentation or after the subject
made a response, whichever came first. The next trial began
approximately I second after the subject's preceding response.
Accuracy was measured for each trial and no feedback was
given for incorrect responses.

Signal detection theory distinguishes operator performance
.
. .
into two categories - sensitivity
an d response cntenon
or f.'n.l7 .
Sensitivity is defined as the difference between the means of
the signal plus noise and noise distributions. An observer's
response criterion is independent of sensitivity. To calculate
an observer's response criterion, 13 is equal to the ordinate of
the signal plus noise distribution at criterion divided by the
ordinate of noise distribution at criterion.
Both sensitivity and response criterion is derived from the
probability of hits and probability of false alarms for each
experimental condition. A ROC plot is a useful illustration of
the relationship between sensitivity and response bias. The
ROC curve plots on a single graph the joint value of
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Blue

Figure 3 (left column). Human performance
receiver operating characteristic (ROC) plots for
fourteen subjects. Each format condition (a) shortwave infrared, (b) mid-wave infrared, (c) longwave infrared, (d) monochrome fusion, and (e)
color fusion had three subjects except for the gray
fused condition had two subjects. Subjects within
the fused color and long-wave infrared conditions
had the highest sensitivity for detecting the target,
while short-wave infrared and fused color near
chance ( d'=O).
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Figure 4. Matched filter ROC plot for the five
different format types. Short-wave infrared=
diamonds, mid-wave infrared = squares, long-wave
infrared= triangles, fused-color= circles, fused
monochrome = stars. Although the ROC
sensitivities between each format are not
quantitatively identical, the matched filter
technique gives excellent qualitative agreement
with the human performance tests.

probability of hits and probability of false alarms for each
24
tested condition
Fale Alarm Rate

Fused Color

FaMe Alarm Rat~

For this analysis, behavioral and matched filter ROC plots
were compared across the five formats. Figure 3 illustrates the
behavioral ROC plots across format types (blue= short-wave
infrared; green = mid-wave infrared; red = long-wave infrared;
fused gray = monochrome fused; and fused color = color
fusion). The fused color and long-wave infrared formats had
the highest sensitivity, while the short-wave infrared and fused
gray sensor formats were near chance. The mid-wave sensor
sensitivity was between the short- and long-wave sensor
formats.
Figure 4 illustrates the matched filter ROC plot across format
types. Again, the sensitivities show similar trends across
format types. Moreover, the sensitivities between the matched
filter and behavioral ROC plots are very similar. Therefore,
the matched filter may be a viable alternative to human
performance testing to assess operator detection performance.
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4.

EXPERIMENT 2

4.1. Introduction

Cognitive scientists record eye movements to understand
cognitive processes that occur when an observer is searching
25
for a target . Eye movement data illustrates where and when
the eye fixates within the scene; however, the data does not
indicate what was processed. Rayner ( 1978) found that our
eyes move three to four times per second while searching a
scene. These saccadic eye movements enable the observer to
extract important high spatial detail from each foveal fixation.
Although there has been numerous eye movement studies
investigating visual cognition, it is unclear what mechanisms
control where and what the eye will fixate on next.
Biederman, Mezzanotte, and Rabinowitz ( 1982) found
subjects extract information outside the fovea during scene
perception. The parafovea and peripheral vision may extract
certain features within a fixation; however, this information
may or may not be identified. In order to integrate these
parafovea cues into an identifiable object, a fixation is
28
required . To facilitate object identification, the more
informative the scene the more likely the observer will fixate
. bl e regwns
. 28 .
on those recogmza
On the initial fixation, the observer will obtain a global
snapshot of the scene. Next, low-level visual cues such as
color, brightness, and contours will guide the observer's eye
movements. Therefore, the level of informativeness within
the picture will influence subjects' scene comprehension and
object identification. It is hypothesized that a color-fused
scene contains more informative features about the signal-tonoise ratio then an achromatic scene. Subjects initial eye
movements will be guided to a color-fused target due to the
target attributes. The achromatic target attributes will not
contain enough informative information to capture the
observers' visual attention. Furthermore, the eye movement
results will correlate with the ROC plots. Targets embedded
within the short- and mid-wave infrared scenes will require
more saccades to identify the object, while the long-wave and
fused conditions will be identified within the first couple
fixations.

Figure Sa. Subject CH was not able to identify the
short-wave infrared target. The subject's initial
fixation provides enough global information about
where to search within the scene, but the low target
contrast does not have enough information to
attract the visual system. This result correlates
with the low sensitivity for the visual search task.
Subjects' sensitivity was near chance (d'=O).

4.2. Methods

Subjects: Ten male military officers participated in this eye
movement study. All subjects had normal (20/20), or
corrected to normal, acuity and color vision. Subjects were
naive to the purpose of the experiment and none had
participated in previous visual search experiments. All
subjects signed an informed consent and were briefed on the
ethical conduct for subject participation in the Protection of
20
Human Subjects .
Apparatus: Eye movements were recorded using an ISCAN,
.
. system 29 . Th e eye trac ker IS
. a v1'd eoI nc. remote eye 1magmg
based system that uses an infrared camera to illuminate the
eye and another camera to record the pupil to corneal
reflection. The eye tracker then calculates the difference
between the pupil and corneal reflection to indicate where the
observer is fixating on the stimulus screen. The system
operates at a sample rate of 60Hz and the subject's visual
point-of-regard may be determined with an accuracy of better
than one degree over a+/- 25 degree horizontal to a+/- 20
degree vertical range.
Stimuli: Same as experiment I.

Figure Sb. Subject JL found the target after the
first fixation. The color-fused target contained
enough visual information to automatically guide
the subject to the target location. Thus, the colorfused target had a high level of informativeness,
which enabled the subject to identify the target
with little effort. Again, this result correlates with
the high sensitivity measure within the visual
search experiment.
Procedure: Each subject participated in only one display
format. At the beginning of the experimental session, the
subject's head was placed in a chinrest positioned 1 meter
from the stimulus monitor. The subject's right eye was then
calibrated using a five-point calibration grid displayed on the
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stimulus monitor. To maintain an accurate calibration
between the eye tracker and the stimulus monitor, periodic
five-point calibration checks were conducted throughout the
experimental session.
At the beginning of each trial, the subject fixated in the center
of the screen. Once the subject's eye was in the desired
location, the experimenter initiated the trial. A fixation cross
was presented for 200 milliseconds, immediately followed by
a 5-second presentation of the experimental stimulus.
Subjects were instructed to search for the target. Once the
target was identified, the subject was to maintain fixation on
the target until the stimulus extinguishes. There were 32
target trials and 16 noise trials presented for each format.
Subjects' point-of-regard was recorded at 60Hz. No feedback
on target identification accuracy was given.

4.3. Results
In each trial, the eye movement recording apparatus recorded
the observer's fixation point at the rate of 60Hz, and hence a
total of 300 data points were obtained per 5-second trial. An
analysis software tool was subsequently used to analyze the
data with the criterion for minimum fixation time at 40msec
and the maximum horizontal and vertical deviation of the eyes
at ±5 and ±3 pixels respectively. Thus, the number of
fixations, the duration of each fixation, and the distance
between fixations could be determined. These data were then
tabulated to calculate the mean and the standard error mean
values of the fixation duration, number of fixations, and scan
path length.
Subjects within the short- and mid-wave infrared and gray
fused conditions showed more fixations and longer scan-path
lengths compared to the long-wave infrared and color-fused
conditions. The long-wave and color-fused targets contained
enough informative attributes to guide the subjects' eye
movements to the desired location. Figure 5 illustrates a
subject's search for a short-wave infrared and an another
subject's search for a color fused target. The subject
immediately identified the color-fused target, while the other
subject was not able to find the short-wave infrared target.
The subject within the short-wave infrared scene obtained
enough global information within the initial fixation to search
· higher probability areas as to where the target may be located.
However, the target's poor contrast inhibited the subject from
identifYing the location. Alternatively, the fused-color
condition provided enough informative information within the
first fixation to guide the subject to the target's location. The
target's good spatial characteristics and large color contrast
easily guided the subject to the appropriate critical region.
These results parallel the ROC results. The short- and midwave infrared and gray fused conditions low sensitivities
match the eye scan data. Subjects within these conditions
were not able to find the target within the first couple fixations
which would indicate that their sensitivity should be low.
Subjects within the color-fused and long-wave infrared
conditions easily identified the target, which would indicate
that their sensitivity should be high.

5.

CONCLUSION

The purpose of this experiment was to compare matched filter
analysis with human behavioral signal detection. The matched
filter results illustrate that the different sensor format
sensitivities are similar to the behavioral sensitivities.
Although the ROC sensitivities between each format are not

quantitatively identical, the matched filter technique gives
excellent qualitative agreement with the human performance
tests. Additional refinement of the matched filter should result
in even better agreement. Ogawa ( 1997) found that the
matched filter ROC was consistently superior to the
behavioral ROC. His matched filter did not account for the
human visual system inequalities. The gaussian blur was
added to the filter to more accurately represent the human
visual system resolution limit. The addition of gaussian blur
to the filter caused our results to behave more similar to
30
behavioral ROC as compared to Ogawa's results . Additional
refinement of the exact amount of gaussian blur to the
matched filter should improve the correlation between the two
ROC plots. The eye movement results illustrate that the eye
was not able to identifY the short- and mid-wave infrared and
gray fused conditions as well as the color and long-wave
infrared conditions. The color and long-wave infrared targets
possessed important visual attributes that enabled the subject
to identify the target with little to no effort. A surprising
finding was the poor performance of the gray fused condition
for both the signal detection and eye scan experiments.
Subjects guided search for the target was not solely dependent
upon spatial content; rather, visual search was mediated by
both spatial and color target attributes. This finding indicates
that color fusion is more appropriate for targeting applications
than monochrome fusion. The color-fused target "pops-out" at
the subject, which allows increased signal-to-noise sensitivity.
In summary, the matched filter technique may be a useful
technique to predict human visual sensitivity for different
sensor types by target characteristics. The matched filter
technique will assist system engineers with a rough
approximation of a human sensitivity to a target. This
information could then be used for rapid prototyping of a
system, enhance the predictability of existing electro-optical
models, and provide a metric to test multi-spectral sensors.
Additional tests will need to be conducted to test the
robustness of the matched filter across different signal-tonoise ratios, terrain and target types, and various other
atmospheric and illumination conditions. Finally, this
matched filter will assist human factors testing by reducing the
number of parameters needed to achieve the desired goal.
Human factors testing will always be required, but at least the
matched filter technique may provide the human factors group
a better understanding of how the human will respond in the
field.
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DETECTION OF LOW-CONTRAST MOVING TARGETS
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I.

SUMMARY

The U.S. Army Materiel Systems Analysis Activity
(USAMSAA) designed a perception experiment to assess
the influence of target angular velocity on the detectability
of low to moderate contrast targets. The Moving Target
Experiment II (MTE II) was designed to be representative of
search with the unaided eye. Target angular velocity, range,
contrast, and background were varied. Targets with nearequal contrast at identical range and angular velocity yielded
widely different probabilities of detection. However, within
a specific background region, contrast had a significant
impact. This localized impact of target contrast indicates
that further improvements in search and target acquisition
modeling requires the evaluation of scene-content's impact
on target detection (i.e., what about the scene leads an
observer to the vicinity of the target.) For low-contrast
targets, scene content has even greater impact on detection.
The U.S. Army's standard methodology for representing
search and target acquisition in combat models is the
ACQUIRE model. Current implementations of ACQUIRE
utilize the "two-thirds rule" to represent the detection of all
moving targets regardless of angular velocity. The n50 for
the detection of moving targets is simply 2/3 of the n50 used
to represent the detection of stationary targets. Results of
the MTE II and other experiments indicate that the
appropriate ratio of moving-to-stationary n50 decreases as a
function of angular velocity. A ratio of2/3 equates to an
angular velocity of I milli-radian/sec and a ratio of l/3
· equates to an angular velocity of 3.3 milli-radians /sec.

Keywords: Detection, moving targets, search, target
acquisition, false targets, n50, Johnson criteria, perception
experiment, low contrast, ACQUIRE model
2.

INTRODUCTION

The U.S. Army's standard methodology for modeling manin-the-loop target acquisition performance is the ACQUIRE
Model developed by the U.S. Army Communications and
Electronics Command Research Development and
Engineering Center's Night Vision and Electronic Sensors
Directorate (NVESD). 1 ACQUIRE predicts the probability
of detection (Pd) as a function of Minimum Resolvable
Contrast (MRC); target size, range and contrast; and an
observer task parameter called n50. The MRC provides the
minimum contrast at which a specific spatial frequency
(cycles per milli-radian) can be resolved by an observer.
The n50 parameter (also known as the Johnson criterion) is
defined as the number of cycles across the target (at the
maximum resolvable spatial frequency) required for 50
percent of the observer population to detect the target. The
Johnson criterion is also used to represent higher levels of

target discrimination such as recognition and identification;
however, this effort is concerned only with detection.
In current implementations of ACQUIRE, the value ofn50
for moving targets is set to two-thirds the value ofn50 for
detection of stationary targets. This two-thirds value was
derived from results of the Moving Target Experiment I
(MTE I) 2 • Prior to MTE I, a n50 value of 0.5 was used to
represent detection of moving targets.
Modeling the detection of moving targets with a single n50
value is rather simplistic. Under this approach, the angular
velocity of the target is not taken into consideration. Slow
moving targets are equally as detectable as fast moving
targets. This approach may be adequate for most direct-fire
battle scenarios; but for the assessment of the value oflowcontrast in the scout mission, this approach is woefully
inadequate.
Results of MTE I gave indications that, as expected, the n50
for moving targets decreases with increasing angular
velocity. Unfortunately, since ground speed was the primary
parameter representing velocity at each range, sample sizes
with respect to angular velocity were small. MTE I was also
limited to foveal detection, no search was involved. Since
search is a significant aspect to most tactically realistic
scenarios, MTE II was designed as a search experiment to
collect statistically significant samples with respect to
angular velocity. As a result of the MTE II experiment, we
hope to further refine the n50 values used for moving
targets.
The MTE II laboratory perception experiment was designed
and analyzed by the U.S. Army Materiel Systems Analysis
Activity (AMSAA) under the auspices of the Joint Technical
Coordinating Group for Munitions Effectiveness
(JTCG/ME). The test was conducted by the U.S. Army
Tank-Automotive and Armaments Command Research
Development and Engineering Center (T ARDEC) at th~ir
Perception Laboratory in Warren, Michigan in 1998.
3.

EXPERIMENT DESIGN

The experimental design consists of four primary parameters
of interest: background, target size (simulated range), target
contrast, and velocity. In all, 565 sequences were presented
to each of the observers-- 80 percent with targets and 20
percent without targets. The 80 percent with targets
consisted of a full-factorial experimental design of the four
parameters. The primary purpose of the no-target trials was
to discourage guessing by allowing the possibility of no
target present. Furthermore, these no-target trials provide a
means of quantifying an observer's willingness to guess.
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3.1. Stimuli
The experimental stimuli were created from 35mm visual
imagery taken during a field test exercise. This field
exercise was conducted in a desert environment. Five
images were chosen, each having different clutter and target
contrast levels. These images are referred to as background
images 4, 7, 12, 14, and 15. The target in each image was a
side aspect military vehicle. All tive images were manually
adjusted to represent three conditions: stationary target,
moving target, and no-target. The targets were separated
from the background images and the backgrounds were
"fixed" by substituting appropriate background in the area
vacated by the target.
The .A VI movies were developed using commercial
software to place the targets into the background scenes.
The target starting and ending locations were calculated in
order to represent the appropriate velocities for a specified
range. The targets moved perpendicular to the observer's
line-of-sight in either the left or right direction. For the notarget image, no target was inserted into the scene.
Adobe Premiere software was used to create the motion
sequences. Motion sequences were generated with lateral
ground speeds dependent upon the simulated range. For the
750 meter range the four speeds were: 0, 2.5, 6.25 and 10
kilometers per hour (kph); while the 1500 meter range
speeds were 0, 5, 12.5 and 20 kph: and the 3000 meter
speeds were 0, I 0. 25, and 40 kph. The four speeds at each
range are represented by a single set of angular velocities of
0, 0.9, 2.3 and 3.7 milli-radians per second.
The targets started at either a left, central or right grid for a
given range. The direction for the centrally located targets
was determined randomly, while targets in locations on the
right moved left and targets in locations on the left moved
right. The target images were scaled to represent different
ranges and then placed into the location in the background
that corresponded to that range. The observer was seated 1.3
meters from a nominal 17 inch monitor and the target size
was configured to represent three simulated ranges: 750,
1500 and 3000 meters. The software was also used to create
stationary and motion sequences for targets with reduced
contrast. The original image represented a high contrast
target. The brightness level (for each of the Red, Green and
Blue color spectra) of the target was decreased to represent
lower contrasts. This process was conducted twice, yielding
three contrast levels for each image.
The stimuli were constructed to represent an observer
viewing the scene with the unaided eye. Each image
sequence represented pure motion. There were no
secondary environmental effects such as dust or motion-ofvegetation represented.

3.2. Conduct
The perception experiment was conducted by the T ARDEC
at their Perception Laboratory in Warren, Michigan. The
computer display used was a Panasonic PanaSync/Pro P17
monitor. Observers were required to sit 1.3 meters from the
screen to accurately simulate the ranges of interest. Each
observer went through a training session. The training
included written instructions read together with the test
controller and an opportunity for the subject to go through
the software and images, until the subject was thoroughly
familiar with the images, targets, and test procedures.
A total of 22 observers participated in the perception
experiment. The observers were recruited by a research firm
and were reimbursed for their participation. Each subject

had some military experience, either active Army, Reserves
or the National Guard. The subjects were between 25 and
45 years of age with normal/corrected 20/20 vision. Prior to
participating in the experiment, each subject was screened
for vision abnormalities using a Snellen chart and Ishihara
color plate book. Each observer was presented with the
entire set of 565 images. The order of presentation was
randomized for each observer. Each image sequence lasted
up to 9 seconds. Upon detecting the target, the observer
clicked the computer mouse button and the target motion
stopped. The observer was then required to use the mouse to
click on the location of the target on the screen. The
subjects were instructed that they could rest at any time
during the test, by hitting the '0' key or by telling the test
controller to pause the test. The observer could then resume
the test when ready.
The experiment lasted approximately I to 2 hours for each
subject. No feedback was provided to the observers during
the experiment; however, upon completion ofthe
experiment, overall performance was provided to the
observer upon request.

4.

ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

The purpose of this experiment was to investigate the effects
of target motion on the probability of target detection (Pd).
Target detection was scored in the following manner.
During the experimental trials, each observer was asked to
locate the target he detected with crosshairs controlled by
the computer mouse. A scoring box was created that was
centered on the target and twice the length and width of the
target. If the crosshair location given by the observer was
within this box, the observer was scored to have a correct
detection; otherwise, he was scored to have a false detection.
[This scoring process was not perfect. It may score a false
target as true since the scoring box is bigger than the target
and a true target as false since the motion stopped after the
observer indicated detection but before he indicated the
target location.] Pd is estimated as the number of observers
who detect divided the total number of observers (22).
The main parameters varied in this experiment were target
angular velocity (0.0, 0.9, 2.3, and 3.7 milli-radians per
second), simulated target range (750, 1500, and 3000
meters), and target contrast (original and attempted 50% and
75% reductions). Figure 1 shows the average Pd, collapsed
over contrast, as a function of target angular velocity and
range. As expected, Pd is strongly effected by both angular
velocity and range. Pd increases with both increasing
angular velocity and decreasing range. The corresponding
ground speeds in kilometers per hour (kph) for the simulated
lateral motion (perpendicular to the observer's line-of-sight)
are presented in Table I. It is interesting to note that even
with a ground speed as high as 40 kph, the Pd is still below
0.5 at 3km. Although increased angular velocities would
likely increase this Pd, the practicality of exceeding 40 kph
as a cross-country ground speed is unlikely. It should also
be noted that as you transition from lateral to radial motion,
angular velocity decreases.

Table 1 Simulated Ground Speeds in kpb
Range\ Velocity

0.9 mr/sec

2.3 mr/sec

3.7 mr/sec

750m

2.5

6.25

10

1500 m

5

12.5

20

3000 m

10

25

40
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what part or how much of the background is included in its
calculation.] For simplicity, an average contrast value is
used to represent the target contrast for the entire 9-second
motion sequence. For the initial look at the effects of target
contrast, the Pd was averaged within the following three
contrast bins: 0.0 to 0.2, 0.2 to 0.4, and greater than 0.4.
Pd's were placed into bins based on the absolute value of
contrast. The majority of the contrasts were negative.
Figure 3 shows Pd as a function of contrast bin, range, and
angular velocity. Figure 3 is separated into three range
regions; the x-axis going from an absolute contrast ofO.O to
1.0 within each of these regions. Contrast seems to have a
much milder effect on Pd than range or velocity. This is
confirmed by the regression analysis presented in Table 2
where the inclusion of contrast explains only an additional
I% of the variation in Pd exhibited during this experiment.

Figure 1 Probability of detection
In the analysis of target detection, it is important to
investigate false detections. It provides insight to an
observer's criterion (i.e., the trade-off between increased Pd
and more false targets). Knowledge of false target
performance is essential when comparing the results of
different experiments as well as the results from different
observers. Figure 2 shows the false target results of this
experiment. The probability of selecting a false target on the
20% of trials containing no-targets was approximately 0.24.
The four curves represent the probability of selecting a false
target over a true target when the true target had specific
values of range and angular velocity. Since these were
single target trials, the observer could not detect both a true
and a false target on the same trial; therefore, the sum of Pd
and the probability of false target for a particular trial is
always less than or equal to one. As range to the true target
decreases or the angular velocity of the true target increases,
the probability of false target decreases. Since the only
motion in these scenes involved the target, it is safe to
assume that all false targets were perceived as stationary by
the observer. One anomaly in Figure 2 is that the average
probability of false target (collapsed over target contrast) for
the 0.9 mr/sec angular velocity is greater than that for the
stationary trials. This difference is not statistically
significant at the alpha=0.05 level (p-value=0.268, one-sided
Sign Test).
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Figure 3 Pd versus range, velocity, and contrast
Table 2 Regression Analysis
Regression Variables

Percent Variation in Pd
Accounted For

Angular Velocity only

48%

Range only

16%

Contrast only

3.6%

Velocity & Range

64%

Velocity & Range & Contrast

65%

Pft(range, velocity)

a; 0.3 ,------------

...Ol
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ll.
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Figure 2 Probability offalse target
The third main parameter varied in this experiment was
target contrast- the original dark target and an attempt to
reduce contrast by 50% and 75%. The chief measure of
contrast used in this analysis was luminance (not color)
contrast based on the area-weighted average of target and
background image-pixel luminance-grayscale values. [In
general, the area-weighted average contrast is a non-unique
metric for real-world scenes. Its value varies depending on

One reason for the muted effect of target contrast is that the
experiment involved search of a complex scene. Where an
observer looks is determined by scene content and not by
target contrast. However, once looking in the vicinity of the
target, contrast has a greater impact as illustrated in Figure 4.
Figure 4 shows the Pd results for the individual trials
utilizing background image# 14. The symbols in Figure 4
can be identified by the legend in Figure 3. Each vertical
region represents one of nine potential target locations
(listed at top of Figure 4). Locations I, 2, and 3 are the top
row (3000m); locations 4, 5, and 6 are the center row
(1500m); and locations 7, 8, and 9 are the bottom row
(750m) of the image. Locations I, 4, and 7 are on the left;
locations 2, 5, and 8 are in the center; and locations 3, 6, and
9 are on the right side of the image. In general, Figure 4
shows that as contrast increases so does Pd. However,
comparing the 3 locations associated with a specific range, it
can be seen that the Pd results are widely different. For
example, although the highest contrast in locations I, 2, and
3 is approximately 0.33, Pd's are much higher in location I
than in locations 2 and 3. Similarly, the Pd's associated with
the 0.9 mr/sec velocity in location 9 are much lower than the
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Pd's in locations 7 and 8 even though contrast is nearly
identical. One possible explanation for the above effect of
identical contrasts yielding widely divergent Pd's is that the
observers were less likely to look in the locations with lower
Pd's. This localized impact of target contrast indicates that
further improvements in search and target acquisition
modeling requires the evaluation of scene-content's impact
on target detection (i.e., what is it about the scene that leads
an observer to the vicinity of the target.) For low-contrast
targets, scene content has an even greater impact on
detection.
2
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4
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6

9
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7

1
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"tl

D.

0.6
0.4

the 1500 m target range the image subtended 6° horizontally,
and at 6000 m the image subtended 1.5°. The shrinking
images in MTE I had a confounding effect on n50 (n50
decreased with shrinking image). Since the only angular
velocities in common between MTE I and II occurred at
1500 m and because of the confounding effects of shrinking
images, only the 1500 m MTE I n50's are presented in
Figure 5. Further information on MTE I can be found in
reference 2 _2
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Figure 5 n50 versus velocity and test
The Summer 94 field experiment was the source of the
background and target imagery used in both MTE I and
MTE II. The moving and stationary target trials were
conducted on separate days.

Figure 4 Pd results for background # 14
5.

DMTE 11.5km

*

MODELING IMPLICATIONS

The U.S. Army's standard methodology for representing
search and target acquisition in combat models is the
ACQUIRE model'. Current implementations of ACQUIRE
utilize the "two-thirds rule" to represent the detection of all
moving targets regardless of angular velocity. The n50 for
the detection of moving targets is simply 2/3 of the n50 used
to represent the detection of stationary targets. Admittedly,
this is an oversimplification; however there has been little
concrete data on which to base a more complex solution.
The MTE II experiment indicates that the ratio between
moving and stationary n50 decreases with increasing angular
velocity. Table 3 presents the n50's which best represent the
experimental results for each angular velocity. The 2/3 rule
seems appropriate for the lowest angular velocity but not for
the higher angular velocities. The n50 values marked by the
asterisks have been adjusted to account for an incomplete
spectrum of probabilities. (i.e., 97% of the observed Pd's
were less than 0.2 for the 0 mr/sec and 0.6 for the 0.9 mr/sec
angular velocities.)

Table 3 n50's
Angular Velocity

n50

n50 Ratio
(moving/stationary)

0.0 mr/sec

5.7*

1

0.9 mr/sec

4.1*

0.72

2.3 mr/sec

2.5

0.42

3.7 mr/sec

1.9

0.33

Figure 5 plots the n50 results for the MTE II experiment
along with the results of two previous experiments- MTE I
and Summer 94. MTE I was a foveal vision experiment.
When present, all targets appeared in the center of the
image. No search was involved. The approach to
simulating an increase in range was to shrink the image. At

Table 4 provides a comparison of key parameters for the
three experiments. The differences in these parameters may
explain the wide variability in the resulting n50's. The
observers were basically performing different tasks in each
of these experiments resulting in different n50's. Reference
3 provides further information on how the n50 for stationary
targets varies in relation to such factors as clutter, false
targets, sensor resolution, and observer task.

Table 4. Comparison of Test Parameters
MTEII

MTEI

Summer 94

Search

6° image

6° to 1.5°
image

120° sector

Experiment
Type

Lab

Lab

Field

Time Limit
(seconds)

9

3

60 (moving)

Range (km)

0.75-3.0

1.5-6.0

0.5-1.5

Average
False Targets
per Observer
per Trial

0.19

0.16

0.008 (mov)

Average Pd

0.32

180 (stationary)

0.08 (stat)

0.35

0.60 (mov)
0.47 (stat 60 sec)
0.64 (stat 180 sec)

Even though the resulting n50's were different, the ratios of
moving target to stationary target n50 were remarkably
similar as illustrated in Figure 6. The ratio decreases as
angular velocity increases. The following equation
produced the line that fits the data in Figure 6.
Ratio

=

exp ( -0.4

* an g. vel. 0 85 )

(1)
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Equation (I) indicates that the current "2/3 ratio rule"
equates to an angular velocity of 1.0 mr/sec. However, the
ratio reduces to 1/3 at an angular velocity of 3.3 mr/sec.
Since a non-zero lower limit on the ratio likely exists, care
should be taken when extrapolating equation (I) beyond an
angular velocity of 3.7 mr/sec.

n50 ratio (moving/stationary)
1
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11
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~
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0

2

0

4

equ.1

angular velocity (mr/sec)

Figure 6 n50 ratios (moving/stationary)
It should be noted that equation (I) has been developed from
a limited set of data and may have limited applicability. The
experimental data used represents unaided eye performance
at target ranges of 3000m or less. Additional experiments
are required to investigate the applicability of equation (I) to
magnified optics and thermal sensors.

6.

FURTHER ANALYSIS

Analysis of the MTE II is ongoing. Additional areas of
investigation include: variations in contrast as the target
moves (does greater variation lead to higher Pd or faster
detection?), time to detect (how does time to detect correlate
with the peaks and nulls in contrast and background
variations?), background characteristics (what is it about one
region of the background that makes a 0.3 target contrast
more detectable than in another region of the background of
equal range?)
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1.

SUMMARY

Many computational visual models use the contrast
sensitivity function (CSF) to represent certain visual
characteristics of the observer. In addition, these models
are often implemented using a multi-scale, band-limited
representation of image contrast. The purpose of the
present study was to evaluate a previously described visual
model (Peli, JOSA A, 7, 2030, 1990) by comparing the
appearance of an image viewed at various distances with
simulations of that image corresponding to the same
distances generated with the model. Among the unique
characteristics of this model are that it applies a threshold
(i.e. nonlinear) CSF and a locally normalized, band-limited
contrast. Since CSFs can vary substantially depending
both on the stimuli and the testing method used to measure
them, the model was evaluated using several CSFs. The
model was also evaluated for both central images,
extending to 2° eccentricity, and peripheral images,
extending from 8° to 32° eccentricity. Changes in the
images with eccentricity were modeled by a single
parameter. For the central (2°) stimuli, the CSF obtained
with !-octave Gabor stimuli and a contrast detection task
provided better simulations than the other CSFs tested. In
addition, data obtained using both lower and higher
contrast versions of the same images verified the CSF over
a wide range of frequencies and indicated that the model
was sensitive to small variations in the chosen CSF. For
the peripheral (6.4°-32°) stimuli, the same !-octave,
detection CSF was found to provide the best simulation. In
general, the model suggested by Peli ( 1990) performed
well for both the central and peripheral visual targets,
suggesting that the use of a nonlinear CSF and locally
normalized contrast are valid. Further, the performance of
the model for the peripheral stimuli suggests that, at least
for the simple discrimination task used here, differences in
image detail across wide-field images can be modeled
using a single eccentricity-dependent parameter in addition
to the foveal CSF.

Keywords: vision models, simulation, contrast, CSF, wide
field, peripheral retina, nonlinear processing

2.
INTRODUCTION
Simulations of the appearance of visual images and scenes
have been studied in many areas of visual science [1-4],

and engineering [5-7]. The simulations are usually
generated using a computational vision model. One such
multi-scale model of spatial vision was used to calculate
local band-limited contrast in complex images [8]. This
contrast measure, together with observers' contrast
sensitivity functions (CSFs), expressed as thresholds, was
used to simulate the appearance of images to observers
with normal vision [8] and low vision [7]. Others have
appljed the same concept of local band-limited contrast
with small variations [6, 9, 10]. The local band limited
contrast model was also used to simulate the appearance of
images presented to the peripheral retina [11] using the
CSF measured at various retinal eccentricities. Validation
of the simulations and the underlying vision models is
crucial for such applications.
We summarize here the results of tests of both central (2°)
and peripheral (6.4°-32°) visual models performed using
simulations of complex images. The peripheral model is
identical to the foveal model except for the addition of a
single parameter representing the change in the contrast
detection threshold across the retina. In the foveal study,
observers were asked to discriminate an original image
from a simulation of the original as viewed from various
distances. The distance at which discrimination
performance was at threshold was compared with the
simulated observation distance, and was found to be the
same. In the peripheral study, we modeled the change in
contrast sensitivity with eccentricity, and compared the
data to those obtained using simpler stimuli as reported in
the literature.
While it appears that methodological differences may
account for the variability of the CSF data in the literature,
we do not know yet which method should be used to obtain
the CSF that is most appropriate for simulating the
appearance of complex images in the context of pyramidal,
multi-scale vision models. Therefore, we have compared
the appearance of complex images simulated from CSFs
obtained using test gratings whose spatial extent was
determined by either a constant-width (square) or a
variable-width (!-octave gaussian) window. Further, we
compared the appearance of complex images simulated
from CSFs obtained using either pattern detection or an
orientation detection task.
In applying the vision model to simulations or other
applications one needs to consider both the object's
contrast spectrum, computed in terms of cycles/object or
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Fig. 1. The interactio~. from ~o different
observation distances, of 1mage spatial frequency
content at different image contrasts (amplitudes)
with two example CSFs. The thick black line
represents a typical (1/f) image spectrum (IS) for a
4° image. The part of the IS belo~ the upper CSF
(pattern detection threshold obtamed w1th Gabor
stimuli) will not be detectable (shown as thin black
line). A change in observation distance that
decreases the image to 2°, shifts the IS al?ng the
1/f line (second thick black). At the new distance,
lower object frequencies are removed by the
observer's CSF but essentially the same retinal
frequencies are involved.
The gray pairs of
curves represent the spectra of images with
increased (upper pair) and decreased cont~ast,
which allow testing of other parts of the CSF s1~ce
they intersect it at higher and lower ret1nal
frequencies, respectively.
cycles/image, and the observer's CSF expressed in terms of
cycles/degree (c/deg.). To derive the object's spectrum at
the retina (see Fig. I, solid black curve), the distance of the
object from the observer needs to be known. Any
information in the image that falls below the observer's
threshold (i.e., below the point at which the contrast threshold curve intersects the image spectrum curve) is not
visible to the observer, and should not be included in the
simulation. This is illustrated in Fig. I by the spectrum
lines turning to thin lines at the values that are below
threshold. If the original and simulated images are viewed
from the simulated distance or farther, they should be
indistinguishable, as the image information that is below
threshold in the original would not be used in the
simulation. However, if the original and simulation are
viewed from a closer distance, the difference in content
between the original and the simulation should be visible.
When the distance between an object and an observer
increases, the retinal size of the object decreases and its
retinal spatial frequencies increase. It was previously
thought by us [12] and others [13] that this change results
in a shift of the object's spatial spectrum to the right along
the spatial frequency axis (see Fig.l). However, as Brady
and Field [14] pointed out, the spectrum actually shifts
both to the right (higher frequencies) and down (lower
contrast) sliding along a line with slope = -1.0. Most
natural images have a spatial frequency spectra that
behaves as 1/f (i.e., have slope= -1.0). Thus, a change in
object size causes the spectrum to "slide along itself' (Fig.

1, pair of thick black lines). As a result, the spect~m of
the farther image intersects the CSF curve at essentially the
same retinal frequency. Only the mapping of the relevant
object frequencies to the retinal frequencies changes.
Therefore, the experiments reported by Peli [I5] have
probed only a very limited range of spatial frequencies in
the CSF. To further examine the CSF, one needs to use
images whose spectra intersect the CSF at other
frequencies. This was achieved here by using higher and
lower contrast versions of the same images, as illustrated
schematically in Fig. 1. As a practical matter, we actually
increased or decreased the amplitude of the images, not
their contrast. This operation in which the image de value
is subtracted and the remaining values are scaled up or
down is frequently referred to as a contrast increase or
decrease. As pointed by Peli [8], however, the changes in
contrast are equivalent to changes in amplitude only when
the local luminance is equal to the mean luminance. We
use the term contrast change here for consistency with
previous work. The higher- and lower-contrast image
spectra intersect the threshold CSF curve at higher and
lower spatial frequencies, respectively, and thus can be
used to test the CSF at those additional frequencies.
The issues discussed above suggest that, despite the fact
that complex images were used, one limitation of our
previous work [I2, 15, 16] is that the validity of the chosen
CSF was tested at one spatial frequency only. In the work
described here, we sought to expand this investigation to a
wider range of retinal spatial frequencies by using as
stimuli images scaled in contrast over a correspondingly
wider range. As was described above, the lower contrast
images effectively were used to test the lower retinal
spatial frequencies, while the higher contrast images were
used to test higher spatial frequencies.

3

FOVEAL VISION MODEL

3.1 Methods
We tested our vision model by comparing an original
image with a model simulation of how the original would
appear from various distances. If the model is valid, the
original and simulated images should be indistinguishable
at distances equal to or greater than the distance used for
the simulation. Likewise, the two images should be
progressively easier to distinguish at distances shorter than
the simulated distance.
Observers viewed image pairs from various distances
presented in a forced-choice procedure. Simulated test
images were obtained using each observer's individual
CSF. Four different images at each of five different
contrasts were tested. For each image, simulations were
generated corresponding to views from three observation
distances. For the three distances (106, 212, and 424 em),
the images spanned visual angles of 4 °, 2°, and I 0 , (i.e.,
maximum eccentricities of 0.5°, 1°, and 2°, respectively).
The simulated distance and the corresponding size in
degrees served to establish the proper relationship between
the observer's CSF, expressed in ddeg., and the image
spatial frequencies, expressed in c/image. The observers
viewed the image pairs from nine distances, which
included distances both shorter (53 em) than the shortest
simulated distance and longer (848 em) than the longest
simulated distance. Each image at each simulation distance
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was presented 10 times at each viewing distance. The
position of the simulated image relative to the original
(right or left) was randomly selected for each presentation.
From each observation distance, the Percent Correct
identification of the processed/ simulated image was
calculated for each of the four test images at each of the
simulated distances. The data for each simulated distance
(Percent Correct out of 40 responses for each observation
distance) was fitted with a Weibull psychometric function
to determine threshold at a 75% correct level. The distance
at which the observers performed at the 75% level was
compared to the simulated distance. If the simulations and
the CSF used in the simulation accurately reflect the
observers' perception, the measured and simulated distance
should be equal.
The CSF data used in the simulations were obtained for
each observer individually using !-octave Gabor test
stimuli. The CSFs were obtained using a VisionWorksTM
system (Durham, NH) with an M21LV-65MAX monitor
(DPI 04 phosphor) operating at 117 Hz, non-interlaced.
Method-of-Adjustment (MOA) and Staircase procedures
were used, as indicated. Seven interwoven frequencies,
separated by one octave between 0.5 and 32 c/deg., were
presented in each block. For the MOA, a threshold was
estimated by averaging six responses at each frequency.
For the Staircase procedure, six response reversals were
obtained and a threshold was estimated from the mean of
the final four reversals. The stimuli were the same 1octave, Gabor patches of bandwidth in all cases (vertical
orientation only). In a previous study [15] CSF data were
obtained using both an orientation detection task and a
pattern detection task. In the orientation detection task, a
Gabor patch was presented in a single testing interval and
the observer was asked to make a forced-choice response
as to whether the grating was horizontal or vertical. The
pattern detection task was performed in a temporal, twoalternative forced choice and the observer indicated which
interval contained the stimulus. In both cases, a staircase
procedure was used. The results reported by Peli [15]
clearly rejected the simulation based on the orientationdetection CSF, and so here we report only results obtained
using simulations based on the pattern-detection CSF.
The image pairs were presented on a 19 in (48 em), noninterlaced monochrome video monitor of a Spare 10
Workstation (Sun Microsysterns, Mountain View, CA).
The display luminance was linearized over a two log-unit
range using an 8-bit lookup table. The images were 256 x
256 pixels each, and were presented at the middle of the
screen, separated by 128 pixels. The background
luminance around the images was set to the mean
luminance level of the display (40 cdlm2). The test images
were also produced at varying contrasts by subtracting the
mean luminance level from the image, multiplying each
pixel by the corresponding contrast (10%, 30%, 50%, and
300% ), and then adding the mean luminance back. The
300% contrast image was saturated wherever the dark or
bright values exceeded the dynamic range of the display.
The simulations for each of the four images, five contrast
levels, and three simulated observation distances were
generated as described in Peli [8].
Observers were seated in a dimly lit room and allowed to
adapt for five minutes to the mean luminance of the
display. A sequence of image pairs was then presented,
and the observer responded as to the spatial location of the

simulated image (right or left) by depressing the right or
left button on a mouse. A new pair of images was
presented 0.1 sec. after each response and remained on
until the observer responded. The order in which the
observation distances were tested was randomized

3.2 Results
The first set of experiments was conducted with simulated
test images produced using CSF data measured from a
fixed, 2 m, observation distance. The CSF values needed
for the simulations at frequencies outside the measured
range (0.5- 16 c/deg.) were extrapolated by linearly
extending the low and high frequencies limbs of the CSF.
The CSF was measured using the MOA. For the welltrained psychophysical observers the results with the MOA
and Staircase procedures differed only slightly. Both the
form of the CSF and the standard error of the measurement,
were similar to those of CSFs obtained using similar
stimuli, similar forced choice procedures, but different
display systems. This was not the case for one novice
observer (JML) whose staircase data were similar to those
of the other observers, but whose MOA data showed
substantially reduced sensitivity (as much as 0.5 log units
at middle and low frequencies), even when measured
repeatedly.
Four observers participated in this experiment and their
results were similar. Shown in Fig. 2 are data obtained
from observer AL. If the simulations were veridical, the
fitted curves would cross the 75% correct level at the
simulated distance, and thus all points in Fig. 2 would lie
on the diagonal line. However, as can be seen from the
figure, the results the simulation was veridical only for the
images in the 30 - 100% contrast range, even for the most
practiced observer (AL, who participated in a pervious
study using the same task). For these moderate contrast
images, the distance at which the original was
distinguished from the simulation was very close to the
simulated distance. The 10% image was discriminated at
distances larger than the simulated distances, indicating
that the CSF values used in the simulations at low
frequencies were too low. Stated otherwise, the thresholds
implemented in the simulations were too high, in that they
removed more of the image than was appropriate, thus
making the discrimination task easier. The 300% image
was discriminated at a shorter distance, indicating that the
CSF values used at the high frequencies were too high.
The results for a second experienced observer (KB), who
was however a novice at this task, are generally similar
except that performance was somewhat poorer in that
shorter observation distances were required to distinguish
the simulated image from the originals. In addition, the
data for this observer differ even more at the moderate
contrast levels than do those of observer AL. The results
for the remaining two observers were similar to those of
observer AL, in that they were centered on the diagonal
prediction line. However, the variability of the data of the
latter two observers was greater than that of observer AL,
and was more similar to that of, observer KB.
By varying image contrast in the present study, we were
able to test the CSF over a wider range of frequencies than
was tested by Peli [15]. Although we do not present all of
the data here, we note that the individually measured CSFs
used in the present simulation under-estimated the
observers' sensitivity at low spatial frequencies and
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Fig. 2. The measured distances (y-axis) at which
the simulated images were just distinguishable
from the corresponding original images, plotted as
a function of the simulated observation distances.
For this observer, the data deviate from the
veridical (diagonal line) only for the extreme
contrast
conditions-one
( 10%
contrast)
corresponding to detection of low spatial
frequencies and the other (300% contrast) to high
spatial frequencies. The data from the other
observers were similar in form, although their
variability was somewhat greater.

over-estimated it at high spatial frequencies. Since
extrapolated CSF values at both ends of the frequency
range were used in the simulation, further experiments
were conducted to determine if the observed deviations
from the expected distance estimates (i.e., the diagonal line
in Fig. 2) at low and high contrasts was a result of an error
in the CSF measurements, or simply an error in our
extrapolation of those measurements.
The contrast sensitivity was re-measured for two of the
four observers using the same stimuli, procedure, and
display system, but varying the observation distance to
extend the spatial frequency range. The smallest
observation distance tested was 0.5 m, which reduced the
lowest spatial frequency tested from 0.5 c/deg. to 0.125
c/deg. The three lowest frequencies were obtained using
the 0.5 m viewing distance. The greatest observation
distance tested was 8 m, which permitted testing at
frequencies as high as 24 c/deg. (our observers could not
detect the 32 c/deg. stimuli at any contrast). As can be
seen in Fig. 3, contrast sensitivity to the lower frequencies,
measured at the smallest observation distances (square
symbols), were higher than the previous measurements.
This result is consistent with the simulation results of
Experiment I. Also, the contrast sensitivity to the higher
frequencies measured at the greater observation distances
of 4 and 8 m were almost overlapping. These highfrequency data, showed substantially lower sensitivity than
the data obtained or extrapolated from the 2 m
measurements. These differences insensitivity are also
consistent with the results obtained in the simulations,
suggesting that the contrast sensitivity of the observers in
this task is better represented by the directly measured

.1

CSFat4m
CSFat8m
Combined CSF
1

10

100

Spatial Frequency [cldeg.]
Fig. 3. Contrast sensitivity (y-axis) measured for
two observers at different observation distances.
The 2 m data together with the illustrated
extrapolations were used in the simulations of the
first experiment. The data shown with a solid line
labelled "combined CSF" were used in the second
experiment. The data for the second observer
were essentially the same as those shown.

CSFs than by data extrapolated from the CSF obtained at
2 m. Similar conclusions could be drawn from the data
obtained for the second observer (KB ). It should be noted
that except for the 24 c/deg. data, the new measurements
were obtained using the same physical stimuli as were used
at the 2 m distance.
To further verify the simulations and to better determine
the most appropriate CSF for use in simulations of this
kind, we repeated the first experiment for two observers.
In the second experiment we used the CSF shown in Fig. 3,
which was obtained by combining the data from various
observation distances. Specifically, the 0.5 m
measurements were used for the low spatial frequencies,
the 2 m measurements were used for the intermediate
frequencies, and the 4 m measurements were used for the
high frequencies. The contrast sensitivity at 32 c/deg.
required by the simulation was extrapolated from values at
8, 16, and 24 c/deg., since we could not obtain contrast
sensitivity measurements from our observers at that
frequency. The results (Fig. 4) clearly show a
convergence of the data towards the diagonal line for
observer AL. Observer KB showed a substantial
convergence of the data from various contrast versions and
in addition a combined improvement in overall
performance. This improvement may be accounted for by
the increased familiarity with the task. For both observers,
the deviations of the estimated distance from the predicted
distance are smaller than those evident in the data of Fig. 2.
In particular, the values for the 10% and 300% contrast
images converge towards the other values. The results for
the 300% contrast image remain separated from the rest of
the samples. Since the 300% images test the CSF at high
spatial frequencies, this suggests that the observers' visual
performance in the task was mediated by even lower
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Fig. 4. The measured distances (y-axis) at which
the simulated images were just distinguished from
the corresponding original images compared with
the simulated observation distance, for the same
observers as in Fig. 2. Here the simulations were
computed using the combined CSFs obtained
from different observation distances (Fig. 3). For
the well-practiced observer the data with the
combined CSF is now very close to the prediction
represented with the diagonal solid line.
sensitivities than those measured from the 4 m observation
distance.

4.

PERIPHERAL VISION MODEL

Non-uniform processing is a salient and well-documented
feature of the visual system [17]. Peli et al. [18] showed
that the changes in contrast sensitivity across the retina
might play a role in maintaining size (distance) invariance
i.e. they may account for the fact that "form perception is
largely independent of distance" [19]. Such distance
invariance has been reported for various stimuli [20-22].
The property of the visual system that allows the detection
of image contrast to be nearly invariant with the changes in
size associated with changes in distance must be included
in any complete visual simulation.
The model we propose for describing changes in contrast
sensitivity as a function of eccentricity consists of the
foveal CSF and one additional parameter, the fundamental
eccentricity constant (FEC). The FEC represents the
decrease in contrast sensitivity as a function of retinal
eccentricity [18]. Specifically, the FEC is the slope of the
function relating the contrast threshold for a 1 c/deg.
stimulus to retinal eccentricity, on a log-log graph. This
simple relationship allows us to model the effects of visual
system non-uniformity on the appearance of wide-field
images using only limited data on the sensitivity of the
retina at various eccentricities. We have also made use of
a pyramidal, local band-limited contrast model [8], which

Fig. 5 Typical test stimulus. This image was
obtained by applying an FEC level of 0.15 to the
right side of the mirror image pair derived from the
right side of the planes image.

has previously been used to model the appearance of
images processed by a non-uniform visual system [18].
Here we used the discrimination of wide-field imagery to
test the validity of these previously-described simulations
and to determine whether a single eccentricity-dependent
parameter (i.e., the FEC) is sufficient to model the wellknown spatial non-uniformity of the visual system. We
further attempted to determine which of several CSFs was
the best estimator of the discrimination of complex, widefield imagery.

4.1

Methods

Six observers were tested, although not all under all
experimental conditions. The observers ranged in age from
18 to 48 years, and had uncorrected 20/20 vision as
determined by a Snellen chart. The observers were paid
for their participation.
Four stimulus images were obtained from the left and right
halves of two digitized aerial photographs, one of airport
buildings and the other of planes on the ground (Fig. 5).
One half of each stimulus image was an unprocessed
version of the original half-image, and the other was a
mirror image of the original half-image (Fig. 5), processed
as described below. The full stimulus images were 1024 x
1024 x 8-bits and subtended 64° at a viewing distance of
1.2 m. Stimuli were rear-projected onto a large screen
(Lumiglas 130, Stewart Film Screen Corp.) using the green
channel of a Barco Graphics 808s CRT. Stimulus
presentation and data collection were controlled by an SGI
Crimson workstation.
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Fig. 6. The three CSF data sets used in the
various simulations. The gp (orientation detection;
variable window) set was obtained with Gabor
stimuli in an orientation discrimination task. The th
(pattern detection/ variable window} set was
obtained using the same stimuli in a contrast
detection task.
The be (pattern detection;
constant window} set was obtained with a fixed
aperture grating stimuli in a detection task. Note
that the be and th CSF are identical at midfrequencies of about 3 c/deg. Extrapolated values
were used in the simulations when needed outside
the available data range.
To simulate their appearance across 64° of visual angle, the
images were processed assuming fixation at their center.
The details of the simulation method are given in Peli [8],
and the modifications used for peripheral simulations are
given in Peli et al. [18].
The appropriate threshold at each location was determined
using the foveal CSF data set and the FEC applied for a
given simulation. The threshold was calculated for each
eccentricity, 8, and for each FEC as:
T( 8, f)

=T(O, f) · exp(FEC · 8 ·f),

(1)

where T(O, f) is the foveal threshold and f is the spatial
frequency in c/deg.
The images were processed using one of three CSF data
sets (pattern detection/ constant window, orientation
detection/ variable window, or pattern detection/ variable
window) and one of seven FEC levels (0.02, 0.035, 0.055,
O.D75, 0.10, 0.15, and 0.20). The FEC levels of0.035 and
0.055 were found by Peli et al. [18) to fit various
peripheral CSF data sets from the literature. The remaining
FEC levels were selected to cover a suitable range around
these values. The orientation detection/ variable window
CSF data were based on the discrimination of horizontal
and vertical !-octave Gabor patches (i.e., a sinusoid within
a gaussian aperture) and were low-pass in character. The
pattern detection/ variable window CSF data were obtained
using a contrast detection task and similar stimuli [ 15].
These were also low-pass in character. The pattern

70
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O.Ql

0.1

Fundamental Eccentricity Constant
Fig. 7 Preliminary results reported by Peli and Geri
[16] and Peli [24). The data fall on the active portion
of the psychometric function, and the threshold FEC
is close to the prediction. However, the percent
correct is high even for very low levels of FEC
(upper graph), and there is a significant image
dependence (lower graph).
Both effects are
inconsistent with the present vision model.
detection/ constant window CSF data were based on
contrast detection of sinusoid gratings within a 2° square
aperture [23). These data were band-pass in character and
the absolute values for the mid-spatial frequency range
were similar to that of the pattern detection/ variable
window data (see Fig. 6). Whenever values outside the
measurement range were needed for the simulations they
were extrapolated as shown.

A total of 560 trials were run in each 1-hr. session. The
560 trials corresponded to 10 random presentations of each
of 56 stimulus images (i.e., 4 original images x 2 sides for
the standard X 7 FEC levels). The data presented here are
means of five Percent-Correct estimates, each in tum
obtained from the forty responses within an individual
session.

4.2 Results
Preliminary results of this study, shown in Fig. 7, have
been reported in part by Peli and Geri [16] and Peli [12).
The smooth curves in the graphs represent the best-fitting,
two-parameter Weibull function. The basic finding that the
chosen FEC range resulted in a full psychometric function
indicated to us that the simulations were approximately
correct.
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Fig. 8 Effect of the high-frequency residual on
image dependence. Once the HFR (that was
included in the images used for the results
shown in Fig. 7) was removed, the image
dependence was significantly reduced.
A surprising result was that even for very low FEC values
the discrimination of the simulation from the original was
at a level much higher than the 50% chance. Such a result
is possible since the images are processed by the foveal
CSF even for an FEC of zero, and therefore they differ
from the originals. However, it is important to note that for
the low values used, the simulations were processed so
little that they were difficult to distinguish when examined
carefully side-by-side on the screen for unlimited time.
Initially we suspected that the high level of discrimination
in the periphery was a result of the abrupt short
presentation [25]. However, changing the presentation
waveform to a 500 msec gaussian did not change the
results.
·
Shown in Fig. 7 (lower) are means obtained from four
observers for the two images used. The data indicate that
the "planes" image simulation was easier to discriminate
from the original than was the "city" image. Since the
vision model is observer-based and includes no imagedependent parameters, it cannot account for this aspect of
the data. We have seen similar effects in testing
simulations of central vision [15], and in that case the
effects were attributed to an artifact, the so-called high
frequency residual (HFR), which was removed from the
simulations but which remained in the original image. The
HFR is the set of spatial frequencies at the comers of the
square spatial-frequency support, which are excluded when
only a circularly symmetrical filter is used. Peli [15] found
that removal of the HFR resulted in the elimination of the
image dependency as well as an improved performance of
his simulations at various viewing distances. The data
shown in Fig. 8, again are means obtained from four
observers, but were obtained using stimulus images from
which the HFR had been removed. Although there is a
small difference between the curves at one or two FEC
levels, the image dependence has been significantly
reduced.
Shown in the upper graph of Fig. 9 are the functions
relating the percent correct obtained in the discrimination
task to FEC level for images simulated using either the
pattern detection/ constant window (open symbols) or
orientation detection/ variable window (closed symbols)
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Fig. 9. A comparison of the discrimination data for
images simulated using CSFs in tum obtained
using various combinations of detection task
(pattern or orientation) and stimulus window
(constant or variable). The error bars are ±1
s.e.m. intervals about each data point.
CSF functions. These data represent averages for four
observers. The FEC level corresponding to 81.6 Percent
Correct was 0.128 for the pattern detection/ constant
window data and 0.091 for the orientation detection/
variable window data. Analogous data comparing the
results for the pattern detection/ variable window and
orientation detection/ variable window CSF functions are
shown in the lower graph of Fig. 9. The pattern detection/
variable window data were obtained for three of the four
observers from whom the pattern detection/ constant
window and orientation detection/ variable window data
were obtained. The average threshold FEC level for the
pattern detection/ variable window data was estimated to
be 0.140.
The results in Fig. 9 show a clear difference between the
simulations based on the orientation detection and pattern
detection CSFs, but cannot differentiate between the two
data sets based on the constant window and variable
window CSFs obtained using the pattern detection task. As
shown in Fig. 6, the CSFs associated with these latter two
data sets converge at middle frequencies. Since the
constant window CSF show higher threshold than the
variable window at low frequency, which are tested by low
contrast images, we can expect the variable window
simulations results to require higher FEC values to match.
Thu~, we can predict that the simulations would diverge
and m a predictable manner if images of lower or higher
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Fig. 10. The effects of image contrast on the functions relating Percent Correct discrimination to FEC level. The
error bars are ±1 s.e.m. intervals about each data point.
contrast were used to test lower and higher frequencies,
respectively. The one that would remain stable (if any) is
the one representing the subjects' perception. The
experiments therefore were repeated using test images
whose contrasts (actually amplitudes) were scaled by
factors of 0.1, 0.3, and 3.0 compared to the original image
set. The results shown in Fig. 10 were indeed as expected.
The results for the original image (contrast= 1.0)
essentially replicate, using a different set of observers, the
previous data shown in Fig. 9. As the contrast was
reduced, the FEC found for the constant-window condition
remained largely unchanged (even though the slope of the
psychometric function changed, especially for contrast =
0.1 ). For the variable-window condition, however, the FEC
gradually increased as contrast was reduced. These results
suggest that peripheral sensitivity decreases at lower spatial
frequencies. This conclusion is consistent with the data of
Fig. 10 obtained using images simulated with the constantwindow CSF (open circles), and is not consistent with the
data obtained using images simulated with the variablewindow CSF (filled circles). In all cases, the FEC found in
our experiments was higher than the 0.035 - 0.055 value
we computed from a number of data sets published in the
literature, where grating targets on a uniform background
were used [18].

5.
DISCUSSION
The results of the foveal experiments verified that the
model proposed by Peli [8] and used to simulate the
appearance of an image from different observation
distances is valid. The simulated images were found to be
distinguishable from the original images at distances close
to the simulated distances. Thus, these results demonstrate
that the present simulation procedures can be used to
determine whether the discrimination of complex images
can be predicted from the form of empirically derived
CSFs.
.
Also of interest are the possible reasons for the differences
between the CSF's obtained here for different observation
distances. Differences at the low frequency end are
relatively easy to account for. The low frequency Gabor
stimuli viewed from a distance of 2 m are quite large, and
often extended to near the edge of the display area. The
edge of the screen (outside the display areas) is dark and
thus creates a high contrast feature which when close to the
stimuli may reduce their visibility. Moving the observer
closer to the screen reduces the size of the stimuli
providing the same spatial frequencies, thus increasing
their distance from the display edge and reduces its
masking effect. Indeed for both observers the detection
threshold for the three lowest spatial frequencies was
almost equal at 2m and 0.5 m (which were the same
physical stimuli) suggesting that the low-frequency
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reduction in sensitivity to these stimuli is, in fact, a
masking effect. This argues for an even higher sensitivity
at low frequencies than that represented by the "combined
CSF" in Fig. 3. The reduction in high-frequency
sensitivity that we found when observation distance was
increased cannot be as easily explained.
The larger stimuli viewed at 4 or 8 m were closer to the
edge, and hence may have been masked as the stimuli used
to test the lower frequencies were assumed to be. These
images were also of higher contrast, which might be
hypothesized to result in more masking. However, such
masking should reduce the sensitivity to these frequencies not improve it. Thus, at the moment we have no
hypothesis that adequately explains this effect.
We found that by varying a single parameter (the FEC) in
our simulation, we could vary discrimination gradually
from chance level to 100%. This confirms the validity of
the simulation technique and suggests that the FEC
adequately represented the position-dependent changes in
the appearance of our stimuli. The fact that wide-field
images simulated using various foveal CSFs were
discriminated at different FEC levels, extends to peripheral
vision the findings of Peli [15], regarding the sensitivity of
both the simulation and the psychophysical method to
small differences in the CSF.
The CSFs obtained with pattern detection tasks resulted in
lower thresholds, thus it is not surprising that the
simulations using the pattern detection/ constant window
and pattern detection/ variable window CSFs led to higher
FEC levels. The combination of lower foveal thresholds
and higher FECs compensate for each other in computing
peripheral thresholds. The foveal CSFs used in the
simulations were complete functions of contrast sensitivity
in that they differed in shape as well as absolute sensitivity.
One may wonder how is it possible that such large
differences in the form of the CSF can be compensated by
changes in a single variable, the FEC, such that the
threshold of discrimination remains the same. This is the
case because, as pointed out by Peli [15] and confirmed by
Peli [26], while the whole CSF is used in the generation of
the simulation, only a very narrow range of frequencies
(probably near the contrast sensitivity peak) is tested in the
image discrimination task. The finding that the pattern
detection/ variable window CSF, which is very similar to
the pattern detection/ constant window CSF for midfrequencies (Fig. 6), resulted in similar threshold FECs,
also further supports this conclusion.
All FECs found here are larger than those computed from
CSF measurements obtained across the retina (see Table 1
in Peli et al. [11]). This difference may be due to masking
by superimposed or adjacent image detail, which may
result in a more rapid decline of detection performance as
retinal eccentricity is increased (i.e., crowding or lateral
masking effects). While such effects were demonstrated in
a number of letter acuity tests, we are not aware of direct
measurements of such lateral masking for gratings or
grating patches.
The vision model employed here produced images that
were discriminable in a way predictable from wellestablished visual and perceptual data. It might, therefore,
be expected that analogous models could be employed to
assess more general image properties such as perceived

image quality. In particular, the peripheral vision model
suggested by the present analysis might be useful in
evaluating wide field simulator images as well as area of
interest, or other foveating systems.
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1.

SUMMARY

This paper describes the target acquisition process from the
perspective of modelling target acquisition as a part of
modelling combat.
Exchanging fire obviously is very important in combat.
Conditions for direct fire are line-of-sight (LOS) and some
kind of perception ofthe intended target. LOS is deterministic
and can be calculated if there is a good digital representation
of the terrain. But perception is considered a stochastic
process with probabilities depending on the current situation.
In most stochastic combat simulation programmes and
wargames there is a module that models detection and
perception.
Because of the dynamic character of combat situations for
observing are changing rapidly. The models are calculating
situations every x seconds (typical 5 - 30). Within such a
timeframe occurrences of events and the effects of these
events are calculated. Illustrative events are new observations,
firings, etc.
The target acquisition module is responsible for an actual list
of observations. Each time-frame the list is updated: old
observations are checked (observers or targets can be killed or
moved) and new observations can be added. Because of the
dynamic character only calculations are made for the coming
time-frame. For each observer and each potential target an
observation probability is calculated and comparison with a
random number determines if the considered observer/target
will lead to a new observation. Input for this module are
elements of the situation at hand and characteristics of
observer (such as the sensor used) and target (such as its
dimensions).
This paper addresses some of the limitations and problems of
the current implementation of the target acquisition module.

Keywords: combat simulation, wargame, detection
modelling
2.

INTRODUCTION

Simulating combat is a way of gaining quantitative insight in
combat. Analysing historical data is another way of gaining
insight, but this paper will not address that method.
Combat simulation models can be classified in different ways.
One classification is the level of the military unit/system that
can be simulated in the model. This can vary from the
simulation of one system (eg. a sensor and its target) up to
theatre level (the Gulf War). The examples used in this paper
are at division and battalion level. These examples were
chosen because both models have separate modules for

detection. In higher level models detection is a very abstract
process (how can detection between two brigades be
defined?).
This paper will shortly describe methods of combat simulation
and then two examples will be described, first in general and
then the detection module in more detail. The paper ends with
some general requirements we have for a detection module.
In this paper detection is used as a general term. It can be
defined as the level of perception needed for follow-on
actions.
3.

SIMULATING COMBAT

Combat is a very complex system and is impossible to predict.
What can be done is gaining some quantitative insight which
can support decision making. Simulation is a way of gaining
this insight. Big advantage of simulation is the control over
the conditions, the possibility to simulate non existing systems
and unbiased interpretation of the outcome.
Simulating combat, why:
- (Weapon )system procurement
- Training & education
- Doctrine development
- Evaluating possible courses of action
- Force structure
Simulating combat, how:
- Field exercises
- Wargames
- Computerised combat simulation models
- Analytical models

The methods differ in detail of representation, the influence of
the man in the loop (repeatability) and speed.
Computermodels are used for wargames, combat simulation
and analytical models. This paper will go into more detail in
the detection modelling in some of the models we, at TNOFEL, are working with. Please keep in mind that the detection
module is only one of several modules the models are built
upon.
4.

EXAMPLES

4.1 The wargame Kibowi:

KIBOWI is a wargame, which is in use in the Dutch Army to
support training & education of military staff. In a Kiwowi
assisted exercise the military staff is out in the field, just like
they would be in reality. They use their normal command &
control equipment and procedures to prepare and give orders.
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These orders go to the so-called lower-control. The lower
control is organised in different cells (up to 50). Each cell has
the control over a number of computer-represented units. The
lower-control can give orders to these units and can get
information about these units. This enables the lower-control
to execute the orders from the staff. On the computer the
lower-control has only access to the units under control.
Every timestep (typical I 0 second) the computer evaluates all
the orders and calculates line-of-sight, detections, firings,
losses. stocks, etc.
If the computer determines there is detection, the detected
units will pop-up on the relevant control-station. The lowercontrol concerned can report this detection to the staff, so they
will be able to respond on the current situation. Another
possibility for the lower-control is defining and sending a
indirect tire-request to the cell that controls the artillery units.
Because of the performance-requirements of this wargame,
complex calculations must be as limited as possible. There can
be thousands of units and that can make millions of possible
interactions. The terrain is represented as a I 00* 1OOm grid
with a height and a terrain feature for each grid. Line-of-sight
calculations are done separately and take a lot of time, so
calculating detections cannot be too complex.
4.1. I

Detection calculation:

For every possible interaction two distances are calculated: a
minimum- and a maximum distance (dmin and dmax).
Detection probability is a function of these distances:
•
•
•

If the distance d between the observer and the target is Jess
or equal as dmin· then the detection probability= 1.
If d > dmax then the detection probability= 0
Between the minimum and maximum distance the
detection probability decreases linearly

The detection probability is compared with a drawing from a
uniform distribution and this determines whether there is
detection or not. The two distances depend on different
factors:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The default values for this observer-target combination
(distances in an open area on a clear day)
The status of the observer (moving, mounting, in
assembly area, etc.)
The status of the target (moving, in prepared position,
etc.)
The terrain feature around the target
The weather
The time of the day

•
•
•

Closed (no man in the loop during simulation)
Using 100*100m grid with height information and terrain
feature on each grid
Combination oftimestep and event-driven. Typical
timestep is 30 seconds.

One of the input-files is a scenario description. This tile is
written in a special designed language and contains orders and
conditions for each unit. Every time-step orders and
conditions are evaluated, for each unit new positions are
calculated and new statuses are determined. After that the
consequences of direct and indirect fire in that timeframe are
calculated. For each shooter/target combination (called monel:
one-sided duel) the next conditions are checked:
•
•
•
•
•

is there line-of-sight between shooter and target
is there a detection from shooter to target
is the shooter allowed to fire
is the target within the range of the weapon
does the shooter has ammunition to shoot on this target

In case a shooter has more than one target, there are some
decision-rules in the model to select which one to shoot at
first. If a monel is selected an event is created. This event is
scheduled according the time of arrival of the ammunition.
The time of arrival is defined as the moment of detection+
aiming-time+ the flight-time. The list of events is evaluated
in time-order and scheduled events can be deleted from the list
in case of a firepower kill of a shooter before time of
departure of its shot. After an event is handled a new event
can be created. This can be a next shot against the same target
or a shot against a new target. As long as the timeframe is not
over, events are handled and created. If the timeframe is over,
the computer starts with the next one.
The moment of detection is very important in this process.
This means that the detection module not only calculates a
probability of detection, it also determines a moment of
detection. We use the following formula:

Prob(tdet ~ t) = 1- e-t!T"'""'
T mean is dependent from a lot of factors: distance, intrinsic
contrast, weather. detection aids, statuses of observer and
target, etc. With this formula the moment of detection is
drawn randomly. If this moment is within the timeframe
concerned then there is a detection. If the moment is not in the
timeframe it will be ignored.
One of the reasons using this formula is that the length of the
timeframe does not influence the probability function of the
detection moment. A drawback is that the probability of
detecting a target (P~) ever goes to I.

Advantages of this method:
•
•

Speed: all factors are in lookup-tables and almost no
calculations are needed
Simplicity: method is very easy to understand

Disadvantages of this method:
•
•
•

Is the linear relation maybe oversimplified
No interdependencies between factors
No false alarms and no misperception

The way T mean is calculated is based on a report of Night
Vision Laboratories: "Simulating combat under degraded
visibility". It calculates the number of resolvable cycles across
the target and uses this to determine a probability of detecting
the target within one glimpse. Next p"' and a mean time under
the condition of detecting are derived. T mean is calibrated
with the last two variables.
Known shortfalls in the current implementation:

4.2 The combat simulation model FSM (Force Structure
Model):
The most important characteristics ofFSM are:
•

Stochastic

•

•

The only memory implemented is that detections are not
lmt if LOS is not interrupted. If LOS is interrupted the
detection will be forgotten
The intrinsic contrast does not depend on the position in
the field
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•
•
•

•
•

A group of vehicles is regarded as a group of independent
targets
There are no false alarms
The number of resolvable cycles required for 50%
detection is constant in different situations (increasing this
number means that for example recognition is needed for
firing)
There are no mistakes. Mistakes could lead to using the
wrong ammunition on the wrong target.
Shooter and observer are at the same position

5. REQUIREMENTS FOR THE DETECTION
MODULE
We are always standing open for implementing a better
detection module. There are a few basic requirements the
module must meet:
•
•
•

•
•
•

Generic, a sensor has to be specified by a few
characteristics, not by a model
Simple, the level of detail must be in line with the level of
detail in other modules
Fast, the advances in computer-power will be used for
simulating more complex situations as well as for a more
detailed implementation
The module must be able to cope with dynamic situations.
Units move around, fire, etc
The detection probability may not depend on the size of
the timestep
The detection module must be in line with the other
modules

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
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1. SUMMARY
The visual system is not capable of processing of all aspects of
a scene in parallel. While some visual information can be
extracted from all locations at once, other processes, including
object recognition, are severely limited in their capacity.
Selective attention is used to limit the operation of these
limited-capacity processes to one (or, perhaps, a few) objects
at a time. Searching for a target in a scene, therefore, requires
deployment of attention from one candidate target to the next
until the target is found or the search is abandoned. Commonsense suggests that distractor objects that have been rejected
as targets are marked in some fashion to prevent redeployment
of attention to non-target items. Introspection suggests that
sustained attention to a scene builds up a perception of that
scene in which more and more objects are simultaneously
recognized.
Neither common-sense nor introspection are correct in this
case. Evidence suggests that covert attention is deployed at
random among candidate targets without regard to the prior
history of the search. Rejected distractors are not marked
during a search. Prior to the arrival of attention, visual features
are loosely bundled into objects. Attention is required to bind
features into a recognizable object. For an object to be
recognized, there must be a link between a visual
representation and a representation in memory. Our data
suggest that only one such link can be maintained at one
moment in time. Hence, counter to introspection, only one
object is recognized at one time. These surprising limits on
our abilities may be based on a trade off speed for apparent
efficiency.
Keywords: Vision, visual attention, visual search, guided
search, memory, object recognition, human experimental
psychology
2.

scene, it seems intuitively clear that, after prolonged search,
the visual scene will contain multiple, simultaneously
recognized objects. The purpose of this paper is to
demonstrate that neither of these reasonable hypotheses is
actually true. In a field of items that are equivalent in their
ability to attract attention, attention appears to be deployed at
random with no regard to the prior history of deployments.
When attention is deployed to an item, it becomes possible to
recognize that item. However, when attention is redeployed
away from the item, the item is no longer actively recognized.
It may be remembered, just as an item that is out of sight is
remembered. But our data indicate that simultaneous
recognition of multiple objects does not occur.
This paper is organized into four sections. In the first section,
we review some of the basics of laboratory visual search
experiments. Next, we discuss the evidence that the
deployment of attention is more anarchic than commonsense
would predict. A third section considers the visual
consequences of attention. Finally, the implications of these
results will be discussed.
3.

VISUAL SEARCH IN THE LABORATORY

3.1. Introduction to Search Methods
In a standard laboratory visual search experiment, observers
search for a target item among a number of distractor items. In
a typical version, the target would be present on 50% of the
trials. The total number of items (the "set size") would be
varied. The dependent measures are the "reaction time"(RT)the amount of time required to press a key to indicate the

INTRODUCTION

Faced with a new scene, we immediately see something.
However, we do not immediately perceive everything. Thus,
you might emerge from customs at the airport to be faced with
a crowd of faces, one of whom should be the friend who has
come to pick you up. It is not possible to simultaneously
process all of the faces (not to mention the other objects in the
scene) to the point of recognition. As a result, you need to
search. Search from face to face in an apparently serial
manner (29; 38) will either lead you to your friend or will lead
you to the bus and to a reassessment ofthe nature of
friendship.
Two aspects of the course and consequence of such a search
are the topics of this paper. First, it seems reasonable to
assume that, if you deploy attention to a face and determine
that it is not your friend, that you will somehow mark that face
so as to avoid revisiting it. Second, even if you do not
recognize multiple objects when first confronted with a new

I/ I I I
I II I I
I I
I I

I

Figure One: Highly efficient search. Targets defined by
salient basic features can be found, independent of the
number of distractors. Here targets are defined by size
and orientation.
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presence or absence of a target - and the accuracy of that
response. Most of the results presented here will be RT data.
The measure of greatest interest is the slope of the function
relating RT to set size. This is a measure of the efficiency of
search. The most efficient searches have slopes near zero,
suggesting that all items can be processed at the same time,
without capacity limits. Examples are shown in Figure 1.
The most efficient searches are searches for targets defined by
a basic feature among homogeneous distractors (e.g. red
among green, big among small, etc.) The set of basic features
for visual search contains obvious candidates like color (e.g.
2; 10), size( e.g 4), and orientation (e.g 3; 26). It also contains
less obvious features like lustre (61) and a variety of depth
cues (14). The full list contains perhaps a dozen features
(reviewed in 57).
The presence of an attribute is easier to detect than its absence.
This leads to so-called "search asymmetries" (50) where the
search for A among B produces a steeper slope than a search
for B among A. An example is shown in Figure 2.

reflect the speed of eye movements (2-4 fixations per second)
and will yield slopes of greater than I 00 msec/ item. In
experiments, like those described here, that are concerned with
the covert deployment of attention, care must be taken to
assure that eye movements are not required. It is less
important, in most cases, to require rigorous fixation since the
pattern of RTs appears to be essentially the same whether eye
movements are permitted or not (66).
The class of inefficient searches includes all those for which
basic feature information is of no use. This includes searches
for easily identifiable objects like faces and animals where
identification is based on the relationship of features to one
another rather than to the mere presence of a defining feature.
Our data indicate that the shape of an object is not a basic
feature for visual search. If local features like line termination
are controlled, search for one shape among other, quite
different shapes is inefficient (59).

3.2. Conjunctions and Guided Search
Most natural searches are neither feature searches nor random
searches among preattentively equivalent items. Most searches
involve targets that, while they are not defined by a single
unique feature, are defined, at least in part, by basic feature
information. Thus, the hunt for your friend at the airport
requires a search but it is a search through a subset of visible
objects. Little time will be spent examining suitcases and car
rental signs (13).
Laboratory search experiments have concentrated on the less
natural case of conjunction search. In a typical conjunction
search, targets are defined by the presence of two features
(e.g. a black vertical target) among a mix of distractors that
have one or the other of these features (e.g. white vertical and
black horizontal distractors).

Figure Two: It is easier to find the presence of a feature
(here the line terminators in the "C") than it is to find the
absence of a feature. (After Treisman).
At the other end of the continuum of search tasks are
inefficient searches. With slopes of about 20-30 msec/item on
target present trials and about twice that on target absent trials.
It is, of course, possible to have search tasks with arbitrarily
steep slopes. One source of steep slopes is a need to fixate
items. If the items cannot be classified as distractor or target
without fixating each item, then search slopes will come to

--

D-u-=-uu
o u0---1 U D 0
D-o-UFigure Four: Conjunction search. Find the black vertical
item.

Figure Three: Even ecologically significant stimuli like
faces produce inefficient search if they do not differ from
distractors in basic features.

Work in the 1970's and early 80's seemed to show that
conjunction searches were uniformly inefficient (48). These
and other data led to Treisman's very influential proposal that
searches could be divided into two categories: Feature
searches that could be performed in parallel and all other
searches that required serial, item by item, inefficient search.
This hypothesis was one of the central propositions of
Treisman's original formulation of her "Feature Integration
Theory" (48). However, subsequent research revealed that
conjunction search could be quite efficient (e.g. 9; 24; 28; 34;
49; 60; 67). At first, it appeared that these efficient
conjunctions searches might represent specific exceptions to
the general rule of inefficient conjunction search (23; 27).
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However, it has become increasingly clear that search for any
conjunction of basic features can be efficient if the features are
salient enough (see discussions in 56; 58). Indeed, there are
several published reports of conjunction searches that yield
search efficiencies that are indistinguishable from those
produced by basic features (e.g. 40; 52; 55).
In retrospect, this is not a surprise. As the earlier example
should have made clear, it is intuitively obvious that attention
is somehow guided to likely targets. The Guided Search model
makes the claim that this guidance comes from preattentive
feature information (6; 56; 60; 62). That is, Guided Search
holds that no preattentive process has explicit information
about conjunctions. However, to continue with the example
from Figure Four, a color processor can guide attention toward
black items while an orientation processor can guide attention
toward vertical items. The combination of these sources of
guidance will tend to guide attention toward items that are
both black and vertical (see Figure Five).

Guide to Black

0

target-absent

8. 400
0
0

0 200
=#:

slope (msec/item)
Figure Six: The distribution of 2000+ search slopes
showing that there is no obvious division of tasks into
search classes on the basis of slope alone (redrawn from
58)
The purpose of this exercise is not to argue that all search
tasks are drawn from the same distribution. If we sort the
slopes by the type of search task, it is clear that different types
of task produce different distributions of slopes. Figure Seven
shows the target present slopes of Figure Six broken into three
broad classes of search: feature searches, conjunction
searches, and searches such as a search for a "T" among "L"s
that have traditionally served as benchmark "serial" tasks.

Figure Five: The core idea of Guided Search is that
basic feature information can be used to guide attention
to targets defined by more than one feature.
Revisions of Feature Integration Theory incorporate feature
guidance (46; 49) as do some other models (e.g. 51). On the
other hand, there are models, notable Duncan and Humphreys'
(11) Similarity model that propose explicit preattentive
processing of conjunctions.

3.3. The Myth of Two Classes of Search Tasks
The influence of the 1980 version of Feature Integration
Theory has been long and wide. An unintended consequence
has been the wide-spread assumption that there are two types
of visual search, "serial" and "parallel" and that specific tasks
can be placed in one of these two categories on the basis of the
slope of the RT x set size function.
In fact, as should be clear from the preceding discussion,
search tasks yield a continuum of slopes from efficient to
inefficient with no value dividing these slopes into two
principled groups. To illustrate this point, we pooled 2000+
search slopes from a range of different feature, conjunction,
and letter searches. The distribution of slopes is shown in
Figure Six.

The distributions are clearly different. Thus, search slope can
be predicted (albeit imprecisely) from a knowledge of the
search task. It is the reverse that does not work. It is not
possible to place a dividing line at, say, 10 msec/item and
declare searches on one side to be qualitatively different from
searches on the other.

0.6--------conjunction

c

:e00 0.4
ec.c. o.2

feature

•

letters, etc.

Figure Seven: Distribution of target-present slopes
divided by type of task. (redrawn from 58)
There are a number of ways to understand this continuum of
search slopes. In the context of the Guided Search model, all
searches involve preattentive guidance of the deployment of
spatial attention. For the tasks described here, the prime
source of variation lies in the effectiveness of that guidance. In
the most efficient feature searches, guidance is sufficient to
direct attention to the target before it is deployed to any
distractors. In an inefficient search such as a search for aT
among Ls, guidance still limits search to the Ts and Ls.
Attention is not directed to blank space or away from the
search display. However, within that set of letters, there is no
further guidance and search proceeds at random. Conjunction
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tasks represent an intermediate case in which preattentive
k;;ture information guides attention but guides it imperfectly
so that some distractors attract attention and search slopes are
intermediate. In this framework, it is important to understand
the rules for deployment of attention. That topic is addressed
in the next section.

4.

THE DEPLOYMENT OF ATTENTION:
THE FIRST SURPRISE

4.1. The standard models
There are two broad classes of models of the deployment of
attention. The preceding discussion has assumed a serial
model in which attention is deployed from item to item.
Alternatively, a limited-capacity resource could be allocated to
multiple items in parallel. Guided Search generally assumes a
serial model. However, in principle, preattentive processing
could guide the allocation of a distributed resource rather than
guiding the deployment of an item-sized attentional
"spotlight". Both classes of model can predict the patterns of
RTs seen in search experiments(43-45). Intermediate positions
are possible. Several models propose a serial deployment of
attention, not from item to item, but from one group of items
to the next (e.g. 15; 31). In fact, the dichotomy between serial
and parallel models may have been overstated. Consider a
conveyor belt. Items may be loaded on and off the belt in
series but multiple items are on the belt in parallel ( see also
16; for a more extensive discussion of this idea see 25).
A hallmark of virtually all of these models of attentional
deployment has been the assumption that information
accumulates during the course of a trial. In serial models, this
takes the form of the assumption that rejected distractors are
inhibited or marked in some way so that attention is not redeployed to previously rejected items (e.g. 1; 20; 42).
Phenomena like inhibition of return (lOR) have been invoked
as plausible mechanisms of distractor marking (32; 33) though
efforts to find evidence for lOR in visual search have had a
checkered career (18-20; 65).
In parallel models, within-trial 'memory' generally takes the
form of a local accumulation of evidence over the course of a
trial (in the manner of 35). Thus, in a search for aT among Ls,
information about the T-ness or L-ness of each item would
accumulate over time until one item was confirmed as a T or
all items were confirmed as Ls. Our recent data violate the
predictions of this core assumption about the deployment of
attention.

4.2. The Experiments of Horowitz and Wolfe (17)
To test the hypothesis that information accumulates during the
course of a visual search trial, we compared a fairly standard
search with a condition designed to minimize the
accumulation of information. In the first experiment, the task
was a standard T among Ls search. Both Ts and Ls could
appear, randomly, in any of four orientations: 0, 90, 180 and
270 deg. As usual, the subject's task was to report as quickly
as possible whether or not the target letter was present in the
display. Targets were present on 50% of trials. The set sizes
were 8, 12, or 16. Letters subtended 1 deg at the 57 em
viewing distance.
There were two stimulus conditions in the experiments:
Dynamic and Static. The Static condition was a variation on a
standard visual search experiment. The stimulus presentation

consisted of 20 cycles of an 83 msec presentation of the search
display and a 24 msec mask composed of all of the line
segments that could go into the Ts and Ls. The total stimulus
duration, therefore, was 2220 msec.
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Figure Eight: The dynamic search condition. The same
elements are plotted in each frame but their positions
are changed randomly.
In the Dynamic conditions (shown above), the stimuli were
randomly relocated every Ill msec. This did not involve any
sort of coherent motion of stimuli. In this version of the
experiment, a Dynamic trial consisted of five cycles of four
independent frames of 83 msec duration with the 24 msec
masks in between. Suppose that the trial was a target present
trial with a "T" and eleven "L"s. Each of the four frames
would present those twelve items in new random positions. If
necessary, Ss could respond after the 2220 msec stimulus
display. In practice, RTs of this length accounted for less than
2% of the data.
The Dynamic condition was intended to make any marking of
rejected dis tractors irrelevant. If search involves serial
selection of items, then the Dynamic condition should force
selection with replacement from the set of items on the screen
(That is, a given distractor might be checked more than once).
The standard serial view of the Static condition has been that
it involves selection without replacement (A given item
would not be checked more than once.). In a standard serial,
self-terminating search, the observer must sample an average
of half of the items on target-present trials. Modeling shows
that the average number of samples in the Dynamic case
equals the set size. This does not mean that each item in the
·display is sampled. In sampling with replacement, some items
may be sampled multiple times. It follows that Dynamic target
present slopes should be twice as steep as the Static target
present slopes, if there is marking of rejected distractors in the
Static condition.
A second version of this experiment was run without the
masks. In this case, the Static condition is truly static. Nine
subjects were tested for 200 trials in each condition, randomly
distributed over 3 set sizes.
Figure Nine shows the RT and errors as a function of set size
for Experiment One. Results for Exp. 2 are comparable. The
slopes for the Dynamic condition were not twice the slopes of
from the static condition - falsifying the prediction of the
standard serial model. Target-present slopes in static and
dynamic conditions did not differ significantly in either
version of the experiment. (Exp. 1: t(8)=.13, p <.50, Exp. 2:
t(8)= 1.52, p>.l5). Note in Figure Nine that target-absent
slopes are actually shallower for the Dynamic case than for
the Static case. While the Dynamic mean RTs do appear to be
longer than the Static, that RT cost is reliable only in
Experiment 2 (F(1,8)=18.81, p < .005). We suspect that the
increased mean RTs reflect subjects' decreased confidence in
their responses. Consider a subject who believes she has found
a target. In the Static case, the physical stimulus is still
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available for confirmation, while in the Dynamic case, it is
not.
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Figure Nine: Mean RT data for dynamic and static
conditions of the first experiment (with masks). Upper
curves are target absent. Lower are target present. Note
that dynamic, target present slopes are very similar to
static slopes. Bars give error rates in the following order:
Static false alarms, static misses, dynamic false alarms,
dynamic misses.
These results would be uninteresting if subjects, in the
dynamic condition, could direct attention to one location and
simply wait for the target to appear in that location. However,
the position of the target was constrained in order to thwart
any such strategy. In Experiment One, the target only
appeared at one of four locations (one in each of the four
independent frames). Here a "sit and wait" strategy would lead
to failure on 93.75% of target present trials. In Experiment 2,
the target changed location on every trial but remained at one
of four eccentricities (again, chosen at random from trial to
trial). In this case, a "sit and wait" strategy would fail on 75%
of trials.
These data would have been a fairly straight-forward, if
surprising, refutation of the predictions of the standard
accounts of the marking of rejected distractors were it not for
the error rates. Subjects make more errors in the Dynamic
condition than in the Static condition. This is not surprising.
Stimuli are more degraded in the Dynamic condition and, as
noted in connection with the RT difference, subjects can
continue to attend to a location and confirm the existence of a
target in the Static condition but not in the Dynamic condition.
That said, the error rates complicate the analysis of the result
because of the likelihood of a speed-accuracy tradeoff. Given
the more frequent errors in the Dynamic case and given the
increase in those errors with set size, we must assume that the
slopes in the Dynamic case are underestimates of the "true"
slope. Could that "true" Dynamic slope be twice the "true"
Static slope and, thus, consistent with marking of rejected
distractors in the Static condition? In an effort to answer this
question, we conducted a replication of the experiment with a
design intended to reduce the error rates.

4.3. Experiment Three: Another Version
In this third experiment, we eliminated the option to respond
"no" by having subjects respond to target identity, rather than
target presence. A target letter "E" or "N" was present on each
trial, embedded in distractors selected from the remaining
letters of the alphabet (except for "I" and "J"). Subjects
identified the target letter. Again, we compared Static and
Dynamic conditions. Methods were similar to the experiments
described above. Since subjects would always know that a
target was present, we reasoned that they would be Jess
inclined to abandon a difficult search with a guess. This
should lower errors.
Our results showed that, once again, the slopes were
statistically indistinguishable with the Dynamic slope of 29.5
ms/item being slightly shallower than the Static slope of 34.67
ms/item. The effort to reduce errors worked. Error rates were
substantially lower in this experiment (5.6% overall for the
Dynamic condition, 2.8% for the Static). Nevertheless, there
are still twice as many errors in the Dynamic condition. Is this
difference sufficient to mask a true 2:1 relationship between
Dynamic and Static slopes? The point is arguable but we think
that it is implausible to propose that a relatively few errors
could, in effect, cut the Dynamic slope in half. It is possible,
for example, to calculate the missing RTs that would be
needed to double the Dynamic slope. The details of this error
correction analysis are given on our website
(search.bwh.harvard.edu). In brief, in order to double the
Dynamic slope, one would need to assume that all errors come
from trials where the reaction time should have been much
longer than almost any of the correct RTs in the actual data.
As a different approach, we can look at the results only for the
subjects with the smallest differences between Dynamic and
Static error rates. In this subset of the data, we still find that
Dynamic and Static slopes are essentially the same.

4.4. Memory-free search?
How should these results be interpreted? Recall the
predictions of the standard, serial, self-terminating search
model. If we assume that rejected distractors are marked in the
Static case and that they cannot be marked in the Dynamic
case, then the target present slopes in the Dynamic case should
be twice those in the Static case. The experiments yield Static
and Dynamic slopes that are indistinguishable from each
other. These data appear to falsify the hypothesis that rejected
distractors are marked in the Static condition and not in the
Dynamic condition. Given the distractors could not be marked
in the Dynamic condition, it would seem to follow that they
were not marked in the Static condition either. That is, it
would appear that items are sampled from the display with
replacement in both the Dynamic and Static cases. We have
dubbed this the memory-free search hypothesis.
The memory-free hypothesis only applies to covert
deployments of attention and not, for example, to overt eye
movements. It is possible that previously fixated locations are
marked in visual search ( 19). Covert attention and overt eye
movements are usually linked (e.g. 21). Attention can be
deployed at a faster rate than can the eyes. Nevertheless, some
memory for prior fixation might be all the memory needed in
real-world visual search. It is also important to note that the
memory-free hypothesis proposes a lack of memory for
rejected distractors. It does not propose a lack of memory for
accepted targets. Targets must be remembered, once they are
found, otherwise it would be impossible to perform repeated
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searches through the same display (e.g. Where are those two
kids of mine?). The act of rejecting a distractor is different
than the act of accepting a target. Perhaps it is the act of
coding targets into memory that produces the attentional blink
(8; 36; 37).

4.5. Examining the effect of trial length
Beyond simple speed-accuracy trade-offs discussed above,
there is another way for Dynamic and Static conditions to
produces the same target present slopes even if search is
memory-free in the Dynamic and memory-based in the Static
condition. Alex Backer (personal communication) noted that
the theoretical distribution of RTs is uniform and finite in the
memory-based case while it has an exponential, potentially
infinite upper tale. That is, suppose that a display contains ten
items. In an accurate memory-based search, the observer never
searches through more than ten items. In an memory-free
search, however, the subject could search forever. Very long
searches will be very rare, but they should occur in theory.
In practice, long RTs are less likely. After a certain point,
observers will tend to give up and guess. Of more specific
relevance to these experiments, Backer noted that we used 20
frames of 100 msec each. If subjects did not find a target
during the 2000 msec of stimulus exposure, they would have
to guess. As a consequence, RTs that would have been
significantly longer than 2000 msec would have been removed
from the RT distribution. Under one set of assumptions, it
happens that the loss of these long RTs would be enough to
reduce the theoretical slope of a memory-free Dynamic search
to the slope of a hypothetical, memory-based Static search.
More generally, Backer's analysis predicts that slopes in the
Dynamic condition should be strongly influenced by the
duration of the stimulus display. Slopes in the Static condition
are only influenced at short display durations. As a
consequence, this analysis predicts that Dynamic search slopes
will be shallower than Static at short durations and longer at
long durations with a fairly narrow range of durations
producing roughly equal slopes in the two conditions.
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Figure Ten: Slope as a function of exposure duration of
Dynamic and Static search displays. Note that the
slopes converge as the duration gets longer.
In order to assess the possibility that we had inadvertently
stumbled on the point of equality, we tested subjects at display
durations of 1, 2, and 3 seconds. The task was the "E or N?"

task described above. Methods were similar to those described
for that experiment.
Figure Ten shows the results of this experiment. At the
shortest duration, in partial support of Backer's hypothesis, the
slopes for the Dynamic case are somewhat shallower than the
slopes for the Static case. The effect is smaller than predicted
but is in the predicted direction. Recall, however, that Backer's
hypothesis predicts that the slopes for the Dynamic case
should rise quite dramatically. In fact, as the duration gets
longer, the slopes for the Static and Dynamic conditions
appear to converge. There is no evidence that Dynamic slopes
rise to twice the Static slopes even when the stimulus is
presented for 3 seconds.
4.6. Implications of Memory-free Search
The title of this paper refers to "two surprises". The possibility
of memory-less search is the first of these surprises. Before
turning to the second, it is worth considering some of the
implications of memory-less search for our understanding of
the deployment of attention.
1) At the most basic level, memory-less changes our view of
the deployment of attention. We had thought it was relatively
orderly. Perhaps order is expensive and perhaps reality is more
anarchic, based on a simple, rapid strategy that avoids the
overhead of tagging checked locations.
2) If rejected distractors are entirely unmarked, models like
Guided Search would develop a problem with perseveration.
Attentional deployment is biased toward the fovea (5; 64). The
standard account allows attention to work its way toward a
peripheral target by rejecting and marking more central
distractors and then moving outward. If there is no such
marking, why doesn't attention get stuck at the fovea or on the
brightest or the most salient stimulus? One possibility is that
there is some limited memory, perhaps a memory for the
positions of the last one or two distractors. It is unclear that
limited memory of this sort would have been detected in the
experiments reported here. Incomplete memory has been
suggested in other search contexts (e.g. 1).
3) The rate of attentional deployment in the standard models is
estimated by doubling the target present slope. Thus, the
standard slopes of 20-30 msec for inefficient search, implies a
rate of one item every 40-60 msec. If search is memory-free,
the rate is estimated directly from the target present slope,
making it twice as rapid. There are investigators who have
theoretical and empirical difficulty with serial selection at a
rate of 40-60 msec/item because they think that attentional
deployment requires several much slower steps (e.g. 12; 53).
A rate of 20-30 msec/item would be even more challenging.
4) Parallel models of attention would also be disturbed by this
memory-free finding. In a standard parallel model,
information accumulates at each location about the likelihood
of target presence. The Dynamic condition renders this
accumulation function, if it were available, irrelevant. How
then is it possible to search with the same efficiency in
Dynamic and Static cases? These results would seem to
require a parallel model that analyzes multiple, independent
snapshots of the search display.
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5.

search. Thus, in Figure Twelve, the observer searches first for
the letter 'f, next for a 'b', and so on.

POST-ATTENTIVE VISION:
THE SECOND SURPRISE

5.1. The Roles of Selective Attention in Object
Recognition.
Earlier in this paper, it was asserted that deployment of
attention to an object is a prerequisite to the recognition of that
object. Why should that be the case? Selective attention serves
two roles in the perception of objects. First, attention is
required for the proper binding of features in objects. Prior to
the arrival of attention, features of an object are not well
bound to each other (47). As an illustration, see Figure Eleven.
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Figure Eleven: Find the black line, tilted to the right.

This is a conjunction search, logically similar to the color X
orientation search shown in Figure 4. In that case, guidance
from preattentive color and orientation information could lead
to efficient search. Here, however, guidance fails because each
"X" is treated as an object with the features "black" and "gray"
and "left" and "right". Prior to the arrival of attention, the
relationship of features to each other within an object is
unclear. The features are "bundled" with the object but they
are not "bound" (59).

twice

once

n times

Figure Twelve: The Repeated Search paradigm.
Observers, search over and over through the same,
unchanging display. In this case, the display is the
letters "8", "V", and "X".

We know from prior experience that the first search through
these letters will be inefficient. It appears that observers must
search from item to item until they find the target or, in the
example shown here, until they are convinced that an "f" is
not present. Search is inefficient because each letter is
recognized only when attention is directed to it.
The critical question in Repeated Search concerns the fate of
the effects of attention on an object after attention has been
directed elsewhere. If attention allows the binding of features
and the linking of visual to memorial representations, does
that binding and linking survive when attention departs? The
Repeated Search paradigm provides a way to answer this
question. If binding and linking survive, then multiple links
will be built connecting vision and memory. Eventually, all
items in the display will be recognized at the same time. If the
observer is then asked about an element in the display, that
request will activate the node in memory. That node in
memory will be linked to the visual stimulus and the observer
should be able to respond, "yes", without a search. That is, RT
should no longer depend on set size because the other items in
the display should be irrelevant. If, on the other hand, links do
not accumulate, then an inefficient search will be required
each time a new target probe is presented.

5.2.1.

Methods

In its second role in object recognition, attention controls
traffic through a tight bottleneck between the visual
representation of an object and its representation in memory.
Recognition of a visual object requires three things. First,
there must be a visual object to see and recognize. Second,
there must be a representation of that object in memory.
Otherwise, the observer cannot know the identity of the
object. the observer would be agnosic. Finally, there must be a
link between the visual and memorial representations. This
notion of a link is critical. An observer might be seeing a cow
and thinking of a car. We would not want this observer to
'recognize' the cow as a car. Hence, it is not enough for the
two representations to coexist in time. They must be linked.

We have performed repeated search experiments with a wide
range of stimuli including letters (as shown in Fig. 12), novel
objects, and 'real' objects. Details can be found in Wolfe et al.
(63). Here, we will illustrate the basic result with an
experiment that used conjunction stimuli of the sort shown in
Figure 13.

5.2. Post-attentive vision and Repeated Search

Figure Thirteen: A Repeated Search task. Observers
look for the target defined by the words at the center of
the display. The surrounding search array does not
change.

We have found that the number of links that can be
maintained at any one time is very small - perhaps as small as
one. The prime evidence for this conclusion comes from
experiments using a "Repeated Search" paradigm in which
observers search multiple times through the same set of
stimuli. This is illustrated in Figure Twelve. The capital letters
remain present throughout a series of N repeated searches.
They do not flicker. They are not masked in anyway. Only the
letter at the center changes, indicating the target for the current
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The actual stimuli were conjunctions of color and
form/orientation. Conjunction search of this sort, with variable
targets and many types of distractors, is inefficient - at least on
the first trial. In this experiment, observer's searched through
the same display five times. One hundred sets of five trials
were run at each of two set sizes, allowing us to compute
slopes of the RT x set size function for each repetition.
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In addition to the Repeated Search condition, an Unrepeated
Search condition was run. In this case, the items changed on
each trial. This condition provides a baseline for comparison.
No links can be built up over repetitions in this case because
no stimuli are repeated.

5.2.2.

Results

Figure Fourteen shows the results for this experiment. The
upper panel shows mean RTs as a function of repetition. The
lower panel shows the slopes of the RT x set size functions.
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Discussion

We have repeated this basic finding with letters and objects;
always obtaining the same general pattern of results. If search
is inefficient on first exposure to a stimulus, it remains
inefficient after repeated searches through that stimulus. In
many cases, there is no significant change in the slope of RT x
set size functions or in error rates. (Wolfe, et al., 1999).
Concerned that five repetitions might be too few, we had
subjects search 350(!) times through the same sets of three or
five letters. Even in this extreme case, search efficiency did
not improve in the Repeated Search condition.

u

as
Cl)

important points to be made. First, even after any
improvement, the search remains very inefficient. There is no
hint that repeated search through these stimuli has produced
the efficient search predicted if multiple items are
simultaneously recognized- simultaneously linking their
visual and memorial representations. Second, the target
present slopes are essentially the same in the Repeated Search
and Ceiling conditions, indicating that repeated search through
the stimulus did not lead to the development of any
representation that could facilitate search.

5

Repetition
Figure Fourteen: RT and slope results of Repeated
Search for conjunction targets compared to Unrepealed
search for the same type of targets.
Note that, for the control "Ceiling" condition, repetition is
meaningless. The stimuli are new on each trial. Accordingly,
the single mean RT and slope values are plotted as straight
lines, constant across the repetition variable that is of interest
in the Repeated Search condition. In Repeated Search, there is
some apparent improvement in the RTs from the first to the
second repetition of the stimuli. However, other experiments
in this series show that to be an effect of the masking of the
probe words at the center by the surrounding visual stimuli
(63). That masking is present on all trials in the Ceiling
condition and, accordingly, the Ceiling RTs are very similar to
the repetition one, Repeated Search RTs.
Turning to the slopes, we again see a hint of an improvement,
mostly on the target absent trials. However, there are two

6.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

6.1. The Role of Memory in Visual Search
Two findings have been highlighted in this paper. First, the
results from the Dynamic Search experiments indicate that
rejected distractors are not marked during the course of a
visual search. Second, the work with Repeated Search shows
that search for ever changing targets does not become more
efficient with repeated search through the same display. This
can sound like some sort of 'attentional stupidity' or like a
denial of any role for memory in visual search. Such a position
would be not only counter-intuitive but wrong. Starting with
the dynamics of a single search, while subjects may not keep
track of rejected distractors, they must keep track of accepted
targets. That, after all, is the purpose of the search. Brad
Gibson and his colleagues (personal communication) have
illustrated this point in a simple extension of our work. They
had subjects discriminate between displays containing one or
two targets. The displays could be either static or dynamic.
The static case was easy. The dynamic case was virtually
impossible. In the static case, subjects could find and retain
the first target and then proceed to search for the second. In
the dynamic case, this was impossible (given that the targets
were identical. With two different targets, the results would be
different.) Our claim that "visual search has no memory" is a
claim of amnesia for the course of the search, not for its
consequences.
The Repeated Search, post-attentive experiments are open to
similar misinterpretation. It would be foolish to deny that
subjects learn and remember something about the displays in
repeated search tasks. After multiple searches through one
display, the contents ofthat display are committed, at least, to
some short term memory. Indeed, we compared performance
on the Repeated Search tasks to performance on memory
search tasks. For example, in the experiment where subjects
searched through the same letters 350 times, we also included
a memory search condition in which they committed letters to
memory and then searched that memory 350 times. Efficiency
(slope) and RT were actually somewhat faster in the absence
of the visual stimulus though errors were somewhat higher.
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The conclusion is that the presence of the visual stimulus
conveys no benefit in Repeated Search performance.
As in the Dynamic Search experiments, this does not mean
that subjects do not learn the locations of targets. Once you
learn that bathroom is around the corner to the left, you do not
have to search randomly for it. In a search paradigm, Chun
and Jiang (7) have shown that subjects can learn the layout of
meaningless search displays if they are repeated. That learning
seems to be implicit. That is, they behave as if they remember
the displays, even in the absence of any ability to explicitly
recognize them among novel displays.
Our results do not deny an ability to remember displays. They
merely show that the physical presence of the display does not
allow a short-cut around the limited-capacity of search
through that memory.

6.2. Why does visual search have no memory?
Implications for artificial search mechanisms.
If one were building a search device from the ground up, one
might think that it should be constructed with characteristics
other than those described here for human visual search. Why
not build a search mechanism that marked rejected distractors
and, thus, gained efficiency over a mechanism that did not?
Why not build a visual system that could have multiple links
between visual and memorial representations of objects? Of
course, answers to such questions are speculative. However,
when Nature picks an apparently inferior way to perform a
task, we may guess that the superior method was too
expensive.
In the case of the marking of rejected distractors, we know
that there are mechanisms of inhibition that serve to keep
attention away from previously attended items(20). The most
prominent of these is "inhibition of return" (lOR- 33; 39).
Another apparently different mechanism has been dubbed
"visual marking" (41; 54). Why should visual search use these
mechanisms to avoid resampling of rejected distractors? In
this case, the cost may be time. Distractors in visual search are
being rejected at a rate of about 30-50 Hz (20- 30
msec/item). These inhibitory mechanisms seem to require an
order of magnitude more time (e.g. 22). By the time that this
sort of inhibition could be applied, search might well be over.
Interestingly, the time course of inhibition is similar to the
time of saccadic eye movements (3-4Hz). Klein and
Macinnes ( 19) have new evidence that lOR might aid search,
not by marking rejected distractors but by preventing the eyes
from returning to previously fixated locations. One can
imagine covert deployments of attention working
cooperatively with slower, overt movements of the eyes. The
eyes go to a location. Attention randomly samples 6- 10
objects, probably in the neighborhood of fixation. This
sampling is done without marking distractors but when the
eyes move again, lOR prevents the same location from being
the target of another eye movement. In longer searches, this
could act to limit the amount of resampling of rejected
distractors.
The cost of multiple links between vision and memory seems
qualitatively different. It may be very hard to prevent 'cross
talk' if multiple links are present. If the scene contains a car
and cow and memory contains representations of a car and a
cow, it is important not to attempt to drive the cow or milk the
car. Selective attention may be the price we pay for accurate
recognition. Kevin O'Regan (30) suggests that we can afford
to pay this cost because the world serves as its own memory.

Ignoring the odd case of laboratory displays with randomly
changing items, the world is a fairly stable place. A cow and a
car, if present at one instant, are likely to be present at the
next. Even if they move, they move on trajectories that are
predictable in the short term. Thus, rather than simultaneously
recognizing multiple objects, we can maintain a single link
from vision to memory, secure in the knowledge that we can
use visual search to quickly reacquire an object if we need it.
At 30-50 objects/sec we can afford to do a lot of selection.

7.

CONCLUSION

There may be other ways to build a search mechanism.
Perhaps slow deployment of attention would work if
combined with an ability to simultaneously recognize multiple
objects. However, humans and, we presume, other animals
have done well with a fast but sloppy selection mechanism
and a narrow channel between vision and memory.

8.
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l.

SUMMARY

This paper presents an experimental framework for
evaluating metrics for the search and discrimination of a
natural texture pattern from its background. Such metrics
could help identify preattentive cues and underlying models
of search and discrimination, and to evaluate and design
camouflage patterns and automatic target recognition
systems. Human observers were asked to view image stimuli
consisting of various target patterns embedded within various
background patterns. These psychophysical experiments
provided a quantitative basis for comparison of human
judgments to the computed values of target distinctness
metrics. Two different experimental methodologies were
utilized. The first methodology consisted of paired
comparisons of a set of stimuli containing targets in a fixed
location known to the observers. The observers were asked
to judge the relative target distinctness for each pair of
stimuli. The second methodology involved stimuli in which
the targets were placed in random locations unknown to the
observer. The observers were asked to search each image
scene and identify suspected target locations. Using a
prototype eye tracking testbed, the Integrated Testbed for
Eye Movement Studies, the observers' fixation points during
the experiment were recorded and analyzed. for both
experiments. the level of correlation with the psychophysical
data was used as the basis for evaluating target distinctness
metrics. Overall, of the set of target distinctness metrics
considered, a metric based on a model of image texture was
the most strongly correlated with the psychophysical data.
Keywords: target detection, human visual search,
discrimination, eye tracking, target signature metrics, image
texture
2. Introduction
This paper deals with the issue of the development and
assessment of useful computational models and quantitative
metrics for integrated search and discrimination tasks. The
approach is experimental in nature, where psychophysical
data provides the guidance and support for comparative
assessment of various metrics. This research is performed in
the overall context of search and detection of camouflaged
targets in natural scenes. Figure 1 illustrates an example of

such a scene, where a human observer or a machine vision
system may be required to look for and detect military
targets, such as a tank. This scenario is quite general. The
associated problems provide a number of interesting research
issues in computational vision. For example, what is the
underlying model for integrated search and discrimination?
What preattentive cues affect search or discrimination? How
can we evaluate the relative ease or difficulty of an observer

Figure 1: An illustration of camouflaged targets in a
natural scene.
attempting to locate a selected camouflage pattern in a
natural scene? How can we design the most effective
camouflage pattern for a naturally textured scene? How can
we rank the capabilities of automatic target recognition
systems in relative terms?
In this paper we describe our efforts directed toward the
resolution of these kinds of questions. We restrict our
investigation to only textured patterns and static images.
Issues related to color, range (or depth), and motion,
important as they definitely are, cannot be examined in the
limits of the scope of our research. We do believe that the
overall experimental framework will be of utility and value
for studies involving other cues.
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The ultimate goal of this line of research is the development
of a robust and quantitative means for characterizing the
signature strength of a target in a sensed image. The
signature strength measurement should be closely correlated
to the ease or difficulty of a human observer attempting to
detect it [I]. In this context, the signature strength of a target
is equivalent to the distinctness of the image pattern
representing the target from the pattern of its specific
background. Metrics that are successful at measuring
perceived target distinctness would be a key component of a
computational model of human visual target acquisition [2].
Such a model could form the basis of an automatic target
recognition system for autonomous robot sensing or military
weapons applications [3]. It could also serve to improve the
assessment of military camouflage patterns and the
development of more effective ones [4].
For the purpose of defining the scope of this research, we
will consider human target acquisition to involve target
detection followed by target recognition. The detection task
is that which establishes the existence and location of an
object. Recognition is the task of determining the
characteristics of the object which indicate its identity, such
as its size. shape. etc. Further, we will consider target
detection to consist of the combination of the individual tasks
of search and discrimination. Search is the process of
locating areas of a scene in which to direct our attention.
Discrimination is the process of segregating a potential
object from its immediate background. This approach is very
similar to the conclusion ofO'Kane et al. [5]. In this paper,
we are concerned with the target detection task, comprising
search and discrimination, without considering recognition.
We conducted two different types of psychophysical
experiments to generate quantitative measurements of
perceived target distinctness for comparison to various target
distinctness metrics. The first type of experiment involved
paired comparisons of image stimuli that contain a target
pattern embedded in a background pattern, in a constant
location known to the observers. The patterns consisted of
various textures extracted from images of natural scenes. For
every stimulus, the target field consisted of a square shape of
a constant size. We say that this experiment is a study of pure
·
discrimination. since there is no search or recognition
involved. For each pair of stimuli, the observer was required
to select which of the pair possesses a target that is more
distinct. By combining the decisions from a number of
observers. it was possible to estimate numerical scale values
for the relative levels of perceived target distinctness in the
stimuli. These psychological scale values were compared to
the computed values of target distinctness metrics. The
second type of experiment utilized image stimuli that contain
several target patterns embedded in a background scene, in
random locations unknown to the observers. In this
experiment, the observer needed to perform both search and
discrimination. As the observer searched the scene for
targets. his eye fixation points were determined by
processing video of the observer's eye. The fixation point
data from several observers were used to compute various
statistics for each target indicating how easily the observers
located it. including the likelihood the target was fixated or
identified and the time required to do so. These computed
statistics served as another quantitative basis for evaluating

the relative effectiveness of target distinctness metrics at
representing perceived target distinctness.

2.

TARGET DISTINCTNESS METRICS

In some previous experiments [6, 7. 8, 9], we have observed
three major perceptual cues that humans tend to utilize in
judging target distinctness. These cues can roughly be called
contrast, texture differences, and boundary strength. There
are certainly many other possible perceptual cues, but these
three seem to be the strongest. In this section, we discuss
some specific metrics that attempt to measure the strengths
of these three perceptual cues for a particular target and its
local background.

2.1. Measuring Contrast
Contrast is typically measured with first-order metrics, ones
that can be computed solely from the histograms of the target
and local background fields [5]. A histogram is considered a
first-order probability distribution since it can be calculated
by considering the gray levels of pixels individually (one at a
time). Statistics calculated from a histogram are capable of
characterizing the overall brightness and variance of the
patterns. Probably the earliest target distinctness metric is the

f..T

= l.ul - .u, I·

area-weighted average f..T [I OJ, which is simply the
difference between J.t 1 and J.lb, the computed mean gray levels
of the target and background fields:
The Doyle !J.T [5] incorporates the computed standard
deviations of the target and background fields, cr1 and crb:
Eff_POT, an abbreviation for "effective pixels on target," is
computed as the number of pixels in the target pattern which

Doyle= ~(JL 1

- .u,J + (O",- 0"") 2 •

have a gray level that differs from the mean gray level of the
local background pattern by more than two standard
deviations of the background histogram. This metric has
shown promise, especially when combined with the Doyle
[5].

2.2. Measuring Texture Differences
The texture cue has been successfully measured with secondorder metrics, ones computed from the gray level
cooccurrence (GLC) probability distributions of the target
and the background [7, II, 12]. After Bela Julesz made the
important conjecture about the role of second-order statistics
in human texture discrimination, GLC models have found
many useful applications in machine vision [13]. In several
studies to compare the relative power of various texture
analysis techniques to perform texture discrimination, GLC
matrices generally outperformed other methods [14, 15, 16].
GLC's have also been used for object detection [17], scene
analysis [18], as well as texture synthesis [19, 20, 21]. Other
studies have demonstrated the wealth of texture information
contained within GLC's [22, 23. 24].
A GLC probability distribution is calculated by considering
the gray levels of pixels in pairs (two at a time), capturing
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information about the spatial relationships between pixels.
As such, GLC probabilities are often used as a model of
image texture. One second-order metric that has shown great
promise is average cooccurrence error (ACE) [7].

For a target field that is a perfect square, such as in our
stimulus images. we have 11Juwi= = 11,.er1 11hmmd· In this case,
the equation for ABS reduces to

=

It is defined as

The ABS measure does not take into account the values of
any pixels that do not lie adjacent to the target/background

1
(i-l G-1
ACE= -IIII~(i,j It.)- ~,(i,j I f.~,
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where 'NGLC is the total number of displacement vectors in
the set D of vectors in the texture rhode!, G is the number of
possible gray levels, P, (i, JIL'1) is the joint probability of a
pixel of gray level i and a pixel of gray level} given the
displacement vector 1'1=[1'1x 1'1y ]for the target pattern, and Ph
(i, JIL'1) is the corresponding joint probability for the
background pattern. For computing this metric. we normally
consider all possible displacements of up to a maximum of
LNX =1:NY = 8 pixels, yielding a total Of 'tNGLC =2'tNX 'tNY +1:NX
+1:Ny= 144 displacements. Ifthe original image is quantized
to 256 gray levels. the pixel values in the target and
background regions are reduced to G=8 possible gray levels
for computation of the model. Since each of the 144 GLC
matrices in the texture models is of size GxG. using a full
G=2j6 gray levels produces a data structure that is
prohibitively large.

2.3. Measuring Boundary Strength

where p 1 ( i) is the gray level of the pixel just on the target
side of the boundary and Ph (i) is the gray level of the
adjacent pixel just on the background side. For a target field
that is a rectangular lattice of pixels, the lengths of the
boundaries are 11'"" = 11h""""' = 11hon= and 11tefi = 11u:.:h' 11,.ert· The
average contrast for one boundary (such as the top boundary)

=
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where i is just a summation index for the boundary points.
Then the average boundary strength (ABS) for the whole
target is:

ABS

= n,wri= (clop + Chollom )+ n,·erl (c,"t' + C,;ght)
2nium= + 2n,.crl

4nhound

n"o""" (clop
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= :(clop+ chollmn + clefi + cright}
boundary. However. a target/background boundary that has a
high value for ABS may not be very distinct if it is embedded
in a region that already is characterized by a large amount of
contrast. To take into account the contrast of the entire
region, we use relative average boundary strength (RABS):
where 11,."~''"" is the number of adjacent (either vertically or
horizontally) pixel pairs within the target field or in the

RABS

= _ _A_B_S__
-'-.
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11
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background near the target. Essentially, RABS is the ratio of
the average contrast along the target/background boundary to
the average contrast between adjacent pixels in the vicinity.

3.

The third class of target distinctness metrics we considered
consists of metrics, which attempts to quantify
target/background boundary strength. Even if a target's
texture pattern is very similar to the texture of its local
background. discontinuities along the target/background
boundary can still serve as a perceptual cue [25]. One way to
measure this is to compute the average contrast between the
pixels lying on either side of the target/background
boundary. For a single point i along a boundary. the contrast
is

1

THE ITEMS TESTBED

3.1. Overview and Utility of ITEMS
This section discusses the design and implementation of
ITEMS- the Integrated Testbed for Eye Movement Studies.
This prototype eye tracking testbed consists of an integrated
system of hardware and software which allows an
experimenter to present an observer with an image displayed
on a high resolution monitor and have the observer perform a
visual task. Figure 2 shows a test subject studying a
displayed image scene while ITEMS tracks his eye fixation
points. Using ITEMS, not only can we determine whether a
particular target was identified by an observer, but also
whether the target was ever fixated by the observer (even if it
was not identified as being a target), how long did it take
before the target was first fixated. how long the target was
studied before it was identified. what search path the
observer took on the way to the target, and any number of
other aspects of visual search.
The hardware components of ITEMS are a Silicon Graphics
Indy computer workstation with high resolution color
monitor, a Sony CCD black and white video camera fitted
with a 50mm lens and 5mm lens spacer, a Datacube MaxTD
image processing system containing a MaxVideo-200
pipeline processor and MVME-167 CPU system controller,
and an adaptable yet sturdy apparatus to which is mounted
the camera as well as a helmet for restricting observer head
movements. The software components of ITEMS include an
X-Windows application to handle the image scene display
and observer response registration for the Indy workstation,
pupil centroid tracking and registration for the Datacube
MaxTD, a utility for fixation point estimation and head
movement adjustments, a utility for spatial calibration and
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Figure 2 A test subject studying a displayed image
scene while ITEMS tracks his eye fixation. points.
error interpolation, and another for calculation of target
fixation and identification statistics.
All required images are created by the experimenter
beforehand. This includes a zero point image, several
calibration images, and all desired experiment image scenes.
The procedure is that the zero point image is displayed first,
then all calibration images in succession, the zero point
image again, and then any number of sessions of experiment
images, each pair of sessions separated by another
presentation of the zero point image. The number of
experiment sessions and number of images in each session
can vary, but it has been found that five images per session
with one calibration session and two experiment sessions
results in a moderate ten minutes of data collection for each
observer.
The zero point image is an image with one target that is
located such that it is directly ahead of the observer's left eye
when displayed on the monitor. The target consists of a
square region of uniform gray level against a background of
a different gray level. This image is used to establish a
reference point to which all eye movements can be related
and also to measure periodically the change in fixation point
estimates that is the result of small head movements
accumulating over time. This procedure is described later in
Section 4.5.
Each calibration image consists of a row of square targets.
The targets in all the calibration images taken together
constitute an array of evenly spaced points, which are used as
sample points at which to measure the error in fixation point
estimates due to measurement and modeling error. As these
errors will vary over different spatial locations in the display
image, a number of samples are taken and then adjustments
are made in fixation point estimates from an interpolation of
the calibration samples from the vicinity of each estimate.
3.2. ITEMS Hardware Configuration
Figure 3 shows the interconnectedness of the various
hardware components of ITEMS. Briefly, the Silicon
Graphics Indy workstation is used to load each image scene
stimulus from disk and display it on its high-resolution color
monitor. The Sony CCD video camera sends continuous
video to the Datacube MaxTD image processor, which

Figure 3: The interconnectedness of the
locates, tracks, and records the pupil centroid location of the
observer's left eye. The observer's head movement is
restricted using a baseball-batting helmet, which is rigidly
mounted to the table, using adjustable aluminum extrusion
material. This material allows the helmet to be raised or
lowered to accommodate different observers and also to be
locked into place when the appropriate position is found.
Head movement is further restricted by a chin rest.
The camera is mounted directly in front of and below the
observer, just below the Silicon Graphics monitor, looking
upward at the observer's left eye. This location was found to
provide an adequate image of the observer's left eye and a
small reference mark affixed just below the eye. This
reference mark is a small, glossy black paper circle, used to
distinguish eye movements from small head movements.
The observer's face is illuminated with a small portable
flashlight as necessary to segregate the pupil and reference
mark together from the rest of the video image. The
Datacube MaxTD also has a small terminal screen, which
allows the experimenter to monitor the status of the image
processor's eye tracking, and the video from the CCD camera
is simultaneously displayed on a small monitor for the same
purpose.
3.3. Image Scene Display and Observer Response
Registration
Image scene display and observer target identification
response registration for ITEMS is handled by the Silicon
Graphics Indy workstation. The X- Windows application
created for this purpose is called I_SPY. !_SPY is used to
load each image scene stimulus from disk and display it on
the high-resolution color monitor. In experiment mode, the
observer uses mouse buttons to indicate when to display each
image, when he wishes to identify a suspected target, and
when he is finished searching a particular scene. In playback
mode, !_SPY allows the experimenter to study the data by
displaying the image scene stimuli with a cursor which
moves about the images indicating the observer's fixation
points over time.
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3.4. Pupil Centroid Tracking and Registration
The tracking and registration of pupil centroid position is
handled by the Datacube MaxTD image processing system.
The procedure is to first threshold the video frame such that
both the observer's pupil and the black paper circle affixed
just below his eye appear as black circular blobs in the
image. The resulting binary image is then subjected to a
connectivity analysis, which computes the number of blobs
in the image and a roundness measure for each. The
roundness measure is computed by finding a best-fit ellipse
for each blob, and calculating the ratio of the two axes of the
ellipse. The roundness measure is used to separate the pupil
and reference mark blobs from various shadow artifacts,
which generally do not appear as round blobs at all. The
values that are stored are the centroid differences in both xcoordinates and y-coordinates between the upper blob (the
pupil) and the lower blob (the reference mark), along with
the current timestamp. Thus it is only movement of the pupil
relative to the reference mark that is tracked and registered.
In this way, movements of the eye can be distinguished from
small head movements. That is, a small head movement will
result in a change of position of both the pupil and the
reference mark in the camera image. Although a helmet
mounted in a fixed position and a chin rest are used to restrict
observer head movement, in practice there is still a bit of a
small head movement even with the most cooperative
observers, due to breathing, heartbeats, etc.
3.5. Eye Tracking Geometry and Fixation Point
Estimation
Details of the fixation point estimation process are given in
reference [26]. Briefly, the steps necessary to obtain the
fixation estimate for each data sample are:
1.

Extract the values for the difference in x-and ycoordinates between the pupil centroid and the reference
point centroid from the data file of the pupil centroid
tracking program.

2.

Compare these values to the same values from the
moment the observer identified the first zero point. The
change is taken to be the movement of the pupil center
in the camera image from the zero state.

3.

From the location of the pupil center in the camera
image, find its location in world coordinates using the
inverse perspective transform [27], subject to the
constraint that the point is known to lie on the front side
of the sphere representing the eyeball.

4.

Based on the location of the pupil center in world
coordinates, find the intersection point of the line
representing the visual axis and the plane representing
the display image.

5.

Find the fixation point estimate by converting the
location of the intersection point from world coordinates
to display image coordinates (x' and y').

6.

Adjust the fixation point estimate for small head
m~vements by subtracting the average of the error for
the zero point at the beginning of the session and the
one at the end of the session. For each zero point, the
error is taken to be the change in fixation point estimate

since the first zero point image at the beginning of the
calibration session.
4.

STUDYING PURE DISCRIMINATION

This section describes a psychophysical experiment designed
to investigate the task of human target discrimination
separate from visual search, or "pure discrimination." The
image stimuli used in this experiment consisted of target
patterns embedded in background patterns, in a constant
location known to the observers. With such stimuli, it is
unreasonable to ask observers to make absolute judgments of
target distinctness because of the complex nature and wide
range of criteria that could be used in such a judgment.
Instead, we only asked the observers to make relative
judgments of target distinctness. The image stimuli were
.presented in pairs, and the observers were required to select
which image of each pair possesses a target that is more
distinct. By combining the decisions from a number of
observers, it is possible to estimate numerical scale values for
the relative levels of perceived target distinctness in the
stimuli. These psychological scale values were used as a
quantitative basis for evaluating the relative effectiveness of
our target distinctness metrics at representing perceived
target distinctness. The established method for
accomplishing this "psychological scaling" is the law of
comparative judgment (LCJ), introduced by Thurstone [28,
29]. The LCJ is based on the postulate that if a stimulus is
presented to a human subject, it excites a discriminal process,
which has some value on the psychological continuum. It is
also assumed that this value will not be exactly the same
each time the same stimulus is presented, but rather these
values will form a normal distribution along the continuum.
For more information about the specific method to estimate
the scale values, see reference [7].
The 15 image stimuli used in the experiment are shown in
Figure 4. The computer environment that was developed to
automate the sequential display of the image stimulus pairs
and the registration and recording of subject responses is the
X-based Perceptual Experiment Testbed (XPET) [6, 7].
XPET was used to present 20 observers with all 105 possible
pairs ofthe 15 stimuli. The raw judgments were used to
estimate an appropriate scale value for each stimulus.
Figure 5 shows graphically the locations of the scale values
along the perceptual continuum representing target
distinctness. These scale values indicate only relative
amounts of target distinctness in the stimuli as judged by the
observers. and have no absolute meaning. The stimulus
containing the target judged least distinct was stimulus OF.
This stimulus is assigned a scale value of zero, and the scale
is constructed upward from that point. The stimuli
containing the most distinct targets as judged by the
observers were stimuli CF and CD. The sample correlation
coefficient was then computed between the vector of
psychological scale values and the vector of each of the
computed target distinctness metrics. The results are given
in Table I. Figure 6 shows the test images plotted with their
LCJ scales and computed values for the ACE metric.
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(a) Stinmlus AB

(b) Stinmlus AC

(e) Stinmlus AD

(d) Stinmlus AE

(e) Stimulus AF

(f) Stinmlus BC

(g) Stinmlus BD

(h) Stinmlus BE

(i) Stimulus BF

Q) Stinmlus CD

(k) Stinmlus CE

(l) Stinmlus CF

(m) Stinmlus DE

(n) Stimulus DF

( o) Stimulus EF

Figure 4: The 15 256 x 256 test images for the discrimination experiment.

4.1. Multivariable Linear Regression and Multiple
Correlation
We now compare the psychological scale values to not one,
but several variables. The single variable linear regression
model is of the form

y=fJo+xfJI+&,

where y is the response (dependent) variable, x is the
independent variable, (3 0 and (3 1 are regression parameters,
and E is the error which is presumed to be normally
distributed with mean of 1-1=0 and variance of cr2 . Previously,
y represented the stimulus scale value estimated from the
psychophysical data and x represented any one of the image
metrics that we were studying. With N stimuli in the
experiment, we actually have N samples of both y and x, so
the entire model is written
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Figure 5: The relative locations of the scale values along the perceptual continuum representing target distinctness.

TABLE I: The sample correlation coefficients
(r) between the vector of stimulus scale values

TABLE 2: The multiple correlation coefficients for
selected pairs of metrics.

for perceived target distinctness and the vector
of each of the target distinctness metrics.

Eff.POT

ACE

ADS

RAllS

hoT

.

0.72

0.59

0.83

0.65

0.78

r

..6. T

0.14

Doyle

.

.

0.90

0.83

0.75

0.89

Doyle

0.66

Eff_pOT

0.78

ACE

0.87

0.83

ADS

0.65

RADS

.

-

0.80

AilS

-

0.88

ACE

-

0.80

0.57

-

0.88

Eff_pOT

-

RAllS

0.76

-

matrix of computed image metrics with k + 1 rows and N
columns. (Actually, the first row of X consists of all 1's
which are dummy variables so that the additive constant
parameter [3 0 is included.) The least squares solution for [3 is
given by
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Figure 6: The test images plotted with their LCJ
scales and computed values for the ACE metric.

y

Doyle

Met. ric

'·'

<.t

hoT

= /30 + xj31 + &, wherey '= (y

1 , ... , YN)

represents

the N scale values x '= (x 1 , ... , xN) represents theN
computed values of the particular image metric, and
... , EN) represents the error for each sample.

E '= (E 1 ,

We actually have k independent variables (image metrics)
interacting simultaneously. Now, the model can be written

=

fJ =

y X'
& , where the differences are that [3 is a k + 1
length vector of regression parameters and X is a rectangular

jj = (XX't' [30].

Statistical correlation can also be extended to multiple
independent variables. We previously performed a simple
correlation to measure the degree of linear association
between two random variables. We can now utilize multiple
correlation to measure the maximum correlation between the
dependent variable and a linear combination of a set of
independent variables. This enables us to test the ability of
various linear models for the human texture discrimination
process to explain the empirical data. The multiple
correlation was computed for all possible pairs of the metrics
considered. This value is defined as the highest value of the
correlation coefficient computed between the scale values
and a linear combination of the two metrics. The results are
given in Table 2.
Additionally, we can use multiple correlation to test the
effectiveness of various models consisting of linear
combinations of more than two metrics to predict the
psychological data. For this analysis, four metrics were
selected as the most promising out of the seven which were
tested with pairwise correlations. These four metrics are
assigned numerals 1-4 as follows: I = Doyle, 2 = Eff_POT, 3
=ACE, and 4 = RABS. The models tested are a linear
combination of all four and every possible combination of
three. The results of this are given in Table3.
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TABLE 3: The multiple correlation coefficients and
corresponding regression parameters for selected linear
combinations of metrics.
Rfo.greRRion Par.II.ID.P.terR

Metrirn Max CorrPlation

fh

f:Jo

fl..

f11

f:J.1

1,2,3,4

0.94

-1.1&!+00 6.5&-02 5.48e-04 1.11e-01 3.0767e-01

1,2,3

0.91

-8.05P.-01 5.34e-02 6. 77e-04 8.50e-01

1,2;4

0.94

-1.16e+OO 6.91e-02 5.57e-04

1,3,4

0.89

-1.55e+OO 4.03e-02

2,3,4

0.89

-1.20e+OO

-

-

-

-

3.22e-01

6.00e-01

4.37e-01

3.38e-04 1.51e+OO 2.06e-01

In the table, the second column lists the value of the
maximum correlation coefficient computed between the scale
values and the linear combination of metrics in the first
column. The remaining columns list the values of the
regression parameters for which the model yields the
maximum correlation value, corresponding to the k + I p
parameters in

jj = (xx•t 1 •

In each case, the value listed in

the Po column is the value of the additive constant parameter
in the linear model for the optimum case. The values of
these regression parameters do not absolutely indicate the
relative importance of each metric in the model, since they
provide both weighting and normalizing of the metrics. They
are included simply to illustrate that although the maximum
correlations for the models are rather high, their eventual
utility depends on the proper selection of values for several
parameters.
When the metrics were considered two at a time, the highest
correlation (0.90) was obtained for a linear combination of
the Doyle metric with the Eff_POT metric. These two
metrics were also found, in a previous experiment performed
at the U.S. Army Night Vision and Electronic Sensors
Directorate, to be the best predictors of the probability of
finding low observable military targets in simulated infrared
imagery [5].
When combinations of three or four metrics were considered,
a correlation of0.94 resulted for the combination of Doyle,
Eff_POT, and RABS. The inclusion of the GLC-based ACE
metric does not significantly improve this result. Thus, it
seems that for the stimuli and resulting psychological scale
values in this experiment, it is best to use a GLC-based error
metric if a single metric is desired as a measure of target
distinctness. However, if we allow the inclusion of multiple
metrics in the model, it is best to discard the GLC-based
metric and instead use the Doyle, Eff_POT, and RABS
metrics. But before such a combination model can be used in
practice, it will certainly be necessary to conduct further
experimentation to either confirm the robustness of the
regression parameters that were best for this experiment or to
determine values that are the better for the particular imagery
being used.

5. STUDYING INTEGRA TED VISUAL SEARCH
AND DISCRIMINATION PROCESS
This section describes a psychophysical experiment designed
to investigate the task of human target discrimination when
combined with visual search. The image stimuli used in this
experiment also consisted of square target patterns embedded
in background patterns, but in random locations unknown to
the observers. As each observer performed a visual search of
the scene for targets, his eye fixation point within the
stimulus was measured by processing video of the observer's
eye. By integrating search and discrimination, we can
indirectly measure perceived target distinctness by measuring
various statistics that indicate how easily the observers
located it, including the likelihood the target was fixated or
identified and the time required to do so. These computed
statistics will also serve as a quantitative basis for evaluating
the relative effectiveness of our target distinctness metrics at
representing perceived target distinctness.

5.1. Creation of the Image Scene Stimuli
The images used in the visual search experiment were
extracted from a set of natural scenes of various locations in
southern California. All of the images were obtained using a
Nikon 35mm camera and developed as 8 x 10 inch color
enlargements. The enlargements were digitized at 120 pixels
per inch using a Hewlett Packard digital scanner. The scenes
include a wide variety of both terrain and vegetation
conditions such as forests, mountains, fields, and deserts.
Great care was taken to ensure that no man-made objects or
animals appear in the scenes. The viewing perspective of
each scene is such that the viewer is looking down from
above, and the viewing distance varies from as close as lOOm
to as far as several kilometers.
Ten 800 x 1200 images were selected from the database as
representative of the wide variety of possible terrain and
vegetation conditions. The color images were converted to
gray scale by averaging the red, green. and blue channels.
These ten raw images were used to create ten stimulus
images according to a random scheme. For each stimulus,
one of the ten raw images was designated as the background
image and another of the ten was chosen as the target image.
A random number of either four, ti ve, or six was chosen for
the number of targets. Every target was a square region 48
pixels on each side. A random location was chosen for each
target square. with the restrictions that no target pixels could
lie within 96 pixels, or two target dimensions, of the
boundaries of the image, and no target pixels could lie within
144 pixels, or three target dimensions. of another target's
pixels. If a target location was chosen that did not meet these
two restrictions. it was discarded and another random
location was chosen. Once the number of targets and target
locations for a particular stimulus were randomly chosen, the
stimulus image was created by using the pixel values of the
raw background image for all pixels except target pixels. The
values for the target pixels were taken from the pixels in the
raw target image at the corresponding locations. In this
manner, we obtained a wide variety of naturally occurring
target patterns against different. naturally occurring
background patterns. There were a total of 52 targets in the
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ten image stimuli. Four of the stimulus images are shown in
the Appendix.
·
5.2. Conduct of the Experiment
Data was collected from a total of 12 different observers.
Each observer was told that each of the image scenes
contained between four and six targets each, and that every
target is a square region of a specified size that contains a
pattern which looks as if it doesn't belong in its location, in
that it looks "unnatural" or "out of the ordinary."' He was
asked to identify each target as soon as he sees it, and to find
as many of the targets in each image before proceeding to the
next. The ten stimuli were presented to each observer in a
different, randomly chosen order. Together with five
calibration images and four zero point images, each observer
was presented a total of 19 images in the experiment. This
typically required about 10-15 minutes, during which time
the observer was required to hold his head still. Figure 7
shows the raw fixation point data from one observer for one
of the stimulus images. The white cross hairs show the
observer's fixation points during the display of that image at
the discrete sample times, with consecutive sample points
connected by a straight line to indicate the eye movement.
The fixation points at each of the moments that the observer
pressed the middle mouse button are shown as small white
square blocks. These correspond to areas suspected by the
observer to be targets.

the observer's search for and discrimination of the targets.
When an observer is studying a particular target to decide
whether it is indeed a target, his exact point of fixation will
normally move about both within and just outside the target
square, as he looks for cues to assist him in the decision.
Thus, for the computation of these statistics, a fixation point
was considered to be a fixation of a target if it was within the
target square or within one and one-half target dimensions
outside the target square. The statistics computed for the 52
targets in the experiment are identification probability ( Pm)
average time to identification ( T<lD ), fixation probability
( P fu ) average time to first fixation ( T<fu ), and average

total fixation time ( Tfu ). The computations of Pm and
Pfu are more properly the likelihood of identification and

fixation for each target, as they are simply calculated as the
proportion of the 12 observers th at identified and fixated the
target. The statistics T<ID and T<fu are computed as the
time elapsed from the moment the image was first displayed
until the observer first identified or fixated the target,
averaged over only those observers that did indeed identify
or fixate the target. The statistic Tfu is computed as the
total time the observer spent fixatin g the target area,
averaged over all 12 observers. The set of target distinctness
metrics were computed for all 52 targets in the experiment.
For each calculation, the background was considered to
consist of all pixels not in the target square but within one
target dimension. Tab le 4 gives the sample correlation
coefficient (r) computed between the tive vectors of
computed target fixation and identification statistics and the
vector of each of the target distinctness metrics. From Table
4, we see that for the Pw and Pfix statistics we haver > 0
for all of the target distinctness metri cs considered. A target
that is more distinct is more likely to be fixated and/or
identified. We also see that for the T<ID and T<fu
statistics we have r < 0 for all of th e metrics. A target that is
more distinct will likely be fixated and/or identified in less
time. The second-order ACE metric exhibited the strongest

Figure 7: The raw fixation point data from one
observer for one of the stimulus images. The white
streaks indicate the observer's fixation points,
while suspected target locations are shown as small
white square blocks.
5.3. Target Fixation and Identification Statistics

correlations for T<ID , T<fu , and Tfu . For Pw, ACE was
just behind RABS for the most strongly correlated.
Figure 8 shows plots of the 52 targets in the search
experiment, with the horizontal axis representing the
computed value of the ACE metric and the vertical axis
representing the Pw and T<ID statistics.
5.4. Analysis of the Results

The data provided by ITEMS for every observer consists of
the fixation point coordinates in the display image and the
corresponding timestamp for each sample, along with the
timestamp and button identifier for every press of a mouse
button during the session. Since the mouse button presses
are the means by which the observer both controls the image
displ ay process and indicates he is fixating targets, and the
locations of all targets in the image stimuli are known , this
data is sufficient for computing various statist ics describing

For this experiment, we have found that the magnitudes of
the correlations between the individual target distinctness
metrics and the probability of identification ( Pm) were as
high as 0.43 and for average time to identification ( T<ID )
were as high as 0.62. Although these values do indicate
strong relationships, we must reali ze that there are many
more variables contributing to whether an observer identifies
a target and the time required to locate a target than just the
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Figure 8: The 52 targets in the search experiment plotted with their identification statistics and the computed values of
the ACE metric.

TABLE 4: The sample correlation coefficient (r)
computed between the five vectors of target
fixation and identification statistics and the vector
of each of the target distinctness metrics.
---

--

Pin

T<ID

PJ~z

T<t=

Tfiz

aT

0.30

-0.55

0.28

-0.47

-0.32

Doyle

0.30

-0.54

0.34

-0.49

-0.29

Eff_pOT

0.35

-0.43

0.24

~).38

-0.2S

ACE

0.42

-0.62

0.31

-0.56

-O.JJ

Ans

0.23

-0.2S

0.19

-0.31

0.09

RAilS

0.43

-0.43

0.35

-0.42

-0.05

distinctness of the target. It is also Important to reahze that
even ifthere is a direct relationship between two variables,
the computed value of a correlation coefficient between them
may not be high if the relationship is not linear.
Overall, of the set of target distinctness metrics considered,
the second-order GLC-based ACE metric was the most
strongly correlated with the psychophysical data. Although
the observers were not instructed as to what cues they were
to use in making their judgments, we can surmise that the
observers probably utilized some combination of differences
in brightness (contrast), differences in texture, and abrupt
discontinuities along target/background boundaries.
Certainly differences in target and background first-order
pixel probabilities are important, since they represent pattern
contrast and variation. But second-order probabilities are
important too, since they better represent the general concept
of texture by taking into account the spatial relationships

between pixels. A GLC model may be able to capture at
least some of all of these variables. Second-order
probabilities inherently contain first-order probabilities, in
that a pattern's histogram can be obtained by summing over
all rows or over all columns of one of its GLC matrices.
Also, if two patterns have GLC models that are significantly
different, it is apparent that a distinctly abrupt boundary is
more likely if the two patterns are placed adjacent to each
other.

6.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

In our future studies, we wish to determine which cue is most
important for each target and use a metric appropriate for that
target, instead of trying to use the same metric for every
target. Or, perhaps a proper weighting of the relative
importance of the three perceptual cues could be determined
for every target, and used to form a composite metric.
Additionally, the variable of target size must be factored into
the metrics. In our experiments. we also did not vary the size
of the field of view. which most certainly has an effect on
search times. We feel also that the spatial location ofthe
target in the image (such as center or periphery) and global
variables such as scene clutter have an effect. The model
should also account for the effects of competing targets and
other points of interest, as well as false alarms [31, 32].
As for the experimental methodology presented in this paper,
both the pure discrimination and the search experiment
allowed us to study perceived target distinctness. But the
search experiment provided us with data that can be used to
develop or test models describing various aspects of the
search and discrimination processes, rather than only the
final result. And not only do we have fixation data that
include two-dimensional image coordinates, but also a third
dimension of time, which will allow us to include this
dimension in the model.
Besides target search and discrimination, it is apparent any
study of human visual perception can benefit from measuring
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the eye fixations of observers. Although we can always have
an observer report his judgments of a visual stimulus,
knowledge of the eye fixation points provides us with
invaluable insights into the process through which the
observer reached his decisions. We plan to expand the scope
of our studies to include other applications which depend on
human visual perception, such as advanced human-computer
interfaces, adaptive videoconferencing systems, and
assessment of digital display quality and television
advertising etfectiveness.
7.
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1.

SUMMARY

A search and target acquisition test was performed
under an exchange scientist program with the TNO
Human Factors Research Institute at Soesterberg, The
Netherlands in September 1998. The test was
performed at a military training base using several of
the scientists from TNO wearing Dutch forest
camouflage uniforms.
Sets of wide baseline stereo photos were obtained for
targeted and non-targeted scenes at two sites. The
targeted and non-targeted scene photos were taken on
the same day within a few minutes of each other. The
imagery obtained was taken with a 35 mm camera
with a 200 mm lens for target ranges from I 00 m to
I km. A single field of view was used for all of the
targeted and non-targeted scenes at each site. The
photos were taken with color slide film and were
digitized to 3K by 2K pixel resolution. These imagery
data sets were used to perform search and target
acquisition tests.
Preliminary analysis of single line of sight search and
target acquisition observer tasks was performed for the
same scenes with and without targets. Results of these
observer tests are presented. Additionally, the scenes
used in these tests were made into stereo pair images
for observer display. There are several aspects to the
display of wide baseline stereo images that must be
taken into consideration for optimum depth perception
for use in search and target acquisition. Rule of thumb
guidelines for optimizing the depth perception of the
contour of camouflaged targets versus terrain features
have been derived.
Keywords: Search, target acquisition, depth
perception, stereo vision, camouflage, clutter

conducted at Fort Hunter-Liggett, CAin 1995. The
visible data sets collected by the Dutch are currently
being used to evaluate the camouflage, concealment,
and deception (CCD) performance models for the
NATO SCI-12 Working Group. 1 A group from the
Army Research Laboratory collected wide baseline
stereo imagery at the DISST AF Test. The results of
showing this stereo imagery to some of the observers
used for the DISST AF Test was that there are depth
cues that can be used at multiple km ranges for search
and target acquisition tasks. 2 These results coupled
with applications of stereo vision for detecting
camouflage need to be quantified for comparison with
the single line of sight search and target acquisition
methodology. 3 The problem of course is that there
currently aren't any good models for handling clutter
in imagery, even for single line of sight imagery
analysis, especially when the targets are camouflaged.
This deficiency was recently highlighted by James
Ratches of the U.S. Night Vision at the SPIE
AeroSense Symposium in an Invited Overview paper
of Night Vision's efforts past, present, and future. 4 On
the top of the list for future research efforts was clutter
quantification.
To begin to address the issue of how to compare single
line of sight search and target acquisition versus stereo
vision, discussions were made between Wendell
Watkins of US Army Research Laboratory (ARL) and
Matthew Valeton of the Dutch Institute for Perception
(TNO) at the SPIE AeroSense Symposium in Orlando,
FL, USA in April 1998 for a joint research project
under the exchange scientist program (APEX). APEX
funding was obtained in the summer of 1998; and, a
research project was conducted in September 1998 at
the TNO Human Factors Research Institute,
Soesterberg, The Netherlands.

2.1 Test Plan
2.

INTRODUCTION

The rationale for performing this research was the
results from the Distributed Interactive Systems
Search & Target Acquisition Fidelity (DISSTAF) Test

Bearing in mind that there is no standard method for
comparing single line of sight (monocular or hiocular) versus stereo vision for various search and
target acquisition tasks, a test plan was drawn up for

Paper presented at the RTO SCI Workshop on "Search and Target Acquisition", held in Utrecht,
The Netherlands, 21-23 June 1999, and published in RTO MP-45.
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investigating how to quantify scene clutter for both
single and stereo lines of sight. The objective was to
collect and analyze a database of images at a suitable
test site with suitable targets for the derivation of a
clutter quantification algorithm. The simplest targets
to use were humans with suitable attire to match the
surroundings sufficiently that all of the targets were
not obvious and sufficient clutter was present to assess
target placement in different clutter regions. The
imagery database also had to have several lines of
sight for assessment of stereo vision for comparison
with hi-ocular vision performance for the same task.
The human inter-ocular separation for maximum
unaided depth perception ranges is about I Omrad.
Several multiples of this separation distance were
utilized for assessing the performance of stereo versus
bi-ocular vision for the same vision task. Of course
there were several more pages of details in the test
plan of how to set up this field experiment and how to
analyze the results.

2.2 What Was Really Done
The first issue that had to be addressed was what
cameras were available for collection of the stereo
imagery database. Sufficient 35 mm cameras and
200 mm lenses were obtained to set up four stereo
cameras. The targets used were humans wearing
Dutch forest camouflage uniforms. The test was
conducted over a two-day period at the Soesterberg
artillery facility where two sites were used. The first
had shorter ranges (II 0 m to 675 m) with sunny/partly
cloudy conditions. The second had longer ranges (400
to 900 m) with cloudy/rainy conditions. The first site
had four camera positions with 6 m separation, and the
second had three camera positions with I 0 m
separation. The camouflaged human targets were
arrayed in sets of four for each of six different target
locations. Slide photos of designated target positions,
targeted scenes, and non-targeted scenes were taken at
each of two test sites. This resulted in an imagery
database that has 24 targets for four stereo lines of
sight for the first site and three stereo lines of sight for
the second site. Because photos were taken with and
without the targets present, the impact of target
placement and background clutter levels can be
analyzed.

3.

FIELD EXPERIMENTS

center of the field of view. A total of24 target
locations were identified for each of the two sites that
represented easy to difficult targets for detection.
These locations were referenced to several prominent
scene features that were ranged with a binocular range
finder.
Since there were only five people available for these
tests, four were used as targets and one for positioning
the targets and taking the photos. Hence, the targets
had to be positioned in six different locations with the
overall target positions ranging from about II 0 m to
660 m for the first site and 400 m to 900 m for the
second site. Hand-held radios were used to direct the
camouflaged human targets into the correct positions.
The cameras were placed on tripod mounts in a
straight line that was perpendicular to the line of sight
to the middle of the target scene field of view about
1.5 m above the ground. When the four targets were
in their first position, the lines of sight from each of
the stereo cameras to each target had to be checked to
insure that the line of sight was not blocked. Then the
targets held up large white cards to designate their
position and one photographic slide was taken as
quickly as possible from each of the stereo cameras.
The targets were then instructed to turn around and
hide their card and take either standing or crouching
positions. By facing away the targets do not expose
face or hand features that are strong detection cues for
visible images. Two slide photos were taken of these
targeted scenes from each of the stereo cameras. Then
the targets were instructed to hide, and two slide
photos were taken of these non-targeted scenes. This
process was repeated six times to get the 24 target
positions. The target scene for the first site without
targets is shown in Figure I. A composite target scene
for the first site with all 24 targets with their white
signs is shown in Figure 2.

3.2 Photo Processing
The collection of the photographic slide images for the
first site took one day with sunny to partly cloudy
conditions. The collection of the photographic slide
images for the second site was accomplished on the
next day with cloudy to rainy conditions. All of the
film was then developed and digitized to 3,072 by
2,048 pixel resolution. Because of the significant
changes of visibility with the rainy conditions present
in the second day's testing, the first day was used for
the initial analysis.

3.1 Measurements
With 35 mm cameras a camouflaged human can only
be detected in digitized photographic film slides to a
range of about 300m. Hence, 200 mm lenses were
used that yielded a field of view of !5° by I 0°. To
determine the positions for the targets a 35 mm
camera with the 200 mm lens attached was used for
viewing each of the two sites. The camera's l.i.IJt<.Qf
sight was positioned with a conspicuous featurdin the

The imagery collected at the first site was collected
with four different cameras. Of the four camera
positions the photos from the right and left cameras
were closest in· terms of color matching. The center
left was a little lighter, and the center-right was much
lighter and more yellow even though all the cameras
were set to the same exposure and aperture settings.
There must have been a significant difference in the
optics of the 200-mm lenses used. The color
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differences caused a significant slow down in the
processing of the stereo pair images with Photoshop.
To begin processing the right line of sight was used as
the reference. A composite picture of all of the target
locations (Fig. 2) was produced by splicing all of the
target photos with white location cards displayed onto
the photo with the first four target positions. A
display grid was placed onto this composite photo to
determine an optimum size for the initial display field
of view size (the trick here was not to cut targets into
pieces with the edges of the individual rectangular
sectors). An array of four rows of seven sectors each
allows a random distribution ofunshared targets into
the 28 sectors. Each sector was 396 pixels wide and
264 pixel high. With the 200 mm camera lens used
each sector represents a 1.9° by 1.3° field of view.

were mixed and targeted and non-targeted images
were mixed with the additional constraint that the
same sector targeted and non-targeted scenes were
separated by several intervening different sector
images. Finally, because of the limited number of
sectors a targeted sector with an easily detected target,
A4, was shown first as a learning image. Power Point
was used to produce four separate slide shows of 128
scenes. The targeted and non-targeted scenes were
separated by a black numbered scene with the first
scene in the slide show as a black numbered scene. At
present, an observer database has only been collected
on the right line of sight imagery as viewed with both
eyes looking at a single monitor.

4. DATABASE
The labeling of the sectors was alphabetically for the
rows, A through D (top to bottom), and numerically
for the columns, I through 7 (left to right). The sector
84 has a bush in the center that was the conspicuous
feature in the center of the camera's field of view.
The non-targeted and targeted 84 sectors are shown in
Figs. 3 and 4, respectively. In order to produce the
targeted image in Fig. 4, portions of two different
targeted images were spliced together because there
were one or more of the four targets in each targeted
image present in the particular sector. This type of
splicing had to be performed only for a few cases. For
reference purposes, the D sectors had images with
terrain ranges from about 130 m to 180 m; the C
sectors, from 180m to 340m; the 8 sectors, from 340
m to 520 m, and the A sectors, from 520 m to 675 m.
The A sectors have truncation of the range because of
the basically vertical wall produced by the tree line
beyond the road at about 625 m. Also, the A sector
scenes on the right have a tree line at 340 m as the
lower portion of the image.
The set of right line of sight targeted sectors had 15
sectors with one target, three sectors with two targets,
one sector with three targets, and nine sectors with no
targets.

3.2 Image Display
In order to present the images to observers the only
means available was a computer monitor display.
Photoshop was used to produce sets of targeted and
non-targeted sector bmp files of792 by 528 pixels or
1.2Mbytes for the RG8 color image from the original
396 by 264 pixel images. There were 56 total images
for the right line of sight. In order to obtain the
correct stereo image for the other lines of sight, the
center terrain feature of the right line of sight was
found in the other lines of sight whole scene images
and a 396 by 264 rectangular image sector was cut out
around this center feature. As the angular separation
increased there were a few sectors that could not be
matched. A random ordering of the targeted and nontargeted sectors was performed such that the ranges

4.1 Search and Target Acquisition Task
Some of the most useful search and target acquisition
information can be obtained using eye tracking of the
observer. Unfortunately, this type of analysis tool was
not available. Hence, search time was picked as the
quantifying parameter for the task of locating targets
within the displayed scene. The observers were seated
I m from a computer monitor and briefed on the search
and target acquisition task to be performed. The room
was then darkened, and the observers were asked
questions for about three minutes to allow them to
become adjusted to the light level. The observers
were then shown the slide show of targeted and nontargeted scenes as 20 em wide by 13 em high images
with black borders. A stopwatch was used to measure
the viewing time. The times and notes related to the
location of targets or false targets found were recorded
after each terrain scene was replaced with the black
numbered scenes.
The observers were told that this is a search test
focusing on how search times are influenced by scene
content. What is desired from the observers is a
concentrated effort to locate camouflaged personnel in
a variety of backgrounds as quickly, yet as accurately,
as possible. With this as a goal. the following are
guidelines to the observer search task. (I) The targets
are personnel with forest camouflage suits. (2) The
personnel are either standing or crouched on the
ground. (3) The targets are not perched in trees or
minimally exposed with, for example, only an arm
showing. (4) The personnel do not expose obvious
high contrast features such as a face or hands. (5) The
scenes vary dramatically in terms of range and
background feature content. (6) In each scene there
may be NONE, ONE, or MORE THAN ONE
camouflaged personnel targets. (7) The target scenes
will be alternated with black numbered scenes. (8)
When a scene is shown, the task is to locate all the
camouflaged personnel targets in the scene as quickly
as possible. (9) Once all the targets are located the
observer is to say "STOP," and the scene will be
changed to the non-target display. (I 0) In cases where
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there could be confusion the observer will be asked to
point out where in the scene they saw a target or
targets to determine where the target was seen. (II)
As scoring criteria, the observer will be given one
point for each correctly identified target, minus one
point for each false target identified, and minus two
points for each target missed. (12) When the observer
is ready for the next scene, they are to say "READY."
(13) The observer will maintain a 1-m viewing
distance from the monitor display. (14) For the sake
of comparison, a typical fast response time for
searching a scene is one to two seconds. ( 15) A
typical slow response time for searching a scene is
around 15 seconds.
To check on whether a target or false target was
identified, the observers were asked to identify where
they saw the target or targets in a three by three grid
within the scene. The locations are top left, top center,
top right, left center, center, right center. bottom left,
bottom center, and bottom right. A sample of 30
observers was used with widely varying backgrounds.

4.2 Search times and target identifications
The observer testing resulted in a 56 by 30 array of
detection times and a 56 by 30 by 9 (sector sub
elements) array of target or false target detection
locations. The detection location data shown in Table
I will be considered first. Table I gives the targets
(positive identification, PI in bold numbers) and false
targets (false target, FT in standard numbers) as
distributed within the sector sub elements. The NULL
values represent the number of sectors for which no
targets or false targets were found. With a sample size
of 30 observers, a difficulty factor (D) was assigned as
zero for a NULL value of zero no-detections, one for
one to three, and one more for every three thereafter.
Hence for the 28 to 30 no-detection level the difficulty
was ten or D I 0. The difficulty factor was also applied
to the PI values. In this case if there were a PI of 30
target detections the difficulty factor (D) of zero was
applied. Here for every three less in the value of PI
the difficulty was increased by one. Hence, for a PI of
zero to two the difficulty was ten or DIO. In the
targeted sector A I the NULL value was 12 and the
target in the bottom center element also had a PI value
of 12. Hence the scene had a difficulty of D4 whereas
the target had a positive detection difficulty of D6. It
was easier to find a target in this scene because
another sector element (center) had a false target with
an effective PI of difficulty D6. For the case of the
untargeted sector A I the NULL value of 16 represents
a difficulty for finding a target or false target of D6
comparable to the false target.
The average search time in seconds for each sector
will now be addressed with respect to the NULL
difficulty for both non-targeted and targeted sectors.
These results are shown in Table 2. The times given
represent times taken for targeted and non-targeted

sectors. For the cases where there was no target
present, the same sector was shown twice (9 sectors).
In these cases the times for the two cases were
averaged and listed in the non-target sector times.

5. RESULTS
In general the times for the non-target sectors are
longer than the target sectors. In fact there are only
two cases where the target sectors (AI and 85) have
longer times than the overall average search time of
6.25 seconds. This makes sense though because these
were the most difficult sectors to find the targets in
with difficulties of 04 and D5 respectively. If the
difficulties of DO to D3 are considered low; D4 to D7,
medium; and D8 to DIO, high. The average search
time for the non-targeted sectors with medium
difficulty is 6.7 sand for high difficulty 7.5 s. For the
targeted sectors with medium difficulty the time is
7.5 sand for low difficulty only 4.0 s. In essence if a
target real or false is easy to detect, the search time
drops significantly.
The range of average search times for individual
observers was from 1.75 s to 13.88 s. There was a
correlation between poor overall scores and longer
search times. This is presented in Table 3. To better
compare the results of the different observers with
respect to the differences between times taken to
search individual sectors, the times for each observer
were normalized by dividing each time by their
individual average search time. When this was done
there were 852 sectors where no target or false target
was detected taking an average normalized time of
1.15. There were 828 sectors where targets or false
targets were found taking an average normalized time
of 0.81. To better see how much time is taken to find
a target or false target, the average normalized
detection and no-detection times for each sector are
compared versus the NULL difficulty in Table 4.
Column 2 in Table 4 gives the normalized times to
detect a target or false target. As the scene becomes
more difficult (i.e., the NULL value increases, and
there are fewer of the 30 observers who detect targets
or false targets) the normalized time taken becomes
longer. Also, in general it takes longer to determine
that there is no target or false target present than when
there is. When the false targets present are very
target-like as in the case of most of the D4 and D5
samples, the detection time, TG-TIME, is short and
the non-detection time, ND-TIME. is long. In
addition, the number of false targets versus real targets
detected increases as the NULL value increases. This
is similar to over training a neural net.
There were a few examples of how moderate to
difficult targets are missed in scenes when there is an
easier target or false target detected first. The sector
84 had three targets present with PI difficulties of
DIO, D6, and Dl located, respectively, in the left
center, right center. and center of the sector. This
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image gave a good example of how the human
detection process works. When a search and target
acquisition task is given, a fuzzy notion of what the
target of interest is is formulated. The presented
scenes are searched for this fuzzy target. If a detection
of a real or false target is made, the target construct
becomes well defined and the scene search is rapidly
completed thereafter even if multiple targets are
present and detected. This refinement in the target
sought can cause targets to be missed. In sector B4
there is a fairly easy target to detect right in the
middle. This is a standing target. The crouching
target to the left and away from the tree line was only
detected if it was seen first. Only two of the 30
observers accomplished this. Both of these observers
were able to then detect the center easy target but did
not detect the moderately difficult target on the right
center. A similar occurrence happened in sector A I
where there was a bush that very much resembled a
standing target in the center of the sector. This made
the detection of the crouching real target in the bottom
center more difficult.

6.

STEREO VISION

The initial viewing of the stereo slide shows revealed
some distinct problems. The images in the closest
sectors (C and D) could not be fused for the field of
view of the entire sector. There simply was too much
parallax. At 110m the approximate 1.9 m high human
targets represent about 90% of the sector image height
or 238 pixels. At 650 m the human targets represent
only about 15% of the sector image height or 40
pixels. With a 6 m platform separation between the
right and right-center cameras the resulting shift
between the bottom and top elements of the scenes in
the D sector is 1.8 m or 225 pixels with the standing
target experiencing 90% of this shift from bottom to
top. In the C sector the parallax shift bottom to top is
5.0 m or 180 pixels. This time a 1.9 m target in the
bottom of the scene would represent only 45% of the
height with only about 81-pixel parallax shift from the
bottom to top of the target. Stereo fusion at this range
was possible but not comfortable. Finally, in the B
sector the parallax shift bottom to top is 6.3 m or 145
pixels. Now, the 1.9 m target in the bottom of the
scene represents just 25% of the height with only
about 36 pixel parallax shift from the bottom to top of
the target. These images could be easily fused and
showed good depth perception.
Hence, to be able to compare the results of single line
of sight to stereo vision for the near targets would
require a display of field of view about one third the
one that was used for the closest sectors.

7.

CONCLUSIONS

A search and target acquisition test was conducted that
provided single and wide baseline stereo imagery for
observer testing. The database contains the same

scene with and without camoullaged human targets
present. The analysis of imagery from the first of two
sites has resulted in several interesting findings. First,
a simple search task showed that search times are
significantly longer for scenes where no target or false
target is detected. Second, there was little difference
in total search time for one or many detected targets.
Third, as the normalized time that a scene is viewed
increases the probability of false target detection also
increases. Finally, the use of stereo vision for
reducing the clutter level in search and target
acquisition tasks has promise, but requires care in
assessing. It cannot be done for short range targets
without using multiple fields of view.
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FIGURE 1.

Whole scene with no targets.

FIGURE 2.

Whole scene with target positions designated with large white cards.
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FIGURE 3.

Non-targeted sector B4 .

FIGURE 4. Targeted sector B4.
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TABLE 2. SEARCH TIMES FOR TARGETED AND NON-TARGETED SECTORS
1

A
B

c
D

no target
target
no target
target
no target
target
no target
target

7.21 06
7.4/ D4
6.21 09
3.7/ DO
5.61 09
3.1/ DO

7.4108
3.9/ DO

2
8.7 I 08

3
7.91 08

4
7.5106

5
9.7 I 09

6
6.11 04

7
6.41 09

5.2/ D1

NT

3.7/ DO

NT

NT

NT

6.9108

7.6109

6.5109

7.7 I 010

8.7109

6.2106

4.3/ D1
6.7 I 07
3.4/ DO

4.0 I DO
6.5 I 08
NT
7.41 07
4.1/ DO

4.6/ D1
7.4 I 08
3.3/ D1

7.5/ D5
5.91 07
NT
8.61 08
3.5/ DO

3.4/
6.41
4.5/
8.0 I
4.1/

DO

3.8/ DO
7.7 I 08
NT

07

7.2108

DO

NT

6.9106
4.6/ DO

8.11 08
NT

DO

07
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TABLE 3. OBSERVER SCORES AND TIME RANKING
PERSON
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

SCORE
18
17
17
17
16
15
14
14
13
10
10
9

8
8
7
7
7
3
3
2
-1
-7
-12
-14
-14
-14
-16
-25
-26
-95

TIME(s)
3.88
2.16
7.63
11.96
4.35
13.88
3.32
3.51
5.96
2.59
1.75
3.73
4.78
4.29
7.71
4.17
6.76
4.85
4.57
4.08
7.75
5.68
9.6
3.63
7.56
6.98
11.98
9.69
11.04
7.71

T-RANK
8
2
21
29
12
30
4
5
17
3
1
7
14
11
23
10
18
15
13
9
24
16
25
6
20
19
28
26
27
22

5R-AVG

14.4

11.6

10.2

14.2

19

23.6

TABLE 4. NORMALIZED TIMES AS A FUNCTION OF TARGET DIFFICULTY
0
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

TO-TIME
0.64
0.74

0.9
1.1
1.05
1.07
1.34
1.12
0.96

#
13
4
0
0
3
1
5
8
10
10
2

NO-TIME
0.8

1.29
1.48
1.13
1.19
1.24
1.08
1.11

#
0
4
0
0
3
1
5
8
10
10
2
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METHODS FOR DERIVING OPTIMUM COLOURS FOR CAMOUFLAGE PATTERNS
K.D. Mitchell, C.R. Staples
Science and Technology Division.
Defence Clothing and Textiles Agency
Flagstaff Rd
Colchester
Essex
C02 7SS
United Kingdom
E-mail: kdmitchell@dcta.demon.co.uk

1. SUMMARY
The majority of camouflage patterns have been designed
subjectively with only the colour aspect conforming to certain
constraints such as average colour and luminance. Given the
power of modern computing it should be possible to design
scenario specific camouflage from calibrated colour imagery.
The Defence Clothing and Textiles Agency is at present
working on such a system. This capability will allow us to
design and test patterns in a digital environment before field
trials are carried out. This system will allow us to design
patterns for specific scenarios such as coniferous treelines,
deciduous treelines, summer, winter etc. It should also lead to
highly effective patterns, as early validation can be carried out
using a target detection model followed by photosimulation
using a digital implantation technique. Once validated in the
digital environment, a field trial using live observers can be
carried out.
In the design of a pattern, there are two major factors to take
into account: the multi-level structure of a background and the
many colours present. A method of designing scenario
specific patterns needs to reduce the many hundreds of colours
to a workable number of colour centres, usually between three
and six. There is also the need to assess the structure present
and produce a structure for the pattern, which should be multilevel to allow the pattern to be effective at various ranges.

3. THE GENERATION OF PATTERNS USING A
COMPUTER BASED METHODOLOGY
The generation of patterns from digital images using
computers gives the capability to design scenario specific
patterns, relatively quickly and cheaply. There are three
discrete parts to the design of a new camouflage pattern using
a digital methodology.
1.

A method of texture analysis and generation

2.

A method of optimising the choice of colours from those
found in a background so the pattern is most effective
either against a specific background or over a wide range
of scenarios.

3.

A target detection model which will allow us to measure
the relative effectiveness of camouflage schemes

Parts I and 3 can be carried out using either colour or
monotone images but, for an effective visual camouflage part
2 is a highly important factor.

2. INTRODUCTION: TRADITIONAL METHODS OF
CAMOUFLAGE DESIGN

A methodology which allows us to carry out textural analysis
could also be used to design a pattern which has first and
second orders statistics that resemble those of the background.
The in-service U.K. pattern has an average colour which
resembles an average colour of a set number of treelines. The
design only incorporates the first order statistics of a series of
backgrounds. Second order statistics are used to describe the
textural elements of the particular region being analysed. This
ability to design the first and second order statistics of the
pattern and the use of target detection models allows us to
predict the relative effectiveness of several patterns in a digital
environment. This reduces the initial costs, as we do not have
to go through such a large-scale trial and do not have the
expense of making life-size uniforms or designs for vehicles.
The use of colours in a pattern can determine its effectiveness.
A method of optimising the limited number of colours used is
highly desirable.

Traditionally methods of camouflage design for materials have
been mainly subjective with the only constraints being the
colours used and the average luminance of the overall pattern.

4. HOW ARE COLOURS USED IN A CAMOUFLAGE
SCHEME?

The methods of traditional design involve the designer
viewing a background and using their skill and judgement to
devise a pattern which will be effective. This pattern must
then be trialled to assess its effectiveness and may also
undergo further validation techniques such as photosimulation.
Any validation routines have by necessity to take place over
various scenarios and compare several camouflage schemes.
The personnel and time needed for such validation makes the
costs very high. The pattern designed often has to be
applicable to several theatres of operation i.e. temperate zones,
jungle environments, arctic and desert and must be a good
average to account for the diversity within each background.

The colours in a camouflage pattern or scheme are ideally
used to allow the target to blend in to the background. This is
done on two levels. Firstly, the colours used are those found
in the background. For rural camouflage, these are browns,
greens and black resembling those found in a natural scene.
Secondly, the colours form a pattern which, it is hoped match
that of the background and reduces any visual cue given by the
outline. It may be said that the colours and textured pattern
used in a camouflage scheme are equally important from a
detection point of view. A good pattern's effectiveness will be
reduced by bad colour choice and good colours will be
ineffective if the patterning is poor. It should be noted that no
matter how good the colours or pattern at very long ranges

In this paper, we will review the results obtained from the
initial study on reduction of the number of colours and colour
centre choice.

Keywords: Colour choice, patterning, optimisation routine

Paper presented at the RTO SCI Workshop on "Search and Target Acquisition", held in Utrecht,
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both are inconsequential e.g. at long ranges where the
background appears monochromatic and atmospheric effects
dominate 1• At closer ranges, the better the patterning choice
and colours used, the shorter the detection range. However,
for vehicles in particular, there are ranges where the vehicle
just cannot be disguised.

5.

centres. This allows the routine to run quicker and ensures
that in the later stages all of the colour centres are
interrogated.

II)

COLOUR CHOICE

The human eye can see all the colours in a specific
background but has a problem if asked to reduce these colours
to a given number for a best fit. The human eye tends to blend
the colours it sees where as a digital image taken at close
range will only average over a very small area, depending on
how the digitisation is done. In addition, humans tend to have
a bad visual memory for exact colours, whereas a calibrated
digital image will contain exact data for a specific scene at a
given moment in time. As a result, choosing the colours to be
used to optimise the effectiveness of a pattern is a task more
suited to digital calculation than to human judgement.

6. COLOUR REDUCTION/OPTIMISATION
ROUTINE
For our colour reduction/optimisation routine, we decided on a
methodology which concentrated on a particular Region Of
Interest (ROI). The values which describe the colour of each
pixel, in a 30 colour space, are run through a mathematical
routine which finds the best fit colour centres for the colour
population of the ROL
Before using the routine, decisions have to be made as to how
its various capabilities are going to be utilised. It is necessary
to decide how many colour centres are to be used, and whether
a number of those centres are to be predetermined or all are to
be optimised.
The first step in the use of the actual program is the section of
a ROI from the image. If we use the whole image, which
might be up to 4000x4000 pixels, the length of time needed to
run the routine may extend into a number of weeks. A good
size for a ROI is up to 200x200 pixels (although this will have
to be run overnight if a large number of colour centres is to be
used). The size of the ROI is up to the individual user, but it
should contain a good cross-section of the colours found in the
background as well as some of the textural elements. Figure I
shows a region which is I OOx I 00 pixels in size and contains
good information on the type of background we want to be
camouflaged against.

a

Fig 2: Plot of the Lab values of the population of the
pixels found in Fig 1
The next step of the routine is an iterative step, which ceases
when the best colour centres are found. During the initial step
of the iteration process, each of the pixel points interrogates
the initial colour centres and assign themselves to their
respective nearest colour centre.
Figure 3 shows a
simplification of this initial assignment process.

b

a

L
Fig 3: Showing an example of Pixel co-ordinates (e) in
colourspace being assigned to colour centres 1 (.A.) and
2 (.A.)

Once the co-ordinates of the pixels have all been assigned to
the most appropriate colour centre an average is taken of the
population to find the centre point. This centre point is
assigned as the new colour centre (See Figure 4)

•
Fig 1: ROI taken from original image 100x100 pixels
As stated, once the region of interest has been chosen, the
routine then converts the RGB values for each pixel to the Lab
values. The conversion to Lab colour space allows us to
describe the colours in a colourspace which resembles how the
colours are actually perceived by humans 2 This conversion is
described in more detail in Houlbrook 3 . Once the conversion
has taken place the values are plotted as in Figure 2. This plot
allows the operator to view the most populated volumes and
so place the initial colour centres near these population

•

b

•
L

•
••

Fig 4: After step one the colour co-ordinates are
assigned to their respective colour centres
and e) and
the colour centres relocated to the average of the
population (colour centre I ' .A. and colour centre 2' .A.).

<•
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This stage is repeated with all of the pixel points interrogating
each of the new colour centres and the averaging process
repeated. The iteration process ceases when the difference
between the newest colour centre and the previous colour
centre is within a predefined limit. These final colour centres
are then written to file for retrieval later. The final step of the
routine is to change the pixel co-ordinate values to those of the
colour centre to which it is assigned. So the whole population
of that colour centre has the same Lab values. The routine
will then show a visual representation of the original image
with the new Lab values. This allows the operator to do a
visual comparison as a check. Although the human visual
system is not good at remembering exact colours when asked
to compare two images, it can judge quite effectively if the
colours chosen appear to be correct or not. Figure 5 gives an
example of this phenomenon, in that although there are
approximately 9000 fewer colours used than in Figure I, the
overall impression is not greatly diminished in the reduction to
10 colours.

PhotoS hop
L

a

77

-34

C2

63

-28

C3

9

3

C4

0

C5
C6

CI

Routine
b

L

a

b

I8

77.8

-32.5

I8.0

I5

63.5

-27.0

I5.1

4

8.9

1.8

3.3

0

0

0

0

0

33

-I

27

33.0

-1.8

26.4

84

-6

76

83.4

-7.8

78.0

Table 1: Comparison of the Lab's quoted in PhotoShop
and those obtained as results from the routine
As can be seen from Table I the results obtained from the
routine are similar to those quoted in PhotoShop. The
differences can in part be accounted for by rounding errors.

8.

RESULTS USING REAL IMAGERY

In addition to the synthesised imagery, the colour reduction
routine has been successfully applied to real imagery. The
results when applied to real imagery are shown in Table I.
The original image is shown in Fig I. (The printing process
has degraded these images to a certain degree.)

Figure. 5: Visual representation of results of the routine
(i) shows optimisation to 10 colours (ii) shows
optimisation to 4 colours.

7. RESULTS OBTAINED USING SYNTHESISED
IMAGES
As an initial test of the routine, it was decided to use simple
images constructed in Adobe PhotoShop. The rationale
behind using images synthesised in PhotoShop is that images
will be initially viewed using this software. Using PhotoShop
we can create images with known Lab and ROB values. This
allows us to compare the Lab values in PhotoShop to the
values obtained from the routine when digital ROB is the only
input. This gives us a good insight to how good the routine is
at calculating Lab's from ROB.
The image in Figure 6 consists of 66 pixels and was created so
we could carry out calculations both manually and using the
routine to check that the initial conversion was correct.

It may be asserted however that the colour-reduced imagery of
real scenes is, by eye, a good match for the original imagery.
Where we allow I 0 colour centres, the scenes are barely
discernible from the originals. This fidelity naturally falls
with the number of allowed colour centres.
This match to the background is not, however, the purpose or
test of the routine. That will come with the application of
chosen colours in the creation of new camouflage schemes.
These will be tested for their ability to blend into the
background - by detection modelling, photo-simulation and
ultimately, test in the real world

9.

USE OF THE COLOUR REDUCTION ROUTINE

As mentioned there are several variations which can be carried
out using the colours reduction routine. Firstly we can carry
out the optimisation routine which will allow us to reduce the
number of colours in an image to a given number. These
colours will also be optimised to best describe the colours in
the original image. Secondly, when inputting the starting
colour centres we can choose to lock these centres so that the
colour reduction takes place to these colour centres. This is
particularly useful if the colours have been pre-determined and
it is these colours you want to use. You can now see how
those colours compare to those in the background. We also
obtain information on the proportion of each colour in the
background.

10. CONCLUSION

(i)

(ii)

Fig 6: Image constructed to check conversion from
digital rgb to Lab (i) and image obtained at end of routine
(ii)

We have described in this paper a routine, which can be used
to derive optimum colours for a camouflage pattern using
calibrated digital imagery. It has been recognised that the
optimisation of colours for a pattern is desirable. Optimised
colours used in a pattern can reduce the ranges at which
targets become visible in specific scenarios.
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Colour as has been described is an intrinsic part of a
camouflage pattern. In the rush to devise a digitally based
method for pattern design, the use of the best colours has been
largely overlooked. This work addresses this oversight and
represents an important step in the development of a more
complete digital pattern design tool. A routine such as this
allows the optimisation of colours for a scenario without the
need for extensive field trails and so cuts the time needed for
the design of an effective pattern for that scenario.
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF AN IMAGE MANIPULATION FACILITY FOR THE ASSESSMENT
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A. W. Houlbrook
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1.

SUMMARY

The assessment of CCD systems using photosimulation is the
tried and tested alternative to performing live observer trials.
The greater control over photosimulations allows an increased
level of confidence in the results of any comparisons. It also
requires less time in the field for a smaller number of
personnel. The next step along this route would be a method
that required no time in the field. Virtual reality systems,
however, do not yet produce the level of realism required. An
alternative, perhaps, is to place targets generated by VR
software into a scene recorded photographically. Such a
system would digitize a slide of a background scene in a
controlled manner and allow the realistic implantation of an
artificially created target. Reproduction would be achieved
using a calibrated film printer. The majority of the reprinted
scene would remain identical to the original slide. The
methods used to enable the calibration of the equipment used,
and the process of comparing information from digital rgb and
Lab colour spaces are discussed in this paper.
This image manipulation facility has the potential to bypass
the field trial phase of ceo assessment. It could be used to
assess CCD more thoroughly by using a variety of background
scenes or the same scene at different times of the year. Targets
created from CAD models could be assessed. It could be used
to determine the effectiveness of potential ceo measures in
areas which are not readily accessible. Overall, this system
adds a new level of flexibility and completeness to
photosimu lation.

Keywords: Assessment, photosimulation, imagery, slide,
scanner, printer, colour, calibration.
2.

INTRODUCTION

The assessment of CCD systems using photosimulation is the
tried and tested alternative to performing live observer trials
(Ashforth et al., 1991). The greater control over
photosimulations allows an increased level of confidence in
the results of any comparisons performed in this manner. It
also requires less time in the field for a smaller number of
personnel. The next step along this route would be a method
that required no time in the field. Virtual reality systems
would appear to offer this capability. However, they do not yet
produce the level of realism required. An alternative, perhaps,
is to place targets generated by VR software into a scene
recorded photographically. A photosimulation could then be
performed on the modified imagery. Such a system would
have to digitise a slide of a background scene in a controlled
manner. This would then allow the realistic implantation of an

artificially created target. Reproduction of the modified scene
as a photographic slide would be achieved using a calibrated
film printer. In an ideal system, the majority of the reprinted
scene would remain identical to the original slide.
The following describes the efforts made by the OCT A
towards creating a facility to perform such image
manipulation.

3.

APPARATUS

The principal components of an image manipulation facility
should be a computer capable of handling large image files of
I OOMb or more, and a slide scanner and film printer with
resolutions close to that of photographic film.
The computer used to control both the slide scanner and the
film printer is a Silicon Graphics Indigo2 running the IRIX 6.2
operating system, with 384Mb of RAM. Silicon Graphics
computers are designed to manipulate graphics easily, having
a very capable graphics card built in as standard.
The slide scanner is a LeafScan-45. It operates by moving the
slide between a filtered fluorescent light source and a linear
array camera. It can operate at a variety of resolutions up to
5000 dpi. Controlling software called Image Proof is used to
set up and calibrate the device, allowing the user a choice of
aperture and exposure time combinations. It also incorporates
a prescan facility and several adjustment controls for the
image. The shadow control affects the brightness of low
intensity pixels and the highlight control that of high intensity
pixels. The gamma control affects the gamma of the image, in
effect the linearity of the dark to light transition. The controls
act on the image as a whole and each of the red, green and
blue channels separately. These can be used to correct colour
discrepancies due to the scanning process prior to a highresolution final scan.

Figure 1

Scanner control window

Paper presented at the RTO SCI Workshop on "Search and Target Acquisition", held in Utrecht,
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The software has the capability to perform a low resolution
prescan on a slide. It also allows the user to probe the prescan
image for the colour information from each pixel.
The film printer is a Mirus Galleria. It prints to any type of
35mm film using a film specific look-up table to adjust its
output. The look-up table contains details of the resolution
required and controls for global contrast and brightness and
channel specific brightness. These controls can be used to
calibrate the device. It has a maximum resolution of3333 dpi.

4.

Solving the above equations gives:
K = 0.008810382471
y = 1.684993781.

These values can be put back into original equation to produce
the following transforming equations for each of the red, green
and blue channels:

COMPARING COLOUR SPACE INFORMATION
684993781

R = 0.008810382471 * r 1·

It has been mentioned earlier in this paper that it is essential to
be able to calibrate both the slide scanner and the film printer.
To do this the attributes of the image must be compared before
and after both the scanning and printing processes. A
convenient start point for the scanning process is the colour
information derived from a prescan, with the controls set to
the default values, of a slide using the probe function. The aim
of this operation is to scan the slide retaining the colorimetric
properties of the projected image, therefore these values
should be used as the target for the calibration. The film
printer's start point is the scanned image, which should have
the same colorimetric properties of the projected slide. Its
target is the colorimetric properties of the projected image.
The devices employed in this facility view and manipulate
images in a 24-bit colour system, 8 bits or 256 levels of
intensity for each of the red, green and blue channels. This
system is derived from the signals required by the digital to
analogue converters controlling the voltage to the electron
guns for each channel in a colour monitor. However, the
projected slide is measured using a telespectroradiometer.
which produces a photometric output such as Lab values. It is
therefore necessary to be able to convert digital rgb to
photometric Lab and vice versa. This transform has two
important stages, the transform from a digital rgb system to a
photometrically based ROB system and then the further
transform to Lab.

It should be stressed that these ROB photometric values are
only relevant to this system and do not directly relate to the
CIE standard observer.

4.1. Linearisation of rgb using the gamma function

4.2. Transform from RGB to XYZ

The relationship between the voltage applied to the electron
gun and the luminous output of the screen is known as the
gamma function.

To convert from these ROB values to XYZ tristimulus values,
a set of transform equations are required (Hunt 1987). Such as:

G = 0.008810382471 * g

1684993781

1684993781

B = 0.008810382471 * b

Where ROB represent the photometric values and rgb
represent the digital values.
The reverses of these transforms are:
1
)1684993781
R
r = ( 0.008810382471

G

)1684993781

g = ( 0.008810382471

b=(

B
)1.684993781
0.008810382471

X= AIR+ A2G +AlB
y =

K(g)Y

Y = A4R + AsG + A6B
Z = A1R + AsG + A9B

Where
Y is the display luminance /cdm- 2

Where A 1 - A 9 are constants.

g is the pixel grey level value (gE [0,255])

In order to determine these constants it is necessary to perform
the following steps.

K is a proportionality constant
y is the display gamma coefficient

Here. however, the display luminance is not measured but
taken from PhotoShop's use of both rgb and Lab colour
spaces, L being converted to Y assuming 065 illuminant. The
maximums are 255 for rgb and I 00 for Y (L is also I 00). The
mid points are 169 for rgb and 50 for Y (L is 76.07). Two
simultaneous equations can be constructed:

50= K * 169y
100 = K * 255r

The chromaticities
monitors are:

(a 1 -~)

of the primaries of European colour

y

X

z

Red

0.64 = a 1

0.33 = a2

O.OI=a3

Green

0.29 =

~

0.60 = a 5

0.11=%

Blue

0.15=a7

0.06 =as

0.79=a9

To proceed further colour matches are represented by
equations. These equations are written in the form:
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C(C)

=R(R) + G(G) + B(B)

k1 = H1 I (J1c1 + J1c4 + J1c7)
k2 =Hz/ (JzCz + .lzCs + .Tzcs)

Where the equivalence sign means 'matches', the letters C, R,
G and B represent the amount of colour used and the letters in
brackets are labels to which the amounts refer
The chromaticity co-ordinates, a 1 to a 9 , can be used to
represent the amounts of XYZ needed in colour matching
equations to match amounts ofRGB, as follows:

=a 1(X) + a2(Y) + a3(Z)
k2( G) =a4(X) + as( Y) + ao(Z)

k 1(R)

k3 (B) = a7(X) + a 8(Y) + aq(Z)

k1 = H3 I (J3c1 + .l1c6 + J3c9)
Using D 65 as the standard white gives 11=95.04, .12=100,
.1 3=108.89 and H 1=H 2=H 3=100. The above equations can now
be resolved.

k 1 =1.49
k2 = 0.85
k3 = 0.84
Returning to the earlier set of equations:

By treating this set of three equations as a matrix the subject
of them can be changed to:
k 1(R) = a 1(X) + az( Y) + a3(Z)
l.O(X) = c 1k1(R) + c 2 k 2 (G)+ c3k3(B)
I.O(Y)

=c4 k1(R) + c5k2(G) + c6 k3 (B)

I.O(Z)

=c7 k1(R)+cgk2(G)+c9k3(B)

Where the values of c are gained by inverting the 3x3 matrix
containing the values of a:

kz(G)

=~(X)+

a,(Y) + ao(Z)

k3(B) = a 7(X) + as(Y) + aq(Z)
They can be rearranged to give:

l.O(R) = a/kJ(.X) + a 2/k 1(Y) + a3/k1(Z)
I.O(G) = a4/kz(X) + a,lkz(Y) + ao/kz(Z)
l.O(B) = a7/k 3(X) + a 8/k 3( Y) + aq/k 3(Z)

c 1 = 2.06 cz=-1.14 c3 = 0.08
c4 = -0.94 c 5 = 2.21 c6 = -0.27

By substituting this into the generic colour matching equation:

c 7 = -0.32 c 8 = 0.05 c9 = 1.27
The colour matching equations for the chosen reference white,
to which the amounts ofRGB previously stated produce, are:

k 4 (W) = H 1(R) + H 2 (G) + H 3 (B)

C(C) = Ra/k 1(X) + Ra2/k1(Y) + Ra3/k1(Z) +
G~lkz(X) + Gas/k 2( Y) + Gao/kz(Z) +
Ba7/k3(X) + Gas/k1( Y) + Ba9/k3(Z)

The RGB to XYZ transform equations can then be derived:

k4(W) =.I 1(X) + .lz(Y) + J3(Z).
X= (a/k 1)R + (aik2)G + (a 7/k 3)B
Where H 1, Hz, H 3 are the amounts of(R), (G), (B), needed to
match the white, and h Jz, J 3 are proportional to the x, y, z
.1 2 is equal to the
chromaticity co-ordinates of the white.
luminance factor of the white.
Substituting for X, Y and Z in the above equation gives:

k4(W) = .l 1c 1k1(R) + J1czkz(G) + J1c1k3(G) +
.J2c4k1(R) + .lzcskz(G) + }zc6k3(G) +
.l 3 c 7k1(R) + JJcskz(G) + J3c9k3(G)
This enables the derivation ofH" H2 and H 3:
H1 = (JJcJ + J1c4 + J1c7) k1

Y = (a2 /k 1)R + (as/k2)G + (a 8/k 3 )B
Z = (a/k1)R + (3o/k2)G + (aq/k3)B

The values for the constants can be inserted, hence:
X = 0.64/1.49R + 0.29/0.85G + 0.15/0.84B
Y = 0.3311.49R + 0.60/0.85G + 0.06/0.84B
Z = 0.03/1.49R + O.ll/0.85G + 0.79/0.84B

A similar method can be used to find the reverse transform:
R = 2.06* 1.49X- 0.94*1.49Y- 0.32*1.49Z

Hz = (.J 2cz + .Tzcs + .lzcs) kz

G = -1.14*0.85X + 2.21 *0.85Y + 0.05*0.85Z

H 3 = (J 3c 3 + .T1c6 + .l3c9) k1

B = 0.08*0.84X- 0.27*0.84 Y + 1.27*0.84Z

And hence the equations fork" k2 and k3:
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4.3. Transform from XYZ to Lab

]3

16
116

The conversion from XYZ to Lab is more routine:
7.787
L = 116(Y/Y 0 ) 113-16
113

a= 500[(XIX 0 ) 113 -(Y/Y0 )

]

b = 200[(YIY 0 ) 113-(Z/Z0 ) 113 )

[f YIY n ~ 0.008856 then it should be replaced in the above
four equations by 7. 787 Y /Yn + 16/ 116 .

This is only complicated when looking at dark areas of a
scene. If any of the ratios X/X0 , Y/Yn or Z/Zn is equal to or
less than 0.00856, it is replaced in the above formula by:

These equations are best combined in the form of a short
program to perform the Lab to rgb and rgb to Lab conversions
more easily.

7.787F+ 16/116

5.
Where F is X/X0 , Y/Yn or Z/Zn as appropriate
These transforms can be performed in the reverse direction to
turn Lab into XYZ:

Or ifY/Yn

116

~

0.008856
3

L+l6J
16]
y = y [( 116
I 16
n
7.787

Figure 2
Shows how the shadow control changes the
grey level values.
Through inspection it can be seen that as the value of the
shadow control increases the grey level values decrease by an
amount proportional to the difference between the maximum
value of 255 and the original grey level. This indicates that the

3

X=

xn[-a (:i__J*]
500

+

With these conversions accomplished, it is possible to
compare the input and output of the scanning and printing
processes. The next stage is to model the effects of the scanner
and printer control functions. This will enable the prediction
of the settings required to retain accurate colour registration
through the system.
Firstly the effect of each of th e scanner controls needs to be
measured. The. values obtained from a test slide scanned on
the default settings are recorded. Then the controls are
individually changed through small increments and the new
values recorded. This data can be examined to determine the
type offunction that each control is.

3

y = y (L+ 16]
n

CALIBRATION

Y0

Or if X/Xn ~ 0.008856
16
116

7.787

· 0.05

0.05

Shadow values

shadow control is the following function type:

~]

z = zn [(:i__J*
- 200
Y
0

or if Z/Zn ~ 0.008856

3

new,., 255 -

255-old J
( 1- shadow
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255

at various stages, it will probably take the form of a small
program .

.

This creates another problem, in that a number of data-fitting
software packages that allow user defined functions will not
accept conditional statements. It is therefore necessary to write
a program to fit the function to the data. An adapted version of
the Amoeba minimisation routine (Press et al., 1986) has
proved satisfactory for this purpose.

"'
...">
:I

a;

>
.!!

e-

~

With the fitting complete, the variables become constants and
the function can be used to predict the setting of the controls.
2.5

0.75

Gamma values

Figure 3
Shows how the gamma control changes the
grey level values.
Similarly , it can be seen that as the value of the gamma control
increases the grey level increases by a proportionally smaller
amount. This indicates that the gamma control is the following
function type:
new"' oJd< 1'g•mmal

* 255 I 255( ligammal

255 - - - · - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

If the scanner has been calibrated successfully, the printer
calibration should be a single set up for a suitable type of film,
simply tuning the film and printer to the computer output.
Small differences between the projected slide and the scanned
image can be corrected using the printer controls.
The modelling of the printer controls follows the same steps as
the scanner: establishment of the type of function and then
fitting it to a set of sample data using the same methods.
It is important to note the importance of film type at this point.
All films used in the printer are likely to achieve the required
extremes of scale, white and black, however the response of
the film at intermediate levels should also be close to that
required. A slow film will make most of the image too dark
and a fast film will make most of the image too bright. With
this particular printer, a 200ASA film is used to start close to
the required response.

The system should now be capable of reproducing a slide
perfectly. However, by using the photometric properties of
objects in the scene, rather than those of the projected slide, it
should be possible to produce an image that has similar
colours and contrast levels to the original scene, removing the
changes introduced by the photographic process that recorded
it.

6.

0.6

Highlight values

Figure 4
Shows how the highlight control changes the
grey level values.
Again, it can be seen that as the value of the highlight control
decreases the grey level increases proportionally with its
inverse value. This indicates that the highlight control is the
following function type:

new"' old I highlight
The functions for the individual controls then need to be
integrated into a single function to mimic their interaction.

255 _( 255-old
1- shadow
new"'
highlight
[

)l(ga~ma)

*

255
255 gamma

This is still only an approximation, requiring the addition of
constants of proportionality to enable it to replicate the
function of the calibration controls accurately. The values of
these constants are best determined by fitting the function to a
set of data from a variety of control settings. As this function
is likely to require truncating at either end of the 0- 255 scale

CONCLUSION

Between the scanning and printing phases, this system can be
used in the creation of imagery for assessment. It is at this
point that targets can be inserted into the scene. It should be
obvious that great care should be taken to ensure that colour
registration between the target and background is carefully
controlled. It is essential that any target inserted should be as
appropriate as possible in size. colour and contrast terms. To
this end, capture of the base scene will need to be
accompanied by measurement of the dimensions of key
objects and the spectral distribution of the illumination when
the imagery is taken. If a target is obtained photographically,
its true reflectance should be recorded as well as the spectral
distribution of the illumination . This will allow the target to be
tuned to the background scene and inserted using an image
manipulation software package. These details will also be
required if a 3D modelling package is used to provide the
target.
This type of image manipulation facility has the potential to
bypass the field trial phase of CCD assessment, thus saving
time and money . It could also be used to assess CCD more
thoroughly by using a variety of background scenes or the
same scene at different times of the year. Targets that do not
exist in the real world could be assessed, targets being created
from CAD models. It could be used to determine the
effectiveness of potential CCD measures in areas that are not
readily accessible for field trials. Another use may be to
remove some of the effects on colour and contrast due to the
nature of the photographic media and its projection. Images
corrected in this way might appear more realistic than a
standard slide.
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Overall, this system adds a new level of flexibility and
completeness to photosimulation.

7.
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1.

SUMMARY

Assessment of Camouflage, Concealment and Deception
(CCD) methodologies is a non trivial problem; conventionally
the only method has been to carry out field trials, which are
both expensive and subject to the vagaries of the weather. In
recent years computing power has increased, such that there
are now many research programmes using synthetic
environments for CCD assessments. Such an approach is
attractive; the user has complete control over the environment
parameters and many more scenarios can be investigated.
The UK Defence Evaluation and Research Agency is currently
developing a synthetic scene generation tool for assessing the
effectiveness of air vehicle camouflage schemes. The
software is sufficiently flexible to allow it to be used in a
broader range of applications, including full CCD assessment.
The synthetic scene simulation system (CAMEO-SIM) has
been developed, as an extensible system, to provide imagery
within the 0.4- 14 micron spectral band with as high a
physical fidelity as possible. It consists of a scene design tool,
an image generator, which incorporates both radiosity and raytracing processes, and an experimental trials tool. The scene
design tool allows the user to develop a three-dimensional
representation of the scenario of interest from a fixed viewpoint. Target(s) of interest can be placed anywhere within this
3-D representation and may be either static or moving.
Different illumination conditions and effects of the
atmosphere can be modelled together with directional
reflectance effects. The user has complete control over the
level of fidelity of the final image. The output from the
rendering tool is a sequence of radiance maps which may be
used by sensor models, or for experimental trials in which
observers carry out target acquisition tasks. The software also
maintains an audit trail of all data used to generate a particular
image, both in terms of material properties used and the
rendering options chosen.

Keywords: Scene Simulation, CCD Assessment,
Camouflage, Concealment & Deception
2.

INTRODUCTION

All camouflage is a compromise. It is required to match
different backgrounds, in different wavebands and at different
times of the year. The compromises made in the past were
determined by subjective assessment of the visibility of a
military asset when viewed against some relevant background.
Typically, this assessment was carried out in the visible band
only. Two technologies are driving the need for quantitative
CCD assessment. Firstly, sensors now operate throughout a
large part of the electromagnetic spectrum and it is likely that
future sensors will place even greater demands on camouflage
design by requiring exact spectral matches. Secondly, new
techniques and materials offer the potential of increased

effectiveness of camouflage against sensor threats. Costeffective and quantitatively correct assessment of these
techniques and materials is essential for future system
survivability.
Synthetic scene generation offers a viable alternative to field
trials for the quantitative evaluation of camouflage. We are
developing a physics based, broadband, scene simulation
toolset called CAMEO-SIM that enables the quantitative
evaluation of both current and future camouflage. The same
toolset may also be used to assess concealment and deception
methodologies.
3.

STRUCTURE OF THE PAPER

Section 4, provides an overview of the components that make
up the CAMEO-SIM toolset. Section 5 reviews the
verification tests that have been carried out to date, section 6
describes the validation programme and section 7 presents
conclusions.
4.

OVERVIEW OF CAMEO-SIM

The goal of the CAMEO-SIM system is to produce synthetic,
high resolution, physically accurate radiance images of target
vehicles in operational scenarios, at any wavelength between
0.4 and 14 microns. The main components of the system are
shown schematically in Figure I. These are described in detail
elsewhere [1]. The software was developed with a scaleable
rendering kernel in which imagery can be produced at
different fidelities and frame rates depending on the image
application ~nd wavelength of operation.
The lowest fidelity mode is real-time and can be used to
develop and preview the scene before it is passed to a
scaleable two-pass rendering kernel that can produce high
quality image streams using BRDF capable radiosity and raytracing algorithms. The first pass computation models the
radiative transfer between extended surfaces; ie., it models
'soft' shadow effects. The second pass is a ray tracer to model
the effect of point sources - it models the 'hard' shadows. The
images produced from these algorithms are then used in the
camouflage assessment process. The user has detailed control
of the parameters used in the calculations.
The rendering equations solved during real-time operations are
termed 'local' rendering equations. The term 'local' is used to
acknowledge the fact that the radiative interactions in the
scene are predefined. In order to run in real-time,
approximations are made during the rendering process. These
include:
1.

the directionality and hi-directionality of the optical
properties of materials in the scene are approximated
using scalar diffuse optical properties, perhaps with a
simple specular parameter added to the reflectivity.

2.

global illumination effects are not accounted for.

Paper presented at the RTO SCI Workshop on "Search and Target Acquisition", held in Utrecht,
The Netherlands, 21-23 June 1999, and published in RTO MP-45.
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3.

geometric occlusion of point and extended sources of
radiation is ignored.

summarises the test results. A detailed description of each test
is given in the following sections.

4.

spectral integration of the optical properties with the
atmospherics is reduced to a multiplication of the in-band
optical property with the in-band atmospheric termsuch an approximation is only valid for spectrally grey
materials.

Test

Expected result

Calculated

Blackbody
radiance

Blackbody Radi ance= 42.89
(8-12.5 micron band)

42.89

Contrast in
isothermal
tnvironment

Centre pixel radian ce= 35.23
(8-12.5 micron band)

35.23

the parameterisation of the atmospheric terms is
simplified- for example 3D variations in the path
radiance and transmittance are ignored.

Shadowing
and
Blocking

a. Radiance of irradiated area =
5. 1768
b. Radiance of blocked area = 0.0
c. Radiance of shadowed area= 0.0
(3-5 micron band)

a . 5. 1768

Spectral
calculations

Centre pixel radiance (3-5 micron
band) = 1.49

1.49

Radiometric
calculation
of lighting
effects

Radianc e variation :
Centre . 0.3 1831
edge : 0.0094248

Centre: 0.31806
edge: 0.0094239

Directional
emission

Slope of radiance along centreline=
60.01 W m·' pixel''

59.932 W m·' pixer'

Multiple
material
Assignment
on a texture

Blackbody radiance= 8.975

Blackbody radiance
= 8.975
Grey body radiance
= 4.4875

5.

6.

polygon budgets are restricted - which means that the
structure of complex objects such as vehicles or trees has
to be simplified.

To assess the effectiveness of camouflage schemes, especially
on helicopters flying at low level using trees as natural cover,
these real-time approximations can impact critically on the
final computed air vehicle contrast. Therefore higher fidelity,
non real-time computations must be used. The CAMEO-SIM
renderers do not make the approximations listed above. The
output from the high fidelity rendering kernel is a sequence of
floating point, 2-D radiance maps for a given waveband or
bands. These may then be played back at real-time rates for
different applications.

Scene geometry"
Surface
cbaractenshcs} Source descnpttons
eglighu

Grey body radiance =4.4875
(3-5 micron band)

b. 0.0
c. 0.0

Bidirectional
reflectivity

Illuminated pixel radiance= 2.3

2.3

Small target
rendering

Integrated facet radiant intensity =
1.806 W sr" 1 (3-5 micron band)

1.813 W sr" 1

~~;;~!?
Table 1 Summary of validation test results. All values are
W m·2 sr· 1 unless otherwise stated.
5.1. Blackbody radiance tests
The purpose of this test was to ensure that the blackbody
radiance is calculated correctly. A one metre square
uniformly textured facet was created and the temperature of
the facet set to a known value. The line of sight of the
observer was centered and perpendicular to the facet. The
radiance of a perfect blackbody was calculated and compared
with the value computed within CAMEO-SIM.

5.2. Contrast in an isothermal environment

C'amounagc
F:ffectiYeness

Figure 1 Block diagram of CAMEO-SIM components
illustrating the data flow through the different processes.
5.

ANALYTICAL VERIFICATION TESTS

CAMEO-SIM Version 1.0 is complete and is now undergoing
verification and validation. A range of verification tests has
been developed that exercise different elements of the high
fidelity rendering equations implemented within CAMEOSIM . All the tests have analytic solutions. Table 1

The purpose of this test is to ensure that the correct radiance
contrast is predicted for isothermal vacuum, radiometric
environments.
The skyshine radiance terms are set to constant values. A one
metre square surface is defined to be a perfect diffuse reflector
and the line of sight of the observer is centered and
perpendicular to the facet. The radiance of the square is
calculated and compared with the value computed within
CAMEO-SIM.

5.3. Calculation of shadowing and blocking
Blocking is the rendering process that ensures parts of the
object that are not visible to the observer due to obstruction by
another part are correctly accounted for. Shadowing is the
rendering process that ensures parts of the object do not reflect
the point sources if they are obscured from it by other parts.
This test has been designed to ensure that the blocking and
shadowing algorithms are working accurately . The geometry
for this test is shown in Figure 2 which shows two square
plates with the lower plate 100% diffuse reflecting and the top
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plate black and at zero Kelvin. The observer and sun are at 45
degrees to the geometry. The radiance of the illuminated
pixel s in the image is :
N=Qpht

(I)

where:

computed (red line) and rendered radiance is shown in Figure
3b, together with the difference between the computed and
rendered radiance. It must be noted the analytical solution
assumes radiant intensity is at the pixel's centre, but the
image's radiant intensity is super sampled across a pixel. This
will introduce a small difference to the analytical solution.

N is the radiance in W m· 2 sr· 1

Q is the normal incident irradiance W m·2 = solar
irradiance x cosine of incidence angle

5.6. Directional emission of uniformly textured and heated
spheres

pis the diffuse reflectance of the lower plate

This test verifies that the second pass renderer is accounting
for the directional emissivity correctly when the object is
nominated as having directional optical properties.

The solar irradiance is set to a fixed value. The radiance of
the shadowed, blocked and irradiated areas is calculated and
compared with the values computed within CAMEO-SIM.

/.//~
---~<~--

Two uniformly textured spheres of 2m diameter are set to a
known temperature. For one of the spheres, the vertex
normals are equal to the facet normal and for the other, an
appropriate angle is chosen for generating the vertex normals.
Therefore, in the test both flat faceting and vertex normal
interpolation in the second-pass renderer are tested. The
variation in pixel radiance from the centre of the sphere to the
outside edge should vary linearly (for the vertex normal
interpolated sphere, and approximated with a stepped variation
for the flat facet sphere.

···-~><::.; ·-.·-.-~.: .~.,·.~.·-...r,;;.,?.;
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Figure 2 Diagram showing the geometry used to verify
the blocking and shadowing computations.
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5.4. Spectral Calculations
The purpose of this test specification was to verify that the
spectral integrations were being calculated accurately. To test
this a defined solar spectral irradiance was used to illuminate
an artificial spectral material being observed with a spectrally
selective sensor.

Olm

i

The spectral variation in the material properties, the light
intensity and the sensor response is defined. For the general
case, the in-band reflected radiance between the upper and
lower wavelengths is given by:

=

J(Jc)
.
J-cosB; .B(Jc).p (Jc).d?c

.<2

2

AI

(2)

S

where:

N.sl. =in band radiance

ei

= incidence angle between source and reflector

.I(A.)= source intensity (W sr- 1)
9(1,) =sensor spectral response
p"(A.) = spectral bi-directional reflectivity
s = distance to the source
5.5. Radiometric calculation of lighting effects
The purpose of this test was to verify that the radiometric
effects of light sources are being accurately represented. The
geometry of the test is shown in Figure 3a and a plot of

Figure 3 a) Lighting effects geometry. b) graph of
computed and predicted radiance as a function of pixel
position .
5.7. Textured heated billboard for testing multiple
material assignments on a texture.
The purpose of this test is to ensure that textures that have
been classified using multiple material associations and
transparency are interpreted properly by CAMEO-SIM. To
test this aspect a heated non-uniformly textured billboard with
a transparent section is rendered. A 256 x 256 texture image
containing two rectangles and a transparent region is created.
One rectangle is classified as a blackbody perfect diffuser and
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set to a known temperature. The other rectangle is set to be a
grey body perfect diffuser at the same temperature. A typical
image expected from this test is shown in Figure 4.

5.8. Bi-directional reflectivity of uniformly textured and
heated spheres.
The purpose of this test was to verify that CAMEO-SIM is
interpreting the bi-directional reflectance function correctly.
To keep the solution to the BRDF problem analytically
tractable a BRDF file was used that represents a grey semispecular retro-reflecting BRDF such that

1
BRDF=-cos(B)

BRDF=O.O

e:::; 30deg

5.9. Small target rendering
The purpose of this test was to ensure that CAMEO-SIM is
treating small targets to an acceptable accuracy; an essential
requirement for simulating potentially sub-pixel targets. To
test this requirement an identical sphere to that used in the
BRDF test is rendered against a simple uniform background.
The geometry of the test case is shown in Figure 6a, and the
image formed for this test case should be similar to that shown
in Figure 6b. The predicted integrated facet radiant intensity
is 1.806 W m -2 sr" 1. The CAMEO-SIM integrated facet radiant
intensity is 1.813 W m· 2 sr· 1 - a percentage difference of
0.39%.
a ) Test geometry

e > 30 deg
F OV 1. 5°x 1 5°

128x128 resolution

Blackbody

*t

1000m

D1ameter = 2m

6

SOm
Plate

b ) Image from test
Transparent
Region

Figure 4 Schematic of the image produced by the
textured heated billboard test.
where 0 is the angle of incidence. Two spheres are created:
for one sphere the vertex normals are equal to the facet normal
and for the other sphere an appropriate angle is chosen for
generating the vertex normals. The line of sight of the
observer is set to view the spheres from above with the sun
position above the observer. A typical image in which the
illuminated pixels have a nearly constant radiance across their
diameters is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 6 a) Geometry used to carry out the small target
test. b) A typical image produced by the test.

5.10. Fit for purpose imagery
The verification tests have shown that CAMEO-SIM is
computing the correct values. However rendering times are
excessively long if the complete sol ution is calculated especially for a complex structured scene. CAMEO-SIM was
designed therefore to render images at different levels of
fidelity, for different applications- such that the imagery is 'fit
for purpose'.
Some example images for a clear day, visible band, generated
at different levels of fidelity are shown in Figure 7. These
images were created using three-dimensional models of trees
constructed from triangular facets. No sensor effects have
been added to the images.

Figure 5 Image resulting from the bi-directional
reflectivity test.

Similar images can be created for different wavebands
including visible, 3 - 5 micron and 8-12 micron band (Figure
8). A subjective analysis of the above images shows that the
significance of different effects varies with waveband and
with the weather condition - as expected. For example, on a
cloudy day the hard shadows from the sun are not relevant.
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Shadows appear to have a more significant effect in images of
wavebands < 5 microns than for 8-12 micron band. In the
lower wavebands the 'soft ' shadow effects produce the threedimensional effects of shadows on trees which appears to have
a large effect on the contrast structure within the image, but
this imposes a heavy computational load on the renderer.
Directional reflectance effects give rise to glints and cause
more structure to be visible within the object - this is going to
have a very significant effect on the spatial contrast structure
within the image.
The image in Figure 9 shows the result of differencing and
histogram equalising a 'low' fidelity and a ' high' fidelity
image. Clearly there are large differences that could
contribute significantly to errors in target conspicuity. For an
image to be ' fit for purpose' the errors shown in the difference
image must be insignificant for that particular application.
When viewed through a sensor the image resolution will be
degraded and hence a lower level of fidelity may be
acceptable. In addition the 'real world' is inherently variable,
so the images only have to be accurate within the limits of the
natural variations whilst still capturing the spatial and spectral
structure.

difficulties, since we still have neither the basic databases nor
the necessary understanding of what constitutes the real world.
In addition, since the whole purpose ofCAMEO-SIM is to
represent scenarios that may not exist or are impossible to
document, there may in fact be no equivalent real world. This
can be illustrated at the simplest level by considering the
geometry and culture that are used to describe a scenario. It is
possible to achieve an exact match with the terrain geometry
by using detailed map information, but it is impossible to
achieve exactly the same geometry for the culture present in
that terrain (eg tree structure). This means that validation
methods that assume there is some real world database of
measurements that can be directly compared with the output
from the simulation cannot work. The validation processes
that we are using are, as a result. somewhat more abstract and
involve three separate approaches. Firstly, to use highly
simplified scenarios that can be both synthesised within
CAMEO-SIM and measured.

b

Figure 8 Examples of images generated in different
wavebands: a) visible band, b) 3-5 Jl, c) 8-12 Jl

Figure 7 Example images rendered to different levels of
fidelity: a) all surfaces diffuse, b) hard shadowing added,
c) hard and soft shadowing plus BRDF characteristics
applied to the aircraft.

6.

VALIDATION

6.1. Issues
The issues surrounding the validation of any piece of
simulation software are often complex and CAMEO-SIM is
no exception. Furthermore, the fact that CAMEO-SIM aims
to physically represent the real world, in many
electromagnetic wavebands adds considerably to the

Figure 9 Histogram equalised difference between a low
fidelity and a high fidelity image with identical geometry.
These move one step away from the basic analytical
verification tests described in section 5. Secondly, we are
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examining whether the statistics of the imagery produced by
CAMEO-SIM are consistent with the statistics of real world
images. Finally, since the main use of this tool is for
camouflage assessment we will use it to reproduce a realworld trial. This will assess whether the observer
performance, using the synthetic imagery CAMEO-SIM
generates, corresponds to the performance actually measured
in th e field . Each of these validation approaches is described
in more detail below.
6.2. Simple lmagery Validation
None of the scenarios used in the tests described section 4
were real. The next step therefore is to exercise CAMEO-SIM
with imagery that is more realistic. We plan to conduct a
seri es of trials involving imaging a simple object viewed
against a uniform background. The object is a metal step-like
structure and is shown in Figure I 0. The object is sufficiently
complex to enable us to exercise both the radiosity and ray
trac ing processes within the software. Radiation will be
refl ected from the riser of the step down onto the lower step,
the object will generate shadowing, different areas will heat up
differentially, etc. It will be placed in the open and viewed by
di fferent sensors looking down into the "step" area. Imagery
will be gathered in the visible band, MWIR, and LWIR under
different conditions. The same scenario will be constructed
within CAMEO-SIM using the measured geometry and
surface material properties as well as metereological data.
Comparisons will be made between the in-band radiance
values measured on the real object under different conditions
and th e equivalent values calculated within CAMEO-SIM
using different rendering fidelities.

often the case that the synthesized imagery does not
correspond directly to any part of the real world.
Bivariate metrics which compare similar images, and which
are used extensively in the fi eld of image compression (7)
cannot be used because it will be impossible to exactly
recreate the geometric structure of the real world in the
synthetic image- and not necessary. Application of such
metrics would indicate that there were large differences
between the real and synthetic images, but these differences
are not meaningful for this application.
Univariate metrics based on stati sti cs of a single image are
more appropriate as an ' image quality ' metric. However first
order statistics, such as mean and standard deviation are not an
appropriate measure for the spatial structure in an image
because two totally different images can have the same first
order statistics.
Similarly second order statistics, such as the power spectrum,
do not completely describe natural images. However, it is
clear that if our simulation tool is not even capturing the first
order statistics of the real world it has questionable validity .
To illustrate this we provide here a comparison we have
carried out between the colour characteristics of real world
images and equivalent synthetic ones (using a visible-band
precursor to CAMEO-SIM call ed CAM-SIM). A set of real
world images obtained by a photographic colorimetric method
(8) provided the necessary data for the real world. These were
obtained during a trial in 1982 in Southern England. The
scenario consisted of open grass fields with scrub and
woodland clumps. There were no man-made buildings present
in the images although a portion of the image was occupied by
a military vehicle. Images were captured on different summer
days and at different ranges from 0.5km to 3km. A similar
scenario was constructed using CA M-SIM. Colour statistics
were collected for the two types of image and the resulting
hi stograms are shown in Figure I I. It is clear that the mean
colour, expressed as chromaticity, of the two sets of imagery
is similar, but that the distributions and ranges of the synthetic
and real imagery are quite di ffe rent. For certain applications
these differences may be critical. Similar comparisons on a
range of first and second order stati sties are planned for
CAMEO-SIM.
Higher order statistics which can capture phase information
are likely to be the most appropri ate metrics to investigate.
However these are complex and hence difficult to interpret
and apply. Certain types of Neural networks (Independent
Component Analysis networks) naturally capture some of the
features of higher order statistics after training. These
networks can be trained on real imagery and then used on
synthetic images to find if the same characteristics are
detected. Therefore it is believed th at neural networks would
be an appropriate statistical soluti on for this project.

Figure 10 Photograph of the step object to be used in
validation trials. The photograph also shows how the
object can be instrumented with thermocouples for
temperature measurement. (Lighter patches in the image
are shadows.)
6.3. (mage Statistics Validation
Many image metrics have been proposed [2,3,4,5,6]. Ideally,
pixel oomparison would be the ultimate method of comparing
rea l and synthetic images. However this would, excessively
overspecify the accuracy required, not only because of the
natural variations in the real-world, but also because it is

This work will continue and di fferent metrics used to analyse
the synthetic image fidelity so that appropriate images are
used for different application s.
6.4. Performance Validation
The third element of the validation programme will involve
comparisons of performance. The aim is to reproduce a real
trial using imagery generated by CAMEO-SIM.
A flight trial was conducted in I 974 to compare a light grey
camouflage scheme with a dark grey /green scheme on UK
Royal Air Force strike aircraft. The comparison was made by
fl ying aircraft painted in the two schemes against ground
based observers under a variety of meteorological conditions
and recording the detection ranges obtained. Observation was
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made with the unaided eye and with magnifying sights (X5
and X 10). The nature of the trial required the aircraft to fly
accurate straight-line tracks of about 20kms on a variety of
headings and at low level.

Both experienced and inexperienced observers were used.
Experienced observers had a visual acuity of 6/6 or better with
normal colour and binocular vision. Inexperienced observers
were tested using a car number plate reading test at a range of
30m.
Cloud conditions generally and in the direction of view were
noted. Colour of background sky was estimated by
comparison with a set of Munsell colour analysis charts.
Background sky luminance was measured with a Weston
Master IV light meter.
Detection ranges were obtained by timing each approach. The
observers, with stop watches were given a signal as the aircraft
crossed the IP and started their watches, they then stopped
their watches individually upon detecting the aircraft. During
eve!)' approach the aircraft was also timed between two timing
marks enabling its ground speed to be accurately determined.
This ground speed, the distance between the observers and the
IP, and the time to detection were then used to calculate
detection range.

a

b

The validation exercise will consist of a laboratory simulation
of this trial. Clearly attempting to reproduce exactly the same
conditions is impossible therefore a much simplified trial
design will be used. Visible band image sequences of the
scenario containing aircraft in the two different camouflage
schemes will be generated using CAMEO-SIM. These will be
played back to observers viewing a calibrated colour monitor
from a fixed distance (images are rendered to be viewed from
a predetermined distance) as shown in Figure 12. Any one
sequence will consist of an image of an aircraft "painted" in
one of two colours, which will fly along a randomised track
towards the observer. The observer task will be to press a
mouse button when the aircraft is detected and then to
designate the aircraft location on the screen using a cursor.

Figure 11 CIE (x,y) chromaticity histograms. a)
distribution for real imagery. b) distribution for synthetic
imagery.
The following conditions and variables were selected:
1.

Observers used unaided viewing, x5 and x 10 optical
sights.

2.

Limited search - the observers knew the approximate
height and direction of approach but were not accurately
laid-on. Search using the magnifying sights was within
the field-of-view along a fixed sight-line

3.

The trial was conducted under three types of sky
condition- clear sky, 2/8-4/8 broken cloud and uniform
overcast. Visibility was at least I Okm .

4.

Three relative aircraft/observer/sun positions were
studies: sun directly behind the observer as he viewed the
approaching aircraft, sun at 60° to the approach path
shining onto the front of the aircraft and sun at 45° to the
approach path shining onto the rear of the aircraft.

5.

Approaches were made head-on to the observers and to
cross I OOOm to left and right of the observers.
Approaches began 20km from the observers.

6.

Aircraft were 200m above ground level, speed 300 knots.

There are 27 possible different combinations of the above
variables, but because sun position is not relevant under a
uniformly overcast sky and crossing to left and right was not
required when the sun was directly behind observers the actual
number of different conditions reduces to 18. Each aircraft
made 6 approach runs per condition tested - 18 sorties were
required to complete the trial.

Figure 12 Experimental arrangement. The observer is
maintained at a fixed distance from the calibrated display
used to present the test imagery. An additional projector
is used to provide a controlled adaptation state.
Response time will provide the detection range just as in the
real trial. Additionally, this experiment will provide
information on accuracy of designation. These data will be
compared with the results from the actual trial. Because there
are so many differences between the real and the simulated
trial conditions only relative performance will be compared.
Observers will be screened for colour vision and acuity prior
to taking part in the trial. A mean level of adaptation will be
maintained by surrounding the display with a white screen if
necessary.
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7.

CONCLUSIONS

CAMEO-SIM can generate imagery between 0.4 and 14
microns to different levels of fidelity, to allow a trade-off
between accuracy and rendering time. The software has
undergone a range of verification tests to show that the correct
values are computed. A programme of validation is now
under way to ensure that meaningful results are obtained using
the software tools. This programme will address three
different aspects of the synthetic imagery- statistics, realworld comparisons and performance prediction. Research
work is in progress to quantify the significance of different
effects such as shadows, in different wavebands. The
functionality of CAMEO-SIM will be extended as part of an
ongoing research programme to include multi-processor
rendering capability, and simple multi-spectral image display,
moving sensors and thermal shadows.
8.
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1.

SUMMARY

In the course of an earlier study of the influences on an
observer's performance in target detectability assessments, the
statistical analysis of the data suggested that there was a
difference in the influences at work on an observer between
the detection of targets in a real scene and the detection of
targets in computer-generated (synthetic) images. Since
synthetic imagery is increasingly used in this field, this is an
important result. The work described in this report is a further
analysis of the original data with the aim of studying more
closely this difference. Analysis showed that there is indeed a
marked difference between the influence of the observers'
visual acuity on their performance in the two types of
detection task. The reason is that there is less detailed clutter
in synthetic images, which alleviates much of the decisionmaking an observer has to undergo in detecting a target in a
real-scene image. In the synthetic case, the target is either
seen or not seen and there is much less uncertainty. This
uncertainty, which attends real target detection, swamps any
measurable influences on an observer's relative performance
in the real-scene case. The conclusion is that computergenerated images used for the evaluation of low-contrast
target detection should contain much more clutter detail than
at present.

Keywords: Target detection, camouflage evaluation,
observer tests, visual acuity, synthetic imagery, visual
perception.
2.

INTRODUCTION

Evaluation of the effectiveness of camouflage, or, more
generally, the measurement of the detectability oflow-contrast
targets in a cluttered environment, is not a trivial task.
Although there are models of human perception, they are at
present limited in their applicability, and the case of lowcontrast targets in a cluttered environment is the most difficult.
Many unquantifiable influences are at work in a human search
for inconspicuous targets.
For this reason, the NATO camouflage research community
has always relied on the use of numbers of human observers in
their evaluation of camouflage effectiveness. This has usually
involved photosimulation tests (ref. 1), whereby observers are
shown projected photographic images within which a target is
concealed. The simulated range at which the target is detected
becomes the variable to be tested in the subsequent statistical
analysis, whereby individual camouflage measures can be
evaluated and compared. Despite the various problems and
inadequacies of the test (ref. 2), this remains the most reliable
method of camouflage evaluation.

In recent years, computers have made it easy to construct
images of targets that do not exist, such as new vehicles in
development, or to construct images which are less variable
than are real scenes, so that one parameter at a time (e.g.
gloss) can be varied, to evaluate its effect on target
detectability. These possibilities offer the prospect of an
improvement in the method of photosimulation by removing
the variability found in real imagery, such as that caused by
variations in imaging position, natural illumination, and so on,
and also by allowing measurement of the effect of otherwise
minor influences on target detectability.
Implicit in the use of computer-generated images in this way
is the assumption that the search task for the human observers
is the same as for a real scene. Therefore an analysis of
observers' performance on computer-generated imagery
should show a correlation with their performance on real
imagery. An opportunity to test this hypothesis arose during a
photosimulation exercise held at the Defence Clothing and
Textiles Agency (DCTA) Science and Technology Division
(S&TD), in Colchester, United Kingdom, recently.
3.

DESIGN OF THE PHOTOSIMULA TION TEST

The photosimulation test was set up primarily to evaluate
developmental camouflage measures within specific projects,
such as for helicopters; for hot, arid environments; and so on.
The opportunity was taken to make measurements of other
observer-specific attributes that may affect the performance of
each observer relative to the pool of observers. It had been
hoped that this would enable any quantifiable influence on
observer performance to be accounted for, and thereby limit
spread in the detection data generated in the photosimulation
test.
Some of the imagery used in the test was computer-generated.
Although it was not considered at the design stage, this meant
that the test also lent itself to the analysis of any difference
between real and computer-generated imagery in terms of the
dependence of observer performance on any of the measured
attributes.
The choice of attributes to include was restricted to those
which were intuitively likely to influence observer response
and were easy to measure. A brief questionnaire was designed
to record details of the observers' age, rank, relevant training,
and their normal job within the unit. Tests were devised, with
advice from a local optometrist, to measure visual acuity with
a Snellen Chart and colour perception with a series of Ishihara
Colour Plates.

Paper presented at the RTO SCI Workshop on "Search and Target Acquisition", held in Utrecht,
The Netherlands, 21-23 June 1999, and published in RTO MP-45.
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Past experience had suggested that some observers were
consistently "good" or ''bad" in their ability to detect targets in
the recorded image. There had been evidence (Annex D of
ref. 3) to suggest that observer ability could be accounted for
by adjusting the raw data according to how well an observer
performed relative to the other observers. and that spread
could be reduced as a result.
Observers are familiarised with the nature and procedures of
the photosimulation experiment by being shown a pre-test
image similar to those that will be shown in the experiment
proper. If all observers were shown the same image, and their
performance on this image was recorded, it should give a
guide to their relative ability. Therefore the final factor to be
incorporated was the observer's performance on this pre-test
image. This would have the disadvantage that the observers
would be learning the procedure at this stage, but the
advantage that all observers would see this same image before
any of the others, so all saw it under equal terms.
Of the four sets of imagery used in the photosimulation, one
consisted of computer-generated imagery. Because the
observers were likely to be less familiar with this type of
imagery than with real-life photographs, it was decided that
the familiarisation image should be computer-generated too.
The photosimulation test was designed so that each observer
saw several slides (taken in different locations), some of
which had more than one target. This provided data for
between 5 and 7 target detections per observer, of which one
was in a synthetic image, plus the familiarisation image (also
synthetic) that all observers saw. In analysing these detections
individually, the assumption is made that they are independent
(i.e. one detection does not influence another in the interactive
cueing effect). This is not always the case for slides
containing more than one target, but no trends were noticed
that might have suggested that detections were not
independent. Unfortunately 5 to 7 is not a high enough number
to conduct a test on the independence of target detections.
4.

PRE-TEST DATA

A total of I 04 observers were conducted through the trial, all
of whom were army personnel from the Colchester Garrison.
Their questionnaire responses were coded for entry into an
analysis of variance, which would establish how significant
each factor was in its contribution to the variance observed in
performance. Reference to individuals was made by their
Observer Index, which was the number given according to the
order in which they were conducted through the whole test.
Age was recorded as a whole number of years. Military rank
was coded with an integer to represent each level. The
military unit to which the observers belonged was recorded, as
was the category of job each performed within that unit.
Visual acuity was measured under test conditions and codified
in a way suitable to the statistical analysis. Two observers
were considered outliers in the visual acuity data. Both of
these observers normally wore spectacles, but did not have
them available for the test.
Seven of the I 04 observers had defective colour vision, and
were diagnosed according to the type and degree of
deficiency. From a statistical viewpoint, however, so small a
sample could not be further subdivided. Colour vision was
therefore characterised simply as normal or abnormal. The
last category recorded for each observer was the amount of
relevant training he had received. All appropriate training was
recorded on the questionnaires and was graded by the
supervisors with a subjective score out often for relevance to
the photosimulation task.

5.

PHOTOSIMULATION DATA

In order to make detections of different targets comparable,
each observer's detection range for a given target was
normalised with respect to the mean and standard deviation of
all detections made on the same target, as follows.
Z-score for observer against target =
observer's score - mean score for target
sample standard deviation for target
Thus the Z-score is the amount by which the observer's score
exceeds the mean score in units of the standard deviation. A
positive Z-score represents a better-than-average result and a
negative Z-score represents a worse-than-average result. This
removes the differences that exist between the detection
difficulty of different targets and allows a comparison to be
made of the performance of each observer, relative to the
relevant subgroup of observers, i.e. those who detected the
same target.
Consistently good observers would be expected to get
consistently high Z-scores, so the mean Z-score, averaged
over all targets seen by each observer, should be an indication
of that observer's ability to detect targets in photosimulation.
This, along with the Z-score of the familiarisation slide result,
makes two independent measures, designed to be of the same
thing.
6.

STATISTICAL TESTING

A regression analysis was conducted to determine the
correlation between the two sets of Z-scores. A high
correlation would confirm that the familiarisation test gives a
guide to the ability of the observers. The resulting correlation
coefficient was 0. 165, which for samples of this size is
significant at the 90% confidence level, but no higher. This is
not very high and does not give much confidence in the
usefulness of the familiarisation slide results as a monitor of
observer ability.
Further tests that were conducted to evaluate the effect of the
different attributes on observer performance highlighted more
differences between the mean Z-scores and the familiarisation
Z-scores. These were principally analysis-of-variance
(ANOVA) tests, designed to show which of the factors under
consideration were contributing to the variance in simulated
detection range.
Table 1: ANOVAs on Z-scores (1 01 Observers)

Factor

df

p (Mean Z)

p (Fam Z)

Age

I

0.432

0.911

Rank

I

0.610

0.637

Unit

3

0.349

0.108

.lob

3

0.596

0.021

Colour Vision

I

0.685

0.863

Visual Acuity

I

0.010

0.001

Training

I

0.387

0.269

Error

89

The three observers who came from training units had to be
excluded from the ANOV A because they formed too small a
data subgroup. This left I 01 observers in the data set. Table I
shows the results of two separate ANOV As on the mean Zscores and the familiarisation Z-scores respectively. This
gives a comparison of the relative contribution of each of the
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factors to the variance in observer Z-score between the overall
mean of the 5 to 7 target detections (the column headed
p(Mean Z)) and that for the familiarisation slide (headed
p(Fam Z)). The figure in the "df' column gives the number of
degrees of freedom for each factor within the analysis. The
error term refers to the residual variance. The figures in the
"p" columns are the significance levels for each factor: less
than 0.05 denotes a significant result, i.e. that the factor has a
significant effect on the observers' Z-scores.

confidence level. This is therefore a much more significant
correlation than was found with the overall mean results.

Most of the factors included in the analysis have not had a
significant influence on either of the sets of Z-scores. In the
column for mean Z-scores, only visual acuity has shown a
significant effect. It is obvious that in the broadest sense
visual acuity will be significant, because if an observer has
very poor eyesight, he will not be able to distinguish the
targets at all. However, people with very poor eyesight are
unlikely to be of interest in a simulation of military target
detection and the reason for including this factor was to see if
there was an influence even among observers with good
eyesight, as mainly used here. There are two observers within
the pool who are outliers in the distribution of visual acuity,
and they will be exercising a large leverage on the data and its
analysis. To check this effect they were removed from the
analysis. which was conducted again, exactly as above, but
now on the remaining 99 observers. Table 2. below, gives the
results of this second analysis.

This is a striking result. There is no correlation between the
relative performance of observers on the familiarisation slide
with that on the 6 real-scene targets, but there is a high
correlation with their performance on the other syntheticimage target.

Table 2: ANOVAs on Z-scores (99 Observers- Visual
Acuity Outliers Removed)

Factor

df

p (Mean Z)

p (Fam Z)

Age

I

0.337

0.933

Rank

I

0.526

0.421

Unit

3

0.384

0.060

Job

3

0.667

0.026

Colour Vision

I

0.700

0.983

Visual Acuity

I

0.297

0.001

Training

I

0.400

0.205

Error

87

Some of the figures in the table have changed, most notably
the visual acuity figure for the mean Z-score column, but,
importantly, not the visual acuity figure for the familiarisation
Z-score column. This is the result that first highlighted the
possibility of a difference between the requirements of a
search of real imagery and that of synthetic imagery.
Removal of the visual-acuity outliers had the expected effect
on the analysis of mean Z-scores, i.e. it removed the
apparently significant influence of visual acuity on observer
performance (within the narrow spread of visual acuity scores
still in the analysis). Remarkably, the same effect was not
apparent in the analysis of familiarisation Z-scores; a very
significant influence remaining. Note also the other two
apparently significant effects; "unit", at 90% confidence; and
"job'", significant at the 95% confidence level.
If there really is a difference between the requirements of real
and synthetic imagery searches, then a closer correlation
would be expected between the familiarisation Z-scores and
the synthetic-imagery photosimulation Z-scores than that
measured earlier between the familiarisation scores and the
overall mean ones. This is easily tested. The correlation
coefficient for familiarisation Z-scores against the synthetic
imagery Z-scores was 0.305, which is significant at the 99.8%

Further, if this highly-correlated set of results formed part of
the data making up the overall means, then another correlation
test should be conducted on the familiarisation Z-scores
against the mean of all real-scene Z-scores (that is all except
the synthetic-imagery scores). This produces a correlation
coefficient of0.085, which equates to a confidence level of
61%, i.e. not at all significant, or no correlation.

7.

DISCUSSION

The statistical work has proved that there is an important
difference between target detection from real-scene imagery
and detection from computer-generated imagery. This
difference has been detected through the relative performance
of observers in the target detection task. This infers that some
observers are particularly good at detection of targets in real
scenes and others are better on synthetic imagery. There must,
therefore. be a difference in the demands of each.
The analyses of variance, reported in Section 6, gave a clue
when they produced different figures for the significance of
the influence of various factors on observers' relative
performance. The most notable ditTerence was recorded in the
case of visual acuity, which, for the limited spread of acuity
found in the 99 observers tested, was not a significant factor in
observer performance on real-scene imagery, but was highly
significant in the case of synthetic imagery. This implies that
detection of targets in synthetic imagery demands good visual
acuity, more than does detection of targets in real-scene
imagery.
This can be tested specifically, by calculating the correlation
coefficient between the visual acuity score and both the mean
Z-score for real-scene imagery and the mean Z-score for
synthetic imagery. Table 3 shows the results of such an
analysis.

Table 3: Correlation of Visual Acuity with Z-Scores
Image Type

Correlation Coeff

Real Scene

0.147

0.137

Synthetic

0.381

0.000067

p

This is an emphatic result. The '·p'" column gives the
probability that the correlation coefficients given could occur
by chance if there was no real correlation. It is therefore the
significance figure. Within the range covered (by all I 04
observers), visual acuity has no significant correlation with the
observers' performance in detecting targets in real-scene
imagery, even at the 90% confidence level (which would
require that p<O. I). By the same token. visual acuity is
significantly correlated with observer performance in
synthetic-imagery target detection at the 99.99% confidence
level. Visual acuity would therefore seem to be the main
cause of differences in observer performance between the two
types of imagery.
There was a suggestion evident in Table 2 that "job" and
"unit" may also contribute something to the difference
between observers' performance on real and synthetic
imagery. One way to test this is to run single analyses of
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variance on each data set for each of these two factors. This
would produce significance values for each effect. The
resulting values are shown below in Table 4.

Table 4: ANOVA for "Job" and "Unit"
p(unit)

p(job)

Real Scene

0.664

0.520

Synthetic

0.555

0.093

Type

The non-significant figures for "unit" suggest that the slightlysignificant result in Table 2 (p=0.060) was a rogue. Such a
value would be expected by chance roughly once in twenty
occasions, so this is quite likely, given the number of tests
conducted. The new results above are more reliable than the
one in Table 2 because all of the data are used here, whereas
some elements had to be removed to do the earlier multiple
ANOVA.
Note, however, that there is still a minor ditlerence apparent in
the data for "job''. There is no significance at all in the effect
of"job" on the real-scene data, whereas 0.093, for the
synthetic-image data, represents a significant result at the 90%
confidence leveL though this is not very high and could have
occurred by chance.
It would appear that visual acuity is the factor that accounts
for almost all of the difference between the demands of real
and synthetic imagery in the search for inconspicuous targets.
Comparison of the visual appearance of the two types of
imagery is necessary in order to attempt to explain this
difference.

The reason for the difference is probably that the artificial
scene was very homogeneous, using a large number of almost
identical-looking trees with a very plain "grass" base. There
were few opportunities to be mistaken about the target's
whereabouts: it could either be seen or it could not. In real
imagery, trees and bushes differ more. There are shady
clumps that can look like a camouflaged vehicle. There is
much more scope to be mistaken.
In other words, the visual acuity is much more important in
synthetic imagery, because there is very little other decisionmaking to do. When a target is found, it is found with some
certainty. In real imagery, there may be many potentially
"false" targets, and the observer has to decide how certain he
is that he has indeed found a real target. In this case, though
visual acuity might be equally important as in the former case,
it is swamped by the vagaries of human decision-making in
the detection data. Indeed, for real-scene imagery, no factor
has been shown in this investigation to have a significant
effect on the performance of an observer relative to the pool of
observers who detected the same target. The "random error"
of the decision process is greater than the effect of any of the
individual influences considered here.

8.

CONCLUSIONS

An important, and potentially far-reaching, conclusion has
emerged from work that was originally designed to evaluate
the effect of various potential influences on the performance
of observers in the detection of low-contrast targets in a
cluttered environment. It is that there is a major difference in
the influence of observers' relative performance within the
group of observers between target detection in real-scene
images and that in computer-generated images.
In essence, the problem is that synthetic images are not
sufficiently cluttered to simulate the search task presented by a
low-contrast target in a real scene. Computer-generated
images are increasingly being used in target detectability
studies, on the assumption that such imagery is a sufficiently
realistic simulation of real scenes. The work reported here
throws doubt on that assumption. In particular it has shown
that there is a difference in the demand on observers in the
detection task, i.e. that visual acuity is more important in
synthetic imagery than it is in real-scene imagery.
The effect of this problem in detectability evaluations will be
to introduce a bias that would not show in real-scene work.
The observers' visual acuity would influence their own
performance. The choice of observers and their distribution
across comparative groups would need to be done very
carefully with regard to their visual acuity, which would of
course need to be tested. Alternatively, by measuring the size
of this influence of visual acuity. it could in principle be
accounted for by adjusting observers' responses, according to
their acuity score.
As computers advance in power, so it should be possible to
generate more and more realistic synthetic imagery that would
approach the degree of clutter found in photographs of real
scenes. This work suggests that that position has probably not
yet been reached, and certainly suggests that as much realistic
clutter as possible should be included in any synthetic imagery
intended for use in an evaluation of the detectability of lowcontrast targets.
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